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HOW THIS CUMULATIVE INDEX IS ORGANIZED
This Cumulative Index includes a subject index, a personal author index, a corporate source index, a contract number index, and a report/accession number index.

HOW TO USE THE SUBJECT INDEX
Two types of cross-references appear in the subject index:
1. Use (U) references indicate that the subject term is not "postable," i.e., not a valid term, and the following term or terms are used instead. For example:
   AIRCRAFT PROTUBERANCES
   U PROTUBERANCES
   FLIGHT PERFORMANCE
   U FLIGHT CHARACTERISTICS

2. Narrower Term (NT) references refer the user to more specific headings in the same subject area, under which additional material on the subject may be found. For example:
   FLOW RESISTANCE
   NT AERODYNAMIC DRAG
   NT FRICTION DRAG
   NT SUPERSONIC DRAG

In addition, a searcher may use the title or title and title extension in the index to narrow further his quest for particular items. This is because subject terms readily include more than one class of document. For example:

   AIRLINE OPERATIONS
   All-weather operations, including
   pilot role, instrument landing
   systems and guidance aids.
   Airport congestion as constraint on
   air travel, considering runway
   capacity and adjusted demand.

illustrates a case where two references on different topics are listed under the same subject term.
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The corporate source index entries are abridged versions of the corporate sources used in the abstract-section citations in the individual Supplements. The corporate source supplementary (organizational component) does not appear in the index. For example:

BOEING CO., SEATTLE, WASH. MILITARY AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS DIV.

BOEING CO., SEATTLE, WASH.  (Source citation entry)

(Source index entry)

HOW TO USE THE CONTRACT NUMBER INDEX

All contract numbers that are identified in the abstract-section citations in the individual Supplements appear in this index. Changes by agencies in the style in which contract numbers are presented may require multiple searching for variants. For example:

AF 33(615)-71-C-1758
F33615-71-C-1758

HOW TO USE THE REPORT/ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX

All report numbers that have been assigned by the corporate source, monitoring agency or cataloging activity appear in this index. Variations in initial cataloging may result in different report number series. For example:

TP-924
ONERA-TP-924

IDENTIFICATION OF DESIRED SUPPLEMENT

The abstract and descriptive cataloging for any accession number selected from the indexes may be found in the appropriate Supplement. The page-number range of each Supplement appears on the inside front cover of this index. Once the range of page numbers containing the selected accession number is located in the second column, the desired Supplement number will be found in the first column. For example:

Page 331 will be found in Supplement 111.

AVAILABILITY OF DOCUMENTS

Information concerning the availability of documents announced in the Aeronautical Engineering supplements is found in the Introduction to the most currently issued monthly supplement.
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Spin flight research summary
[SSE PAPER 790565]
p452 A79-36706

Selection of aircraft turbocharger systems
[SSE PAPER 790608]
p456 A79-36739

An aircraft simulation using a product of exponentials as a tracant
p466 A79-38805

Flight control, II - Control system design --- German book
p507 A79-40155

Fly-by-light
p533 A79-43458

Gust alleviation using direct turbulence measurements
[IAEA 79-1674]
p560 A79-43539

Gust alleviation - Criteria and control laws
[IAEA 79-1676]
p560 A79-45340
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Effect of reduced visibility on VTOL handling quality and display requirements
[AJAA 79-1680]
Flooded shear plane control apparatus for aircraft steering and stabilization
[AJAA 79-1682]
Direct force mode flight control for a vectored lift fighter
[AJAA 79-1794]
Alienation of stability and control difficulties of a V/STOL Type B aircraft
[AJAA 79-1765]
Some results from the use of a control augmentation system to develop the spin of a light plane
[AJAA PAPER 79-1790]
Dutch roll excitation and recovery techniques on a C-141A Starlifter
[AJAA PAPER 79-1401]
Nonlinear decoupled control synthesis for maneuvering aircraft
[AJAA PAPER 79-1790]
The enhancement of aircraft parameter identification using linear transformations --- for stability
[AJAA PAPER 79-1790]
A multiple objective optimization approach to aircraft control system design
[AJAA PAPER 79-1790]
Application of singular perturbation techniques /SP/ and continuation methods for on-line aircraft trajectory optimization
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Digital adaptive control laws for VTOL aircraft
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The DG-800 - A rugged, high performance heading reference unit --- directional gyro design considerations
[AJAA PAPER 79-1790]
Guidance accuracy considerations for the microwave landing system L-band precision DBH
[AJAA PAPER 79-1790]
Combined environment reliability test of the common strategic Doppler system
[AJAA PAPER 79-1790]
An evaluation of sidestick force/deflection characteristics on aircraft handling qualities
[AJAA PAPER 79-1790]
AFFTC parameter identification experience --- Air Force Flight Test Center aircraft flight testing
[AJAA PAPER 79-1790]
Stability of the perturbed longitudinal motion of a lift-controlled aircraft
[AJAA PAPER 79-1790]
Power by wire for aircraft - The all-electric air vehicle
[AJAA PAPER 79-1790]
In-flight simulation with pilot-center of gravity offset and velocity mismatch
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On modeling sensitivity of a linear system to reduction of its order by the infinitesimal transformation method in the yaw motion control problem
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Implementation of an optimum profile guidance system on STOLAND
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Investigations for the calculation of robust control systems --- aircraft control, sensor failure
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The Total In-Flight Simulator (TIFS) aerodynamics and systems: Description and analysis --- maneuver control and gust alleviators
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A theoretical and experimental means to predict ice accretion shapes for evaluating aircraft handling and performance characteristics
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Summary of the Aircraft Operations Committee
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Acquisition of control information in a wind shear
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Display/controls requirements for automated VTOL aircraft
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Stability and control derivative estimates obtained from flight data for the Beech 99 aircraft
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Parametric analysis of stereometric tracker for use in tactical aircraft
[AD-AOG46488]
Active control transport design criteria
[AFRL-PR-6663]
Active control transport design criteria
[AFRL-PR-6663]
Filtering technique based on high-frequency plant modeling for high-precision control
[NASA-CER-LAB-12115-1]
State of the art survey of technologies applicable to NASA's aeronautics, avionics and controls program
[NASA CR-159050]
Theory, design and experimental study of an eddy-current/hydromechanical stability augmentor for aircraft
[NASA CR-159050]
An in-flight simulator investigation of roll and yaw control power requirements for STOL approach and landing: Development of capability and preliminary results
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Applications of pattern recognition systems for day/night precision aircraft control
[NASA TP-30256]
Stability and control --- conferences
[NAECD-CP-260]
Enhanced fighter mission effectiveness by use of integrated flight systems
[NASA TP-30256]
Results related to simulated and in-flight experimentation with an electric flight control system that can be generalized
[NASA TP-30256]
Design considerations for reliable FBW flight control
[NASA TP-30256]
L-1011 active controls, design philosophy and experience
[NASA TP-30256]
Flying qualities and the fly-by-wire aeroplane
[NASA TP-30256]
A simulator investigation of handling quality criteria for CV2 transport aircraft
[ASA NP-78035-0]
Accelerated development and flight evaluation of active controls concepts for subsersonic transport aircraft
[NASA CR-159188]
Fixed-base simulation study of decoupled longitudinal controls during approach and landing of a medium jet transport in the presence of wind shear
[NASA TP-1519]
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Relative pavement bearing strength requirements of a helicopter
[SAE PAPER 780568]
Propulsion cycle and configuration commonality considerations for subsonic V/STOL design
[ASME PAPER 78-02-08]
The Wright brothers' flight-control system --- canard configuration
[NASA TP-1519]
Method for determining maximum allowable stress for preliminary aircraft wing design
[NASA TP-1519]
Aircraft air conditioning systems --- Russian book p0017 179-11442
Aspects of short-takeoff aircraft --- optimization of aircraft, airports and flight regimes p0017 179-11444
Recent theoretical developments and experimental studies pertinent to vortex flow aerodynamics -- with a view towards design p0017 179-11549
Method of calculating potential flows of an incompressible fluid past a wing with a high-lift device p0019 179-12126
Numerical solution of a linear integral equation of the first kind in the inverse problem of symmetric flow past a wing p0019 179-12138
Application of gradient methods to the optimal design of components of load-bearing structures for aircraft minimum weight design p0020 179-12144
Quality index for an iterative process of optimizing long-range aircraft parameters p0020 179-12152
A method of solving multicriterial optimization problems for load-bearing structures -- for large aspect ratio wings p0020 179-12163
Lift and longitudinal accent of a small-aspect-ratio wing in the proximity of a body of revolution p0021 179-12166
Calculation of the transient aerodynamic characteristics of a supersonic flight vehicle p0021 179-12169
Effect of viscosity on nonseparated transonic flow past a profile p0021 179-12205
Iterative method of aircraft wing strength calculation taking into account the effect of deformations on distribution of aerodynamic forces p0022 179-12113
Application of an interactive graphics system for the design and optimization of aircraft lifting surfaces p0025 179-12436
Program ERT -- a wing structural optimization computer program for preliminary design of fighter aircraft p0025 179-12460
Advanced environmental cooling concepts for supersonic aircraft (ASME PAPER 78-1955-21) p0027 179-12570
Determination of the geometrical parameters and position of the nose flap at the root section of a swept wing on the basis of wind tunnel data. I p0028 179-12953
The smooth approximation method and its application to the mathematical description of the aerodynamic characteristics of a wing p0028 179-12955
Solution of the inverse problem of aerodynamics by a random search technique p0028 179-12956
Choice of a fuselage for a passenger aircraft p0028 179-12968
A systematic procedure for generating conformal mappings -- application to transonic aerodynamics p0059 179-13468
Study of the integration of active control elements in the high lift system of a transport aircraft into maneuver control, gust-load control, and direct control of lift [DGLER PAPER 78-111] p0060 179-14069
The high-lift characteristics in the case of the V-wing concept [DGLER PAPER 78-114] p0061 179-14072
Engine requirements for the next generation of fighter aircraft [DGLER PAPER 78-124] p0061 179-14077
Design of the P/1-18 challenge -- Readiness and low total cost [DGLER PAPER 78-12126] p0062 179-12126
Design study results of a supersonic cruise fighter wing [ASNE PAPER 79-ERAS-211] p0069 179-14859
Very large aircraft -- Technology and operational implications p0062 179-14136
A computer-aided aircraft Configuration Development System [ASNE PAPER 79-0064] p0100 179-19512
Unmanned flight vehicle design parameter selection for a random search technique p0063 179-14143
The air-superiority fighter [AIAA PAPER 79-0060] p0109 179-19511
The design and fabrication of the de Havilland BMC-7 nose avionics compartment using aramid composites p0111 179-17059
The value of various technology advances for several V/STOL configurations p0129 179-18297
A computer-aided design for a larger aircraft for the U.S. Navy p0127 179-18365
The taxi-187 aircraft: Construction and operation -- Russian book p0127 179-18424
Designing-in reliability -- A new approach for F-18 Inertial Navigation System p0072 179-15369
The design of a larger aircraft for the U.S. Navy [AIAA PAPER 79-0064] p0100 179-19512
The sizing of a V/STOL aircraft for multimission application [AMS 78-09] p0119 179-18135
High-performance VTOL for over-the-horizon targeting for surface to surface cruise missiles [AMS 78-10] p0119 179-18136
The aerodynamic design of aircraft -- Book p0128 179-18424
The design of the P/1-18 challenge -- Readiness and low total cost p0061 179-14077
A Mars Airplane ...(Oh really) -- aerospaceplane design for Mars exploration [ASAE PAPER 79-0064] p0100 179-19512
The sizing of a V/STOL aircraft for multimission application [AMS 78-09] p0119 179-18135
High-performance VTOL for over-the-horizon targeting for surface to surface cruise missiles [AMS 78-10] p0119 179-18136
The design and fabrication of the de Havilland BMC-7 nose avionics compartment using aramid composite materials p0111 179-17059
The P-18 Hornet [AIAA PAPER 79-0060] p0109 179-19511
A computer-aided design for a larger aircraft for the U.S. Navy [AIAA PAPER 79-0064] p0100 179-19512
The design and fabrication of the de Havilland BMC-7 nose avionics compartment using aramid composites p0111 179-17059
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A multiple objective optimization approach to aircraft control system design
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Self-contained grease lubrication systems for aircraft applications
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Control system requirements for aircraft gas turbine engines
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Automation of blade design for aircraft turboengines — Russian book

The Tri-Fan V/STOL propulsion/control concept

Definition of electronic engine control environment for an advanced aircraft engine

Optical control of turbine engines

Progress on the ENSIP approach to improved structural integrity in gas turbine engines — An overview — Engine Structural Integrity Program

A cumulative fatigue damage model for gas turbine engine disks subjected to complex mission loading

Fuel conservative aircraft engine technology

Auxiliary gas turbine engines for aircraft — Russian book
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Requirements and constraints in the development and qualification of gas turbine engines for the Navy
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Trade-off studies with an interactive engine/airframe life-cycle-cost model
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Statistical diagnostics of aircraft engines

Wheels for vectored thrust jet engines
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Aneural Bi-Fracton system for aircraft propulsion

An analysis of aeroengine fan flutter using twin orthogonal vibration modes

Oil squeeze film dampers for reducing vibration of aircraft gas turbine engines

A review of small gas turbine combustion system development
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Manufacturers developing fuel-efficient engines
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CF6-61L82500 compressor prospects --- aircraft turbine engines

Gas turbines and APU's in aircraft gas turbine engines

Development of materials and processes for engine components -- Current and future points of interest

Garrett KTP 3

Application of hot isostatic pressing to aircraft gas turbines

Statistical diagnostics of aircraft engines
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Energy efficient aircraft engines
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Introduction to the computer-aided design of flight vehicles - Russian book on spacecraft design

An application of 3-D viscous flow analysis to the design of a low-aspect-ratio turbine

Improving turbine efficiency - aerodynamic and stress analyses for gas turbine engines

Computer-aided design - Aerodynamics General aviation aircraft design for performance using small computers

Computer graphics create the new wave of design Exploring team avionics systems by simulation

Computer calculations of steady-state temperature fields in cooled turbine rotor blades

Computer calculation of steady-state temperature fields in cooled turbine disks

Computer aided design of mixed flow turbines for turbogenerators

Impact of digital computer technology on flight systems

Technique for developing design tools from the analysis methods of computational aerodynamics

Solution of the inverse aerodynamics problem by the random search method Engineering and manufacturing communication via the computer data base

CARAH data handling from conceptual design through produce support

Microcomputer-based digital autopilot development for the T-38C-106 Mini-En V

A system for interdisciplinary analysis - A key to improved rotocraft design

Role of Numerical Control Design in the computer aided design/manufacturing interface at Sikorsky

Application of finite-element and holographic techniques in the design of turboshaft engine components

Evaluation of finite-element formulations for transient conduction forced-convection analysis

Recent applications of theoretical analysis to V/STOL inlet design

Utilization of computerized ERC techniques to evaluate C-F system to environment compatibility - Electromagnetic Compatibility analysis for Communications Electronic systems

High speed radar processing using CMOS/SOS technology

Synthesis of aircraft structures using integrated design and analysis methods

Comprehensive helicopter analysis: A state of the art review

Computer-aided design and analysis of the shape rolling process for producing turbine engine airfoils

Analysis of a theoretically optimized transonic airfoil

Airfoil design by numerical optimization using a minicomputer

Progress in transonic flow computations analysis and design methods for three-dimensional flows - Supercritical wings and wing-body combinations

Application of aerodynamic design techniques to process compressor design - Computerized design

Computer-aided design study of hypersonic vehicle

A computer aided design and fabrication system adapted to the design of three dimensional objects - helicopter design

DRAPO: A computer aided design and fabrication system

CAD for electric systems design in aircraft production

Aeritalia point of view and objectives on computer aided design

A discussion of the production design office benefits of C.A.D. - in the aircraft industry

Development of Integrated Programs for Aerospace-vehicle design (IPAD): Reference design process

Wing-mounted antenna code: User's manual

Analysis: Analysis of aerospace structures with membrane elements

Optimum tall fairings for bodies of revolution - computerized design

Advanced computer technology in aerodynamics.

Lecture 1: Computer-aided aircraft design

An artificial viscosity method for the design of supercritical airfoils

A gas turbine off-design computing system

Contribution to the calculation of the dynamic behavior of industrial turbo-compressor circuits

A computer-aided design method for axial flow pumps and fans

The design of digital controllers for the C-161 aircraft using entire eigenstructure assignment and the development of an interactive computer design program

COMPUTERIZED SIMULATION ANALOG SIMULATION DIGITAL SIMULATION

The role of flight dynamic modeling in helicopter certification

Simulation of helicopter powerplant performance

A computer-aided design study of hypersonic vehicle

A computer aided design and fabrication system adapted to the design of three dimensional objects - helicopter design

DRAPO: A computer aided design and fabrication system

CAD for electric systems design in aircraft production
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A discussion of the production design office benefits of C.A.D. - in the aircraft industry

Development of Integrated Programs for Aerospace-vehicle design (IPAD): Reference design process

Wing-mounted antenna code: User's manual

Analysis: Analysis of aerospace structures with membrane elements

Optimum tall fairings for bodies of revolution - computerized design

Advanced computer technology in aerodynamics.

Lecture 1: Computer-aided aircraft design

An artificial viscosity method for the design of supercritical airfoils

A gas turbine off-design computing system

Contribution to the calculation of the dynamic behavior of industrial turbo-compressor circuits

A computer-aided design method for axial flow pumps and fans

The design of digital controllers for the C-161 aircraft using entire eigenstructure assignment and the development of an interactive computer design program
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SUBJECT INDEX

Structural design flight maneuver loads using PDP-10 flight dynamics model p0013 A79-10905
The survivability of helicopters to rotor blade ballistic damage Method of determining the stability and controllability characteristics of an aircraft from the transient processes Test and evaluation procedures for the GPS user equipment Band spread effect of a Doppler noise distance measurement system --- for missile scoring system A parachute that goes up --- lift-devices for subsonic and transonic deliveries and recoveries Flight simulators --- Russian book p0063 A79-14192 p0064 A79-12176 p0067 A79-14431 p0067 A79-14431 p0071 A79-15153

COMPUTERIZED SIMULATION CONTENTS

### SUBJECT INDEX

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CONDUCTING FLUIDS</th>
<th>CONDUCTIVE HEAT TRANSFER</th>
<th>CONDUCTORS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Theory of lifting surface in fluids of high electrical conductivity</td>
<td>On calculating the temperature state of film-cooled turbine vanes</td>
<td>NT ELECTRIC CONDUCTORS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Transient temperature distribution in cooled turbine blades</td>
<td>NT ELECTRIC WIRE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Most rational linearization of nonlinear unsteady heat conduction problems --- for flight vehicle parts and engines</td>
<td>NT SUPERCONDUCTORS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Evaluation of finite element formulations for transient conduction forced-convection analysis</td>
<td>NT CONICAL BODIES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prediction of in-depth gap heating ratios from wing glove nodal test data --- space shuttle orbiter</td>
<td>NT ROCKET NOSE CONES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[NASA-CR-161046]</td>
<td>NT SLENDER CONES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### CONFERENCES

- Alternative hydrocarbon fuels: Combustion and chemical kinetics; SQUID Workshop, Loyola College, Columbia, Md., September 7-9, 1977, Technical Papers
- SAFIE Association, Annual Symposium, Las Vegas, Nev., December 5-8, 1977, Proceedings
- Topics in fluid film bearing and rotor bearing system design and optimization; Proceedings of the Design Engineering Conference, Chicago, Ill., April 17-20, 1978
- Reliability and quality in aeronautics and astronautics: Meeting, Hanover, West Germany, April 27, 28, 1978, Reports
- Aerodynamic Decelerator and Balloon Technology Conference, 6th, Houston, Tex., March 5-7, 1979, Technical Papers
- Application of fracture mechanics to design --- Book
- Structures, Structural Dynamics, and Materials Conference, 20th, St. Louis, Mo., April 4-6, 1979, Technical Papers on Dynamics and Loads
- Numerical methods in laminar and turbulent flow; Proceedings of the First International Conference, University College of Swansea, Swansea, Wales, July 17-21, 1978
- Very Large Vehicle Conference, Arlington, Va., April 26, 27, 1979, Technical Papers
- Perspectives on airport environmental compatibility; Proceedings of the Economic/Environmental Specialty Conference, Miami, Fla., March 2, 3, 1978

### MATERIALS

- Materials problems in gas turbine engine technology; Colloquium, Munich, West Germany, October 27, 28, 1977, Report
- Service fatigue loads monitoring, simulation, and analysis; Proceedings of the Symposium, Atlanta, Ga., November 16-15, 1977
- Conference on Certification of Aircraft for Lightning and Atmospheric Electricity Hazards, Chatillon-sur-Bagneux, Hauts-de-Seine, France, September 14-21, 1978, Proceedings
- Computers in Aerospace Conference, 2nd, Los Angeles, Calif., October 22-24, 1979, Technical Papers

### ICING TESTING

- Icing testing for aircraft engines [AGARD-CP-236]
- Helicopter Acoustics, part 2 --- conferences [NASA-CP-2052-PT-2]
- Conference on Fire Resistant Materials (FIREMEN): A compilation of presentations and papers [NASA-TM-78523]
- Overview of FIREMEN program at Aeolus Research Center [NASA-TM-78495]
- Proceedings of the Technical Conference on the Effects of Helicopter Dowwash on Free Projectiles [AD-A058123]
- Technical evaluation report on the Specialists' Meeting of the Flight Mechanics Panel on Piloted Aircraft Environment Simulation Techniques [AGARD-AR-126]
- Naval Air Systems Command-Naval Research Laboratory Workshop on Basic Research Needs for Synthetic Hydrocarbon Jet Aircraft Fuels [AD-A060087]
- Aircraft icing [AGARD-AR-127]
- Preliminary CCQT program test results [NASA-TM-79013]
- Dynamic Stability Parameters [AGARD-CP-235]
- The rotary combustion engine: A candidate for general aviation --- conferences [NASA-CP-2067]
- Piloted Aircraft Environment Simulation Techniques [AGARD-CP-249]
- Alternative hydrocarbon fuels: Combustion and chemical kinetics --- synthetic aircraft fuels [AD-A061050]
- Industrial centrifugal compressors, volume 1 [VKI-LECTURE-SERIES-95-VOL-1]
- Industrial Centrifugal Compressors, Volume 2 [VKI-LECTURE-SERIES-95-VOL-2]
- Advanced Technology Airfoil Research, volume 1, part 1 --- conference on development of computational codes and test facilities [NASA-CP-2045-VOL-1-PT-1]
- Research in airport pavements [PP-289432/7]
- Fracture Mechanics Design Methodology --- aircraft structures [AGARD-LS-97]
- Proceedings of the Seminar on Advanced Problems in Turbomachinery, part 1 [VKI-LECTURE-SERIES-1-PT-1]
CONTROL DEVICES

controllability characteristics of an aircraft from the transient processes p0021 A79-12176
Active control --- aircraft systems p0026 A79-12534
Design of the TF34 system in relation to experience with the CCV-P104 program and functional redundancy --- digital flight control systems for tactical fighter aircraft [DLR PAPER 78-139] p0062 A79-14088
Optimized finned pilotless flight vehicle design parameter selection --- control configured optimization p0069 A79-14859
Optimizing finned pilotless flight vehicle design parameters p0069 A79-14870
Problems raised by the application of the natural stability reduction concept to transport aircraft p115 A79-20117
Recent developments in active control technology --- for fighter aircraft design [AIAA 79-0708] p0277 A79-27368
Control considerations for CCV fighters at high angles of attack p0461 A79-37295
Preparing for the TF34 90 p0508 A79-40326
Parameter and state estimation applicable to aircraft identification problem p0561 A79-43946
Parallel procedures for aircraft parameter identification and state estimation [AIAA 79-1816] p0567 A79-45316
Direct force mode flight control for a vectored lift fighter [AIAA 79-1749] p0571 A79-45386
From HINAT to future fighters --- Highly Maneuverable Aircraft Technology assessment p0607 A79-87996
A microprocessor system for flight control research p0616 A79-48623
Application of Lagrange Optimization to the drag polar utilizing experimental data [AIAA PAPER 79-1833] p0634 A79-49345
A computer program for aircraft identification and derivative extraction p0640 A79-50306
Active controls in aircraft design [AGARD-AC-234] p0235 A79-16684
Active controls in aircraft design summary p0235 A79-16685
Control configured vehicle design philosophy p0236 A79-16667
Control-configured combat aircraft p0236 A79-16668
F-16 multi-national fighter p0236 A79-16669
F-8 active control p0236 A79-16670
Propulsion-flight control integration technology p0236 A79-16672
Active controls for civil transports p0236 A79-16673
Fuel conservative subsonic transport \--- control surfaces activated by computers p0236 A79-16674
B-1 ride control p0237 A79-16676
Redundant strapdown navigation, guidance, and control of a control configured vehicle p0237 A79-20016
Design considerations for implementing integrated mission-tailored flight control nodes \--- digital fly-by-wire and the ccv YF-16 aircraft p0324 A79-20022
Stability and control --- conferences [AGARD-CP-246] p0458 A79-30218
System implications of active controls p0458 A79-30219
Structural aspects of active controls p0458 A79-30221

SUBJECT INDEX

Enhanced fighter mission effectiveness by use of integrated flight system p0658 A79-30223
Improvement of fighter aircraft maneuverability through employment of control configured vehicle technology p0658 A79-30225
Stability and control aspects of the CCV-YF104C p0659 A79-30234
Design guidance from fighter CCV flight evaluations p0659 A79-30235
A simulator investigation of handling quality criteria for CCV transport aircraft [MLR-NP-78035-0] p0660 A79-30240

CONTROL DEVICES

U CONTROL EQUIPMENT

CONTROL EQUIPMENT

NT CONTROL STICKS

NT PRESSURE REGULATORS

The solid state remote power controller - Its status, use and perspective --- for aircraft and spacecraft p0012 A79-10896
Control system requirements for aircraft gas turbine engines p0026 A79-12530
Control systems and problems of their development from the viewpoint of technological and operational requirements --- for aircraft gas turbine engines p0026 A79-12531
NC equipment spares block manufacture \--- Full-scale production slated \--- Numerical Control for integrated helicopter compressor blade and disk manufacture p0400 A79-33589
Flight control. II - Control system design --- German book p0507 A79-40155
Military considerations for helicopter flight controls p0692 A79-53628
Automatic Stabilization Equipment for the Army/Hughes YAH-64 Attack Helicopter p0693 A79-53637
Investigations for the calculation of robust control systems --- aircraft control, sensor failure [NASA-TE-488] p0694 A79-53637
Compensating linkage for main rotor control [NASA-CAS-7907-71] p0175 A79-15057
A study of longitudinal controllability and stability requirements for small general aviation airplanes [AD-405067] p0175 A79-15058
Evaluation of two inflow control devices for flight simulation of fan noise using a JT15D engine [NASA-TP-79072] p0221 A79-15969
Validation of MIL-F-9490D: General specification for flight control system for piloted military aircraft. Volume 1: Summary of TP-17 and C-5A validations [AD-4061807] p0306 A79-19008
Validation of MIL-F-9490D: General specification for flight control system for piloted military aircraft. Volume 2: TP-17 lightweight fighter validation [AD-406208] p0306 A79-19009
The equipment-system interface in an antitank helicopter at night p0306 A79-24992
Helicopter high grain control [NASA-CP-150052] p0672 A79-31221
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Recent progress in active controls applied to aircraft systems. 

Recent developments in active control technology for fighter aircraft. 

Study on flutter suppression and gust alleviation using active controls. 

Design benefits from V/STOL control/display simulation programs. 

Modeling helicopter flight dynamics for two-bladed rotors. 

Results related to simulated and in-flight experimentation with an electric flight control system that can be generalized. 

Structure and flight dynamics of small horizontal tail. 

Effects of a spin chute installation on spin characteristics of light general aviation aircraft. 

Comparative study between two different active flutter suppression systems. 

Control and stabilization in aerodynamics. 

Simulation study of the effect of fuel-consumptive approaches on ATC procedures and terminal area capacity. 

Development of the L-1011 Flight Management System. 

Recent developments in active control technology for fighter aircraft. 

Aircraft motion sensitivity to dynamic stability derivatives. 

Aircraft motion sensitivity to dynamic stability. 

Flight testing the EFIR. 

Flight testing the EFIR for two-bladed rotors. 

Aircraft motion sensitivity to dynamic stability. 

Structural benefits from V/STOL control/display simulation programs. 

Recent progress in active controls applied to flutter suppressors.
An analysis of unsteady transonic flow in wind tunnels in subsonic frequency range [IAIA 79-0764] p0320 A79-29018
Some theoretical considerations of a stall proof airplane [SASE PAPER 790606] p0456 A79-36736
Direct force mode flight control for a vectored lift fighter [IAIA 75-1744] p0571 A79-45386
Benefits of aerodynamic interaction to the three surface configuration [IAIA PAPER 79-1830] p0608 A79-67904
The DC-9 Super 80 -- much more than a simple stretch [IAIA 79-1049] p0634 A79-89223
Flexibility of the bearing pedestals of control-surface hinge plates --- aircraft structures p0687 A79-52145
Factors influencing the accuracy of aerodynamic hinge-angle prediction [AD-0066406] p0492 A79-24965
Pressure distributions on three different cruciform aft-tail control surfaces of a wingless missile at Mach 1.60, 2.36, and 3.70 Volume 1: Trapezoidal tail --- conducted in Langley Unitary Plan wind tunnel [NASA-TR-80097-VOL-1] p0547 A79-27099
Wind-tunnel investigation of an armed mini remotely piloted vehicle --- conducted in Langley V/STOL tunnel [NASA-TM-834132] p0664 A79-31151
CONTROL VALVES
CONTROL THEORET
Analytical designing of complex systems. II --- for aircraft p0083 A79-16794
Radio-engineering tracking systems p0040 A79-35501
Analysis design of complex systems. II --- for simultaneous improvement of all basic prototype flight vehicle performance characteristics p0013 A79-68505
A design method with application to prefilers and sampling-rate selection in digital flight control systems p0095 A79-12095
Active controls in aircraft design [AGARD-AG-234] p0235 A79-16864
Active controls in aircraft design. Executive summary p0235 A79-16865
Highly maneuverable aircraft technology --- remotely piloted research vehicle p0236 A79-16871
VTOL controls for shipboard landing [NASA-CR-162140] p0654 A79-30193
Investigation of inverse Vandermonde matrix calculation for linear system applications --- adaptive flight control systems [AD-0069241] p0672 A79-31225
Path controllers: Unification of concepts and comparison of design methods [AD-A070252] p0673 A79-31227
CONTROL THEORET
Analytical designing of complex systems. II --- for aircraft p0083 A79-16794
Radio-engineering tracking systems p0040 A79-35501
Analysis design of complex systems. II --- for simultaneous improvement of all basic prototype flight vehicle performance characteristics p0013 A79-68505
A design method with application to prefilers and sampling-rate selection in digital flight control systems p0095 A79-12095
Active controls in aircraft design [AGARD-AG-234] p0235 A79-16864
Active controls in aircraft design. Executive summary p0235 A79-16865
Highly maneuverable aircraft technology --- remotely piloted research vehicle p0236 A79-16871
VTOL controls for shipboard landing [NASA-CR-162140] p0654 A79-30193
Investigation of inverse Vandermonde matrix calculation for linear system applications --- adaptive flight control systems [AD-0069241] p0672 A79-31225
Path controllers: Unification of concepts and comparison of design methods [AD-A070252] p0673 A79-31227
CONTROL THEORET
Analytical designing of complex systems. II --- for aircraft p0083 A79-16794
Radio-engineering tracking systems p0040 A79-35501
Analysis design of complex systems. II --- for simultaneous improvement of all basic prototype flight vehicle performance characteristics p0013 A79-68505
A design method with application to prefilers and sampling-rate selection in digital flight control systems p0095 A79-12095
Active controls in aircraft design [AGARD-AG-234] p0235 A79-16864
Active controls in aircraft design. Executive summary p0235 A79-16865
Highly maneuverable aircraft technology --- remotely piloted research vehicle p0236 A79-16871
CONVERGENT-DIVERGENT NOZZLES

CONVERGENT NOZZLES

CONVERGENCE

CONVECTIVE HEAT TRANSFER

CONVECTION

CONVECTION CURRENTS

A small aircraft gust-probe system for studies of boundary layer convection and transport

CONVECTIVE HEAT TRANSFER

Recent advances in convectively cooled engine and airframe structures for hypersonic flight

Jet cooling at the rim of a rotating disk

Gas turbine combustor cooling by augmented backside convection

Heat transfer investigation of laminated turbine airfoils

Convective heat exchange of gas-particle stream in flow passage of throttling device with wane-type turning element

Measurements of heat transfer in circular, rectangular and triangular ducts, representing typical turbine blade internal cooling passages using transient techniques

Transient alation of Teflon in intense radiative and convective environments

Numerical methods for solution of radiative-convective heat transfer problems - Radiative boundary layer - for hypersonic blunt bodies in dense atmosphere

Recent advances in convectively cooled engine and airframe structures for hypersonic flight

CONVERGENCE

Comparative study of the convergence rates of two numerical techniques

Adaptive approximations in finite element structural analysis --- for aircraft components

On the balancing convergence of flexible rotors, with special reference to asymmetric rotors

CONVERGENT NOZZLES

Flow of ideal gas in tapering nozzles

Aerodynamic and acoustic comparisons of scaled-down and actual engine jets

CONVERGENT-DIVERGENT NOZZLES

Characteristics of Laval nozzles with gasdynamic regulation

COOLING SYSTEMS

In an approximate method for calculating a laminar boundary layer in microchannels

Experiments of shock associated noise of supersonic jets

Effect of several geometric parameters on the static internal performance of three nonaxisymmetric nozzle concepts

CONVERTIBLE FLIGHT U/V/STOL AIRCRAFT

A combined air-cushion and endless belt transportation system

COOLANTS

NT ENGINE COOLANTS

COOLING

NT V/STOL AIRCRAFT

COOLING

NT V/STOL AIRCRAFT

COOLING

NT V/STOL AIRCRAFT

COOLING

NT V/STOL AIRCRAFT

COOLING

NT V/STOL AIRCRAFT

COOLING

NT V/STOL AIRCRAFT

COOLING

NT V/STOL AIRCRAFT

COOLING

NT V/STOL AIRCRAFT

COOLING

NT V/STOL AIRCRAFT

COOLING

NT V/STOL AIRCRAFT

COOLING

NT V/STOL AIRCRAFT

COOLING

NT V/STOL AIRCRAFT

COOLING

NT V/STOL AIRCRAFT

COOLING

NT V/STOL AIRCRAFT

COOLING

NT V/STOL AIRCRAFT

COOLING

NT V/STOL AIRCRAFT

COOLING

NT V/STOL AIRCRAFT

COOLING

NT V/STOL AIRCRAFT

COOLING
COORDINATE SYSTEMS

- Heat transfer over the initial section of turbine blade cooling channels under conditions of rotation
- Model tests of cooling of gas turbine blades
- Gas turbine disc sealing system design
- Design and analysis of a scramjet engine --- regenerative cooled and airframe-integrated
- Advanced fabrication techniques for cooled engine structures
- Radiative, actively cooled panel tests results
- Introduction to cooling of gas turbine blades
- A cooling system for an aircraft having a cruise range from Mach 2 to Mach 8
- Laminated turbine vane design and fabrication --- utilizing film cooling as a cooling system

COORDINATE SYSTEMS U COORDINATES

COORDINATE TRANSFORMATIONS

Transformation of coordinates associated with linearized supersonic motions

COORDINATES NT GEOMETRIC COORDINATES

Influence of gridboard line width and spacing on windscreen distortion measurements

COPILOTS U AIRCRAFT PILOTS

Fasili integral fuel tank sealants, part I

CORRUGATED FLOW

Aerodynamic and acoustic effects of eliminating core swirl from a full scale 1.6 stage pressure ratio fan (QP-SA)

CORNER FLOW

Influence of the flow angle on the characteristics of an elbow-shaped air intake --- of gas turbine engines

CORROSION NT FUEL CORROSION NT BUSTING

Influence of corrosion damage on fatigue crack initiation

TURBINE BLADES: EROSION AND CORROSION. CITATIONS

Effect of a chromium-containing fuel additive on corrosion tracking and prediction for C-141A engine/airframe life-cycle-cost model

CORROSION PREVENTION

Development of a new flame sprayed erosion resistant abradable coating system --- for gas turbine engine parts

Effect of a chroinum-containing fuel additive on hot corrosion

CORROSION RESISTANCE NT OXIDATION RESISTANCE

A filterability study of corrosion inhibited JP-4

CORROSION RESISTANCE NT SALT SPRAY TESTS

Effect of an anti-corrosion penetrant on the fatigue life of various riveted joints during flight simulation tests

CORROSION TESTS NT SALT SPRAY TESTS

CORPOR K AIRCRAFT U A-7 AIRCRAFT

CORPORUSION NT ALUMINUM OXIDES

COSMIC RADIATION NT COSMIC RAYS

COSMIC RAYS NT COSMIC RAY SHROUDS

Observation of atmospheric interactions at aeroplane altitude --- gamma ray emulsion experiments

COSMIC RAYS NT COSMIC RAY SHROUDS

Vertical cutoff rigidity and the intensity distribution of cosmic rays near Cape Town

COST ANALYSIS

Trade-off studies with an interactive engine/airframe life-cycle-cost model

A technique for engine maintenance cost forecasting

The cost situation in the material maintenance of civil aviation aircraft

A-140
A comparison of costs associated with local actions to reduce aircraft noise impacts

Technical characteristics and cost data for the IL-62 and IL-62M aircraft and optimal flight conditions

The results of synthesizing and evaluating potential solutions for Multi-Function Inertial Reference Assembly (MIRA) candidate configurations for transport and fighter aircraft

Air Force Space Laser Communications

Diagnostics of wear in aeronautical systems

Identification of high payoff research for more efficient applicator helicopters in agriculture and forestry

Avionics standardization potential analysis

Aircraft transparency failure and logistical cost analysis. Volume 1: Program summary

Aircraft transparency failure and logistical cost analysis. Volume 2: Design data and maintenance procedures

Aircraft transparency failure and logistical cost analysis. Volume 3: Transpareny analysis

Ramjet cost estimating handbook

Construction using carbon fiber composite materials and aluminum: A cost comparison

Cost effectiveness of condition monitoring systems

Evolution of the turboprop for high speed air transportation

A glance at Soviet helicopter design philosophy

Advanced technology impact upon ATC self test --- by use of microprocessors and LSI

Analysis of the economic benefits of utility helicopter safety design features

Cost and operational effectiveness of B-52 improvements

Cost effective improvement of the timeless C-130 Hercules airlifter

TP 41 condition monitoring system effectiveness study

Extensive cost reduction studies: Composite engangeement component - L-1011 commercial airliner

Manufacture of ring rolled components for gas turbine engines

Introducing cost effectiveness into the tactical airplane design cycle in a cost effective manner

Compromise between economic concerns and application of new technologies in the definition of a new airplane project

Cost-effective production of flight vehicle shells by the pressure and flow-pressure processes

Economical processing of fiber-reinforced components with thermal expansion bonding --- CMBP structures for aircraft ailerons

Feuer controls, easier inspection - Diffusion bonding shows cost advantages

The selection of materials technologies for full-scale development --- aircraft engine applications

Payback period - An engineering cost/benefit method for aircraft engines

Problem of increasing the efficiency of Malev. II --- airline operations

Analysis of Coast Guard missions for a maritime patrol airship

The hydrofoil sea-plane as high-speed naval craft

Propulsion system and airframe integration consideration for advanced air-to-surface aircraft

A cheap, effective icing detector for general aviation aircraft

Cost effectiveness analysis of the proposed revisions in the exhaust emission standards for new and in-use gas turbine aircraft engines based on EPA's independent estimates

Feasibility and cost effectiveness of airborne tire pressure indicating systems

Cost reduction

Can low-cost VOR and Omega receivers suffice for RNAV - A new computer-based navigation technique

Effect of maintenance plan and engine durability on helicopter propulsion system ownership cost

Possibilities and limits of the application of estimation methods for development costs and equipment unit prices of flight systems in preliminary design, planning, and evaluation tasks

Survey of the cost estimation process used during the transporter design stage --- military aviation

Weight and cost estimating relationships for heavy lift airships

Canadian interest in modern LTA transport

Minimum expected cost control of linear systems with uncertain parameters - Application to remotely piloted vehicle flight control systems

Aircraft transparency failure and logistical cost analysis. Volume 2: Design data and maintenance procedures

Minimum expected cost control of linear systems with uncertain parameters - Application to remotely piloted vehicle flight control systems

Avionics computer software operation and support cost estimation

Lockheed urges hydrogen fuel

Aircraft engine developments center on improved performance, higher efficiency

The Avionics Laboratory Predictive Operations and Support (ALPOS) cost model, volume 2

An appraisal of models used in life cycle cost estimation for USAR aircraft systems

The production function and airframe cost estimation

Maintenance cost study of rotary wing aircraft, phase 2

Aircraft engine development center on improved performance, higher efficiency

Naval aircraft operating and support cost estimating model, FY 1977 revision

Avionics cost development for use of Loran-C navigation systems by low performance general-aviation aircraft

A gas path performance diagnostic system to reduce JT5-F-17 engine overhaul costs

Economy in flight operations

The F/A-18 challenge - Readiness and low total cost

The perils and pitfalls of low-cost vibration alternative -- Practical experience with pneumatic exciters for production screening --- electronic equipment tests
CRASH LANDING
MT DITCHING (LANDING)
Crashworthy armored crewseat for the UH-60A Black Hawk
[ABS-79-10] p0627 879-49062
NAPA general aviation crash dynamics program - An update
p0689 879-52694
A review of certificated airport crash fire rescue service criteria
[AD-A053110] p0167 879-14116
Test of crash-resistant fuel system for general aviation aircraft
[FAA-BD-78-122] p0229 879-16815
[NTSB-AAR-79-2] p0302 879-18961
Crash survivability of the UH-60A helicopter
[AD-806560] p0312 879-19663
The approach to crew protection in the crash environment for the TAH-64
[AD-806928] p0312 879-19664
Aircraft accident report: Rocky Mountain Airways, Inc., De Haviland DHC-6-300, N2494, Cheyenne, Wyoming, 27 February 1979
[NTSB-AAR-79-10] p0591 879-29157
Fuselage ventilation under wind conditions
[AD-807160] p0267 879-31175
CRASHES
MT CRASH LANDING
MT DITCHING (LANDING)
An economical approach to an accident information retrieval system /AIRS/
[AD-A068699] p0066 879-14419
Helicopter behaviour in crash conditions
[AD-A066596] p0136 879-18698
NAPA general aviation crash dynamics program - A status report
[AlAA 79-0780] p0321 879-29024
Crash simulation of composite and aluminum helicopter fuselages using a finite-element program
[AlAA 79-0781] p0321 879-29025
U.S. Navy developments in crashworthy seating
[p0403 879-33623
Nonlinear structural crash dynamics analyses
[SAP PAPER 790500] p0454 879-36722
Experimental verification of program KRASH - A mathematical model for general aviation structural crash dynamics
[SAP PAPER 790569] p0454 879-36723
Test/Occupant crash dynamic analysis verification test program
[SAP PAPER 790590] p0454 879-36724
Crash-resistant fuel systems for general aviation aircraft
[SAP PAPER 790592] p0455 879-36726
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**DROONE HELICOPTERS**

- DROONE AIRCRAFT
- DROONE VEHICLES
- NT DRONE AIRCRAFT
- NT FIREBEE 2 TARGET DRONE AIRCRAFT
- NT JINDIVIK TARGET AIRCRAFT
- NT TARGET DRONE AIRCRAFT

**DROP SIZES**

- Installation of icing tests p0031 A79-10007
- Experimental and theoretical study of the influence of various parameters on an icing section p0032 A79-10012

**DROP TESTS**

- The validity of the Leicester computer model for a parachute with fully-deployed canopy [AIAA 79-0440] p0264 A79-26663
- Nonlinear structural crash dynamics analyses [SAA PAPER 790588] p0054 A79-36722
- B-52B-008/DTV (Drop Test Vehicle) configuration 1 (with and without fins) flight test results - captive flight and drop test missions [NASA-CR-150855] p0091 A79-12065

**DROP TRANSFER**

- Study of the dispersity of oil droplets which form in the oil-system mains of gas-turbine engines p0527 A79-42571

**DROP WEIGHT TESTS**

- U DROP TESTS
- U DROPS (LIQUIDS)
- Free oscillations of a large drop in space [AIAA PAPER 79-0225] p0203 A79-23571
- Theoretical approach to spray combustion in gas turbine combustor p0517 A79-42207

**DROPOFFERS**

- Aircraft dropwindsone system p0190 A79-21466

**DRY FRICTION**

- Dry friction in the aerospace industry p0476 A79-39873

**DUBB-111 GROUND EFFECT MACHINE**

- U GROUND EFFECT MACHINES

**DUBB-330 GROUND EFFECT MACHINE**

- DUAL TURBNE NOZZLES
  - The non-axisymmetric nozzle - It is real --- fighter aircraft performance viewpoint [AIAA PAPER 79-1810] p0067 A79-47893
  - Performance evaluation of an air vehicle utilizing non-axisymmetric nozzles [AIAA PAPER 79-1811] p0607 A79-47894

**DUCED NOZZLES**

- Propagation of buzz-saw noise in a nonuniform medium [AIAA PAPER 79-0639] p0268 A79-26896

**FRED RINGS**

- Noise from struts and splitters in turbofan exit ducts
Dynamic models

Determination of the natural frequency of an airfoil model
\[ \text{[AIAA 79-1582]} \quad p052 \quad A79-92202 \]

Results of an improved version of LTBN2 for competing steady airloads on airfoils oscillating in transonic flow
\[ \text{[AIAA PAPER 79-1553]} \quad p0577 \quad A79-46726 \]

The electro-impulse de-icing method --- aircraft structures
\[ \text{[BD-227]} \quad p0033 \quad N79-23073 \]

Dynamic pressure loads in the air induction system of the tornado fighter aircraft
\[ N79-27168 \]

Dynamic loads analysis system (DTLOFLEX) summary.
\[ \text{Volume 1: Engineering formulation [NASA-CR-2846-1]} \quad p0664 \quad N79-31144 \]

Dynamic loads analysis system (DTLOFLEX) summary.
\[ \text{Volume 2: Supplemental system design information [NASA-CR-2846-2]} \quad p0664 \quad N79-31145 \]

Dynamic models

The validity of the Leicester computer model for a dynamic loads analysis system (DL!LOFLEX) summary.

Dynamic pressure loads in the air induction system of the tornado fighter aircraft
\[ N79-27168 \]

Dynamic loads analysis system (DTLOFLEX) summary.
\[ \text{Volume 1: Engineering formulation [NASA-CR-2846-1]} \quad p0664 \quad N79-31144 \]

Dynamic loads analysis system (DTLOFLEX) summary.
\[ \text{Volume 2: Supplemental system design information [NASA-CR-2846-2]} \quad p0664 \quad N79-31145 \]

Dynamic pressure loads in the air induction system of the tornado fighter aircraft
\[ N79-27168 \]

Dynamic loads analysis system (DTLOFLEX) summary.
\[ \text{Volume 1: Engineering formulation [NASA-CR-2846-1]} \quad p0664 \quad N79-31144 \]

Dynamic loads analysis system (DTLOFLEX) summary.
\[ \text{Volume 2: Supplemental system design information [NASA-CR-2846-2]} \quad p0664 \quad N79-31145 \]

Dynamic models

The use of sound absorbing walls to reduce dynamic interference in wind tunnels
\[ \text{[J11050]} \quad p0105 \quad N79-13062 \]

Dynamic response of lift fans subject to various backpressures
\[ \text{[AD-A057292]} \quad p0160 \quad N79-14047 \]

Dynamic response of aircraft to unloaded and loaded pavement profiles
\[ \text{[AD-A059787]} \quad p0163 \quad N79-14088 \]

Can-operated pitch-change apparatus
\[ \text{[NASA-CG-197-1350-1]} \quad p0164 \quad N79-20994 \]

The influence of sweep on the aerodynamic loading of an oscillating NACA0012 airfoil. Volume 2: Data report
\[ \text{[NASA-CP-185350]} \quad p0227 \quad N79-16801 \]

Aircraft hydraulic systems dynamic analysis
\[ \text{[AD-A067549]} \quad p0550 \quad N79-27129 \]

Determination of the dynamic response due to an imbalance at the attachments of a rotor on a pod --- caused by rotor blade loss
\[ \text{[AD-A067549]} \quad p0550 \quad N79-27129 \]

Longitudinal aerodynamic loads on aircraft --- for digital simulation of aircraft --- for general aviation aircraft
\[ \text{[SAE PAPER 790588]} \quad p0454 \quad A79-36722 \]

Application of bifurcation analysis and catastrophe theory methodology /BIM/C/ to aircraft stability problems at high angles-of-attack
\[ \text{[AIAA 79-0719]} \quad p0282 \quad A79-28252 \]

Dynamic response analysis of a 7-15 fast pack optical system installation --- structural vibration under flight environment
\[ \text{[AIAA 79-0719]} \quad p0322 \quad A79-29032 \]

The time-variant aerodynamic response of a stator row including the effects of airfoil camber
\[ \text{[ASME PAPER 79-GT-110]} \quad p0392 \quad A79-32385 \]

The analysis of propellers including interaction effects --- for general aviation aircraft
\[ \text{[SAE PAPER 790588]} \quad p0453 \quad A79-36712 \]

Nonlinear structural crash dynamics analyses
\[ \text{[SAE PAPER 790588]} \quad p0454 \quad A79-36722 \]

Improved method of predicting helicopter control response and gust sensitivity
\[ \text{[AMS 79-25]} \quad p0629 \quad A79-09077 \]

Study of TV3 engine vibration
\[ \text{[AD-A062443]} \quad p0377 \quad N79-10061 \]

Investigation of steady and fluctuating pressures associated with the transonic buffetting and wing rock of a one-seventh scale model of the Y-5A aircraft
\[ \text{[NASA-CP-3061]} \quad p0099 \quad N79-13004 \]

Aerodynamic response for the airfoil experiencing sudden change in angle of attack
\[ \text{[NASA-CR-3061]} \quad p0099 \quad N79-13004 \]

Flutter suppression systems
\[ \text{[ASME PAPER 790576]} \quad p0453 \quad A79-36712 \]

The noise of an oscillating NACA0012 airfoil. Volume 2: Limiting techniques
\[ \text{[NASA-CH-185350]} \quad p0227 \quad N79-16801 \]

The optimal control frequency response problem in manual control --- of manned aircraft systems
\[ \text{[AIAA 79-17476]} \quad p0244 \quad N79-17476 \]

Engine dynamics
\[ \text{[BMVG-PWPT-78-6]} \quad p0293 \quad N79-17662 \]

Simulation correlation, and analysis of the performance and the structural response of a CF-47A to crash impact
\[ \text{[AIAA 79-1639]} \quad p0164 \quad N79-20994 \]

Dynamic behaviour and control of single-shaft closed-cycle gas turbines
\[ \text{[NASA-CP-175350]} \quad p0227 \quad N79-16801 \]

Longitudinal aerodynamics extracted from flight tests using a parameter estimation method
\[ \text{[AIAA 79-17476]} \quad p0037 \quad N79-10061 \]

Nonlinear stability and nonlinear response of rotor-bearing systems with squeeze film bearings
\[ \text{[NASA-CR-3061]} \quad p0099 \quad N79-13004 \]

Time history solution program, 1225 (TEV126).
\[ \text{[AIAA 79-1582]} \quad p0524 \quad A79-92202 \]

Weigted transient response
\[ \text{[S.B.S. B] } \quad p003 \quad A79-16959 \]

Aerodynamic response for the airfoil experiencing sudden change in angle of attack
\[ \text{[AIAA 79-1582]} \quad p003 \quad A79-16959 \]

The analysis of propellers including interaction effects --- for general aviation aircraft
\[ \text{[NASA-CR-3061]} \quad p0099 \quad N79-13004 \]

Stability and nonlinear response of rotor-bearing systems with squeeze film bearings
\[ \text{[NASA-CR-3061]} \quad p0099 \quad N79-13004 \]

Time history solution program, 1225 (TEV126).
\[ \text{[AIAA 79-1582]} \quad p0524 \quad A79-92202 \]
The role of rotor impedance in the vibration analysis of rotorcraft

Finite element dynamic analysis of production aircraft -- for rotor induced helicopter airframe vibrations

An experimental study of coupled rotor-body aero-mechanical instability of hingeless rotors in hover

Effect of structural coupling parameters on the flap-lag forced response of a rotor blade in forward flight using Floquet theory

Fluid-structure interaction dynamics in fuel cells -- aircraft vibrational analysis

Analytical life estimation for helicopter components

Vibration and flutter investigations of aircraft with special nonlinear structural properties

Analysis of longitudinal natural vibrations of deformable aircraft by the finite-element method

Structures, Structural Dynamics, and Materials Conference, 20th, Louis, Mo., April 4-6, 1979, Technical Papers on Dynamics and Loads

Flap-lag stability with dynamic inflow by the method of multiblade coordinates -- for rotor deflections in forward flight

Evaluation of MOSTAS code for predicting dynamic loads in two-bladed wind turbines

A generalised modal shock spectra method for spacecraft loads analysis

Crash simulation of composite and aluminum helicopter fuselages using a finite-element program

Theoretical flap-lag damping with various dynamic inflow models

A generalized modal shock spectra method for spacecraft loads analysis

Optimization of wing structures to satisfy strength and frequency requirements

Nonlinear structural crash dynamics analyses

A dynamic analysis of landing impact

New methods for ground-testing aeronautical structures

Simplified analysis spectrum for joints exposed to complex continua varing stresses -- aerostatic structures

Application of bifurcation analysis and catastrophe theory methodology /BACTMA/ to aircraft stability problems at high angles-of-attack

Experimental measurements of the rotating frequencies and mode shapes of a full scale helicopter rotor in a vacuum and correlations with calculated results

Theoretical flap-lag damping with various dynamic inflow models

Application of finite-element and holographic techniques in the design of turboshaft engine components

The circulation control rotor flight demonstrator test program

An approach for estimating vibration characteristics of nonuniform rotor blades
EJECTORS

Escape system trajectory sensitivity analysis
(AD-A062429) p0362 A79-20092
Preliminary investigation of the seated height
limit for safe through-the-canopy ejection from
the CT-116 aircraft
(AD-A062403) p0362 A79-20093
Feasibility of non-catastrophic ejection and hazard of
an ejection seat rocket plane
(AD-A067080) p0539 A79-26036
Development of an inflatable head/neck restraint
system for ejection seats, update
(AD-A067124) p0540 A79-26038
Wind tunnel test of ACE 2 ejection seat with
anthropometric dummy in asymmetric configurations
(AD-A068614) p0592 A79-29163

EJECTORS

Investigation of an ejector thrust-augmentor with
a perforated nozzle for the ejected gas
p021 A79-12195
Determination of ejector nozzle starting parameters
p0068 A79-14847
Theoretical study of simultaneous two-dimensional
high-pressure and one-dimensional low-pressure
flows of an ideal gas in ejector nozzles,
p197 A79-22437
Evaluation of an ejector-powered engine simulator
at transonic Mach numbers
[AIAA PAPERS 79-1165] p0407 A79-39697
End wall and corner flow improvements of the
rectangular Alperin jet-diffuser ejector
(AD-A057463) p0046 A79-11051
Ejector optimization
(AD-A061251) p0240 A79-17172
Interactions aerodynamics of the single rotor
helicopter configuration. Volume 1A: One-third
octave band spectrograms of wake split-fills
data, air ejectors with hubcaps, wings
[AD-A063244] p0379 A79-21016
Interactions aerodynamics of the single rotor
helicopter configuration. Volume 1B: One-third
octave band spectrograms of wake split-fills
data, air ejectors
[AD-A063653] p0379 A79-21018
Experimental investigation of turbojet test cell
gas ejectors
[AD-A063172] p038n A79-21080

BAND LAYER
U BOUNDARY LAYER TRANSITION

ELASTIC BODIES
Time-frequency method of solving large problems in
the dynamics of elastic structures with local
nonlinearities --- for aircraft structures
p020 A79-12155

ELASTIC BUCKLING
A finite element model to study the buckling
behavior of general orthotropic, midplane
symmetric, elastic plates
[KLE-T8-77062-U] p0714 A79-32594

ELASTIC CONSTANTS
U ELASTIC PROPERTIES

ELASTIC DAMPING
NT VISCOELASTIC DAMPING
PLASTIC DEFORMATION
NT ELASTIC BUCKLING
The implementation and practical verification of a
superposition method for the solution of elastic
crack problems
p0075 A79-15769

ELASTIC MODULUS
U MODULUS OF ELASTICITY

ELASTIC PLATES
Response of plate to nonstationary random load
p0407 A79-34604

ELASTIC PROPERTIES
NT AEROELASTICITY
NT ELASTICITY
NT HYDROELASTICITY
NT MODULUS OF ELASTICITY
NT PROPERTIES
NT THERMOELASTICITY
NT VISCOELASTICITY
Literature review-elastic constants for air
portment materials
[AD-A056195] p0065 A79-12100
Improvement of hang glider performance by use of
ultralight elastic wing
p0545 A79-27082

ELASTIC STABILITY
U DAMPING

ELASTIC WAVES
NT AERODYNAMIC NOISE
NT AIRCRAFT NOISE
NT DILATATIONAL WAVES
NT ENGINE NOISE
NT JET AIRCRAFT NOISE
NT MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMIC WAVES
NT NOISE (SOUND)
NT OBLIQUE SHOCK WAVES
NT SHOCK WAVES
NT SONIC BOOMS
NT SPECTRUM WINDS
NT TOLLMANN-SCHULTZ WINDS

ELASTICITY
U ELASTIC PROPERTIES

ELASTOPLASTICITY
Time-frequency method of solving large problems in
the dynamics of elastic structures with local
nonlinearities --- for aircraft structures
p0020 A79-12155

ELASTOSTRUCTURE
Recent advances in elastostatic products for
improving helicopter reliability and
maintainability
p0136 A79-18695
Development and flight test evaluation of fuel
tank seals for each 3+ aircraft
p0210 A79-24124
Dynamic laboratory evaluation of integral
tank fuel-sealant
p0211 A79-24125
Design and development of an helicopter rotor hub
and elastostatic bearing
[AIAA 79-0615] p0293 A79-28229
Elastostatic mounted rotors - An alternative for
smoother running turbomachinery
(345 PAPERS 79-GT-189) p0396 A79-32414
The Sikorsky elastostatic rotor --- helicopter
torque bearings
(ABS 79-40) p0632 A79-49100
Dynamic evaluation of experimental integral
tank fuel-sealant, part 2
[AD-A066592] p0501 A79-25236
Compatibility of elastomers in alternate jet fuel
[ASA-CR-185772] p0557 A79-27321

ELASTOPLASTICITY
Increasing stress concentrations in structures
made of high-strength materials
p0020 A79-12155
Research conducted by ONERA on the relationship
between the behavior and cumulative damage of
materials and structures
(ONERA, TP NO. 1978-50) p0156 A79-20121
The influence of the environment on the
elastoplastic properties of adhesives in metal
bonded joints --- In aircraft structures
[58-77-251] p0662 A79-30391

ELASTIC APPLIANCES
U ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT

ELASTIC BARS
Laboratory tests to determine lightning attachment
demands with small aircraft models/Engineering
test/
p0680 A79-51129
Laboratory simulation of swept lightning strokes
/Engineering test/
p0680 A79-51131
Laboratory simulation of swept lightning strokes
p0690 A79-51132

ELASTIC BATTERIES
NT NICKEL CADMIUM BATTERIES

ELASTIC CIRCUITS
U CIRCUITS

ELASTIC CONDUCTORS
Problems in testing electrically conductive
structural adhesives
p0696 A79-54240

ELASTIC CONTACTS
Electrical bonding problems in aircraft
p0690 A79-52889
### SUBJECT INDEX

#### ELECTRIC CONTROL
- Electric power system control techniques
  - p0615 A79-48614
- A direct drive fly-by-wire system
  - p0692 A79-53630
- Power by wire for aircraft - The all-electric air vehicle
  - p0652 A79-53631
- Results related to simulated and in-flight experimentation with an electric flight control system that can be generalized
  - p0658 A79-30224

#### ELECTRIC CURRENT
- DC ALTERNATING CURRENT
- DC IDIDY CURRENTS
- DC ELECTRIC ARCS
- DC ELECTRIC CORONA
- DC ELECTRIC DISCHARGES
- DC HIGH CURRENT
- DC LIGHTNING

#### ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT
- Effects of lightning current waveform components on graphite/epoxy composite material --- aircraft hazards
  - p0167 A79-20865
- Laboratory tests for undesired conducted currents and surge voltages caused by lightning
  - /Qualification test/
  - p0662 A79-51140
- High frequency surface current and charge densities induced on aircraft by a plane electromagnetic wave
  - (AD-055010)
  - p0168 A79-14298
- The electro-impulse de-icing method --- aircraft structures
  - (AD-227)
  - p0433 A79-23073

#### ELECTRIC DISCHARGES
- DC ELECTRIC ARCS
- DC ELECTRIC CORONA
- DC ELECTRIC DISCHARGES
- DC LIGHTNING

#### ELECTRIC FILTERS
- Indefinite utilization of an optical fiber transmission system on a Falcon 10 aircraft
  - p0376 A79-20986

#### ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT
- Fundamentals of the electrical equipment of flight vehicles. Parts 1 & 2 --- Russian book
  - p0059 A79-13975
- Laboratory tests for undesired conducted currents and surge voltages caused by lightning
  - /Qualification test/
  - p0682 A79-51139
- Advanced risk assessment of the effects of graphite fibers on electronic and electrical equipment, phase 1 --- simulating vulnerability to airplanes and communities from fibers released during aircraft fires
  - NASA CR-15027
  - p0586 A79-28419

#### ELECTRIC GENERATORS
- DC EXTERNAL SURFACE CURRNTS
- Intensification of fuel vaporization in aircraft gas turbine engines by electrical forces
  - p0280 A79-27748

#### ELECTRIC FILTERS
- DC DIGITAL FILTERS
- DC BADAN FILTERS
- DC TRACKING FILTERS

#### ELECTRIC FILTERS
- Filter weight minimization for rectified superconducting alternator power supplies --- for aircraft
  - p0273 A79-26966

#### ELECTRIC GENERATORS
- DC AC GENERATORS
- DC DIRECT POWER GENERATORS
- DC MAGNETOEDDYCSTMATIC GENERATORS
- DC SOLAR CELLS
- The Netherlands experimental vertical axis wind turbine
  - p0112 A79-17120
- System considerations for airborne, high power superconducting generators
  - p0144 A79-20568
- Permanent magnet generators - Next generation in VSCF power systems --- Variable Speed Constant Frequency
  - p0350 A79-32243

#### ELECTRIC IGNITION
- Dual breakerless aircraft magnetos
  - /Qualification test!
  - p0456 A79-36738

#### ELECTRIC MOTOR VEHICLES
- All electric subsystems for next generation transport aircraft
  - AIAA PAPER 79-1832
- Power by wire for aircraft - The all-electric air vehicle
  - p0692 A79-53631

#### ELECTRIC MOTORS
- DC SYNCHRONOUS MOTORS
- Electromechanical actuation for business aircraft
  - /SAE PAPER 790622/
- Fly-by-wire tail rotor controls
  - p0693 A79-53635
- Direct drive control valve for fly-by-wire flight control systems actuators
  - (AD-062030)
  - p0306 A79-19007
- The 150 KVA samarium cobalt USCF starter generator electrical system
  - (AD-070078)
  - p0710 A79-32468
- ELECTRIC POWER SYSTEMS
  - Aircraft electrical power networks - Structures. I
  - p0016 A79-11369
  - Airpower supply --- Russian book
  - p0647 A79-50499

#### ELECTRIC POTENTIAL
- Identification of voltage transients on aircraft cabling under LTA excitation --- Lightning Transient Analysis
  - p0664 A79-38531
- Laboratory tests for undesired conducted currents and surge voltages caused by lightning
  - /Qualification test/
  - p0682 A79-51140
- The prediction of lightning-induced voltages on metallic and composite aircraft
  - p0243 A79-17422

#### ELECTRIC POWER CONVERSION
- DC ELECTRIC GENERATORS
- DC ELECTRIC POWER PLANTS
  - EPFP electric power system study. Phase 2: Hot bench mockup development
  - (AD-065008)
  - p0424 A79-22110

#### ELECTRIC POWER SUPPLIES
- DC SPACECRAFT POWER SUPPLIES
  - Aircraft electrical power networks - Structures. I
  - p0016 A79-11369
  - Airpower supply --- Russian book
  - p0126 A79-18200
  - Filter weight minimization for rectified superconducting alternator power supplies --- for aircraft
  - p0273 A79-26966
  - Air Force applications of lightweight superconducting machinery --- in airborne power sources
  - p0279 A79-27666
  - Permanent magnet generators - Next generation in VSCF power systems --- Variable Speed Constant Frequency
  - p0350 A79-32243
  - All electric subsystems for next generation transport aircraft
  - /SAE PAPER 79-1832/
  - p0608 A79-47906
  - Electrical power system control techniques
  - p0615 A79-48614
  - Advanced EPFP electrical systems
  - p0615 A79-48615
  - Electrical power system for new-technology transport power-by-wire airplane
  - p0615 A79-48616
  - Airpower supply --- Russian book
  - p0647 A79-50499
ELECTRIC POWER TRANSMISSION

VSCF aircraft electrical power --- Variable Speed Constant Frequency

Frequency converter technology for aircraft power

AC aircraft electrical systems with rare earth permanent magnet machines

Results of power systems study advanced fighter/attack and V/STOL airplanes

USAF thrust in aircraft electrical power technology

Closed Brayton cycle system's optimization for undersea, terrestrial, and space applications

ELECTRIC POWER TRANSMISSION

The analysis and identification of flux-induced voltage transients on low-loss transmission lines with application to the Lightning-Transient-Analysis/ETA/ problem

Electric power system control techniques

Electrical power system for new-technology transport power-by-wire airplane

RFV electric power system study. Phase 1: Technology assessment

ELECTRIC PROPULSION

NT SOLAR ELECTRIC PROPULSION

Electric propulsion for high performance light aircraft

[AIAA PAPER 79-1265] p0470 N79-39011

ELECTRIC WELDING

NT ELECTRON BEAM WELDING

NT GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING

ELECTRIC WIRE

Bearing errors in the WEP omniante due to scattering from wires --- in aircraft receiver

A hybrid technique for combining the moment method treatment of wire antennas with the CTD for curved surfaces

[AD-A050495] p0108 N79-13241

CAD for electric systems design --- in aircraft production

ELECTRIC WIRING

U ELECTRIC WIRE

U WIRING

ELECTRICAL BREAKDOWN

U ELECTRICAL PAINTS

ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY

U ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

Electric power system control techniques

Electrical power system for new-technology transport power-by-wire airplane

Standard avionic module study

[AD-A0643339] p0233 N79-16846

ELECTRICAL FAULTS

End-to-end testing --- to verify electrical equipment failure due to carbon fibers released in aircraft-fuel fires

ELECTRICAL IMPEDANCE

NT SKIN RESISTANCE

A hybrid technique for combining the moment method treatment of wire antennas with the CTD for curved surfaces

[AD-A050495] p0108 N79-13241

ELECTRICAL INSULATION

Electrical insulation fire characteristics. Volume 2: Toxicity

[BP-290849/2] p0662 N79-30490

ELECTRICAL LEADS

U ELECTRIC CONDUCTORS

ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENT

Electric charging of helicopters --- aircraft hazards and static discharges for accident prevention

[ENWS-PEW7-78-7] p0297 N79-18274

ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES

NT ELECTRICAL IMPEDANCE

SUBJECT INDEX

NT ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY

NT POLARIZATION CHARACTERISTICS

NT SKIN RESISTANCE

NT SUPERCONDUCTIVITY

Relative behavior of graphite/epoxy and aluminos in a lightning environment -- aircraft safety considerations

Effects of lightning current waveform components on graphite/epoxy composite material --- aircraft hazards

ELECTRICAL RESISTANCE

NT SKIN RESISTANCE

NT SUPERCONDUCTIVITY

ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY

NT SUPERCONDUCTIVITY

ELECTRIC ROOM TEMPERATURE FREEZING EFFECTS IN THE TECHNICAL MATERIALS OF ELECTRIC CABLES

NT STATIC ELECTRICITY

NT ATMOSPHERIC ELECTRICITY

ELECTRIFICATION

Investigation of the electrification of an aircraft model by a humid airstream in a wind tunnel

Static electricity phenomena - Theory and problems --- aircraft hazards

Fuel electrification --- electrostatic hazards in aircraft fuel tanks

ELECTRO-OPTICS

Optical engineering of first and second generation automatic tracking/laser designate pods ---

Applications of electro-optical instrumentation in turbine engine development

Optoelectronic devices for flight vehicle control systems --- Russian book

Determining the contour of helicopter rotor blades automatically using electro-optical techniques

HEL participation in the plan for assisting in the definition of Army helicopter electro-optical systems

Powerful visualization of airplane hazards

ELA participation in the plan for assisting in the definition of Army helicopter electro-optical systems

F-16 advanced electro-optical pod field-of-view simulation study --- task complexity during laser guided weapons delivery

Stabilizing electro-optical systems on helicopters

ELECTROACOUSTIC TRANSDUCERS

NT MICROPHONES

ELECTROCATALYSTS

Catalytic combustion for gas turbine applications

ELECTROCHEMICAL CELLS

NT NICKEL CADMIUM BATTERIES

ELECTROCONDUCTIVITY

Lighting conductive characteristics of graphite composite structures --- for aircraft protection

ELECTROCHEMICAL GENERATORS

U ELECTRIC GENERATORS

ELECTROHYDRAULIC CONTROL

U ELECTRIC CONTROL

U ELECTRIC GENERATORS

ELECTROHYDRAULIC CONTROL

U ELECTRIC CONTROL

ELECTROHYDRAULIC CONTROL

U ELECTRIC CONTROL

ELECTROHYDRAULIC CONTROL

U ELECTRIC CONTROL

ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY

Some novel techniques for avoiding antenna obstructions and E.M.C. effects

The effects of lightning and nuclear electromagnetic pulse on the composite aircraft

Validation of TEMCAP using the B-52 --- Intrasystem Electro Magnetic Compatibility Analysis Program
ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES
ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION
ELECTROMAGNETIC COUPLING
ELECTROMAGNETIC CONTROL
ELECTROMAGNETIC DEVICES
ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS
ELECTROMAGNETIC IMAGING
ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERACTIONS
ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERFERENCE
ELECTROMAGNETIC MEASUREMENT
ELECTROMAGNETIC NOISE
ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION
ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES
ELECTRON BEAN WELDING

Comparison of electromechanical and cathode-ray-tube display mediums for an instrument approach display [AIAA-66-734]
[ELECTRONIC CONTROL]
[AD-606576]
Analytical modeling of the dynamics of brushless dc motors for aerospace applications: a conceptual framework [NASA-TM-80498]
Load spectra measuring equipment. Part 1: Details of MK 1 system presently used to acquire data in Wessex BK 31 helicopters [ARL-499-ENG-NOTE-371]
Load spectra measuring equipment. Part 2: Details of MK 2 system used to acquire turbulence and load data in Sea King helicopters [ARL-499-ENG-NOTE-372]

ELECTRON BEAM WELDING

Introduction of electron beam welding in aircraft production
Application of electron-beam welding to aviation production -- tests of turbine engine parts welded by electron beam

ELECTRON BEAMS

Fluid mechanical refracting gas prisms and aerodynamics of E - beam sustained discharge in supersonic flow, both applicable to laser technology

ELECTRON MICROSCOPY

La Recherche Aerospatiale. Bi-monthly Bulletin

ELECTRON RADIATION

MT ELECTRON BEAMS

ELECTRON TUBES

MT CATHODE RAY TUBES

ELECTRONIC AMPLIFIERS

MT AMPLIFIERS

ELECTRONIC CONTROL

A testing aid control system for turbojet engines [ASME PAPERS 76-GT-115]
Electronic control for helicopter engines [AHS 76-45]
Definition of electronic engine control environment for an advanced aircraft engine [AIAA PAPERS 79-048]
The impact of the total lightning environment on aircraft control systems

ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT

MT BEAMS

MT CATHODE RAY TUBES

MT CATHODE RAY TUBE DISPLAY MEDIUMS FOR AN INSTRUMENT APPROACH DISPLAY

MT CHARGE COUPLED DEVICES

MT CMOS

MT ELECTRONIC FILTERS

MT ELECTRONIC MODULES

MT ELECTRONIC PACKAGING

MT MINIATURE ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT

MT SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES

MT SEMICONDUCTOR LASERS

MT SOLID STATE DEVICES

MT SOLID STATE LASERS

MT SOS (SEMICONDUCTORS)

MT SPACECRAFT ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT

MT TAG LASERS

The electronic flight deck

Adaptation of electronic aid systems to the requirements of air traffic controllers
Display of flight plan information on electronic data display devices - A means for the enhancement of the capacity in air traffic control

Engineer's handbook of flight and radio equipment of airplanes and helicopters
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EMISSION

EMISSION

EMISSION SUBJECT INDEX

ENCLOSURES

ENERGY CONSERVATION

EMISSOGRAPHS

NT EXHAUST EMISSION

U RECORDING INSTRUMENTS

NT HYDROXYL EMISSION

NT FLUORESCENCE

EMISSIONS

ENERGY CONSERVATION

ENCLOSURES

- NT SOLAR ENERGY CONVERSION

- NT SATELLITE SOLAR ENERGY CONVERSION

- DIRECT POWER GENERATORS

ENCODEDRES

- SOLAR THERMAL AEROSTAT RESEARCH STATION /STARS/

- ELECTRICITY CONVERSION EFFICIENCY

- ELECTRICITY CONVERSION

- ELECTRICITY CONSUMPTION

EMISSIONS

- ELECTRICITY CONVERTERS

- ELECTRICITY CONVERSION - AIRCRAFT ELECTRONICS

- ELECTRICITY CONVERSION - AIRCRAFT ELECTRONICS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUBJECT INDEX</th>
<th>ENGINE DESIGN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ENERGY DISSIPATION</td>
<td>Engine fuel control systems as a determining factor on modern helicopters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Influence of some factors on GTE turbine blade vibrational energy dissipation</td>
<td>p0068 A79-18485</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENERGY DISTRIBUTION</td>
<td>Definition of electronic engine control environment for an advanced aircraft engine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation of an energy distribution system for helicopter landing gears during hard landing</td>
<td>p0148 A79-19702</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD-A065268</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENERGY EXCHANGE</td>
<td>Optimal control of turbine engines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U ENERGY TRANSFER</td>
<td>ASME PAPER 78-WA/GDC-33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U ENERGY DISSIPATION</td>
<td>A sensitivity analysis for the F100 turbofan engine using the multivariable Nyquist array feedback control design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENERGY METHODS</td>
<td>Development of the L-1011 Flight Management System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS STRAIN ENERGY METHODS</td>
<td>Practical 'on-engine' microprocessor control and monitoring systems for gas turbines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flutter suppression and gust alleviation using active controls — Review of developments and applications based on the aerodynamic energy concept</td>
<td>p0156 A79-20128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENERGY POLICY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impact of fuel availability and other cost trends on general aviation</td>
<td>p0052 A79-13078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federal Energy Data System (FEDS) technical documentation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supersonic transport transon energy savings</td>
<td>p0050 A79-11592</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA-TR-75466</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation of flow quality in two NASA transonic wind tunnels</td>
<td>p0220 A79-43749</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENERGY SPECTRA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation of an energy distribution system for helicopter landing gears during hard landing</td>
<td>AD-A065268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENERGY SOURCES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Future aviation fuels fuel suppliers views</td>
<td>p0016 A79-11441</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENERGY STORAGE</td>
<td>Theoretical-experimental analysis of influence of coolant discharge from perforated turbine vanes on their aerodynamic characteristics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air Force applications of lightweight superconducting machinery — in airborne power sources</td>
<td>p0279 A79-27666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENERGY STORAGE DEVICES</td>
<td>Measurements of heat transfer in circular, rectangular and triangular ducts, representing typical turbine blade internal cooling passages using transient techniques</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U ENERGY STORAGE</td>
<td>p0279 A79-27666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENERGY TECHNOLOGY</td>
<td>p0472 A79-39048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utilization of alternative fuels for transportation; Proceedings of the Symposium, University of Santa Clara, Santa Clara, Calif., June 19-23, 1978</td>
<td>p0236 N79-16872</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naval Air Systems Command-Naval Research Laboratory Workshop on Basic Research Needs for Synthetic Hydrocarbon Jet Aircraft Fuels</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD-A060156</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENERGY TRANSFER</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global enclosure fire modeling with applications</td>
<td>p0667 N79-31172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT TURBOJET ENGINE CCTECI</td>
<td>A digital fuel control system for gas turbines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A digital fuel control system for gas turbines</td>
<td>p0080 A79-16439</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recent developments in sensors for the gas turbine engine</td>
<td>p0123 A79-18168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASME PAPER 78-GT-52</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation of helicopter powerplant performance</td>
<td>p0007 A79-10760</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASME PAPER 78-GT-51</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powerplant integration — The application of current experience to future developments</td>
<td>p0007 A79-10765</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASME PAPER 78-GT-113</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjustment diagnostics for gas turbine engine controls</td>
<td>p0007 A79-10769</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASME PAPER 78-GT-99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic control for helicopter engines</td>
<td>p0007 A79-10764</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMS 78-45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
An overview of NASA research on positive displacement type general aviation engines (NASA PAPER 79-1826)
p0650 790-53750
Basic problem of aircraft gas turbine engine analytic design. I (NASA-CE-159540)
p0498 790-25020
Is the Weis-Fogh principle exploitable in turbomachinery -- aerodynamic lift generation without vortex shedding
p0697 790-58362
Preliminary study of optimum ductburning turbofan engine cycle design parameters for supersonic cruising
(NASA-TR-79007)
p0093 790-12003
Energy efficient engine preliminary design and integration study
(NASA-CR-159536)
p0093 790-12004
Cold-air performance of free power turbine designed for 112-kilowatt automatic engine 3: Effect of stator vane end clearances on performance
(NASA-TN-78956)
p0103 790-13049
Analytical evaluation of the impact of broad specification fuels on high bypass turbofan engine combustors
(NASA-CR-159505)
p0103 790-13050
Aircraft Engine Future Fuels and Energy Conservation
[AGARD-LS-55-96]
p0106 790-13192
Low energy consumption engines
p0107 790-13199
Fluidized bed gas turbine experimental unit for AOD applications
[ONRL/END/AROS-32]
p0165 790-14564
The rotary combustion engine: A candidate for general aviation -- conferences
(NASA-CR-2067)
p0221 790-15961
Development status of rotary engine at Toyota Kogyo --- for general aviation aircraft
p0221 790-15964
Update of development on the new Audi RS0 rotary engine generation --- for application to aircraft engines
p0221 790-15965
Review of the Rhein-Flugzeugbau Wernau powered aircraft program --- ducted fan engines
p0221 790-15966
Rotary engine developments at Curtiss-Wright: Flight over the past 20 years and review of general aviation engine potential --- with direct chamber injection
p0221 790-15967
Engine requirements for future general aviation aircraft
p0221 790-15968
New opportunities for future small civil turbine engines: Overviewing the GATF studies
(NASA-TN-79073)
p0233 790-16949
New initiatives in high altitude aircraft
p0239 790-17000
Sultan
p0239 790-17001
Airbreathing engines -- aerodynamic aspects
p0301 790-18925
Recent advances in convectively cooled engine and airframe structures for supersonic flight
p0366 790-21425
Advanced fabrication techniques for cooled engine structures
p0366 790-21428
Advanced composite engine rotor design
[AD-A063843]
p0424 790-22105
Hydrazine monopropellant reciprocating engine development
p0427 790-22540
Variable cycle engine technology program planning and definition study
(NASA-CR-159539)
p0435 790-23084
Advanced low emissions catalytic combustor program at General Electric
p0497 790-25011
Advanced low emissions catalytic combustor program at Pratt and Whitney
p0497 790-25012
Lean, premixed, prevaporized combustor conceptual design study
p0497 790-25013
Lean, premixed, prevaporized combustor conceptual design study
p0497 790-25014
Design study and performance analysis of a high-speed multistage variable-geometry fan for a variable cycle engine
(NASA-CR-159540)
p0498 790-25020
Engine performance considerations for the large subsonic transport
p0551 790-27139
Aircraft engine design using experimental stress analysis techniques
p0552 790-27151
Off-design performance of gas turbines, volume 1 --- conferences, Belgium, Jan.-Feb. 1978
p0557 790-28555
The importance of off-design operation
p0557 790-28557
The prediction of compressor blade rattle: performance: Numerical methods and theoretical approaches
p0587 790-28558
A three dimensional flow computing system applicable to axial and radial flow machines
p0587 790-28558
Axial turbine performance prediction
p0587 790-28561
A gas turbine off-design computing system
p0587 790-28563
Advanced General Aviation Turbine Engine (GATE) study
(NASA-CR-159624)
p0594 790-29189
A summary of NASA/Air Force full scale engine research programs using the T700 engine
(NASA-TN-79067)
p0653 790-30188
Energy efficient engine flight propulsion system preliminary analysis and design report
(NASA-CR-159687)
p0654 790-30189
JT9D-70/75 improved high pressure turbine active clearance control system --- for specific fuel consumption improvement
(NASA-CR-159661)
p0670 790-31208
Exhaust emissions characteristics for a general aviation light aircraft Teledyne Continental Motors TSIO-360-C piston engine
[AD-A070010]
p0671 790-31211
Conceptual study of a turbojet/ramjet inlet
(NASA-TN-80141)
p0671 790-31215
Lean, premixed, prevaporized fuel combustor conceptual design study
(NASA-CR-159647)
p0707 790-32211
Laminated turbine vane design and fabrication --- utilizing film cooling as a cooling system
(NASA-CR-159655)
p0716 790-33204
ENGINE FAILURE
A new stage stacking technique for axial-flow compressor performance prediction
[AGARD PAPER 78-GT-139]
p0002 790-10268
An axial compressor end-wall boundary layer calculation method
[AGARD PAPER 78-GT-81]
p0007 790-10767
Airworthiness of helicopters /Cierva Memorial Lecture/
p0118 790-18004
The unsafe zone for single engine helicopters --- height-speed envelopes at engine failure
p0136 790-18701
Estimation of reliability from multiple independent grouped censored samples with failure times known
p0206 790-23643
Wake induced time-variant aerodynamics including rotor-stator axial spacing effects
p0213 790-24218
Designing a ring for protecting the gas-turbine compressor from fragments of the rotor
p0216 790-28627
A critical-review of performance monitoring systems on the basis of the experience obtained from routine applications --- for aircraft engines
(NASA-CE-159540)
p0227 790-28381
Error localization in turbojet engines through determination of the characteristics of structural members --- German thesis
p0515 790-41827
Fault diagnosis of gas turbine engines by means of component characteristics determination
p0639 790-49006
ARIA takeoff performance flight test program --- Advanced Range Instrumented Aircraft
p0646 790-50437
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUBJECT INDEX</th>
<th>ENGINE NOISE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>J85-CAN-15 compressor stall and flameout investigation</td>
<td>p0646 A79-50481</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Icing testing for aircraft engines (AGARD-CP-236)</td>
<td>p0037 A79-10002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engine icing measurement capabilities at the AEDC</td>
<td>p0037 A79-10008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effects of visual and action simulation cueing systems on pilot performance during takeoffs with engine failures (NASA-TF-1365)</td>
<td>p0162 A79-14082</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effects of steady-state pressure distortion on the stall margin of a J85-21 turbojet engine (NASA-TM-79123)</td>
<td>p0486 A79-23968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The integrity of aircraft jet engines under the impact of foreign bodies (NASA-TM-78019-8)</td>
<td>p0554 A79-27174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handling problems resulting from compressor deterioration --- in single engine jet aircraft (NASA-MR-78019-8)</td>
<td>p0707 A79-32214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENGINE INLETS</td>
<td>ENGINE NOISE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental method for investigating preintake vortex circulation --- in engine air intakes</td>
<td>p0016 A79-11367</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gas turbine engine inlet flow distortion guidelines</td>
<td>p0078 A79-11624</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calculation of transonic inlet flowfields using generalized coordinates</td>
<td>p0138 A79-19477</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The effect of intake conditions on supersonic flutter in turbofan engines (AIAA PAPER 79-0012)</td>
<td>p0138 A79-19477</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of lip and centerbody geometry on aerodynamic performance of inlets for tilting-nacelle VTOL aircraft (AIAA PAPER 79-0381)</td>
<td>p0199 A79-23509</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aerodynamic performance of scarf inlets (AIAA PAPER 79-0380)</td>
<td>p0200 A79-23510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full-scale engine tests of bulk scarfner acoustic inlet treatment (AIAA PAPER 79-0660)</td>
<td>p0267 A79-26881</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sound radiation from hyperboloidal inlet ducts (AIAA PAPER 79-0677)</td>
<td>p0267 A79-26885</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propagation of buzz-saw noise in a nonuniform medium --- contoured jet engine inlets (AIAA PAPER 79-0639)</td>
<td>p0266 A79-26896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acoustic duct liner optimization using finite elements (AIAA PAPER 79-0662)</td>
<td>p0318 A79-26967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A sonic fatigue problem of a cylindrical shell turbofan engine inlet (AIAA PAPER 79-0744)</td>
<td>p0320 A79-29016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diffusers for supersonic intakes - the dependence of conical diffuser performance on inlet flow conditions (AIAA PAPER 79-7627)</td>
<td>p0329 A79-29399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental evaluation of the effect of inlet distortion on compressor blade vibrations (AIAA PAPER 79-3040)</td>
<td>p0341 A79-30558</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aerodynamics of engine air intakes</td>
<td>p0362 A79-30592</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engine evaluation of a vibration damping treatment for inlet guide vanes</td>
<td>p0365 A79-32425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solution of boundary value problem for the vibration equation for a jet engine model</td>
<td>p0413 A79-35895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V/STOL performance comparisons with variable pitch and variable inlet guide vane fans --- a report on experimental data</td>
<td>p0436 A79-12866</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J85-CAN-15 compressor stall and flameout investigation</td>
<td>p0509 A79-40487</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An approach to optimum subsonic inlet design</td>
<td>p0666 A79-50441</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preliminary study of optimum ductburning turbofan engine cycle design parameters for supersonic cruising</td>
<td>p0086 A79-12020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theoretical study of VTOL tilt-nacelle axisymmetric inlet geometries</td>
<td>p0053 A79-12083</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acoustodynamic performance of scarf inlets --- including acoustic advantages (NASA-TM-79055)</td>
<td>p0169 A79-14996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aerodynamic performance of inlets for tilt-nacelle VTOL aircraft</td>
<td>p0169 A79-14998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effects of lip and centerbody geometry on aerodynamic performance of inlets for tilt-nacelle VTOL aircraft (NASA-TM-79055)</td>
<td>p0169 A79-14998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis of radiation patterns of interaction tones generated by inlet rods in the JT150 engine (NASA-TM-79076)</td>
<td>p0169 A79-15960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airbreathing engines - aerodynamic aspects (NASA-TM-79076)</td>
<td>p0301 A79-18925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aerodynamic problems in engine airframe integration on fighter airplanes (NASA-OPF-1359-0)</td>
<td>p0483 A79-23936</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self stabilizing sonic inlet (NASA-CASE-LEW-11890-1)</td>
<td>p0493 A79-26976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blast induced distortion experiments on an engine inlet (ADF-066811)</td>
<td>p0499 A79-25026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ultrasonic inspection of engine nacelle structure searching for cracks (REPP-7610.909)</td>
<td>p0557 A79-27522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAIC fan model test program (NASA-TP-1380)</td>
<td>p0585 A79-28372</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recent applications of theoretical analysis to V/STOL inlet design (NASA-TM-79211)</td>
<td>p0590 A79-29143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A flow field study for top mounted inlets on fighter aircraft configurations (NASA-TP-79173)</td>
<td>p0650 A79-30515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conceptual study of a turbojet/ramjet inlet (NASA-TM-80141)</td>
<td>p0671 A79-31215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENGINE MONITORING INSTRUMENTS</td>
<td>ENGINE NOISE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military engine usage monitoring developments in the United Kingdom</td>
<td>p0069 A79-10772</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An evaluation technique for determining the cost effectiveness of condition monitoring systems (ASME PAPER 78-GT-166)</td>
<td>p0010 A79-10806</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On-line computer for transient turbine cascade instrumentation (NASA-TN-79123)</td>
<td>p0031 A79-10008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TF 81 condition monitoring system effectiveness study</td>
<td>p0068 A79-16440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Status of the TF9 engine condition monitor system /ECX/</td>
<td>p0068 A79-16441</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LR2500 condition and performance monitoring system --- gas turbine for ship propulsion</td>
<td>p0098 A79-16441</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applications of electro-optical instrumentation in turbine engine development</td>
<td>p0098 A79-16442</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A European view on gas turbine engine monitoring of present and future civil aircraft (AIAA PAPER 79-1200)</td>
<td>p0040 A79-38982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diagnostics of wear in aerostructural systems (NASA-TP-79-1287)</td>
<td>p0175 A79-39005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parts tracking and engine history recording for on-condition maintenance (AIAA PAPER 79-1280)</td>
<td>p0509 A79-40486</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A simplified gross thrust computing technique for an afterburning turbofan engine</td>
<td>p0646 A79-50440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aircraft turbine engine monitoring experience: Implications for the F100 engine diagnostic system program (AIAA PAPER 79-1280)</td>
<td>p0671 A79-31217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENGINE NOISE</td>
<td>ENGINE NOISE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A method for assessing turbine engine run-up noise impact on airport neighbors</td>
<td>p0066 A79-14196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gas turbine jet exhaust noise prediction</td>
<td>p0040 A79-18925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of forward speed on noise emission and thrust of small aircraft propellers</td>
<td>p0010 A79-11623</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correlation of combustor acoustic power levels inferred from internal fluctuating pressure measurements</td>
<td>p0085 A79-14296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boeing's noise technology facilities</td>
<td>p0069 A79-14296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full-scale engine tests of bulk absorber acoustic inlet treatment (AIAA PAPER 79-0660)</td>
<td>p0267 A79-26881</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The effect of throttling on forward radiated fan noise (AIAA PAPER 79-0640)</td>
<td>p0269 A79-26917</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation of two inflow control devices for flight simulation of fan noise using a JT150 engine (AIAA PAPER 79-0654)</td>
<td>p0270 A79-26526</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A-177
Experiments concerning the anomalous behaviour of aero-engine exhaust noise in flight

[TSA PAPER 79-0648]

Impact of forward flight on jet noise, shock noise and interior noise

[TAA PAPER 79-0647]

Effect of simulated forward flight on jet noise, shock noise and interior noise

[TAA PAPER 79-0615]

Flight effects on noise generated by the JT8D engine with inverted pylon/can flow as measured in the NASA Ames 40’ by 80’ wind tunnel

[TAA PAPER 79-0614]

Radiation of an acoustic source near the trailing edge of a wing in a forward motion

[TAA PAPER 79-0605]

Combustion noise prediction update

[TAA PAPER 79-0588]

Unsteady stator response to upstream nonisothermal flow

[TAA PAPER 79-0579]

Aeroacoustic and acoustic comparisons of scaled-down and actual engine jets

[TAA PAPER 79-0574]

Investigation of wing shielding effects on CTOL engine noise

[TAA PAPER 79-0669]

Measurements and predictions of flyover and static noise of an afterburning turbofan engine in an F-111 airplane

[TAA 79-7016]

Quieter short and medium haul aircraft

[SAE PAPER 790594]

Sound absorption through floor separation - A new possibility for acoustic attenuation of engines

[STOL 79-41238]

Duct noise radiation through a jet flow

[STOL 79-41238]

Measurements and predictions of flyover and static noise of a TF30 afterburning turbofan engine

[NASA Tp-1372]

Measures and predicted noise of the Aero-Lycoming TF-102 turbofan noise

[TAA-790696]

Analysis of radiation patterns of inlet jet tones generated by inlet rods in the JT15D engine

[TAA-790696]

Investigation of wing shielding effects on CTOL engine noise

[TAA-790696]

Engine integration and noise considerations for STOL aircraft

[STOL 79-20390]

Engine-induced structural-borne noise in a general aviation aircraft

[NASA-CPS-150099]

Noise generation by jet-engine exhaust-deflection
designs

[DFR-PS-78-21]

WEAPON PARTS

Near-net-shape engine methods emerge --- aircraft engine parts fabrication technologies

[STOL 79-11449]

Summation of defects in the case of aircraft engine programed loads --- for supersonic transport propulsion system components

[STOL 79-12164]

New construction materials for gas turbine engines and technology for processing these materials -

[STOL 79-12533]

Assembly and repair of aircraft engine parts using pulsed YAG lasers

[STOL 79-12533]

Application of shock-tube technology to the measurement of heat-transfer rate to gas turbine components

[STOL 79-15205]

NASA thermal barrier coatings - Summary and update

[STOL 79-12195]

Estimation of reliability from multiple independent grouped censored samples with failure times known

[STOL 79-12195]

Discrete time slice simulation of replacement requirements --- for aircraft engine parts

[STOL 79-23643]

Hot isostatic pressing structural materials for gas-turbine parts

[STOL 79-23796]
ERROR DETECTION CODES
ERROR CORRECTING DEVICES
ERROR CORRECTING CODES
ERROR BAND
ERRORS
ERROR BAND
ERROR ACCURACY
ERROR CORRECTING DEVICES
An asynchronous data transmission system with low error probability for the SERTAC landing aid
ERROR CORRECTING DEVICES
Method of eliminating static and dynamic errors in the reproduction of motion of TV-simulator displays --- for aircraft flight
ERROR DETECTION CODES
GPS multipath error model --- Global Positioning System
Built in test of VCR converters --- Present approaches and recommendations for improved EFT effectiveness --- in airborne radar systems
Evaluation of the radar altimeter reference method for determining altitude system positioning errors
ERRORS
MT INSTRUMENT ERRORS
MT PILOT ERRORS
MT RANGE ERRORS
MT VELOCITY ERRORS
ESTIMATING
A model for unsteady effects in lateral dynamics for use in parameter estimation --- aircraft stability  
[AIAA 79-1638] p0567 A79-45318
The relationship of unsteadiness in downwash to the quality of parameter estimates  
[AIAA 79-1639] p0567 A79-45319
An introduction to co-kill probability estimation in the M on W encounter --- during combat aircraft maneuvers  
[AIAA 79-1729] p0571 A79-45373
Estimation for advanced technology engines  
Estimation of aircraft target motion using pattern recognition orientation measurements  
Effect of sampling rate and record length on the determination of stability and control derivatives  
Ethylic alcohol
Nethyl, ethanol and jet fuel emissions comparison from a small gas turbine  
[SAP PAPER 78013] p0256 A79-25893
EUCLIDEAN GEOMETRY
K.B. AIRCRAFT  
EUROPEAN AIRBUS  
The Swedish approach to escape system testing  
Aeronautical systems technology needs: Escape, rescue and survival  
[AID-A058208] p0089 A79-12051
Crew escape concepts for advanced high performance aircraft  
[AID-A060515] p0171 A79-15016
Escape system trajectory sensitivity analysis  
[AID-A062429] p0352 A79-20992
ESG (Gyrosopes)
U ELECTROSTATIC GYROSCOPES
ESTIMATES  
MT POLYCARBONATES
MT POLYESTERS  
Declaration of synthetic turbine engine oil mixtures  
[AID-A071813] p0718 A79-33211
ESTIMATING
MT COST ESTIMATES
ESTIMATING
MT CIRCUMFERENCE
MT CHORDS (GEOMETRY)
MT ANGLES (GEOMETRY)
MT ANGLE OF ATTACK  
HELIX EQUATIONS OF MOTION  
Calculation of supersonic flow past wings with consideration of tangential discontinuities shed from the edges within the scope of a model using a system of Euler equations  
[0579 A79-16372]
The consideration of the effect of winds in the mechanics-of-flight equations  
[0385 A79-31565]
Transonic flow over the NACA 64A006 with an oscillating flap - calculations based on the Euler equations  
[0353 A79-20007]
EUROPE
Joint Airworthiness Requirements - Their history and progress  
[0460 A79-37149]
The European helicopter industry and cooperation  
[0516 A79-42064]
The new European subsonic aerodynamic testing facilities --- aircraft wind tunnels  
[ONERA, TP NO. 1979-97] p0516 A79-42066
Euromissile - An example of cooperation with respect to missiles  
[0517 A79-42067]
Icing test facilities and test techniques in Europe  
[0173 A79-15042]
EUROPEAN AIRCRAFT
MT A-300 AIRCRAFT  
Britain's better airbus wing --- A-310 aircraft wing design  
[0408 A79-38237]
Airbus picks up speed - and the junior A310 takes off  
[0459 A79-36774]
A European view on gas turbine engine monitoring of present and future civil aircraft

European Airbus has definitively penetrated the world market

European space programs

The European transonic wind-tunnel project

Eutectic alloys

Evaluation of an advanced directionally solidified gama/gama-alpha # eutectic alloy

[NASA-Cr-159416] p0369 A79-20222

Eutectics

NT Eutectic allys

Evacuating (Transportation)

Casual evacuation by helicopter

Injuries in air transport emergency evacuations

p0132 A79-18669

p0561 W97-28160

Evaluation

NT Training evaluation

Basic for an objective evaluation of the paratroop jumping reliability

p0402 A79-33619

Preliminary evaluation of several nondestructive-evaluation techniques for silicon nitride gas-turbine rotors

[AIL-77-69] p0049 A79-11414

Preliminary airworthiness evaluation CR-47C with fiberglass rotor blades with 155-L-712 engines

[AD-A069891] p0705 W97-32199

Evaporation

NT Transpiration

Drop formation, evaporation modelling and environmental assessment of JF-4 fuel jetisoned from aircraft

[AIAA PAPER 79-0166] p0143 A79-19585

Intensification of fuel vaporization in aircraft gas turbine engines by electrical forces

p0260 A79-27748

Evaporation rate

Theoretical approach to spray combustion in gas turbine combustor

p0557 A79-42207

Evaporative cooling

NT File cooling

Evaporative actions

Numerical computation of optimal evasive maneuvers for a realistically modeled airplane pursued by a missile with proportional guidance

[AIAA 79-1626] p0566 A79-45306

Evolution (Development)

Evolution of the turbocrop for high speed air transportation

[ASBE PAPER 78-07-201] p0012 A79-10621

The growth and evolution of the TPE331

[ASBE PAPER 79-07-164] p0395 A79-32426

Exactness

U Precision

Exchanging

NT for exchanging

NT acoustic excitation

Excitation and analysis technique for flutter tests

[AGARD-8-572] p0267 A79-20137

Excited states

U Excitation

Exclusion

Findings and views concerning the exemption of kerojet fuels from the mandatory petroleum allocation and price regulations

[DOD/ERA-0023] p0559 W97-28058

Executive aircraft

U general aviation aircraft

U passenger aircraft

Extraction

U physical work

Exhaust diffusers

Self-contained grease lubrication systems for aircraft applications

[ASB 79-39] p0631 A79-49091

Study of aerodynamic technology for VSOL fighter/attack aircraft, volume 1


End wall and corner flow improvements of the rectangular Algeria jet-diffuser ejector

[AD-A057663] p0046 W97-11051
EXHAUST SYSTEMS

and development of aerodynamic and acoustic prediction procedures
CF6 jet engine performance improvement program.
Short core exhaust nozzle performance
Improvement concept -- specific fuel consumption reduction

EXHAUST SYSTEMS
An acoustic problem in aeroelastic chambers arising from exhaust noise testing
[ADA PAPER 78-1820] p0271 A79-26929
Full-scale wind tunnel study of nacelle shape on cooling drag
[NASA F-79-0358] p0607 A79-47900
Internal mixer investigation for JT9D engine jet noise reduction. Volume 1: Results
[AD-A057313] p0237 A79-10059
Internal mixer investigation for JT9D engine jet noise reduction. Volume 2: Appendices A, B, C,
and D
[AD-A057310/5] p0038 A79-10065

EXHAUST VELOCITY
On the noise emitted by cold subsonic coaxial jets
p0117 A79-17767
Effects of geometric and flow-field variables on inverted-velocity-profile coaxial jet noise --
nozzle geometry
[NASA-F-75-75095] p0375 A79-20830

EXIT (DOORS)
U DOORS

EXPANDABLE STRUCTURES
NT BALLOONS
NT HIGH ALTITUDE BALLOONS
NT INFLATABLE STRUCTURES
NT TETHERED BALLOONS
Effect of shocks on film cooling of a full scale turbojet exhaust nozzle having an external
expansion surface
[NASA-F-79-79157] p0486 A79-23966

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
NT FACTORIAL DESIGN
Experimental design for real-time simulations of air traffic control concepts
p0017 A79-11481
The importance of experimenting in aerodynamics and fluid mechanics --- on-line wind
tunnel-computer integration
[ADA PAPER 78-229] p0184 A79-20485
Study of some characteristics of helicopter rotor operation on the basis of a numerical experiment
[AD-A057409] p0342 A79-30690
A study of some characteristics of a lifting propeller by numerical experiment
[NASA F-79-53728] p0694 A79-53728
Feasibility design study for scale model of STO-I
airship
[AD-A059624] p0100 A79-12015
Experimental techniques for transonic testing in shock tubes
p0377 A79-20998
Feasibility study for a numerical aerodynamic simulation facility: Summary

EXPERIMENTATION
NT SPHERES
 NT EXPLODING CONDUCTOR CIRCUITS
 NT CIRCUITS
 NT SPACE EXPLORATION
 NT SPACE EXPLORATION

EXPLORE SATELLITES
Considerations on the airborne use of DME
interceptors or SSR transponders for ground-derived landing and surveillance systems
p0055 A79-13247

EXPLOSIVES
NT NUCLEAR EXPLOSIONS
NT UNDERWATER EXPLOSIONS
Tests to determine the ullage explosion tolerance of helicopter fuel tanks
[AD-A058188] p0092 A79-12074

EXPLOSIVE DEVICES
NT BOMBS (ORDNANCE)
Explosive removal of egress panels for emergency escape from helicopters underwater
p0066 A79-14817

EXPLOSIVE REMOVAL OF EGRESS PANELS FOR EMERGENCY ESCAPE FROM HELICOPTERS UNDERWATER

Considerations on the airborne use of DME
interceptors or SSR transponders for ground-derived landing and surveillance systems
p0055 A79-13247

EXPLOSIONS
NT NUCLEAR EXPLOSIONS
NT UNDERWATER EXPLOSIONS
Tests to determine the ullage explosion tolerance of helicopter fuel tanks
[AD-A058188] p0092 A79-12074

EXPLOSIVE DEVICES
NT BOMBS (ORDNANCE)
Explosive removal of egress panels for emergency escape from helicopters underwater
p0066 A79-14817

EXPLOSIVE REMOVAL OF EGRESS PANELS FOR EMERGENCY ESCAPE FROM HELICOPTERS UNDERWATER

SUBJECT INDEX

EXPOSURE TO FALSE ALARMS
An aircraft simulation using a product of exponentials as a matrix exponential
p0466 A79-38885

EXPLOSIONS
U INTERNATIONAL TRADE
EXPOSURE TO FALSE ALARMS
An aircraft simulation using a product of exponentials as a matrix exponential
p0466 A79-38885

EXPLOSIVE DEVICES
NT NUCLEAR EXPLOSIONS
NT UNDERWATER EXPLOSIONS
Tests to determine the ullage explosion tolerance of helicopter fuel tanks
[AD-A058188] p0092 A79-12074

EXPLOSIVE DEVICES
NT BOMBS (ORDNANCE)
Explosive removal of egress panels for emergency escape from helicopters underwater
p0066 A79-14817

EXPLOSIVE REMOVAL OF EGRESS PANELS FOR EMERGENCY ESCAPE FROM HELICOPTERS UNDERWATER

SUBJECT INDEX

EXPLOSIVE REMOVAL OF EGRESS PANELS FOR EMERGENCY ESCAPE FROM HELICOPTERS UNDERWATER

SUBJECT INDEX

EXPLOSIVE REMOVAL OF EGRESS PANELS FOR EMERGENCY ESCAPE FROM HELICOPTERS UNDERWATER
A study of the blown flap/jet flap analogy
[AIAA PAPER 79-0119] p0162 A79-19504
A method of the theory of airfoil profiles with a jet flap
p0602 A79-07119
Blown flap noise prediction
Headflows in a large angle oblique jet
flow
Extinction
Weak extinction limits of turbulent flowing mixtures
p0010 A79-10798
Extinguishers
[AFM PAPER 78-07-146] p0010 A79-10798
Extending
Experimental investigation into the feasibility of an extended wing
p0545 N79-27077
Eye movements
Visual pockets: A design parameter for helicopter instrument panels
p0311 N79-19641
F-16 aircraft
Investigation of the Multiple Method Adaptive Control (MMAC) method for flight control systems
Systems implications of active controls
p0658 N79-30219
Flight determined lift and drag characteristics of an F-8 airplane modified with a supercritical wing with comparison to wind-tunnel results
F-110 aircraft
U F-4 AIRCRAFT
F-15 aircraft
Stability and maintainability growth of a modern, high performance aircraft, the F-14A
p0205 A79-23629
F-101 engine derivative work advances
p0407 A79-34600
F-108 aircraft
[NASA-TP-64008] p0235 N79-16683
The computation of optimal aircraft trajectories
[NASA-577] p0550 N79-27128
Technology trends and maintenance workload requirements for the A-7, F-4, and F-14 aircraft
[AD-A070036] p0701 N79-32153
F-15 aircraft
Reynolds number, scale and frequency content effects on F-15 inlet instantaneous distortion
[AIAA PAPER 79-0108] p0341 A79-19533
Preliminary flight and wind tunnel comparisons of the inlet/airframe interaction of the F-15 airplane
[AIAA PAPER 79-1012] p0200 A79-23513
Superplastic forming/diffusion bonding technology in the USAF/McDonnell --- Built-up Low Cost Advanced Titanium Structures for F-15
p0208 A79-24082
Life cycle cost in preliminary engine design --- for F-15
[SAP PAPER 780132] p0257 A79-25904
Dynamic response analysis of an F-15 Fast Pack optical system installation --- structural vibration under flight environment
[AIAA 79-0788] p0322 A79-29023
Water tunnel visualization of the vortex flows of the F-15
[AIAA 79-1649] p0567 A79-45325
Evolving methods for reducing avionics data in an AIFS environment --- Avionics Integration Support Facility flight program testing
p0618 A79-48671
Ultrasonic method of gun gas detection --- for engine ingestion prevention in F-15
[AIAA 79-16552] p0401 A79-33610
Direct drive control valve for fly-by-wire flight control system actuators
[AD-A062030] p0306 N79-19007
A study of the application of singular perturbation theory --- development of a real time algorithm for optimal three dimensional aircraft maneuvers
Technology trends and maintenance workload requirements for the A-7, F-4, and F-14 aircraft
[AD-A070036] p0701 N79-32153
F-5 aircraft
Northrop/United States Air Force application of failure predictions to an operational aircraft
equipped for F-5A
p0113 A79-17527
Span of spanwise blowing on the aerodynamic characteristics of the F-5
[ATAA PAPER 79-0119] p0141 A79-19543
Northrop F-5: Case study in aircraft design --- Hook Book
p0332 A79-29574
Some observations on the mechanism of aircraft wing rock
p0463 A79-38135
Northrop F-5F shark nose development
Analysis of wind tunnel data pertaining to high angle of attack aerodynamics. Volume 1: Technical discussion and analysis of results
[AD-A069664] p0650 N79-30148
F-8 aircraft
Flight test experience with an adaptive control system using a maximum likelihood parameter estimation technique
[AIAA 79-1702] p0570 A79-85357
The impact of parallel computers on the design of nonlinear flight controllers
Digital fly-by-wire flight control validation experience
F-8 active control
p0236 N79-16870
Computer program to calculate three-dimensional boundary layer flows over wings with wall mass transfer
P-5 aircraft
Line Replaceable Units
[AD-A062030] p0306 N79-19007
Air quality analysis of possible F-15 and A-10 aircraft engine modifications to reduce pollution
[AD-A009976] p0165 N79-16517
A water tunnel flow visualization study of the F-15
Preliminary feasibility assessment of Multi-function Inertial Reference Assembly (MIRA) --- using the F-15 and a transport aircraft
p0353 N79-20017
A-10 aircraft
Precision controllability of the F-15 airplane
[NASA-TM-72861] p0467 N79-23979
The computation of optimal aircraft trajectories
[AD-A067765] p0556 N79-21788
F-16 aircraft
All weather cockpit canopies. I - The F16
p0006 A79-10619
F-16 Avionics Intermediate Shop self-test equipment and fault isolation
p0023 A79-12302
F-16 IRS test program - Line Replaceable Units
p023 A79-12321
The F-16 environmental control system
[AFM PAPER 78-10351] p0027 A79-12560
Shop test success in a function of the airborne system design --- for F-16 avionics
p0579 A79-16332
Optical engineering of first and second generation automatic tracking/laser designator pods --- on F-16
p0113 A79-17211
structures  p0209 A79-24090

Fabrication and quality assurance procedure to assure a survivability lifting parachute  (AIAA 79-0427)  p0262 A79-26636

Design and fabrication of advanced titanium structures  (AIAA 79-0577)  p0283 A79-28272

The quiet revolution in airframe construction --- fabrication techniques and construction materials  p0318 A79-28976

Cost-effective production of flight vehicle shells by the pressure and flow-pressure processes  [DGPR PAPERS 79-008]  p0390 A79-32305

Economical processing of fiber-reinforced components with thermal expansion molding --- CFRP structures for aircraft silencers  [DGPR PAPERS 79-011]  p0390 A79-32307

Economical processing for the fabrication of CFRP components  [DGPR PAPERS 79-009]  p0401 A79-33600

Development of hermetically sealed low-maintenance high-density packaging for ejection seat-mounted personnel parachutes  p0402 A79-33616

C-141 hybrid composite leading edge --- materials and fabrication methods  p0529 A79-62924

Fabrication of thick graphite/epoxy wing surface structure --- for subsonic transport aircraft  p0529 A79-63425

Advanced fabrication processes  [AGARD-CP-256]  p0842 W9-23336

Fabrication of titanium at high temperatures  p0842 W9-23252

FABRICS

MT DACRON (TRADEMARK)

MT PARACHI T FABRICS

Ignition characteristics of some aircraft interior fabrics  p0126 A79-18302

Electrification of woven and film materials  p0348 A79-32042

High strength stitching for aircraft personal restraint systems  p0404 A79-33639

Aircraft passenger seat material development for airline fire safety  p0530 A79-43271

Fabrics for fire resistant passenger seats in aircraft  p0688 W9-12045

FABRY-PEROT LASERS

U LASERS

FACETS

U PLAT SURFACES

FACTOR ANALYSIS

Identification of key maneuver-limiting factors in high-angle-of-attack flight  p0180 W9-15096

The continuity factor in aircraft development  p0300 W9-18896

FACTORIAL DESIGN

Application of a factorial interpolation method to the analytical design of aircraft landing gears  p0340 A79-32052

Factor of safety - USAF design practice --- conferences  [AD-A070237]  p0703 W9-32183

FAIL-SAFE SYSTEMS

Automatic failure detection systems in commercial aircraft  [DGPR PAPERS 78-140]  p0062 A79-14089

Comparison of safety principles in aviation and in track-guided traffic  p0116 A79-17690

Loss-of-lubrication operation of helicopter transmissions  [ANS 78-74]  p0126 A79-18172

SIFT - Design and analysis of a fault-tolerant computer for aircraft control --- Software Implemented Fault Tolerant systems  p0252 A79-25718

Flutter speed degradation of damaged, optimized flight vehicles  [AIAA 79-0795]  p0321 A79-29038

Reliability, performance, and fault isolation considerations in the design of interconnected navigation systems  p0321 A79-29038

Analytic redundancy for flight control sensors on the Lockheed L-1011 aircraft  p0388 A79-36077

Failure detection in signal processing and sensing in flight control systems  p0411 A79-47960

Failure modes and redundancy analysis for the Multifunction Inertial Reference Assembly (MIRA)  [AD-A061400]  p0232 W9-16834

Fail-safe optimal design of structures with substructuring  [AD-A0656536]  p0884 W9-23950

The requirement of damage tolerance. An analysis of damage tolerance requirements with specific reference to MIL-L-83344  [NLR-TR-77005-U]  p0550 W9-27135

FAILURE

MT ENGINE FAILURE

MT STRUCTURAL FAILURE

MT SYSTEM FAILURES

FAILURE ANALYSIS

Hazard criticality analysis --- with emphasis on aircraft components  p0207 A79-10621

Advanced technology impact upon ATP self test --- by use of microprocessors and LSI  p0223 A79-12306

Time-dependent failure rates for jet aircraft  p0073 A79-15379

Application of the fault tree in fault testing and design improvement --- of aircraft components  p0082 A79-16585

Northrop/United States Air Force application of failure predictions to an operational aircraft --- for F-5/F  p0113 A79-17527

Airworthiness of helicopters  [Cierva Memorial Lecture/  p0118 A79-18004

Bonding and durability --- for airframe structures  [SAE PAPER 790561]  p0451 A79-37602

The aircraft air conditioner data revisited --- for comparison of alternative system concepts  p076 A79-39995

Development of in-flight steady-state failure rates  p0877 A79-39912

The effect of endless burn-in on reliability growth projections --- for solid state aviation electronics equipment  p0477 A79-39920

Error localization in turbojet engines through determination of the characteristics of structural members --- German thesis  p0515 A79-81032

Review of aircraft bearing rejection criteria and causes - - -  p0564 A79-85250

Failure detection in signal processing and sensing in flight control systems  p0612 A79-47971

Test implementation through support software --- a PIT translator --- automated Fault Isolation Tests on airborne radar system  p0620 A79-48667

Techniques for fault isolation ambiguity reduction --- in military avionics  p0625 A79-48891

Fault diagnosis of gas turbine engines by means of component characteristics determination  p0639 A79-49006

Determination of the probability of consequences of aircraft-system malfunctions in the evaluation of flight safety levels  p0697 A79-52144

Reliability analysis for optimum design --- applied to offshore drilling and aircraft structures - - -  p0691 A79-53070

Mechanical characterization of structural adhesives  p0696 A79-54238

Helicopter bearing failure detection utilizing shock pulse techniques  [AD-A057308]  p0049 A79-11140

Failure studies of a third stage fan disk from a TF-30 turbine engine  [AD-A061801]  p0305 A79-19004

Correlation study between vibrational environmental and failure rates of civil
FAILURE MODES

helicopter components

[NASA-CR-159033] p0042 879-23064

The electro-impulse de-icing method --- aircraft
structures

[80-227] p0043 879-23073

Failures in adhesively bonded structures

[AD-A0667201] p0052 879-29173

Aircraft transparency failure and logistical cost
analysis. Volume 2: Design data and maintenance
procedures

[AD-A066721] p0052 879-29174

An analysis of a programmed load fatigue failure

[NAS-78-7080] p0059 879-29562

FAIRENCH MILITARY AIRCRAFT

U FAIRENCH MILITARY AIRCRAFT

The Fairchild F-47 --- Shturmovik of the eighties

[RAE-TR-78078] p0042 879-23242

Driftdown calculations for the YH/2270 aircraft

[SAND-78-1807] p0064 879-30182

FAIRENCH-BILLET AIRCRAFT

Optimum tail fairings for bodies of revolution ---
computerized design

[AD-A067257] p0059 879-26031

FAIRFIELD DEVICES

U BAYT DEVICES

Development of V/STOL aircraft - 1950 to 1970

[AD-A057325] p0060 879-47606

FANLIFT DEVICES

U LIFT FANS

Reduction of rotor-turbulence interaction noise in
static fan noise testing

[IAIA PAPERS 79-0656] p0270 879-26925

Test methodology correlation for foreign object
damage

[AD-A057332] p0055 879-12093

Structural analysis of hollow blades: Torsional
stress analysis of hollow fan blades for aircraft
jet engines

[NASA-TM-533 ] p0241 879-17261

Performance of two-stage fan having
low-aspect-ratio first-stage rotor blading

[NSA-TM-1461] p0051 879-27143

FAN LIFT DEVICES

Aircraft antenna pattern measurements using near
field techniques

[IAIA PAPERS 79-0589] p0247 879-24721

Separation of core noise and jet noise

[IAIA PAPERS 79-0656] p0272 879-26924

The influence of propeller design parameters on
far-field harmonic noise in forward flight

[IAIA PAPERS 79-0609] p0317 879-28959

The derivation of a thickness noise formula for
the far-field by Tscn --- applied to helicopter
rotors

[AD-A0667201] p0405 879-35449

The aerodynamic and thermodynamic characteristics
of fountains and some far field temperature
distributions --- vertical takeoff aircraft
ground effect

[AD-A066721] p0232 879-16843

FARB CROPS

Study of future world markets for agricultural
aircraft

[NASA-CR-156837] p0037 879-21000

A-190

FAST INHIBITED TRANSFORMATIONS

Transform domain processing for digital
communication systems using surface acoustic wave
deVICES

[AD-A0667201] p0675 879-31482

A new approach to the solution of large, full
matrix equations: A two-dimensional potential
flow feasibility study

[NASA-CR-31773] p0676 879-31533

FAST INHIBITED

NT BOILERS

An evaluation of castings for steel and titanium
alloy fasteners for aircraft applications

[AD-A067257] p0042 879-23242

FAUTEURS (BIOLOGY)

NT FLIGHT FATIGUE

FAUTEURS (MATERIALS)

NT BENDING FATIGUE

NT METAL FATIGUE

NT STRUCTURAL STRAIN

NT THERMAL FATIGUE

Fatigue strength of airplanes and modern
structural designs

[DGLR PAPER 78-176] p0151 879-20018

Effect of CPFR technology on structural design and
fatigue behavior of modern fighter aircraft

[DGLR PAPER 78-179] p0151 879-20020

Bibliography on the fatigue of materials,
components and structures. Volume 2 - 1951-1960
--- Fook

[NT BENDING FATIGUE] p0192 879-21725

Four lectures on fatigue crack growth

[NT BENDING FATIGUE] p0025 879-25480

Pretting fatigue, with reference to aircraft
structures

[SAE PAPER 790612] p0056 879-36741

Designing with damping materials to reduce noise
and structural fatigue --- of aircraft components

[SAP PAPER 790612] p0056 879-36758

Determination of sample size in flight loads
programs --- for aircraft structures

[SAE PAPER 790612] p0056 879-36759

Evaluation of a crack-growth gage for monitoring
possible structural fatigue-crack growth

[NT BENDING FATIGUE] p0056 879-44492

Methods of gust spectra prediction for fatigue
damage

[NT BENDING FATIGUE] p0056 879-44461

Lusaka accident report

[NT BENDING FATIGUE] p0062 879-50109

Probability that the propagation of an undetected
fatigue crack will not cause a structural failure

[AD-A057325] p0270 879-11439

Investigation into the effect of residual stresses
on fatigue strength and measurement of residual
stresses, with special reference to aircraft
construction


Some engineering property comparisons for 7050 and
AZ 74.61 die forgings

[MLR-SP-77040-0] p0239 879-16968

Influence of corrosion damage on fatigue crack
initiation

[MLR-SP-77050-0] p0242 879-17269

Introduction to fracture mechanics --- crack
initiation and stress corrosion cracking of aircraft
structures

[NT BOUNDARY LAYER] p0372 879-20410

Fatigue crack growth --- aircraft reliability

[NT BOUNDARY LAYER] p0372 879-20412

Review of aeronautical fatigue investigations in
the Netherlands during the period March 1977 -
February 1979

[MLR-SP-790612] p0387 879-21448

Definition and non-destructive detection of
crITICAL adhesive bond-line flaws

[AD-A0667201] p0408 879-26463

Non-Destructive methods for the early detection of
fatigue damage in aircraft components

[AD-A0667201] p0502 879-25417

A study of the low cycle fatigue behavior of the
superalloy Rene 45 by strain range partitioning

[AD-A0667201] p0506 879-29295
Hot salt stress corrosion studies [AD-0068402] p0556 N79-29300
Collected engineering data sheets, Air Force data sheet program --- airframe materials [AD-070665] p0705 N79-32201
Environmental fatigue crack propagation in metal/composite laminates --- flight simulation tests [NLR-TR-77122-D] p0709 N79-32288
Engineering application of fracture mechanics to flight simulation [NLR-mp-78015-N] p0711 N79-32596
Gust spectrum fatigue crack propagation in candidate skin materials [NLR-mh-78002-D] p0711 N79-32597
Development of calorimetric fatigue gauge [AD-070864] p0720 N79-33453
Development of a digital memory acoustic emission system to aircraft flaw monitoring [PWL-2873] p0721 N79-33486
Prediction methods for fatigue crack growth in aircraft material [LN-2822] p0721 N79-33498

Fatigue Tests

FATIGUE TESTS

Low-cycle fatigue of thermal-barrier coatings at 982 deg C [NASA-TP-1322] p0102 N79-13046
Damage tolerance analysis of redundant structures --- transport aircraft structures [N77-290414] p0373 N79-290414
The effect of sheet edge working on the fatigue life under flight-simulation loading [NLR-TR-77109-01] p0388 N79-21649
US Army helicopter fatigue requirements and substantiation procedures [AD-79-23075] p0348 N79-23075
Helicopter fatigue evaluation. The UK approach [AD-79-23077] p0348 N79-23077
Present fatigue analysis and design of helicopters requirements and qualification procedures [AD-79-23078] p0348 N79-23078
Three-dimensional finite-element techniques for gas turbine blade life prediction p0552 N79-27156
Application of engine usage analysis to component life utilization [AD-069170] p0555 N79-27179
Effect of variances and manufacturing tolerances on the design strength of mechanically fastened composite joints [AD-A91570] p0557 N79-27518
Effect of an anti-corrosion penetrant on the fatigue life of various riveted joints during flight simulation tests [NLR-TR-77103-D] p0709 N79-32350
Structural life prediction and analysis technology [AD-070925] p0721 N79-33483

FATIGUE TESTING MACHINES

Installation for studying fatigue strength of materials in acoustic loading --- for aircraft skins p0473 N79-39070

Fatigue Tests

Composite rotor hub, L, II --- fatigue and load tests for CH-54B helicopter design [AD-0069170] p0014 N79-10516
Ternina welding of YAR-64 main rotor drive shaft [AMS 78-241] p0122 N79-18158
Monitoring of fatigue loading on rotor system and related components [AD-070456] p0156 N79-18696
Crack free and cracked life of the pressurized cabin of the A 300 E - Calculation, tests and design measurements to improve damage tolerance [AD-070456] p0156 N79-20319
Composite components under impact load and effects of defects on the loading capacity [DGLR PAPER 78-198] p0156 N79-20319
Trislander fatigue test progress [AD-79-20885] p0189 N79-20885
An unstable subsynchronous critical speed solution --- of shaft failures in F-15 engine start system [AMS 78-241] p0258 N79-25916
A system which uses a laser beam to control the regime of vibration tests with turbine and compressor blades [AD-070456] p0316 N79-28638
Fatigue data on a variety of non-woven glass composites for helicopter rotor blades [AD-070456] p0316 N79-28638
Experimental investigation of the endurance of airplane fin sections in acoustic loading [ASNE PAPER 78-WA/GT-14] p0346 N79-31716
Service fatigue loads monitoring, simulation, and analysis; Proceedings of the Symposium, Atlanta, Ga., November 14-15, 1977 p0561 N79-44451
State of the art in aircraft loads monitoring p0561 N79-44453

A-191
Determination of sample size in flight loads programs --- for aircraft structures

Overview of the C-5A Service Loads Recording Program

Highlights of the C-141 service life monitoring program

Evaluation of a crack-growth gage for monitoring possible structural fatigue-crack growth

Flight spectra development for fighter aircraft

Flight-by-flight spectra development --- sequence stress analysis for aircraft structures

Methods of gust spectra prediction for fatigue damage

Derivation of flight-by-flight spectra for fighter aircraft --- stress analysis for ground attack

Test simulation of fighter aircraft maneuver load spectra

Qualification program of the composite main rotor blade for the Model 214B helicopter

Operation and test of composite horizontal stabilizer for the Sikorsky Spirit helicopter

Helicopter component environmental vibration testing - The poor man's fatigue test

Fatigue acceleration in box beams under mechanical and thermal stress (second series)

Heat treatment studies of aluminum alloy forgings of the 7174-T6 type. Fatigue crack propagation performance under maneuver spectrum loading

Residual strength of the aluminum alloy 7075-T6 at low temperatures

Residual strength of the aluminum alloy 7475-T76

Fatigue of helicopters: Service life evaluation method

Fatigue properties of adhesive-bonded laminated sheet material of aluminum alloys

The effects of gust alleviation on fatigue in 2024-T3 Alclad

Analysis of a programmed load fatigue failure

Fatigue and fracture

Residual strength properties of carbon/epoxy composite materials --- airframe materials

Environmental fatigue crack propagation in metal/composite laminates

Residual strength of (0, + or - 45) sub s and (+ or - 45, 0) sub s carbon/epoxy laminates --- fatigue loading tests

Faulty Mechanics

Feasibility analysis

Feasibility demonstration of a vertical seeking nose steering system

Feasibility study of GPS-inertial navigation for helicopters and study of advanced GPS signal processing techniques, volume 3

Fault performance indicator system feasibility study

Investigation of the feasibility of using the discrete address beacon system data link for non-ATC communications

Feasibility of combining linear theory and impact theory methods for the analysis and design of high speed configurations

Testing the feasibility of Differential Omega for airborne use

Preliminary feasibility assessment of Multi-function Inertial Reference Assembly (MIRA) --- using the F-15 and a transport aircraft

JT3D and JT9D jet engine performance improvement programs. Task 1: Feasibility analysis

Extended analytical study of the free-wing/free-trimner concept

A new approach to the solution of large, full matrix equations: A two-dimensional potential flow feasibility study

FEEDBACK CONTROL

A pitch attitude stabilization system utilizing engine pressure ratio feedback signals

The influence of feedback on the aerelastic behavior of tilt proprotor aircraft including the effects of fuselage motion

A rotating stall control system for turbojet engines

An information matrix approach for aircraft parameter-insensitive control --- for C-5A wing loading alleviation

A nonlinear approach to the design of jet engine control systems

A sensitivity analysis for the P100 turbosfan engine using the multivariable Nyquist array --- feedback control design

Flight testing the Fftr

Design of proportional-plus-integral controllers for multivariable systems

An elementary explanation of the flutter mechanism with active feedback controls

The role of the backside parameter in height control

Multivariable control design principles applied to a variable cycle turbofan engine

Cost alleviation - Criteria and control laws

Minimizing expected cost control of linear systems with uncertain parameters - Application to remotely piloted vehicle flight control systems

Design criteria for optimal flight control systems

Estimation for advanced technology engines

Nonlinear decoupled control synthesis for remotely piloted vehicle flight control systems

Testing the feasibility of Differential Omega for airborne use

A sensitivity analysis for the P100 turbosfan engine using the multivariable Nyquist array --- feedback control design

Flight testing the Fftr

Design of proportional-plus-integral controllers for multivariable systems

An elementary explanation of the flutter mechanism with active feedback controls

The role of the backside parameter in height control

Multivariable control design principles applied to a variable cycle turbofan engine

Cost alleviation - Criteria and control laws

Minimizing expected cost control of linear systems with uncertain parameters - Application to remotely piloted vehicle flight control systems

Design criteria for optimal flight control systems

Estimation for advanced technology engines

Nonlinear decoupled control synthesis for remotely piloted vehicle flight control systems

Testing the feasibility of Differential Omega for airborne use

A sensitivity analysis for the P100 turbosfan engine using the multivariable Nyquist array --- feedback control design

Flight testing the Fftr

Design of proportional-plus-integral controllers for multivariable systems

An elementary explanation of the flutter mechanism with active feedback controls

The role of the backside parameter in height control

Multivariable control design principles applied to a variable cycle turbofan engine
FIBER OPTICS
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FIAT AIRCRAFT

FIBER COMPOSITES
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FIBER AIRCRAFT
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FIGHTER AIRCRAFT COSTS

Design study results of a supersonic cruise fighter wing
[AAIA PAPER 79-0062] p0139 A79-19512
Effect of CFD technology on structural design and fatigue behavior of modern fighter aircraft
[DOUGL PAPER 78-195] p0151 A79-20020
Thoughts on the future of military aviation. I
[SUGL PAPER 78-184] p0151 A79-20025
Estimation of the useful life of the lower chord of the girders of the PC-7 Turbo-Trainer
[DOUGL PAPER 78-195] p0164 A79-20495
Advanced weapons carriage concepts through integrated design --- for aircraft
[AAIA PAPER 79-0092] p0201 A79-22534
The logistics of life cycle cost --- in operations and support systems for fighter aircraft
[AAIA PAPER 79-2368] p0205 A79-23682
Temperature/humidity criteria for advanced composite structures
[AAIA PAPER 79-2413] p0206 A79-24131
The prediction of fatigue crack growth under flight-by-flight loading
[AAIA PAPER 79-25485] p0251 A79-25482
Fundamentals of design. I - 'Whys' and 'wherefores' of wings
[AAIA PAPER 79-25485] p0251 A79-25485
Applying design-to-life cycle cost methods during engine advanced development
[SAX PAPER 781030] p0257 A79-25907
Ski-jump - A great leap for tactical airpower --- V/STOL jet launching from upward-inclined ramp
[AAIA PAPER 79-0606] p0276 A79-27361
Supersonic combat aircraft design
[AAIA PAPER 79-0690] p0276 A79-27363
Recent developments in active control technology --- for fighter aircraft design
[AAIA PAPER 79-0708] p0277 A79-27366
Enhanced capabilities of future fighters as a result of HIMAT
[AAIA PAPER 79-0698] p0278 A79-27370
Multimode radar processor --- for combat aircraft
[AIP PAPER 79-2605] p0280 A79-26058
Aeroelastic tailoring studies in fighter aircraft design
[AAIA PAPER 79-0725] p0282 A79-28025
Changing criteria in military aircraft design /The 67th Wilbur and Orville Wright Memorial Lecture/
[AAIA PAPER 79-2843] p0315 A79-28432
Statistical analysis of aircraft maneuvering data
[AAIA PAPER 79-0741] p0319 A79-29013
Adaptive control of wing store flutter - A feasibility study
[AAIA PAPER 79-0789] p0322 A79-29033
Decoupler pylon - a simple, effective wing/store flutter suppressor --- in fighter/attack aircraft
[AAIA PAPER 79-0791] p0322 A79-29035
Airframe wake flow effect and horizontal tail buffet --- pressure distribution and response of fighter aircraft in transonic maneuvers
[AAIA PAPER 79-3048] p0328 A79-30482
Future tactical fighter requirements - A propulsion technology update
[ASNE PAPER 79-02-44] p0340 A79-30523
Aerodynamics of engine air intakes
[ASNE PAPER 79-02-44] p0340 A79-30523
Flying the Avro Arrow --- Canadian fighter aircraft tests
[ASNE PAPER 79-02-44] p0342 A79-30582
Unique crew escape concepts for ATAS mission aircraft
[ASNE PAPER 79-3161] p0346 A79-31612
An experimental passive microwave attitude measurement system for escape system steering
[AAIA PAPER 79-3363] p0347 A79-33637
The results of synthesizing and evaluating potential solutions for Multi-Function Inertial Reference Assembly (MFIRA) candidate configurations --- for transport and fighter aircraft
[AAIA PAPER 79-36082] p0408 A79-36082
The British Aerospace Barrier: Case study in aircraft design --- Eck
[AAIA PAPER 79-3644] p0561 A79-36644
Control considerations for CCV fighters at high angles of attack
[AAIA PAPER 79-37295] p0561 A79-37295
Reliability and maintainability contribution to Hornet mission success
[AAIA PAPER 79-39915] p0577 A79-39915
Preparing for the TF-10
[AAIA PAPER 79-40326] p0577 A79-40326

Can Europe choose a common fighter aircraft?
[AAIA PAPER 79-41209] p0582 A79-41209
Fundamentals of design. III - V-G for combat aircraft
[AAIA PAPER 79-43725] p0582 A79-43725
Flight spectra development for fighter aircraft
[AAIA PAPER 79-44259] p0582 A79-44259
Derivation of flight-by-flight spectra for fighter aircraft --- stress analysis for grounded attack
[AAIA PAPER 79-44462] p0583 A79-44462
Test simulation of fighter aircraft maneuver load spectra
[AAIA PAPER 79-44463] p0583 A79-44463
The extremal trajectory map - A new representation of combat capability
[AAIA PAPER 79-1622] p0586 A79-45304
Approximate trajectory solutions for fighter aircraft
[AAIA PAPER 79-1623] p0586 A79-45305
An analysis of operational procedures and design modifications for aircraft fuel conservation
[AAIA PAPER 79-16565] p0586 A79-45328
Effects of spanwise blowing on two fighter airplane configurations
[AAIA PAPER 79-16633] p0586 A79-45330
An introduction to co-tail probability estimation in the R & D encounter --- during combat aircraft maneuvers
[AAIA PAPER 79-17295] p0587 A79-45337
Direct feedback flight control for a vectored lift fighter
[AAIA PAPER 79-17484] p0587 A79-45386
Development of the Navy R-Boh Automatic Carrier Landing System designed to give improved approach control in air turbulence
[AAIA PAPER 79-1772] p0587 A79-45401
Initial results of an inflight simulation of augmented dynamics in fighter aircraft and landing system
[AAIA PAPER 79-1773] p0587 A79-45410
Demonstration of aircraft wing/store flutter suppression systems
[AAIA PAPER 79-46238] p0587 A79-46238
Water tunnel flow visualization - Insight into complex three-dimensional flow fields --- around fighter aircraft
[AAIA PAPER 79-1530] p0576 A79-46712
Analysis of optimal loop and split-S by energy state modeling
[AAIA PAPER 79-47008] p0602 A79-47008
Design of advanced titanium structures --- for Advanced Tactical Systems aircraft fuselage
[AAIA PAPER 79-18905] p0606 A79-47890
The nonaxisymmetric nozzle - It is for real --- supersonic fighter aircraft performance viewpoint
[AAIA PAPER 79-1810] p0607 A79-47893
From HIMAT to future fighters --- Highly Maneuverable Aircraft Technology assessment
[AAIA PAPER 79-1816] p0607 A79-47896
Benefits of aerodynamic interaction to the three surface configuration
[AAIA PAPER 79-1830] p0608 A79-47904
User requirements for future combat search and rescue vehicles
[AAIA PAPER 79-1830] p0610 A79-47904
Airborne microwave ECM
[AAIA PAPER 79-49554] p0637 A79-51451
A CO2 laser for a compact imaging radar
[AAIA PAPER 79-51451] p0648 A79-51451
Nozzle design and integration in an advanced supersonic fighter
[AAIA PAPER 79-1813] p0658 A79-51707
Results of power systems study advanced fighter/attack and V/STOL airplanes
[AAIA PAPER 79-1813] p0668 A79-51955
Study of aerodynamic technology for VSTOL fighter/attack aircraft: Horizontal attitude concept
[AAIA PAPER 79-1813] p0668 A79-51955
An examination of the factors affecting the thrust requirements and the hover and short takeoff performance of several jet V/STOL fighter concepts
[AAIA PAPER 79-1852] p0683 A79-10024
Correlation of experimental and theoretical steady-state spooling motion for a current fighter airplane using rotation-balanced aerodynamic data
[AAIA PAPER 79-1852] p0691 A79-12069
Development of a high temperature rotary actuator for aircraft hydraulic systems
SUBJECT INDEX

Design charts and boundaries for identifying departure resistant fighter configurations
[AD-A057931] p0591 N79-12070
New NASA-Ames wind-tunnel techniques for studying airplane spin and two-dimensional unsteady aerodynamics
[AD-A058063] p0716 N79-15064

Some factors affecting the dynamic stability derivatives of a fighter-type model
[AD-A059022] p0716 N79-15071

Identification of key maneuver-limiting factors in high-angle-of-attack flight
[AD-A059022] p0716 N79-15095

Manned air combat simulation: A tool for design development and evaluation for modern fighter weapon systems and training of aircrews
[AD-A060007] p0225 N79-15998

Use of piloted simulation for studies of fighter departure/sonic unseizability
[AD-A060322] p0225 N79-15999

Engine dynamics

Development of target for simulation of one-on-one air-to-air combat
[AD-A065739] p0295 N79-17879

Control and display concepts for combat aircraft --- head-up displays and helmet display sights system
[AD-A066341] p0299 N79-18888

Design considerations for implementing integrated mission-tailored flight control systems --- digital fly-by-wire and the ccv yf-16 aircraft
[AD-A066770] p0354 N79-20019

Experimental aerodynamic characteristics at Mach numbers from 0.60 to 2.70 of two supersonic cruise fighter configurations

Dynamics of complex structure-analysis and experiment: Damaged aircraft stabilators
[AD-A066781] p0364 N79-20110

High angle of attack aerodynamics
[AGARD-CP-257] p0813 N79-21996

High angle of attack characteristics of different fighter configurations
[AD-A066913] p0813 N79-21998

Aerodynamic characteristics of a fighter-type configuration during and beyond stall
[AD-A066913] p0813 N79-22003

Prediction of lateral aerodynamic loads on aircraft at high angles of attack
[AD-A066913] p0815 N79-22024

Intake design and intake/airframe integration for a post-stall fighter aircraft concept
[AD-A066913] p0815 N79-22027

Wind tunnel test at low speeds of a dorsal air intake on a fighter configuration
[AD-A066913] p0815 N79-22029

Development of an airborne military system (MRCA system)
[SBY-TB-1832-0] p0480 N79-23904

Aerodynamic problems in engine airframe integration on fighter airplanes
[SBY-TB-1359-0] p0483 N79-23936

TF-17/ADEN system study

Integration of an airframe with a turbofan and afterburner system
[AD-A066882] p0558 N79-27172

Maintenance improvement: An analysis approach including inferential technical data --- naval aircraft
[AD-A066882] p0649 N79-30141

Flow visualization studies of a general research fighter nozzle employing a strake-wing concept at supersonic speeds --- in the langley high speed 7-bay 10-ft wind tunnel

A flow field study for top mounted inlets on fighter aircraft configurations
[AD-A066932] p0650 N79-30151

Research on visual display integration for advanced fighter aircraft
[AD-A066905] p0653 N79-30180

Enhanced fighter mission effectiveness by use of integrated flight systems
[AD-A066905] p0658 N79-30223

Improvement of fighter aircraft maneuverability through employment of control configured vehicle technology
[AD-A066905] p0658 N79-30225

Lateral stability at high angles of attack, particularly wing rock
[AD-A066905] p0658 N79-30226

Stall behaviour evaluation from flight test results
[AD-A066905] p0659 N79-30227

Open/closed loop identification of stability and control characteristics of combat aircraft
[AD-A066905] p0659 N79-30232

Design guidance from fighter CCV flight evaluations
[AD-A066905] p0659 N79-30235

Wind-tunnel investigation of an armed mini remotely piloted vehicle --- conducted in Langley V/STOL tunnel

Investigation of roll performance for a highly nonlinear statically unstable fighter-type aircraft
[AD-A066905] p0669 N79-31199

Implementing JTIDS in tactical aircraft
[AD-A066905] p0676 N79-31191

FILAMENT WINDING

Filament wound main rotor blade - The Army's new production blade for the AH-1
[AR S-78-M] p0123 A79-18162

The 214 fiberglass blade - Design for inspectability --- for helicopters
[AR S-78-37] p0123 A79-18163

Spacewound composite structures
[ARS-78-52] p0124 A79-18175

FILAMENT WOUND CONSTRUCTION

Particle trajectories near an airfoil with a jet through employment of control configured vehicle technology
[AD-A066905] p0658 N79-30180

Enhanced fighter mission effectiveness by use of integrated flight systems
[AD-A066905] p0658 N79-30223

Improvement of fighter aircraft maneuverability through employment of control configured vehicle technology
[AD-A066905] p0658 N79-30225

Lateral stability at high angles of attack, particularly wing rock
[AD-A066905] p0658 N79-30226

Stall behaviour evaluation from flight test results
[AD-A066905] p0659 N79-30227

Open/closed loop identification of stability and control characteristics of combat aircraft
[AD-A066905] p0659 N79-30232

Design guidance from fighter CCV flight evaluations
[AD-A066905] p0659 N79-30235

Wind-tunnel investigation of an armed mini remotely piloted vehicle --- conducted in Langley V/STOL tunnel

Investigation of roll performance for a highly nonlinear statically unstable fighter-type aircraft
[AD-A066905] p0669 N79-31199

Implementing JTIDS in tactical aircraft
[AD-A066905] p0676 N79-31191
FINITE ELEMENT METHOD

Developing a national airport system: Additional congressional guidance needed
[TRAN PAPER 79-20082/3]  p0584 A79-28190
Potential closure of airports  p0673 A79-31231

FINISHES

Waterborne coatings for aircraft  p0097 A79-12226

FINITE DIFFERENCE THEORY

Numerical solution of the direct problem of ideal gas flow in three-dimensional turbine cascades
[ASME PAPER 78-02-39]  p0196 A79-22335
A systematic procedure for generating useful conformal mappings — application to transonic aerodynamics
p0059 A79-13664
Comparative study of the convergence rates of two numerical techniques
p0060 A79-13989
The prediction of supercritical pressure distributions on blade tips of arbitrary shape over a range of advancing blade azimuth angles — for helicopter rotors
p0128 A79-18639
Calculation of transonic inlet flowfields using generalized coordinates
[AIAA PAPER 79-0012]  p0138 A79-19477
Numerical study of the supersonic flow around wings
p0153 A79-20101
Propagation of inlet flow distortions through an axial compressor stage
[ASME PAPER 78-02-39]  p0196 A79-22335
Determination of friction losses in a turbine blade boundary layer
p0199 A79-23737
Computational investigation of viscous flows over ogive-cylinders at angle of attack
[AIAA PAPER 79-0131]  p0200 A79-23517
Investigation of cross flow shocks on delta wings in supersonic flow
[AIAA PAPER 79-0395]  p0202 A79-23551
Numerical study of unsteady flows of viscous incompressible fluids about airfoils by a combined method of order O(h2) and O(h4)
p0248 A79-24829
An alternating direction explicit method for computing three-dimensional viscous flow fields in turbomachines
[SAE PAPER 781001]  p0256 A79-25888
The transonic integral equation method with curved shock waves
p0513 A79-41407
Numerical solution for supersonic flow over the trailing edge of a flat plate
p0514 A79-41771
Recent progress in finite-volume calculations for wing-fuselage combinations — transonic potential flow
[AIAA PAPER 79-1513]  p0575 A79-46702 Fully conservative numerical solutions for unsteady irrotational transonic flow about airfoils
[AIAA PAPER 79-1555]  p0602 A79-47342 Numerical solution of the problem of unsteady supersonic flow around the front part of the wing with a detached shock wave
p0636 A79-49456
Calculation of the planar supersonic flow over a NASA supercritical profile
Prediction of in-depth gap heating rates from wing nose model test data — space shuttle orbiter
Generalization of analytical tools for helicopter-rotor airfoils
An exploratory study of a finite difference method for calculating unsteady transonic potential flow
[AIAA PAPER 79-00105]  p0547 A79-27096
An off design shock capturing finite difference approach for caret waverider configurations
[AE-1060815]  p0581 A79-28156

FINITE ELEMENT METHOD

The use of 3-D finite element analysis in the design of helicopter mechanical components
p0013 A79-10999

SUBJECT INDEX

Cyclic leakage of finite elements with application — to aircraft structural analysis
[IAP PAPER 78-213]  p0016 A79-11294
Application of an interactive graphics system for the design and optimization of aircraft lifting surfaces
p0025 A79-12836
Finite element analysis of fatigue crack growth in aircraft components
p0075 A79-15794
Finite element analysis of the shear-lag problem
p0127 A79-18550
Finite element dynamic analysis of production aircraft — for rotor induced helicopter airframe vibrations
p0130 A79-18655
Application of the finite element method to rotary-wing aerelasticity — in helicopter hovering flight
p0131 A79-18659
The calculation of two-dimensional compressible potential flow in cascades using finite area techniques
[AIAA PAPER 79-0077]  p0140 A79-19522
Finite element methodology results compared with experimental data for a severely deformed wing in transonic flow
[AIAA PAPER 79-0304]  p0145 A79-19659 A low-frequency aerelastic element method and its application to the harmonic gust response analysis of a flexible airplane
p0190 A79-21475
An integrated quasi-3D finite element calculation program for turbomachinery flows
[ASME PAPER 78-C7-56]  p0196 A79-22336 Adaptive approximations in finite element structural analysis — for aircraft components
p0247 A79-24771
A shock capturing application of the finite element method — to viscous compressible flow problems
p0247 A79-24771 Analysis of longitudinal natural vibrations of deformable aircraft by the finite-element method
p0251 A79-25005
Wave propagation in ducts using the finite element method — for aircraft noise reduction
[AIAA PAPER 79-0650]  p0267 A79-26879
A finite element subvolume technique for structural-borne interior noise prediction — in aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 79-0505]  p0267 A79-26882
Crash simulation of composite and aluminum helicopter fuselages using a finite-element program
[AIAA PAPER 79-0781]  p0321 A79-29025 Transient temperature distribution in cooled turbine blades
[AIAA PAPER 79-0704]  p0330 A79-29418
Transonic flow computations by finite elements — Airfoil optimization and analysis
p0333 A79-29676
The finite element method for turbomachinery analysis — subsonic compressible flow
p0335 A79-29840
Designing, calculating, and manufacturing by means of data processing — computer techniques for mechanical constructions
p0390 A79-32751
Some observations on the local instability of orthotropic structural sections
p0400 A79-33461 A finite element approach to subsonic aerodynamics
p0411 A79-35777 Nonlinear structural crash dynamics analysis
[Sae PAPER 790588]  p0454 A79-36722 Simplified calculation method for subsonic airloads on wing-body combinations
[p0479 A79-40220
Finite-element approach to compressor blade-to-blade cascade analysis
p0519 A79-41752 Application of finite-element and holographic techniques in the design of turboshaft engine components
p0653 A79-49343
FIRE PREVENTION

A review of certificated airport crash fire rescue service criteria (AD-A053110) p0167 N79-14116
Full-scale fire modeling tests of a compact rapid response foam and dry chemical powder dispensing system (FRA-B-78-24) p0289 N79-17825
Fuselage ventilation under wind conditions (PAA-NA-78-24) p0667 N79-31175

FIREBREAKS
Preventing fires in airport fuel systems p0068 N79-34293
Crash-resistant fuel systems for general aviation aircraft [SAF PAPER 790592] p0055 N79-36726
Survivability in aircraft fires - New standards are needed p0462 N79-38091
Recent advances in fire resistant materials in aircraft construction p0530 N79-43269
Aircraft passenger seat material development for airline fire safety p0530 N79-43271
Preventing fires in aviation fuel storage and transport systems II p0536 N79-43733
The 737 aircraft flammability testing p0087 N79-12030
Overview of FIREMEN program at Ames Research Center p0088 N79-12040
Development of aircraft lavatory compartments with improved fire resistance characteristics p0088 N79-12041
Development of fire-resistant, low smoke generating, thermally usable end items for aircraft and spacecraft p0088 N79-12043
Fire resistant aircraft seat materials p0088 N79-12044
Fabrics for fire resistant passenger seats in aircraft p0088 N79-12045
Enclosure fire modeling p0088 N79-12046
Model fire tests on polychloroprene rubber and polyvinyl chloride (PVC)/nitrile rubber foams p0088 N79-12047
Aircraft engine exhaust fire mitigation, phase 2 [NASA-CR-135379] p0291 N79-17219
Applicability of fiber optics to aircraft fire detection systems [AD-A053974] p0426 N79-22882

FIREBOMB 2 TARGET DRONE AIRCRAFT
The development of the EAST T remotely piloted research vehicle for flight testing an active flutter suppression control system [NASA-CP-144881] p0291 N79-17849

FIREHOODS
FIREHOUSING
Development of lightweight, fire-retardant, low smoke, high strength, thermally stable aircraft floor paneling p0087 N79-12033
Thermoplastics for aircraft interiors p0088 N79-12034
Study to develop improved fire resistant aircraft passenger seat materials, phase 2 [NASA-CR-152078] p0088 N79-12048

FIRE RESISTANT AIRCRAFT SEAT PROGRAM
Recent advances in fire resistant materials in commercial aircraft and spacecraft using a basic polyamide resin p0666 N79-31171
Fire resistant aircraft seat program p0667 N79-31176
A review of Boeing interior materials and fire test methods development programs p0667 N79-31177
FIREMEN program p0667 N79-31178

FIRE HOUSING
A compilation of presentations and papers [AD-A052987] p0007 N79-10761
Experimental test on the burning out of flameholders --- in ramjets [AIAA 79-70211] p0329 N79-29398
Lean stability augmentation for premixing, prevaporizing combustors [AIAA PAPER 79-1319] p0472 N79-39035
The Learjet 'Longhorn' series - The preliminary design, planning, and evaluation tasks
Possibilities and limits of the application of improved methods of predicting helicopter control flight spectra development for fighter aircraft
British civil airworthiness requirements for flight test techniques for a transonic aircraft
Evaluation of selected class III requirements of inglet toe out angle optimization for the Gates AFFTC parameter identification experience --- for flight dynamics problems with STOL operation
The 11-15-aircraft (samolot 11-15) flight experience with advanced controls and a piloted simulator study on augmentation systems
Engineer design test 1, Hughes YAH-64, advanced non-linear parameter identification and its estimation methods for development costs and to analysis of flight data
Behavior of a transport aircraft with a high aspect ratio wing at high angle of attack
Engineer design test 1, Hughes YAH-64, advanced attack helicopter
A study of the Sheriff's wing
A piloted simulator study on augmentation systems to improve helicopter flying qualities in terrain flight
FLIGHT CONTROL CONID

Structural design flight maneuver loads using POP-10 flight dynamics model

The Wright brothers' flight-control system --- canard configuration

Control and stabilization in aerodynamics -- Russian book

Aircraft radio equipment --- Russian book

'Strategic' time-based ATC --- by long-term flight planning

Onboard navigation and flight control integrated system architecture

Impact of new navigation methods on flight guidance in the terminal maneuvering area

RIELCS ---- An integrated navigation and air traffic control system for the future needs of international aviation

Design of the TPH system in relation to experience with the CAC-F104 program and function as residual redundancy --- digital flight control systems for tactical fighter aircraft

Information distribution in distributed microprocessor based flight control systems

High angle of attack flight control using stochastic model reference adaptive control

Flight control safety - A total systems approach

Flight profile investigation for microwave landing system

Helicopter flight control /HSF/ --- integrated system including FLIR and laser range finder

Optoelectronic devices for flight vehicle control systems --- Russian book

Army outlook - Flight control systems --- for helicopters

F-16 high-alpha flight control characteristics and control system concept

Flight test control by means of a microprocessor. I

Control system time response optimization - A nonlinear programming approach --- for aircraft flight

Flying NASA's Terminal Configured Vehicle against the Microwave Landing System

The 0-2 story

Parachute inflation control using an attached drogue

Air fleet and facility planning via optimal control models

Study of the structure of an integrated system of flight control, navigation and display

Tests of an integrated piloting, navigation, and display system

Future VSTOL requirements for omnidirectional low range airspeed

Design development of the 727-100

Flight test results --- for 727 aircraft

Engineer's handbook of flight and radio equipment of airplanes and helicopters

Reconstructed flight control sensor signals via Luenberger observers

The role of the backside parameter in height control

The results of synthesizing and evaluating potential solutions for Multi-Function Inertial Reference Assembly/MFIRA/ candidate configurations --- for transport and fighter aircraft

Effects of a spin chute installation on spin characteristics --- of light general aviation aircraft

Electromechanical actuation for business aircraft

A comparison of hydraulic, pneumatic, and electro-mechanical actuators for general aviation flight controls

Thruster control for airships'

Structural adhesive bond repair of aircraft flight control surfaces

Singular perturbation techniques for on-line optimal flight path control

Gust alleviation using direct turbulence measurements

A simulator investigation of roll response requirements for aircraft with rate-command/attitude-hold flight control systems in the landing approach and touchdown

Folded shear plate control apparatus for aircraft steering and stabilization

A multi microprocessor flight control system design principles

Dual digital flight control redundancy management system development program

Direct force mode flight control for a vectored lift fighter

Minimum expected cost control of linear systems with uncertain parameters - Application to remotely piloted vehicle flight control systems

Design criteria for optimal flight control systems

Analytic redundancy for flight control sensors on the Lockheed L-1011 aircraft

Failure detection in signal processing and sensing in flight control systems

A status report on the advanced FIREFLITE assessment program

Synthesis of digital flight control tracking systems by the method of entire eigenstructure assignment

Terrain-following radar - Key to low-altitude flight

Analytical and experimental investigation of V-type wingspan contribution to directional control in bowser and forward flight

Special Meeting on Helicopter Flight Controls, Arlington, Tex., October 11-13, 1976, Technical Papers

Military considerations for helicopter flight controls

Actuator and hydraulic survivability concepts for Hughes TAH-64

Fiberglass flight controls --- of helicopters

A multi microprocessor flight control system - Architectural concepts
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUBJECT INDEX</th>
<th>FLIGHT CONTROL CONTD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Study of aerodynamic technology for VTOL fighter/attack aircraft: Vertical attitude control</td>
<td>[NASA-CR-150019]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Better performance for aircraft tracking and holding under gust and shear wind influence by use of direct digital control</td>
<td>p0367 799-20133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-CR-152131]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investigation of the YF-16 in high angle of attack asymmetric flight</td>
<td>Technical evaluation report on the Flight Mechanics Panel Symposium on Stability and Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AD-1056511]</td>
<td>p0367 799-20139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A contribution to the increase of aircraft guidance precision under wind disturbance conditions by using direct digital control</td>
<td>Turbulence simulation mechanization for Space Shuttle Orbiter dynamics and control studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[DLR-TH-77-481]</td>
<td>[NASA-CR-161194]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operational requirements for flight control and navigation systems for short haul transport aircraft</td>
<td>p0368 799-20174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investigation of the cross ship comparison</td>
<td>Advanced flight control actuation system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AD-1058041]</td>
<td>(RFCAS-E/P): Feasibility investigation of an electro-pneumatic dual power drive system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design charts and boundaries for identifying departure resistant fighter configurations</td>
<td>[AD-1063992]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A design method with application to preprocessors and sample-rate selection in digital flight control systems</td>
<td>Application of model algorithmic control to a lightly damped single input single output system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0095 799-12095</td>
<td>[AD-1064222]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feedback controlled aircraft sensitivity to parameter variations</td>
<td>Flight dynamics problems with STOL operation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AD-1057643]</td>
<td>p0429 799-23003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design and test of the 172K fluidic rudder</td>
<td>Investigation of the Multiple Method Adaptive Control (MMAC) method for flight control systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-CR-159794]</td>
<td>p0437 799-23099</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital symbology generator program</td>
<td>Flight evaluation using 2 Integrated controller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AD-1060216]</td>
<td>installed in an OH-58A helicopter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remotely piloted vehicles, volume 2. A bibliography with abstracts</td>
<td>p0438 799-23103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[MTS/FS-78.124/4]</td>
<td>[AD-1066809]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flight verification of the advanced flight control Actuation System (RFCAS) in the T-2C aircraft</td>
<td>p0499 799-25035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AD-1060326]</td>
<td>Analysis of digital flight control systems with flying qualities applications. Volume 1: Executive summary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The response of aircraft to discrete ramp gusts</td>
<td>p0499 799-25035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HYPOS: Electro-pneumatic dual power driven concept</td>
<td>p0500 799-25036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active controls in aircraft design</td>
<td>Technical evaluation report on the 25th Guidance and Control Panel Symposium on guidance and Control Design Considerations for Low Altitude and Terminal Area Flight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AGARD-AG-234]</td>
<td>p0500 799-25036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-8 active control</td>
<td>[AGARD-AR-129]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propulsion-flight control integration technology</td>
<td>Minimum altitude-loss soaring in a specified vertical wind distribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0235 799-16863</td>
<td>p0545 799-27071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active controls for civil transports</td>
<td>On global optimal sailplane flight strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0235 799-16864</td>
<td>p0545 799-27072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AD-1067777]</td>
<td>Effects of control system dynamics on fighter approach and landing longitudinal flying qualities, volume 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel conservative subsonic transport --- control surfaces activated by computers</td>
<td>[AD-1067550]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0236 799-16872</td>
<td>[AGARD-CP-254]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-5 load alleviation --- active lift distribution control system</td>
<td>p0556 799-27183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control Report of the Turbulence Committee</td>
<td>An experimental investigation of control-display requirements for a jet-lift VTOL aircraft at the terminal area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0236 799-16873</td>
<td>[NASA-TH-16819]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary of the Aircraft Operations Committee</td>
<td>p0583 799-28175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0243 799-17424</td>
<td>Description of the YSTOL Approach and Landing Technology (VALT) CR-47 research system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Configuration management and automatic control of an augmentor wing aircraft with vectored thrust</td>
<td>[NASA-TP-1436]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development of the L-1011 flight management system</td>
<td>Fluidics: Feasibility study electro/hydraulic/fluidic direct drive servo valve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0250 799-16895</td>
<td>[AD-1069798]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Validation of YF-9490D: General specification for flight control system for pilot's aircraft</td>
<td>Flight and Control of Helicopters and VTOL Aircraft at night and in poor visibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Validation of N1-79490D: General specification for flight control system for pilot's aircraft; Volume 1: Summary of YF-17 and C-5A validations</td>
<td>[AGARD-CP-256]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AD-1061807]</td>
<td>p0655 799-30198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Validation of YF-79490D: General specification for flight control system for pilot's aircraft; Volume 2: YF-17 lightweight fighter validation</td>
<td>Some aspects of the design and development of the maritime autopilot nodes for the Westland Lynx helicopter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AD-1062008]</td>
<td>p0655 799-30201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design considerations for implementing integrated mission-tailored flight control nodes --- digital fly-by-wire and the cvc yf-16 aircraft</td>
<td>Design and testing of a redundant skewed inertial sensor complex for integrated navigation and flight control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modern digital flight control system design for VTOL aircraft</td>
<td>Subjective assessment of a helicopter approach system for IFR conditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0254 799-17872</td>
<td>p0656 799-30209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0243 799-17428</td>
<td>Simulation and study of V/STOL landing aids for USMC A-6 aircraft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0243 799-17428</td>
<td>p0657 799-30214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structural aspects of active controls</td>
<td>Implementation of flight control in an integrated guidance and control system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0658 799-30221</td>
<td>p0657 799-30215</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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FLIGHT PERFORMANCE

Deviations and pilot work load

 singular perturbation techniques for on-line optimal flight path control [AIAA 79-1620]

Earth-referenced maneuvering flight path display [AIAA 79-1894]

Analysis of optimal loop and split-S by energy state modeling

The aerial relay system - An energy-efficient solution to the airport congestion problem — using cruise liner aircraft for in-air passenger transfer [AIAA PAPER 79-1865]

A novel technique for obtaining aerodynamic data using simple, free flight trajectory measurements

Advances in deaccelerating steep approach and landing for helicopter instrument approaches [AIAA 79-16-16]

Variables characterizing the wind effects on an aircraft

A graph-theoretic method to quantify the airline route authority

Atlanta center upgraded third generation enroute ATC (AD-1056180)

The dynamic stability in flight of spinning blunt body projectiles

Worst case time-histories causing largest deviations from a desired flight path: An analytical approach

A computer model for determining weapon release parameters for a helicopter in non-accelerated flight

NASA: A sequenced mission analysis program for low and high speed aircraft. Volume 3: Demonstration problems

Radar track data correlation or reachable sets revisited: The reachable state

A study of course deviations during cross-country soaring

On global optimal sailplane flight strategy

Drift-drown calculations for the FB/227D aircraft [NASA-78-1807]

Path controllers: Unification of concepts and comparison of design methods [NASA-79-30182]

A review of some head-up display formats — tests on sensing equipment for flights following partly visible terrain close to the ground [NASA-79-1499]

FLIGHT RECORDERS

A technical review of the radar systems implemented by Eurocontrol

Display of flight plan information on electronic display devices - A means for the enhancement of the capacity in air traffic control

Hardware and software structure of a coordination system for air traffic control on the basis of flight plan data

Air France's Paris-Tokyo transpolar flight in 1978

Possibilities and limits of the application of estimation methods for development costs and equipment unit prices of flight systems in preliminary design, planning, and evaluation tasks

Recommendations of the panels: Panel on flight planning to avoid high ozone

Ozone contamination in aircraft cabins. Appendix B: Overview papers. Flight 8 planning to avoid high ozone.

SUBJECT INDEX

Master plan flight service station automation program

(AIAA 79-20103)

FLIGHT RECORDERS

An economic approach to an accident information retrieval system

(AIAA 79-0741)

Statistical analysis of aircraft maneuvering data

(AIAA 79-29013)

Innovative developments in demonstrative evidence techniques and associated problems of admissibility

(AIAA 79-19555)

Microcomputer based flight data recorder/monitor with solid state memory

NASA-TP-11499

Flight termination receiver catalog

[AIAA 79-16201]

Recommendations of the panels: Panel on in-flight measurements

Ozone contamination in aircraft cabins. Appendix B: Overview papers. Flight 8 planning to avoid high ozone.

FLIGHT RULES

NT Instrument Flight Rules

Aeronaucal information data subsystems /AIDS/

Takeoff and landing ground rules

FLIGHT SAFETY

Hazard criticality analysis — with emphasis on aircraft components

Energy conservation in general aviation and operation and maintenance of Avco Lycoming piston engines

SAFE Association, Annual Symposium, 15th, Las Vegas, Nev., December 5-8, 1977, Proceedings

Can government specified reliability and maintainability requirements for complex aircrew escape systems be met

Parachute partial inversions

FLIGHT CONTROL

Flight control safety — A total systems approach

Automated GBAS/IFP monitoring and forecasting for air traffic safety enhancement - A progress report

Navigational systems requirements via collision risk model — for aircraft

Improvement of safety for helicopter crews

Development trends in air traffic control

Conflict warning for the radar controller in air traffic control

Use of helicopter flight simulation for height-velocity test predictions and flight test risk reduction

Integrated ATC development - The next decade: A Safety Board viewpoint

Control of the location of the center of gravity of loaded aircraft

Flight deck alarm systems

Safety of air transport

Aircraft static charging testing

Aviation safety - Facts and fiction

Aircrew experiences in USAF ejections, 1971-1977

Basis for an objective evaluation of the parachute jumping reliability

Possibilities and limitations of air traffic control

(AIAA 79-20103)

FLIGHT PLANS

NT Instrument Flight Rules
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Takeoff and landing ground rules

(AIAA 79-23001)
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Flight simulation of a vehicle with a two-stage parachute system

Evaluation of two inflow control devices for flight simulation of fan noise using a JT15D engine

Experiments concerning the anomalous behaviour of aero-engine exhaust noise in flight simulations

Effects of simulated forward flight on jet noise, shock noise and lateral noise

Stable boundary layer wind shear model for aircraft flight hazard definition

Design benefits from V/STOL control/display simulation program at Lockheed

An X-22A flight experiment to investigate control-display requirements for the AF-88 V/STOL aircraft

Verification and validation of the NASA Terminal Configured Vehicle's (TCV) Wind Analysis program using real-time digital simulation

The European transonic wind-tunnel project

Modeling helicopter flight dynamics --- Russian book

Control considerations for CCV fighters at high angles of attack

A wind shear/downdraft drift angle warning system

An aircraft simulation using a product of exponentials as matrixant

The extremal trajectory map --- a new representation of combat capability

Decoupled longitudinal controls for improved aerodynamic penetration in the terminal area environment --- during approach and landing engine jet transport

An improved lateral stability augmentation system for air-to-air tracking

A 4-D helical approach of a transport aircraft in an ATC environment

Initial results of an inflight simulation of augmented dynamics in fighter approach and landing

A pulsed simulator investigation of helicopter precision decelerating approaches to hover to determine single-pilot IFR/SPIFP requirements

A real-time simulation facility for advanced digital guidance and control system research

Laboratory simulation of swept lightning strokes

Laboratory tests to determine lightning attachment points on actual aircraft parts /qualification test/

Laboratory tests to determine the physical damage /direct effects/ caused by lightning /qualification test/

Laboratory tests to determine the physical damage /direct effects/ caused by lightning

Laboratory tests to simulate lightning streamers at apertures /qualification test/

Laboratory tests for undesired conducted currents and surge voltages caused by lightning /qualification test/

Tests on actual aircraft for electromagnetic effects /Engineering tests/

Aircraft motion sensitivity to dynamic stability derivatives

Aircraft simulation using a product of exponentials as matrixant
FLIGHT SIMULATORS

In-flight simulation with pilot-center of gravity offset and velocity mismatch [AD-A053830] p0065 T79-5946
Investigation of motion base drive techniques [SAND-78-0249] p0105 T79-11065
Flight Dynamics Laboratory at SLL [SAND-78-0249] p0106 T79-11068
Improvements to the FAYLA computer program including nosewheel steering: Supplemental instruction manual [NASA-TM-78768] p0106 T79-14083
Development and validation of a piloted simulation of a helicopter and external sling [NASA-TP-1285] p0106 T79-14080
Piloted aircraft simulation concepts and overview [NASA-CR-152208] p0106 T79-14114
Iceing trials on the front fuselage and engine intakes of helicopters at conditions simulating forward flight p0172 T79-15039
Simulating the visual approach and landing [NASA-CR-152371] p0222 T79-15975
Non-Gaussian structure of the simulated turbulent environment in piloted flight simulation [NASA-CR-149872] p0223 T79-15980
Visual simulation requirements and hardware [NASA-CR-149872] p0223 T79-15983
The Lufthansa day/night computer generated visual system [NASA-CR-149872] p0223 T79-15985
A high resolution visual system for the simulation of in-flight refuelling [NASA-CR-149872] p0224 T79-15987
Wide angle visual system developments [NASA-CR-149872] p0224 T79-15988
Visually induced motion in flight simulation [NASA-CR-149872] p0224 T79-15989
Motion versus visual cues in piloted flight simulation [NASA-CR-149872] p0224 T79-15990
Motion and force cueing requirements and techniques for advanced tactical aircraft simulation [NASA-CR-149872] p0224 T79-15991
Nanned air combat simulation: A tool for design development and evaluation for modern fighter weapon systems and training of aircrew [NASA-CR-149872] p0225 T79-15998
Use of piloted simulation for studies of fighter departure/spin susceptibility p0225 T79-15999
The development and analysis of algorithms for an A-7E performance calculator [AD-A061344] p0232 T79-16841
Environmental effects on crack growth in flight-simulation tests on 2024-T3 and 7075-T6 material [NLR-TR-77103-U] p0295 T79-32596
Methods for the validation of synthesized images in visual flight simulation --- space perception during landing approach p0354 T79-20021
Mission simulation as an aid to display assessment --- cockpit simulators p0355 T79-20028
Transonic wind tunnels p0377 T79-20993
Special Ground testing facilities and testing techniques for STOL aircraft p0430 T79-23007
A piloted simulator study on augmentation systems to improve helicopter flying qualities in terrain flight [NASA-TP-78751] p0437 T79-23098
Motion and force cueing requirements and techniques for advanced tactical aircraft simulation [NASA-TP-78751] p0438 T79-23102
A simplified rudder system mathematical model for piloted flight dynamics simulation [NASA-TM-78057] p0487 T79-23977
Motion in flight simulation: An annotated bibliography [AD-A0361687] p0500 T79-25042
Multi-function keyboard implementation study [AD-A0661840] p0501 T79-25046
Full-scale aircraft simulation with cryogenic scale and status of the National Transonic Facility [NASA-TM-78751] p0543 T79-26044
An in-flight simulator investigation of roll and yaw control power requirements for STOL approach and landing: Development of capability and preliminary results [NASA-CR-152307] p0595 T79-29196
Simulation and study of V/STOL landing aids for USMC AV-8 aircraft p0657 T79-30214
Dynamic wind tunnel simulation of active control systems p0659 T79-30233
A simulator investigation of handling quality criteria for CVC transport aircraft [MLR-TP-78015-U] p0660 T79-30240
Tactical performance characterization basic methodology [AD-A0692979] p0674 T79-31235
Effect of an anti-corrosion penetrant on the fatigue life of various riveted joints during flight simulation tests [NLB-TR-77103-U] p0709 T79-32350
Engineering application of fracture mechanics to flight simulation [MLR-TP-78015-U] p0711 T79-32596
Effect of image tilt of a virtual image display on simulated transport touchdown performance [NASA-TP-1520] p0715 T79-33189
Compressor research facility aerodynamics analysis [NASA-CR-149872] p0715 T79-33193
Accelerated development and flight evaluation of active control concepts for subsonic transport aircraft [NASA-CR-159148] p0718 T79-33217
FLIGHT SIMULATORS

IN-COCKPIT SIMULATORS

Method of eliminating static and dynamic errors in the reproduction of motion of TV-simulator displays --- for aircraft flight p0020 A79-12153
Flight simulators --- Russian book p0067 A79-14475
A dynamic calibrating apparatus for cross derivative experiments --- in high performance aircraft design p0074 A79-15665
The NLB moving-base flight simulator [AHS 78-13] p0112 A79-17119
Helicopter combat mission simulator [AHS 78-13] p0120 A79-18139
The development and use of simulators for helicopter flight training in the Royal Navy p0186 A79-20791
Visual simulation devices for flight simulators --- Russian book p0259 A79-26354
F-18 status report p0259 A79-26529
Airline approach to CAT III p0260 A79-26533
Aviation wide angle visual system /AVS/ --- Visual system performance p0281 A79-28161
Operation and evaluation of the terminal configured vehicle mission simulator in an automated terminal area metering and spacing NTC
A new baseline for the inertial navigation

Two-segment approach investigation on a

Differences between simulation and real world at

The development and evaluation of a g seat for a

Dynamic characteristics of flight simulator motion

Visibility modelling for a landing simulator with

Handling qualities of a simulated STOL aircraft in

Results of piloted simulator studies of fighter aircraft at high angles of attack

Evaluation of a flight simulator (device 120A) for maintaining instrument proficiency among instrument-rated army pilots

Current deficiencies in simulation for training

Proposed advancements in simulation of atmospheric phenomena for improved training

Handling qualities of a simulated STOL aircraft in natural and computer-generated turbulence and shear

Visibility modelling for a landing simulator with special reference to low visibility

Dynamic characteristics of flight simulator motion systems

The development and evaluation of a g seat for a high performance military aircraft simulator

Six degrees of freedom large motion system for flight simulators

Differences between simulation and real world at the IABG air to air combat simulator with a wide angle visual system

Two-segment approach investigation on a moving-base piloted flight simulator

A new baseline for the inertial navigation strapdown simulator program. Volume 1: Introduction and summary

A new baseline for the inertial navigation strapdown simulator program. Volume 2: Analytical development

A new baseline for the inertial navigation strapdown simulator program. Volume 3: Program description and users guide

A new baseline for the inertial navigation strapdown simulator program. Volume 4: Program listings
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Active control for the Total-In-Flight simulator (ACTIFS)

An evaluation of turn anticipation techniques and offset flying procedures using a single-waypoint RSN system

AAES laboratory simulator requirements (4-7 aircraft)

Optimal placement of regional flight simulators

Design of an off-axis wide field-of-view visual display system for flight simulators

Structuring of data systems: Psychophysiological data from the dynamic flight simulator

P-15 flight simulator: Development and analysis of computer scoring algorithm

Seat cushion to provide realistic acceleration cues to aircraft simulator pilot

Laboratory development of computer generated image displays for evaluation in terrain training

Powered-lift aircraft handling qualities in the presence of naturally-occurring and computer-generated atmospheric disturbances

Simulation study of the operational characteristics of a two/three-dimensional multiwaypoint area navigation (RNAV) system --- pilot performance and flight technical errors

Effect of image tilt of a virtual image display on simulated transport touchdown performance
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FLIGHT STABILITY TESTS
The role of flight dynamic modeling in helicopter certification

An instrumentation modeling technique used in the identification of aerodynamic coefficients from flight test data

GPS Phase I user equipment field tests

The effectiveness of pilot warning instrumentation

An engineering model based upon flight test data

Performance evaluation of the experimental RCS/Beacon Collision Avoidance System

Aircraft aerodynamic coefficient estimation

A new approach to helicopter rotor blade research instrumentation

Rotor-airfoil flight investigation - Preliminary results

Design and development tests of a four-bladed light helicopter rotor system

Use of helicopter flight simulation for height-velocity test predictions and flight test risk reduction

An innovative technique for static and dynamic V/STOL testing

Testing of the TOW missile-configured AB-1T helicopter - Tube-launched Optically-tracked Wire guided

Digital simulation of the Operational Loads Survey flight tests

Status report on advanced development program utilizing circulation control rotor technology

Helicopter flight-path and acoustic-signal repeatability for noise-diagnosis and noise-certification

Height-velocity diagram determination for twin engine helicopters - Some aspects of present regulations

Engine life usage experience of F-17/TF-101 flight and ground testing

Preliminary wind and wind tunnel comparisons of the inlet/airframe interaction of the F-15 airplane

Development and flight test evaluation of fuel tank sealants for B-series aircraft

Flight test control by means of a microprocessor. I

P-16 high angle of attack testing

Status report

Flight testing the EFIR

The Learjet Longhorn series - The first jets with winglets

The continuity factor in aircraft development

Development and testing of a shipboard launched balloon system

Flight effects on noise generated by the JT8D engine with inverted primary/fan flow as measured in the NASA-Ames 46 by 80-foot wind tunnel

Testing of the TOW missile-configured AB-1T helicopter - Tube-launched Optically-tracked Wire guided

XV-15 Tilt Rotor Research Aircraft - Program report

Lateral noise-attenuation results from flyovers of three transport aircraft

Flight test results - for 727 aircraft

Aerodynamic development of the 727-100

Design maneuver loads for an airplane with an active control system

An X-22A flight experiment to investigate control-display requirements for the AV-8B VTOL aircraft

Flight test results --- for 727 aircraft

Development of linear and non-linear hub springs for two-bladed rotors

Flying the Avro Arrow --- Canadian fighter aircraft tests

In-flight captive store loads compared with wind-tunnel and mathematical simulations

Spin flight research summary

Canadian Challenger flight test status

A new flight test using bonded metal construction

A unique facility for V/STOL aircraft hover testing

The test pilot in the airplane industry or 'My bags are packed and I'm ready to go'

Project Sunrise --- solar-powered aircraft flight demonstration

Design and performance of the propulsion system for the quiet short-haul research aircraft /QSRA/

Military-technology-related flight testing in the framework of DFVLR/BWB cooperation - Status and perspectives

Advanced instrumentation and data evaluation techniques for flight tests --- of aircraft navigation systems

Effects of spanwise blowing on two fighter airplane configurations

Flight test experience with an adaptive control system using a maxima likelihood parameter estimation technique

Flight test of a VTOL digital autoland system

Effects of spanwise blowing on two fighter airplane configurations

Flight test experience with an adaptive control system using a maxima likelihood parameter estimation technique

Flight test of a VTOL digital autoland system

An X-22A flight experiment to investigate control-display requirements for the AV-8B VTOL aircraft

Motorcycle technology-related flight testing in the framework of DFVLR/BWB cooperation - Status and perspectives

Advanced instrumentation and data evaluation techniques for flight tests --- of aircraft navigation systems

Effects of spanwise blowing on two fighter airplane configurations

Flight test experience with an adaptive control system using a maxima likelihood parameter estimation technique

Flight test of a VTOL digital autoland system

An X-22A flight experiment to investigate control-display requirements for the AV-8B VTOL aircraft

Motorcycle technology-related flight testing in the framework of DFVLR/BWB cooperation - Status and perspectives
Flight test verification of the ASSET system
Advanced Skewed Sensory Electronic Triad
Navigation Set
Realization of a helicopter-oriented real-time data system for research, experimental, and prototype flight testing
Wind tunnel and flight test of the XV-15 tiltrotor aircraft
Flight experiments to evaluate the effect of wing-tip pylon sail on fuel consumption and handling characteristics
High sink-rate landing testing of Navy aircraft
Dynamic test techniques — Concepts and practices
Performance modeling methods — in flight test programs
A computer system for identifying aircraft characteristics
A computer program for aircraft identification and derivative extraction
Flight testing and simulator flight fidelity
determination at Naval Air Test Center
Separation testing of large weapons from the B-1 bomber
INACT-Interactive test data analysis
Estimation of longitudinal aircraft characteristics using parameter identification techniques
Considerations in the analysis of flight test maneuvers
Flight test technology development — A preview of DynoTech — dynamic modeling
Evaluation of the radar altimeter reference method
The evolution of the high-angle-of-attack features of the F-16 flight control system
J85-CAN-15 compressor stall and flameout investigation
Testing the F-18 at the U.S. Naval Air Test Center
Experiences with an airborne digital computer system for general aviation flight testing
Flight demonstration of the AV-8B VTOL concept
Recent results in parameter identification for high angle-of-attack stall regimes
Doppler Rotor System (DBS) flight test report
B-52H-008/DTV (Drop Test Vehicle) configuration 1 (with and without fins) flight test results — captive flight and drop test mission
C-130 weldedbonded fuselage panel flight evaluation program
C-130 weldbonded fuselage panel flight evaluation program
Evaluation of the radar altimeter reference method
Realization of a helicopter-oriented real-time data system for research, experimental, and prototype flight testing
Wind tunnel and flight test of the XV-15 tiltrotor aircraft
Flight experiments to evaluate the effect of wing-tip pylon sail on fuel consumption and handling characteristics
High sink-rate landing testing of Navy aircraft
Dynamic test techniques — Concepts and practices
Performance modeling methods — in flight test programs
A computer system for identifying aircraft characteristics
A computer program for aircraft identification and derivative extraction
Flight testing and simulator flight fidelity determination at Naval Air Test Center
Separation testing of large weapons from the B-1 bomber
INACT-Interactive test data analysis
Estimation of longitudinal aircraft characteristics using parameter identification techniques
Considerations in the analysis of flight test maneuvers
Flight test technology development — A preview of DynoTech — dynamic modeling
Evaluation of the radar altimeter reference method
The evolution of the high-angle-of-attack features of the F-16 flight control system
J85-CAN-15 compressor stall and flameout investigation
Testing the F-18 at the U.S. Naval Air Test Center
Experiences with an airborne digital computer system for general aviation flight testing
Flight demonstration of the AV-8B VTOL concept
Recent results in parameter identification for high angle-of-attack stall regimes
Doppler Rotor System (DBS) flight test report
B-52H-008/DTV (Drop Test Vehicle) configuration 1 (with and without fins) flight test results — captive flight and drop test mission
Inflight utilization of an optical fiber transmission system on a Falcon 10 aircraft.

The problem: Aircraft in transonic flight.

Flight test techniques for a transonic aircraft.

Important factors in the maximum likelihood analysis of flight test maneuvers.

Flight investigation of piloting techniques and crosswind limitations using a research type crosswind landing gear.

Stabilized Terrain Optical Position Sensor (STOPS) flight test report.

Buffeting measurements in flight and in a wind tunnel --- T-33 aircraft.

Polar lift and drag determination during flight tests.

Determination of subcritical frequency and damping from B-1 filibus flutter test data.

High altitude altimeter test.

A flight investigation of basic performance characteristics of a teetering-rotor attack helicopter.

Turbine engine altitude chamber and flight testing with liquid hydrogen.

Longitudinal aerodynamics estimated from flight tests using a parameter estimation method.

A experimental comparison of the readability of two digital altimeters.

A unique facility for V/STOL aircraft hover testing --- Langley Impact Dynamics Research Facility.

Air-1G helicopter, 19-room lightweight airborne launcher jettison envelope determination.

Airworthiness and flight characteristics test, OT-1C takeoff performance.

The development and in-flight evaluation of a triple digital autostabilization system for a helicopter.

GCU, the Guidance and Control Unit for all weather approach.

Design guidance from fighter CVV flight evaluations.

L-1011 active controls, design philosophy and experience.

A comparison of predictions obtained from wind tunnel tests and the results from cruising flight: Airbush and Concorde --- conferences.

Lateral aerodynamics extracted from flight test using a parameter estimation method.

Flight performance of the TCF B-737 airplane at Kennedy airport using TBSB/MLS guidance.

Flight quality criteria validation/pilot performance study: Flight test results.

Preliminary airworthiness evaluation CR-87C with fiberglass rotor blades with T55-L-712 engines.

Survey and evaluation of potential real-time interactive flight test facilities for the B-1.

Flight determined lift and drag characteristics of an F-8 airplane modified with a supercircular wing with comparison to wind-tunnel results.

Flight test evaluation of the high inertia rotor system.

Preliminary airworthiness evaluation OH-58C helicopter.

Preliminary airworthiness evaluation AH-1 helicopter equipped with enhanced combat armament system (AR-F/ECAS).

A review of some head-up display formats --- tests on sensing equipment for flights following partly visible terrain close to the ground.

The air combat maneuvering range /ACMR/, a new approach to aircrew training.

360-deg non-programmed visual display --- for flight training.

The development and use of simulators for helicopter flight training in the Royal Navy.


Aerodynamic data development for the turboprop T-44A Operational Flight Trainer.

Dutch roll excitation and recovery techniques on a C-141A Starlifter.

Evaluation of a Low Fidelity Simulator (LFS) for instrument training.

Evaluation of a flight simulator (device 22B) for maintaining instrument proficiency among instrument-rated army pilots.

Visual criteria for out of the cockpit visual scenarios.


Automatic resonance condition maintenance during multipoint flight vehicle vibration excitation.

Optimizing linear flight vehicle stabilization systems with orthogonal filters.

Analytical designing of flight-vehicle hydraulic systems --- Russian book.

Computer calculation of aerodynamic characteristics of aircraft at supersonic velocities.

A model of external burning propulsion system including FLIH and laser range finder.

Informativeness and effectiveness of digital sensor-generating devices --- flight vehicle onboard computers.

Gas turbines for flight vehicle engines: Theory, design, and calculation /Third review and enlarged edition/ --- Russian book.

Helicopter flight control /HSF/ --- integrated system including FLIR and laser range finder.

Reliability growth on 8-52 FLIR system.

Inflatable survival systems for helicopters.

Inflatable survival systems for helicopters.

Development of lightweight, fire-retardant, low smoke, high strength, thermally stable aircraft floor paneling.

Lift system induced aerodynamics of V/STOL aircraft in a moving deck environment. Volume 2. Static and dynamic jet-induced force and moment data.
FLOW DISTORTION

- Small perturbation analysis of nonuniform rotating disturbances in a variable diffuser [ASME PAPER 78-GT-109]
- Gas turbine engine inlet flow distortion guidelines [ASME PAPER 78-GT-154]
- Lift, moment, and pressure distributions on canted airfoil in generalized sinosoidal flow perturbations [NASA-TP-79-25662]
- Reynolds number, scale and frequency content effects on F-15 inlet instantaneous distortion [AIAA PAPER 78-GT-34]
- Numerical investigations on the generation and development of rotating stalls [ASME PAPER 78-WA/GT-25]
- Propagation of inlet flow distortions through an axial compressor stage [ASME PAPER 78-WA/GT-34]
- An experimental study of pulsed flow in a three stage axial flow compressor [NASA-TN-1957]
- Effects of inflow distortion profiles on fan tone noise calculated using a 3-D theory [NASA-TN-1957]
- Asymmetric distortion generation in a variable height annulus -- for compressor inlet flow [NASA-TP-79-0777]
- A general solution for distorted flows in cascades of Aerofoils [NASA PAPER 79-GT-65]
- The prediction of steady, circumferential pressure and temperature distortions in multistage axial flow compressors [NASA PAPER 79-GT-184]
- Combined pressure and temperature distortion effects on internal flow of a turbofan engine [NASA PAPER 79-1309]
- Method of determining non-steady-state force characteristics and flywheel effect of turbine blades from the streamflow pattern [NASA-TN-1957]
- Further test results with the airjet distortion generator - A new tool for aircraft turbine engine testing [AIAA PAPER 79-1185]
- Laser velocimeter applied to the study of circular distortion effects in a low speed compressor [AIAA, TP No. 1979-30]
- Contribution to the asymptotic theory of flow past airfoil profiles [AIAA PAPER 79-GT-65]
- A method for calculating the potential flow around a system of aerodynamic profiles in an incompressible fluid [NASA-TP-79-2008]
- Measurements of inlet flow distortions in an axial flow fan (6 and 9 blade rotor) [NASA-CH-157642]
- Experimental evaluation of the effect of inlet distortion on compressor blade vibrations [NASA-TP-79-2008]
- Effects of inflow distortion profiles on fan tone noise calculated using a 3-D theory [NASA-TP-79-2008]
- Aerodynamic and Mechanical factors affecting the surge line: Inlet flow distortion influences on axial flow compressors [NASA-TP-79-2008]
- The effects of design and operating variables on the response of an axial flow fan to inlet flow distortions [NASA-CH-158522]
- An experimental study of the response of a turbo-machinery system to a low frequency inlet distortion [AIAA PAPER 1979-1309]
- Effects of steady-state pressure distortion on the stall margin of a J85-21 turbojet engine [NASA-CH-1979-23968]
- Effect of rotor meridional velocity ratio on response to inlet radial and circumferential distortion [NASA-TP-1278]
- An experimental study of the response of a turbomachinery system to a low frequency inlet flow [NASA-TP-1278]
Effects of geometric and flow-field variables on
inverted-velocity-profile coaxial jet noise ---
nozzle geometry
[NASA-TP-79095] p0375 N79-20830
A correlation of mixing noise from coaxial jets
with inverted flow profiles
[NASA-TP-12937] p0428 N79-22849
Comparison of store trajectory and aerodynamic
loads, and model flow-field characteristics
obtained in the AEDC FWT/WT and FPR/A wind
tunnels at Mach number 1.63
[AD-A065137] p0381 N79-23017
Development of a viscous vortex/wing interaction
program for thick wings with bounded leading edge
[AD-A065181] p0381 N79-23020
A numerical solution of supercritical and hypersonic
viscous flow fields around thin planar delta wings
[AD-A065632] p0381 N79-23028
Wall interference effects
p0389 N79-23113
Investigation of a laser Doppler velocimeter
system to measure the flow field around a large
coaxial jet aircraft in ground effect
Lee side flow field over slender delta wings of
finite thickness
[ILR-23] p0384 N79-27103
Scaling effects on shock-induced separation
p0389 N79-28122
Prorotation in centrifugal pumps: Design criteria
p0388 N79-28574
Wing/store flow-field measurements at transonic
speeds using a laser velocimeter
[AD-A068328] p0390 N79-29149
A flow field study for top mounted inlets on
fighter aircraft configurations
[AD-A069732] p0390 N79-30151
Investigation of air stream from combustor-liner
air entry holes, 3
Helicopter flow field analysis
[AD-A069542] p0392 N79-32174
A viscous flow analysis for the tip vortex
generation process
FLOW EQUATIONS
F T FOR KARAN HAMAN
Numerical solution of a linear integral equation
of the first kind in the inverse problem of
symmetric flow past a wing
p0399 A79-12138
Calculation of the flow with separation for
airfoils and multi-element airfoil systems
placed in proximity of the ground on in closed
air tunnels
p0405 A79-13295
A generalized 'capacity-pressure-rotational
velocity' equation for axial turbines
p0416 A79-28718
On some methods for the numerical simulation
of flows with complex structure
p0400 A79-36691
Solution of boundary value problems for the
vibration equation for a jet engine model
p0411 A79-35895
A two-dimensional unsteady Euler-equation solver
for flow regions with arbitrary boundaries
[ATIA 79-1465] p0565 A79-45269
Contribution to the development of theoretical
calculations for the design and optimization of
lifting bodies. (Solution of three-dimensional
basic thermo fluid dynamics equations with
strong interacting attached and separated flow
fields)
[ONERA-PWT-78-4] p0268 N79-17816
Viscous flows in centrifugal compressors
A new flow model for highly separated airfoil
flows at low speeds
p0358 N79-20053
Axial flow turbines --- flow relations and equations
p0422 N79-22092
FLOW FIELDS
FLOW DISTRIBUTION
FLOW GEOMETRY
Design of two-dimensional external compression
supersonic inlets
p0067 A79-14517
Vortex pattern at the upper surface of a swept
wing with a high angle of attack
The development and structure of turbulent plane
jets
p0137 A79-18837
Three dimensional modelling of cascade flows
[ATIA PAPER 79-0097] p0331 A79-29417
Optimal selection of the geometrical
characteristics of the reversing channel of a
small-scale turbine with readmission of the gas
--- for aircraft auxiliary power systems
p0450 A79-36583
Influence of the flow angle on the characteristics
of an elbow-shaped air intake --- of gas turbine
engines
p060 A79-36585
The 'cloud-in-cell' technique applied to the roll
up of vortex sheets
p061 A79-37725
Profileing of two-dimensional and three-dimensional
nozzles and calculation of their flows
p063 A79-38168
Effect of base cavities on the aerodynamic drag of an
axisymmetric cylinder
p055 A79-43711
Unsteady wing boundary layer energization
[ATIA 79-1631] p0566 A79-45312
The inner regions of annular jets
p0603 A79-47520
Flow patterns and aerodynamic characteristics of
wing with strake
[ATIA PAPER 79-1877] p0610 A79-47928
The effect of short regions of high surface
curvature on turbulent boundary layers
p0687 A79-52273
Trailing edge noise data with comparison to theory
[ATIA-TM-79208] p0558 A79-27930
Effect of steady-state temperature distortion and
combined distortion on inlet flow to a turbofan
engine
[ATIA-TM-79237] p0653 A79-30187
FLOW MEASUREMENT
Analysis of the flow field in a radial compressor
[ASME PAPER 78-GT-7] p0008 A79-10776
Measurement of flow fields around an airfoil
section with separation
p0012 A79-10868
Experimental method for investigating preintake
vortex circulation --- in engine air intakes
p0016 A79-11367
Measurements in three-dimensional turbulent
boundary layer on a yawed flat plate induced by
leading edge vortex
p0052 A79-13150
Aeroacoustic characterization of free jets
[ONERA, TP NO. 1978-147] p0127 A79-18534
Comparison of two flow surveys above stalled wings
[ATIA PAPER 79-0147] p0143 A79-19564
The low-density channel of the Aerodynamic
Institute
p0185 A79-20761
Pitot-tubes at 90 and 180 degrees of raw
p0186 A79-20793
Experimental analysis methods for unsteady flows
in turbomachines
[ONERA, TP NO. 1979-59] p0474 A79-39095
Experimental studies of axial and radial
compressors by means of new measurement techniques
p0512 A79-61237
Split-fils anemometer measurements on an airfoil
with turbulent separated flow
p0515 A79-62029
Supercritical airfoil boundary-layer measurements
[ATIA PAPER 79-1501] p0575 A79-46695
Evaluation of flow quality in two NASA transonic
wind tunnels
[ATIA PAPER 79-1532] p0576 A79-46714
Experimental study of the turbulent wake
downstream of a fan jet
p0613 A79-48507
Measurement of aircraft wakes at 250-meter
altitude with a 10.6-micron CW laser Doppler

Flow patterns and related topics:

- Oscillating airfoils. II - Newtonian flow theory
- Study in a straight cascade wind tunnel of
- Flow in a straight cascade wind tunnel of
- Flow in a straight cascade wind tunnel of
- Flow in a straight cascade wind tunnel of
- Flow of ideal gas in tapering nozzles

Subject index:

- Flow of ideal gas in tapering nozzles
- Operation of a multistage axial compressor with nonturbulated bladers from viewpoint of
- Calculation of the planar supercritical flow over a NASA supercritical profile
- Study of mean- and turbulent-velocity fields in a large-scale turbine-vane passage
- Extensions to the tested range of a cascade flow calculation method
- Optical flow measurements: Applications to wind tunnels or motor bench tests
- Investigation of air stream from combustor-liner air entry holes
- Mathematical model and stability of hydraulic servo drive with jet-throttle regulation
- Mathematical model and stability of a hydraulic servo drive with jet-throttle regulation
- Calculation of the planar supercritical flow over a large-scale turbine-vane passage
- Investigation of the profile drag and the mean and pulsation velocities in the wake of wings by means of a laser Doppler anemometer
- Approximate calculation of the velocity field and the motion of vortices in the wake of a low-flying biplane
- Inverse mixed problem for a profile with a prescribed velocity distribution on one of its sides and a known thickness distribution
- Study of mean- and turbulent-velocity fields in a large-scale turbine-vane passage
- Use of sound absorbing walls to reduce dynamic interference in wind tunnels
- Study of mean- and turbulent-velocity fields in a large-scale turbine-vane passage
- Use of sound absorbing walls to reduce dynamic interference in wind tunnels
- Flow visualization
- Subject index
Making fluid flows visible p0449 A79-36373
Application of a laminar lighting device to the smoke visualization of aerodynamic flows in wind tunnels [OBERA, TP NO. 1979-82] p0513 A79-81308
Experiments on an aerofoil at high angle of incidence in longitudinal oscillations p0529 A79-43223
Water tunnel flow visualization - Insight into complex three-dimensional flow fields --- around fighter aircraft [AFAL PAPER 79-1530] p0576 A79-46712
Test technique development in interference free testing, flow visualization, and remote control model technology at Langley's Unitary Plan wind tunnel p0625 A79-49052
A water tunnel flow visualization study of the F-15 [AFAL-PAPER-1649] p0730 N79-18286
Visualization of the separation and subsequent transition near the leading edge of airfoils p0751 N79-19995
Visualizations and calculations of air intakes at high angles of attack and low Reynolds number --- Navier-Stokes equation p0789 A79-22030
A simple method of adapting a wind tunnel Schlieren system for interferometry [AD-A067233] p0783 N79-26073
Flow visualization studies of a general research fighter model employing a strake-wing concept at subsonic speeds --- in the Langley high speed 7-by 10-ft wind tunnel [NASA-TRB-00577] p0649 N79-30147
FISHERMEN
NT ROT-WIRE FLOWMETERS Advanced technology fuel mass flowmeter [AD-A063963] p0426 N79-22108
FLUID AMPLIFICATION a FLOW AMPLIFIERS FLUID AMPLIFIERS NT JET AMPLIFIERS Engineering studies of aircraft hydraulic drives --- Russian book p0185 A79-20671
Investigation of a low-cost servosystem for RISAS [AD-A051988] p0108 N79-13059
FLUID BOUNDARIES NT LIQUID-SOLID INTERFACES Fluid-structure interaction dynamics in fuel cells --- aircraft vibrational analysis [AFAL PAPER 79-0237] p0145 A79-19678
FLUID DYNAMICS NT AERODYNAMICS NT AEROTHERMODYNAMICS NT COMPUTATIONAL FLUID DYNAMICS NT GAS DYNAMICS NT HYDRODYNAMICS NT NARROW GAS DYNAMICS NT MOTOR AERODYNAMICS NT SUPERSONICS Performance estimation of partial admission turbines [ASME PAPER 79-GT-123] p0393 A79-32392
Radial equilibrium in axial turbomachines p0861 A79-37828
Transonic 3-D flow analysis of compressor cascade with splitter vanes [AD-A057504] p0904 N79-11008
Outlet air angle prediction for subsonic flow cascades p0905 N79-18997
The fluid dynamic design of advanced centrifugal compressors p0927 A79-22508
Aerodynamics [NASA-TP-765] p0880 A79-23908
Design of shock-free transonic flow in turbomachinery [AD-A067703] p0551 N79-27144
Contributions to fluid mechanics p0676 A79-31524
FLUID FILTERS NT AIR FILTERS Filtration effects on ball bearing life and condition in a contaminated lubricant [AIAA PAPER 78-LUB-36] p0199 A79-23246
Separation and investigation of wear particles from aero-engines [BELL-RISLEY-13-008-(9091.9F)] p0292 A79-17865
FLUID FLOW NT AIR FLOW NT AIR JETS NT ABNORMAL FLOW NT AXIAL FLOW NT AXISTHENIC FLOW NT BASE FLOW NT BOUNDARY LAYER FLOW NT BOUNDARY LAYER SEPARATION NT CASCADE FLOW NT CAVITATION FLOW NT CHANNEL FLOW NT COALIC FLOW NT COMBUSTIBLE FLOW NT COMPRESSIBLE FLOW NT COMICAL FLOW NT CONTINENTAL FLOW NT CORE FLOW NT CORNER FLOW NT CROSS FLOW NT CYCLIC FLOW NT FREE FLOW NT FREE MOLECULAR FLOW NT FUEL FLOW NT GAS FLOW NT HARDTAN FLOW NT HELICAL FLOW NT HYGROSCOPIC FLOW NT INCOMPRESSIBLE FLOW NT INLET FLOW NT INVERTED FLOW NT ISOTHERMAL FLOW NT JET FLOW NT JET MIXING FLOW NT JET STREAMS (METEOROLOGY) NT LARVAL FLOW NT LIQUID FLOW NT MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMIC FLOW NT MASS FLOW NT MECHANICAL FLOW NT MOLECULAR FLOW NT MULTIFANSE FLOW NT NONEQUIVILIBRUM FLOW NT NONNEWTONIAN FLOW NT NORTHERN FLOW NT NOZZC FLOW NT ONE DIMENSIONAL FLOW NT ORIFICE FLOW NT OSCILLATING FLOW NT OUTLET FLOW NT PARALLEL FLOW NT PERIPHERAL JET FLOW NT PIPE FLOW NT POTENTIAL FLOW NT RADIAL FLOW NT REATTACHED FLOW NT RECIRCULATORY FLOW
FLUTTER ANALYSIS

Weight optimization with flutter constraints
[ ARC-9/R-30082 ] p0522 79-15792
The development of the ESTI I remotely piloted research vehicle for flight testing an active flutter suppression control system
Turbinachinery flutter: Introductory concepts
Research on the flutter of axial turbonachine
Identification of various flutter regimes and discussion of dynamic stall
Research on the flutter of axial turbonachine blading
Excitation and analysis technique for flutter tests
Treatment of the control mechanisms of light airplanes in the flutter clearance process
Stress, vibrations, structural integration and engine integrity (including aeroelasticity and flutter)
A method for obtaining practical flutter-suppression control laws using results of optimal control theory
Structural aspects of active controls

FLUTTER ANALYSIS

Dynamic stall of an airfoil with leading edge bubble separation involving time dependent re-attachment
Supersonic uninstalled flutter
Synthesis and analysis of systems for active control and suppression of flutter of flying craft
Harmonic vibrations of an annular wing in the steady flow of an ideal fluid
Influence of some factors on interaction between blade vibration and aerodynamic energy dissipation
Influence of stator vane canting on alternating stress level in turbine rotor blades
Airplane wing self-oscillatory bending-torsion vibrations
Automatic resonance condition maintenance during multipoint flight vehicle vibration excitation
Comparative study between two different active flutter suppression systems
Analysis of free torsional rotor blade oscillations under special consideration of asymmetric swash-plate support
Vibration and flutter investigations of aircraft with special nonlinear structural properties
On the role of shocks in the 'sub-transonic' flutter phenomenon
Adaptive control of wing store flutter: A feasibility study
Design, development, and testing of an active flutter margin augmentation system for a commercial transport airplane
Coupled bending-torsion flutter in cascades
Effect of chordwise forces and deformations and deformations due to steady lift on wing flutter
Flutter speed degradation of damaged, optimized flight vehicles
Investigation of flexible nozzle wall-flutter incidents in the NASA-Ames Research Center 11-by 11-foot transonic wind tunnel

SUBJECT INDEX

FLUX (RATE)

[ NASA-CE-3094 ] p0287 79-17264
An analytical technique for predicting the characteristics of a flexible wing equipped with an active flutter-suppression system and comparison with wind-tunnel data
Aeroelastic addition to I4ASTRAN
Characteristics of aeroelastic instabilities in turbomachinery - NASA full scale engine test results
An elementary explanation of the flutter mechanism with active feedback controls
Recent progress in active controls applied to flutter suppressors
Study of compressor aeroelastic instabilities in a linear cascade wind tunnel
Dynamic identification of light aircraft structures and flutter certification
Aerodynamic and aeroelastic characteristics of oscillating loaded cascades at low Mach number
An analysis of aeroengine fan flutter using twin orthogonal vibration modes
Aeroelastic stability analysis of the AD-1 manned oblique-wing aircraft
A summary of NASA/Air Force full scale engine research programs using the P100 engine
On the transonic-dip mechanism of flutter of a short takeoff wing
Transonic flutter analysis of a rectangular wing with conventional airfoil sections
Supersonic installed flutter - aerodynamic loading of thin airfoils induced by cascade motion
An experimental study of the dynamic forces acting on an aerofoil
An analytical technique for predicting the characteristics of a flexible wing equipped with an active flutter-suppression system and comparison with wind-tunnel data
Aeroelastic addition to NASTRAN
Investigation of torsion free wing trend flutter models
Flap-lag-torsion flutter analysis of a constant life rotor
Technical evaluation report on the 52nd Symposium of the Propulsion and Energetics on Stresses, Vibrations, Structural Integration and Engine Integrity (Including Aeroelasticity and Flutter)
A summary of NASA/Air Force full scale engine research programs using the P100 engine
Flutter analysis of two-dimensional and two-degree-of-freedom airfoils in small-disturbance, unsteady transonic flow

FLUX (RATE)

[ AIAA 79-0797 ] p0323 79-29040
Characteristics of aeroelastic instabilities in turbomachinery - NASA full scale engine test results
An elementary explanation of the flutter mechanism with active feedback controls
Recent progress in active controls applied to flutter suppressors
Study of compressor aeroelastic instabilities in a linear cascade wind tunnel
Dynamic identification of light aircraft structures and flutter certification
Aerodynamic and aeroelastic characteristics of oscillating loaded cascades at low Mach number
An analysis of aeroengine fan flutter using twin orthogonal vibration modes
Aeroelastic stability analysis of the AD-1 manned oblique-wing aircraft
A summary of NASA/Air Force full scale engine research programs using the P100 engine
On the transonic-dip mechanism of flutter of a short takeoff wing
Transonic flutter analysis of a rectangular wing with conventional airfoil sections
Supersonic installed flutter - aerodynamic loading of thin airfoils induced by cascade motion
An experimental study of the dynamic forces acting on an aerofoil
An analytical technique for predicting the characteristics of a flexible wing equipped with an active flutter-suppression system and comparison with wind-tunnel data
Aeroelastic addition to NASTRAN
Investigation of torsion free wing trend flutter models
Flap-lag-torsion flutter analysis of a constant life rotor
Technical evaluation report on the 52nd Symposium of the Propulsion and Energetics on Stresses, Vibrations, Structural Integration and Engine Integrity (Including Aeroelasticity and Flutter)
A summary of NASA/Air Force full scale engine research programs using the P100 engine
Flutter analysis of two-dimensional and two-degree-of-freedom airfoils in small-disturbance, unsteady transonic flow

FLUX (RATE)

[ AIAA 79-0797 ] p0323 79-29040
Characteristics of aeroelastic instabilities in turbomachinery - NASA full scale engine test results
An elementary explanation of the flutter mechanism with active feedback controls
Recent progress in active controls applied to flutter suppressors
Study of compressor aeroelastic instabilities in a linear cascade wind tunnel
Dynamic identification of light aircraft structures and flutter certification
Aerodynamic and aeroelastic characteristics of oscillating loaded cascades at low Mach number
An analysis of aeroengine fan flutter using twin orthogonal vibration modes
Aeroelastic stability analysis of the AD-1 manned oblique-wing aircraft
A summary of NASA/Air Force full scale engine research programs using the P100 engine
On the transonic-dip mechanism of flutter of a short takeoff wing
Transonic flutter analysis of a rectangular wing with conventional airfoil sections
Supersonic installed flutter - aerodynamic loading of thin airfoils induced by cascade motion
An experimental study of the dynamic forces acting on an aerofoil
An analytical technique for predicting the characteristics of a flexible wing equipped with an active flutter-suppression system and comparison with wind-tunnel data
Aeroelastic addition to NASTRAN
Investigation of torsion free wing trend flutter models
Flap-lag-torsion flutter analysis of a constant life rotor
Technical evaluation report on the 52nd Symposium of the Propulsion and Energetics on Stresses, Vibrations, Structural Integration and Engine Integrity (Including Aeroelasticity and Flutter)
A summary of NASA/Air Force full scale engine research programs using the P100 engine
Flutter analysis of two-dimensional and two-degree-of-freedom airfoils in small-disturbance, unsteady transonic flow
FLY BY WIRE CONTROL

Program for the critical components of a fly-by-wire backup flight control system, part I

[AD-A0703187] p0673 N79-31226

FLY BY WIRE CONTROL

Active control --- aircraft systems

Fly-by-wire for vertical lift


The evolution of fly-by-wire control techniques in the UK

p0152 N79-20061

Problems raised by the application of the natural stability reduction concept to transport aircraft

p0155 N79-20117

Flight testing the Kfir

p0259 N79-26530

Fault-tolerant, high reliability electronic engine control system

[IAIA PAPER 79-1202] p0469 N79-38983

Flight test experience with an adaptive control system using a maximum likelihood parameter estimation technique

[IAIA-79-1702] p0570 N79-45357

F-16 flight control system redundancy concepts

[IAIA-79-1771] p0572 N79-45400

Flight test verification of the ASSET system --- Advanced Skewed Sensory Electronic Triad

p0616 N79-48622

p0616 N79-48623

A microprocessor system for flight control research

p0646 N79-50438

Development of a fly-by-wire elevator for the Bell Helicopter Textron 214ST

[ABS 79-27] p0629 N79-49079

NASA/Princeton digital avionics flight test facility

p0635 N79-50344

The evolution of the high-angle-of-attack features of the F-16 flight control system

p0646 N79-52362

A direct drive fly-by-wire system

p0652 N79-53630

Optical control technology --- for helicopters-fiber-optic data transfer

p0653 N79-53632

STAR flight control system

p0653 N79-53634

Fly-by-wire tail rotor controls

p0653 N79-53635

Automatic Stabilization Equipment for the Army/Hughes YAH-64 Advanced Attack Helicopter

p0653 N79-53637

Testing the F-10 at the US Naval Air Test Center

[AD-A058036] p0692 N79-12076

Digital fly-by-wire flight control validation experience

[ABS-79-72860] p0166 N79-14109

Active controls in aircraft design. Executive summary

p0235 N79-16865

Control configured vehicle design philosophy

p0236 N79-16866

Active-control design criteria

p0236 N79-16867

Control-configured combat aircraft

p0236 N79-16868

F-16 multi-national fighter

p0236 N79-16869

Direct drive control valve for fly-by-wire flight control system actuators

[AD-A062030] p0306 N79-19007

Development of the integrated flight trajectory control concept

p0353 N79-20015

Redundant strapdown navigation, guidance, and control of a control configured vehicle

p0353 N79-20016

Design considerations for implementing integrated mission-tailored flight control nodes --- digital fly-by-wire and the ccc yf-16 aircraft

p0354 N79-20022

Active control transport design criteria

[AD-A0703187] p0433 N79-23065

FLYING PERSONNEL

NT AIRCRAFT PILOTS
NT FLIGHT CREWS
NT FLIGHT TEST PILOTS
NT TEST PILOTS (PERSONNEL)

A systemized approach to helicopter safety

p0066 N79-14418

FLYING PLATFORM STABILITY

NT AERODYNAMIC STABILITY
NT FLYING PLATFORMS

Kleibitz Do 34 --- The German contribution to the ARBSH program --- tethered rotor platform for battlefield surveillance system

p0150 N79-19897

Some early experiments in the development of a flying platform for aerodynamic testing

p0603 N79-47535

FLYING QUALITIES

NT FLYING CHARACTERISTICS
NT TAILLESS AIRCRAFT
NT TAILLESS PLATFORMS

FOAMS

Full-scale fire modeling tests of a compact rapid response foam and dry chemical powder dispensing system

[YAA-NA-78-24] p0289 N79-17825

FOG

Environmental fog/rain visual display system for aircraft simulators


FOG DISPERSAL

A modern thermo-kinetic warm fog dispersal system

p0444 N79-23595

FOIL BEARINGS

The application of foil heat bearing turbomachinery in aircraft environmental control systems

[AIAA PAPER 79-PAE-18] p0027 N79-12567

FOILS (MATERIALS)

Metallic coatings for graphite/epoxy composites

[AD-A069071] p0662 N79-30334

FOOKER AIRCRAFT

NT F-27 AIRCRAFT

FOOKER ADHESION TESTERS

FOOKER P-27 AIRCRAFT

FOOKER FRIENDSHIP AIRCRAFT

NT P-27 AIRCRAFT
FRACTURE RESISTANCE

Highlights of the C-141 service life monitoring program p0562 A79-84457
Advanced Turbine Engine Gas generator (ATEGO)
fRACTURE TOUGHNESS

Fracture mechanics for structural adhesive bonds, part 2, phase 2 AD-0651805
Fracture Mechanics Design Methodology --- aircraft structures NAA-19-97
Introduction to fracture mechanics --- crack initiation and stress corrosion cracking of aircraft structures p0310 A79-19418
Fatigue crack growth --- aircraft reliability p0312 A79-20410
Stress intensity analysis: Analytical, finite element for surface flaws, holes p0372 A79-20412
Fatigue crack growth analysis p0373 A79-20415
Design of heavy sections --- fracture mechanics of plate or forged airframe components p0373 A79-20416
Design of redundant structures --- structural design criteria and fracture mechanics of large commercial transport aircraft p0373 A79-20418
Analysis of aircraft structure using applied fracture mechanics p0373 A79-20419
An integrated fault-tolerant avionics system concept for advanced aircraft [AD-1065136] p0435 A79-23082
Three-dimensional laminate plates with through and part-through cracks p0708 A79-32276
Engineering application of fracture mechanics to flight simulation [NLR-MP-78015-0] p0711 A79-32596

FRACTURE STRENGTH

Fracture toughness in titanium alloys [AD-0677165] p0543 A79-26176
Fatigue and fracture p0661 A79-30315
Aluminum alloys for advanced structural applications in transport aircraft [NLR-NP-77023-U] p0709 A79-32346

FRACTURE TOUGHNESS

Fracture --- stress intensity and metal fatigue in aircraft structures p0372 A79-20411

FRAGMENTATION

Engine rotor burst containment/control studies p0553 A79-27162

FRAGMENTS

Payload survival for hydrodynamic rash induced by high velocity fragments. Part 2: Numerical analyses [AD-8707128] p0659 A79-31200

FRAMES

NT AIRFRAMES

User's guide: Computer program with interactive graphics for analysis of plane frame structures (CPFHARE) [AD-067349] p0503 A79-25428

FRANHEGO RUNWAY

U FAR FIELDS

FREE BOUNDARIES

Parameters of three-dimensional flow past a wing near the free surface of a ponderable fluid p0410 A79-35155
FREE FLIGHT

Implications factors at transition on an unswept wing in free flight and on a swept wing in wind tunnel --- aircraft stability analysis [AIAPAPER 79-0267] p0203 A79-23564
Motorized flat-plate wings - The effect of the moment of inertia, geometry and Reynolds number p0513 A79-41818
A novel technique for obtaining aerodynamic data using simple, free flight trajectory measurements p0512 A79-48051
A new method for testing free models in the laboratory to determine aerodynamic characteristics p0717 A79-15063
Transonic wind tunnels p0377 A79-20993
The science and technology of low speed and supersonic flight, part 1 [NASA-CP-20095-P-1] p0479 A79-23889
FREE FLIGHT TEST APPARATUS

An exploratory investigation of quasi-free flying models in a supersonic short-duration wind tunnel p0812 A79-35925
A new method for testing free models in the laboratory to determine aerodynamic characteristics p0716 A79-15063
FREE FLOW

Effects of periodic changes in free stream velocity on flows over airfoils near static stall p0212 A79-24214
Drag on an oscillating airfoil in a fluctuating free stream --- helicopter rotor blade application p0213 A79-24217
The influence of geometric asymmetry on the flow downstream of row of jets discharging normally into a free stream p0240 A79-25065
The influence of turbulence on drag p0563 A79-44874
Pressure and heat-transfer distributions in a simulated wing-elevator cove with variable leakage at a free-stream Mach number of 0.9 [NASA-TM-74095] p0297 A79-18284
FREE JETS

Velocity slip and temperature difference of gas mixtures in quasi-one-dimensional normal flow p0850 A79-36623
Application of Laser Doppler Anemometry to aerodynamic research A-222
GAS GENERATOR ENGINES
GAS LUBRICATED BEARINGS
GAS JETS
GAS INJECTION
GAS
GAS LASERS
GAS LASER TECHNOLOGY
GAS TEMPERATURE
GAS STREAMS
GAS SPECTROSCOPY
GAS TURBINE ENGINES
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
GAS TURBINE ENGINES
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUBJECT INDEX</th>
<th>p0113 A79-17562</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Applications of electro-optical instrumentation in turbine engine development</td>
<td>p0114 A79-17600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800 shaft horsepower advanced technology</td>
<td>p0115 A79-18099</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demonstrator engine --- turboshaft for military helicopters</td>
<td>p0116 A79-18170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11CR content of turbine engine exhaust</td>
<td>p0116 A79-18298</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology evolution in the Allison Model 250 engine --- for helicopter propulsion</td>
<td>p0116 A79-18681</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engine fuel control systems as a determining factor on modern helicopters</td>
<td>p0116 A79-18682</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Weapons systems -</th>
<th>p0010 A79-10807</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[ASME PAPER 78-GT-167] Propulsion test facilities technical capabilities and international use</td>
<td>p0011 A79-10813</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ASME PAPER 78-GT-168] Sizing turbofan engines more energy efficient</td>
<td>p0011 A79-10818</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On-line computer for transient turbine cascade instrumentation</td>
<td>p0017 A79-11490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gas turbine jet exhaust noise prediction</td>
<td>p0018 A79-11523</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[SAE ARP 8760]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gas turbine engine inlet flow distortion guidelines</td>
<td>p0018 A79-11623</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternative aviation turbine fuels</td>
<td>p0018 A79-11624</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gas turbine analysis and design using interactive computer graphics</td>
<td>p0024 A79-12378</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current problems in the development and production of small gas turbine engines</td>
<td>p0026 A79-12530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control system requirements for aircraft gas turbine engines</td>
<td>p0026 A79-12530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control systems and problems of their development from the viewpoint of technological and operational requirements --- for aircraft gas turbine engines</td>
<td>p0026 A79-12530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New construction materials for gas turbine engines and technology for processing these materials</td>
<td>p0026 A79-12533</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimal design of gas-turbine engine thermodynamics on the basis of prototype elements</td>
<td>p0026 A79-12951</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Future fuels in gas turbine engines</td>
<td>p0051 A79-12979</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ignition/stabilization/stimulation - alternative fuels in gas turbine combustors</td>
<td>p0051 A79-12982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flame emissivities - alternative fuels</td>
<td>p0051 A79-12984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A probability estimate of the long-term strength of aviation gas-turbine rotor blades</td>
<td>p0059 A79-13955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Representation of compressor characteristics in coordinates convenient for computer calculation of turbine parameters</td>
<td>p0068 A79-14848</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Influence of some factors on GTE turbine blade vibrational energy dissipation</td>
<td>p0068 A79-14849</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On calculating the temperature state of film-cooled turbine vanes</td>
<td>p0068 A79-14849</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application of shock-tube technology to the measurement of heat-transfer rate to gas turbine components</td>
<td>p0072 A79-15211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Rolls-Royce Gas turboshaft engine for helicopters and its future developments</td>
<td>p0078 A79-16337</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjustment diagnostics for gas turbine engine controls</td>
<td>p0080 A79-16439</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Status of the P97 engine condition monitor system /ECB/</td>
<td>p0080 A79-16441</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LR2500 condition and performance monitoring system --- gas turbine for ship propulsion</td>
<td>p0080 A79-16442</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applications of DS composites in aircraft gas turbine --- directional solidification [OPERA, TP No. 1978-73]</td>
<td>p0081 A79-16512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analytical representation of turbine characteristic in a form convenient for computer-aided computation of gas-turbine engine parameters</td>
<td>p0083 A79-16602</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operation of long-service-life gas-turbine engines as a function of the technical state</td>
<td>p0083 A79-16606</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fracture mechanics problems for gas turbine engine structures</td>
<td>p0083 A79-16606</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Lean, premixed, pre-vaporized combustion for aircraft gas turbine engines

[AIAA PAPER 79-1318] p0472 A79-39034

Lean stability augmentation for pre-mixing, pre-vaporizing combustors

[AIAA PAPER 79-1319] p0472 A79-39039

The effect of fuel sprays on emissions from a gas turbine combustor

[AIAA PAPER 79-1321] p0472 A79-39037

Emission characteristics of a premix combustor fueled with a simulated partial-oxidation product gas

[AIAA PAPER 79-1322] p0472 A79-39038

Materials and structural aspects of advanced gas-turbine helicopter engines

p0475 A79-39040

Causes of high pressure compressor deterioration in service

[AIAA PAPER 79-1234] p0508 A79-4003

Materials and processes for gas turbine engine technology: Colloguin, Munich, West Germany, October 27, 29, 1977, Report

p0509 A79-40076

Development of materials and processes for engine components - Current and future points of interest

p0509 A79-40080

Service life parameters of turbine blades

p0510 A79-40084

Methodological considerations on the service life design of turbine disks

p0510 A79-40087

Contribution of the engine R & D community to reduced cost of ownership of Army helicopters

[AIAA PAPER 79-1360] p0511 A79-40764

Gas turbine in gas turbine engines

p0525 A79-42547

Study of the nonuniformity of the temperature field of a homogeneous combustion chamber as the parameters of the primary zone vary

p0525 A79-42549

Choice of optimal parameters for a heat exchanger with heat pipes for a gas turbine engine

p0526 A79-42552

Systematization of simple structural elements of a regulated gas turbine engine nozzle

p0526 A79-42555

Study of mass transfer between the primary zone and secondary nozzles in gas turbine engine combustion chambers

p0526 A79-42558

Study of the dispersion of oil droplets which form in the oil-system mains of gas-turbine engines

p0527 A79-42571

Estimation of fatigue life of Al-alloy used for compressor disc of jet engine

p0527 A79-42624

Regenerator matrices for automotive gas turbines

p0528 A79-42981

Application of hot isostatic pressing to aircraft gas turbines

p0564 A79-45067

Optimal thermodynamic design of gas turbine engines using element prototypes. I

p0601 A79-46997

The application of multiple swirl modules in the design and development of gas turbine combustors

[AIAA PAPER 79-1196] p0603 A79-47369

Nozzles for vectored thrust jet engines

--- Russian book

p0603 A79-47428

Fuels, lubricants and other fluids used in aviation

--- Russian book

p0603 A79-47433

Gas turbines for ACF's and hydrofoils

p0604 A79-47845

Estimation for advanced technology engines

p0611 A79-47957

Influence of gas turbine engine combustion chamber geometric parameters on mixture formation characteristics

p0612 A79-48895

Long-life GTE operation based on technical condition --- Gas Turbine Engine

p0613 A79-48857

Development of a 'no adjustment' turboshaft engine control system

[AIAE 79-42] p0632 A79-48090

Fault diagnosis of gas turbine engines by means of component characteristics determination

--- Russian book

A-232
GAS VALVES

Optimal selection of the geometrical characteristics of the reversing channel of a small-scale turbine with readmission of the gas for aircraft auxiliary power systems

Effectiveness of readmission of the gas in high-peak-power small-scale turbines for aircraft auxiliary power systems

Theoretical approach to spray combustion in gas turbine combustor

Aerodynamic improvement of the inlet pipe of a gas turbine

Particle trajectories near an airfoil with a film-cooled leading edge

Results of power systems study advanced fighter/attack and V/STOL airplanes

Icing test facilities at the National Gas Turbine Establishment

Icing tests of a small gas turbine with inertial separation anti-icing system

Apparatus and method for reducing thermal stress in a turbine rotor

Principles of jet engine operation

Deteriorating and improving labyrinth seal performance in current and advanced high performance gas turbines

Preliminary evaluation of several nondestructive-evaluation techniques for silicon nitride gas-turbine rotors

Wear of seal materials used in aircraft propulsion systems

Turbojet exit guide vane program for high-temperature reactors

Combustion in the gas turbine, parts 1, 2, 3
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<td>-------------------</td>
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<td>p0121 A79-18147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>p0121 A79-18150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>p0121 A79-18151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>p0122 A79-18152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analytical design of a high performance stability and control augmentation system for a hingeless rotor helicopter</td>
<td>p0122 A79-18153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>p0122 A79-18157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>p0122 A79-18158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handling qualities of army/Hughes YAH-64 advanced attack helicopter</td>
<td>p0122 A79-18159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The 214 fiberglass blade - Design for inspectability --- for helicopters</td>
<td>p0123 A79-18163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Damage tolerant design of the YAH-64 drive system</td>
<td>p0123 A79-18164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loss-of-lubrication operation of helicopter transmissions</td>
<td>p0123 A79-18169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The application of composites to secondary structures</td>
<td>p0124 A79-18173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structural Integrity Recording System for helicopters</td>
<td>p0125 A79-18177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wind-tunnel test results of a full-scale multicyclic controllable twist rotor</td>
<td>p0125 A79-18178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The use of analytic tools in the design and development of rotorcraft</td>
<td>p0125 A79-18180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>Rotor prediction with different downwash models</td>
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Superplastic forming diffusion bonding of titanium helicopter airframe components.

Ground test vehicle testing --- in helicopter development programs.

Design, analysis, and testing of a new generation tail rotor.

Ten years of Aerospatiale experience with the fenestron and conventional tail rotor.

Interaction aerodynamics - a new challenge to helicopter technology.

Helicopter noise rules - are they appropriate and reasonable.

Aeronautique AS.350 and AS.355.

Design and development of the Agusta A-109 helicopter.

The Bell Model 222.

Naval architectural considerations in the design of a helicopter.

A study of some characteristics of the operation of a lifting propeller by numerical experiment.

Composite rotors - An evolving art.

Composites for noise reduction --- helicopter structures.

Composites important to Black Hawk --- 80-60A helicopter.
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HELICOPTER PERFORMANCE

[ANS 79-40]
Aerospatiale AS.350 and AS.355 p0631 A79-49092

Engine/airframe/drive train dynamic interface documentation [AD-A056955] p0038 W79-10066

Review of engine/airframe/drive train dynamic interface development problems [AD-A057932] p0065 W79-12092

Engine/airframe/drive train dynamic interface documentation [AD-A058197] p0095 W79-12094

US Army helicopter fatigue requirements and substantiation procedures p0434 W79-23075

Drive shaft alignment indicator [AD-A065988] p0487 W79-23973


Prediction of aeroelastic instabilities in rotorcraft p0553 W79-27159


HELICOPTER PERFORMANCE

Helicopter transport efficiency payoffs from advanced technology [Society of Automotive Engineers Paper 780036] p0005 A79-10405

The role of flight dynamic modeling in helicopter certification [Society of Automotive Engineers Paper 780550] p0005 A79-10409

Application of the lifting line concept to helicopter computation [HAWA, TP NO. 1978-G] p0018 A79-11571

Preventing helicopter mid-air collisions with the proximity warning device p0065 A79-14813

Early identification of high-maintenance helicopters p0074 A79-15411

Lynx reliability and maintainability design and military service experience --- helicopter performance p0079 A79-16242

Improvement of safety for helicopter crews p0079 A79-16243

Airworthiness of helicopters /Ciera Memorial Lecture/ p0318 A79-18004

What are the lift and propulsive force limits at high speed for the conventional rotor [ANS 78-02] p0318 A79-18128

Full-scale wind tunnel test of a modern helicopter main rotor - Investigation of tip Mach number effects and comparisons of four tip shap[en [ANS 78-03] p0319 A79-18129

Rotor-airfoil flight investigation - Preliminary results [ANS 78-05] p0319 A79-18132

Design and development tests of a four-bladed light helicopter rotor system [ANS 78-07] p0319 A79-18134

Environmental vibration testing of helicopter stores and equipment to the procedures outlined in MIL-STD-870C [ANS 78-20] p0121 A79-18146

Use of helicopter flight simulation for height-velocity test predictions and flight test risk reduction [ANS 78-41] p0123 A79-18164

Generalizing helicopter flight test performance data /CHRI/ [ANS 78-44] p0123 A79-18167

Digital simulation of the Operational Loads Survey flight tests [ANS 78-58] p0125 A79-18179

The aerodynamosically conformable rotor concept [ANS 78-59] p0125 A79-18180

Theoretical prediction of dynamic stall on oscillating airfoils [ANS 78-62] p0125 A79-18183

A new approach to rotor blade stall analysis p0129 A79-18647

Improvements in rotor performance by rotor tip blowing p0130 A79-18650

SUBJECT INDEX

An experimental study of coupled rotor-body aeroelastic instability of hingeless rotors in hover p0130 A79-18656

Effect of structural coupling parameters on the flap-lag forced response of a rotor blade in forward flight using Floquet theory p0130 A79-18656

Application of the finite element method to aeroelastic instability in helicopter hovering flight p0131 A79-18659

Gust response and its alleviation for a hingeless helicopter rotor in cruising flight p0131 A79-18662

Helicopter simulation in atmospheric turbulence p0131 A79-18663

Simulation requirements for rotorcraft --- visual display, motion cue and computer considerations p0132 A79-18666

Correlation aspects of helicopter flight mechanics and pilot behaviour p0132 A79-18667

Casualty evacuation by helicopter p0132 A79-18669

Sea behaviour prediction of helicopters through free model tests p0132 A79-18670

Ice protection systems of the Puma --- helicopter operations p0134 A79-18684

Hybrid heater/paste and heater/flexible coating schemes for de-icing helicopter rotor blades p0134 A79-18685

Helicopter flight-path and acoustic-signal repeatability for noise-diagnosis and noise-certification p0134 A79-18686

Helicopter noise standards - Another point of view: a national approach to rotorcraft noise regulation p0135 A79-18687

Theoretical modeling of high-speed helicopter impulse noise p0135 A79-22474

Parameter identification applied to analytic hingeless rotor modeling p0135 A79-22477

Infrared remote sensing on geothermal areas by helicopter p0137 A79-22620

Sikorsky S-76 stresses performance p0137 A79-22839

Reliability based quality /88W technique for evaluating the degradation of reliability during manufacturing --- for arm helicopter systems and components p0205 A79-23631

(A) Calculated hovering helicopter flight dynamics with a circulation-controlled rotor p0212 A79-24179

Some statistical data on birds' strike to aircraft and helicopters over the territory of the Soviet Union p0235 A79-29354

Modeling helicopter flight dynamics --- Russian book p0306 A79-31501

Inflatable survival systems for helicopters p0403 A79-33624

Helicopter emergency escape p0403 A79-33626

The derivation of a thickness noise formula for helicopter p0135 A79-22839

A review of helicopter control-display requirements for decelerating instrument approach [AIAA 79-1683] p0569 A79-45354

Experimental investigation of helicopter flight modes on helicopter-generated noise p0604 A79-47873

Helicopter performance methodology at Bell Helicopter Textron [ANS 79-2] p0626 A79-49055

Helicopter obstacle strike tolerance [ANS 79-7] p0626 A79-49059
HELICOPTERS

Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor helicopter configuration. Volume 7-A:
Frequency analyses of single rotor helicopter configuration, buildup to baseline utility aircraft
[AD-A062952] p0360 N79-20073

Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor helicopter configuration, volume 7-B:
Frequency analyses of wake split-film data, open hubcaps utility aircraft
[AD-A062179] p0360 N79-20077

Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor helicopter configuration, volume 7-C:
Frequency analyses of wake split-film data, solid hubcaps utility aircraft
[AD-A062480] p0360 N79-20077

Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor helicopter configuration, volume 7-D:
Frequency analyses of wake split-film data, open hubcaps utility aircraft
[AD-A062641] p0360 N79-20078

Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor helicopter configuration, volume 7-E:
Frequency analyses of wake split-film data, air ejectors
[AD-A062590] p0361 N79-20079

Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor helicopter configuration, volume 7-F:
Frequency analyses of wake split-film data, air ejectors with hubcaps utility aircraft
[AD-A062117] p0361 N79-20080

Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor helicopter configuration, volume 7-G:
Frequency analyses of wake split-film data, fairings and surface devices utility aircraft
[AD-A062642] p0361 N79-20081

Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor helicopter configuration, volume 7-H:
Frequency analyses of wake split-film data, basic configuration wake explorations
[AD-A063712] p0376 N79-21012

Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor helicopter configuration, volume 7-I:
Frequency analyses of wake split-film data, basic configuration wake explorations
[AD-A063711] p0379 N79-21013

Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor helicopter configuration, volume 7-J:
One-third octave band spectrograms of wake split-film data, basic configuration wake explorations
[AD-A063218] p0379 N79-21018

Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor helicopter configuration, volume 7-K:
One-third octave band spectrograms of wake single film data, basic configuration wake explorations
[AD-A063243] p0379 N79-21015

Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor helicopter configuration, volume 7-L:
One-third octave band spectrograms of wake single film data, basic configuration wake explorations
[AD-A045861] p0482 N79-23931

Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor helicopter configuration, volume 7-M:
Flow angle and velocity wake profiles in low frequency band, basic investigations and hub varia-
tions
[AD-A061766] p0482 N79-23932

Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor helicopter configuration, volume 7-N:
Flow angle and velocity wake profiles in low frequency band, basic investigations and other
[AD-A061767] p0483 N79-23933

HELICOPTERS

NT SE-3 HELICOPTER
NT TANDEM ROTOR HELICOPTERS
NT OH-5 HELICOPTER
NT OH-4A HELICOPTER
NT OH-6A HELICOPTER

Recent advances in elastomeric products for improving helicopter reliability and maintainability
p0136 N79-18696

Fatigue life estimation methods for helicopter structural parts
p0136 N79-18695

Helicopter behaviour in crash conditions
p0136 N79-18697

Crack speed and propagation resistance prediction for steels and Al. alloys helicopter components
p0136 N79-18700

Height-velocity diagram determination for twin engine helicopters - Some aspects of present
p0136 N79-18702

Engineer's handbook of flight and radio equipment of airplanes and helicopters
p0365 N79-31486

Model verification for force determination for measuring vibratory loads of rotors on
p0450 N79-36379

Westland unveils WG30 transport helicopter
p0452 N79-30092

A new analytic method for the study of classic helicopter ground resonance
p0518 N79-51767

The European helicopter industry and cooperation
p0516 N79-62064

Calculation of rotor impedance for articulated-rotor helicopters in forward flight
p0527 N79-42799

Agricultural helicopters - test and simulation results
p0527 N79-42799

Highly survivable truss type tail boom
[AD-A056830] p0036 N79-10052

Engine/airframe/drive train dynamic interface documentation
[AD-A056956] p0038 N79-10064

Finite element analysis of helicopter structural vibration
p0039 N79-10453

Helicopter Acoustics, part 2 --- conferences
[BASA-CP-2052-P2-2] p0040 N79-10883

Subjective evaluation of helicopter blade slap noise
p0040 N79-10884

Helicopter cabin noise: Methods of source and path identification and characterization
p0041 N79-10856

A practical approach to helicopter internal noise prediction
p0041 N79-10857

The influence of the noise environment on crew communications
p0041 N79-10860
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HELION

HELICON Icing Symposium
[AD-A067961] p0541 N79-26084
Icing tests of a DH-18 helicopter with an electromechanical ice protection system under simulated and natural icing conditions
[AD-A067727] p0541 N79-26050
The influence of feedback on the aerelastic behavior of tilt proprotor aircraft including the effects of fuselage motion
Experimental and theoretical studies on model helicopter rotor noise
A simulation model of attack helicopter vulnerability to hostile artillery fire
[AD-A069753] p0593 N79-29179
Helmet noise level functions for use in community noise analyses
[AD-A068455] p0600 N79-29994
Helmet obstacle strike tolerance concepts
[AD-A069688] p0655 N79-30200
Some aspects of the design and development of the maritime autopilot nodes for the Westland Lynx helicopter
[AD-A069630] p0655 N79-30201
A self contained collision avoidance system for helicopters
[AD-A069571] p0656 N79-30206
An advanced guidance and control system for rescue helicopters
[AD-A069457] p0657 N79-30217
The promise of multicyclic control --- to control fatigue induced blade loads and rotor vibration
[NASA-TM-878621] p0663 N79-31137
Load spectrum measuring equipment. Part 1: Details of 811 systems presently used to acquire data in Wessex H.K.318 helicopters
A compilation and analysis of helicopter handling qualities data. Volume 2: Data analysis
Performance predictions and trials of a helicopter data link
[AD-A069554] p0675 N79-31476
Helicopter flow field analysis
[AD-A069542] p0702 N79-32174
Some nonlinear problems in transonic helicopter acoustics
[AD-A069564] p0712 N79-32974
Nondestructive evaluation of fiber reinforced epoxy composites: A state-of-the-art survey --- applicable to helicopter structures
[AD-A071973] p0719 N79-33263
HELIX Calculation and design of closed cycle helium turbos for high temperature reactors
[AD-A069642] p0743 N79-22098
HELIX-HELIUM LASERS Small hole drilling and inspection with pulsed laser systems --- in air-cooled aircraft engine structures
[AIAP PAPER 79-1268] p0470 N79-39012
HELIX - Helicopter mounted display and sight development
[ARS 79-17] p0628 N79-45070
An active noise reduction system for aircrew helmets
[ARPA PAPER 79-10853] p0800 N79-10853
Control and display concepts for combat aircraft --- head-up displays and helmet display sight system
[AD-A069688] p0834 N79-20019
HERCULES AIRCRAFT U C-130 AIRCRAFT
HERCULES PROBES All electric subsystems for next generation transport aircraft
[ARPA PAPER 79-10832] p0868 N79-47906
HIGH FREQUENCIES The penetration of electromagnetic fields into aircraft from externally mounted HP antennas
[AD-A069642] p0909 N79-52891
HIGH ALTITUDE Aircraft stability characteristics at high angles of attack
[NASA CR-159089] p0580 N79-28134
HIGH Altitude Balloons Wind study for high altitude platform design
[ARPA PAPER 79-1607] p0525 N79-42398
High altitude powered platform - a microwave powered airship
[ARPA PAPER 79-1606] p0525 N79-42405
Transatlantic flights of stratospheric balloons
[ARPA PAPER 79-1607] p0677 N79-31687
HIGH ALTITUDE ENVIRONMENTS Planning the high elevation/high temperature airport
[SAE PAPER 7805321] p0005 N79-10402
Modeling the X-band radar augmentation system of a high altitude supersonic target
[AIAA 79-1606] p05211 N79-42398
A microwave-powered sailplane used as a high-altitude observation platform
[AD-A059796] p0719 N79-14044
HIGH ALTITUDE FLIGHT U FLIGHT U HIGH ALTITUDE FLIGHT HIGH ALTITUDE FLIGHTS High altitude altimeter flight test
[AD-A06594] p0542 N79-26054
HIGH Altitude FLYING Theory of large-aspect ratio wings in transonic gas flow
[AD-A06594] p0522 N79-12226
An aeroelastic optimization procedure for composite high aspect ratio wings
[ARPA PAPER 79-0726] p0282 N79-22850
Theory of oblique wings of high aspect ratio
[AD-A059796] p0159 N79-14044
HIGH ALTITUDE WINGS U SLENDER WINGS U HIGH Altitude WINDS Laboratory simulation of swept lightning strokes/Engineering test/
[AD-A06594] p0680 N79-51131
HIGH ENERGY FUELS High energy HED fuels development program
[AD-A065156] p0168 N79-14239
HIGH FREQUENCY All electric subsystems for next generation transport aircraft
[ARPA PAPER 79-10832] p0608 N79-47996
HIGH FREQUENCY The penetration of electromagnetic fields into aircraft from externally mounted HP antennas
[AD-A069642] p0909 N79-52891
HIGH FREQUENCY The penetration of electromagnetic fields into aircraft from externally mounted HP antennas
[AD-A069642] p0909 N79-52891
HELIX Calculation and design of closed cycle helium turbos for high temperature reactors
[AD-A069642] p0743 N79-22098
HELIX-HELIUM LASERS Small hole drilling and inspection with pulsed laser systems --- in air-cooled aircraft engine structures
[AIAP PAPER 79-1268] p0470 N79-39012
HELIX - Helicopter mounted display and sight development
[ARS 79-17] p0628 N79-45070
An active noise reduction system for aircrew helmets
[ARPA PAPER 79-10853] p0800 N79-10853
Control and display concepts for combat aircraft --- head-up displays and helmet display sight system
[AD-A069688] p0834 N79-20019
HERCULES AIRCRAFT U C-130 AIRCRAFT
HERCULES PROBES All electric subsystems for next generation transport aircraft
[ARPA PAPER 79-10832] p0868 N79-47906
HIGH FREQUENCIES The penetration of electromagnetic fields into aircraft from externally mounted HP antennas
[AD-A069642] p0909 N79-52891
Subject Index

Compression of the radiation characteristic of antennas on coiled structures in the high frequency region. Principle of the geometrical theory of diffraction [DFVR-LR-78-02]

Filtering technique based on high-frequency plant modeling for high-gain control [NASA-CASE-LAB-12215-1]

High gain filtering technique based on high-frequency plant modeling for high-gain control [NASA-CASE-LAB-12215-1]

High latitude helicopter high grain control [NASA-CH-159052]

High latitudes

High strength alloys

High pressure

High resolution radiography in the aero-engine industry

High speed

What are the lift and propulsive force limits at high speed for the conventional rotor [ARS 78-02]

NASA research on hydrogen for high altitude aircraft [NASA-TH-79054]

Heat generation in cavities at high velocity flights -- resonance-pipe effect [DFVR-DEUT-77-26]

Aircraft and aviation related research required to develop an effective high-speed runway exit system [NASA-CH-159055]

High speed bird impact testing of aircraft transparencies [FAD-AD-74184]

High speed flight

U flight

High speed transportation

U rapid transit systems

High strength

Aerospace usage versus commercial utilization of graphite fiber reinforced epoxy composites

Influence of thermomechanical treatment on microstructure and mechanical properties of high strength aluminum alloys [DLF-TH-77-50]

High strength alloys

High speed steel

Increasing stress concentrations in structures made of high-strength materials

Structural aluminum materials for the 1980's

Investigation into the effect of residual stresses on fatigue strength and measurement of residual stress, with special reference to aircraft construction

[EB-LIB-TRANS-1977]

High strength steels

Lowercost structure by substituting API-410 steel for titanium --- in aircrafts

Future trends in aircraft structural materials

High temperature

Planning the high elevation/high temperature airport [SAT PAPER 78/0532]

Development of a high temperature rotary actuator for aircraft hydraulic systems [AD-0057931]

Fabrication of titanium at high temperatures [NASA-29-12070]

Review of the AGARD S and B panel evaluation program of the NASA-Lewis SLP approach to high-temperature ICF life prediction

High temperature alloys

High temperature environments

Review of the AGARD S and B panel evaluation program of the NASA-Lewis SLP approach to high-temperature ICF life prediction

Fuel tank sealant requirements for advanced high performance aircraft [AIAA 78-3007]

Hot flow testing of multiple nozzle exhaust ductor systems --- cooling exhaust gas from gas turbine powered ships [AD-8072208]

High temperature lubricants

High temperature materials

High temperature nuclear reactors

High temperature research

High temperature gas cooled reactors

High temperature fluids

High temperature free fluids

High temperature nuclear reactors

High temperature research

High temperature gas cooled reactors

High temperature tests

Measurement of heat transfer and forces on very high temperature models in a closed subsonic wind tunnel

A system which uses a laser beam to control the regime of vibration tests with turbine and compressor blades

Effectiveness of the antioxidation additive ionol in jet fuels

Static evaluation of surface coatings for compliant gas bearings in an oxidizing atmosphere to 650 C

Transient ablation of Teflon in intense radiative and convective environments

Non-flammable polyside materials for aircraft and spacecraft applications [JAP PAPER 79-204]

High voltages

Laboratory tests to determine lightning attachment points with small aircraft models/enginering test
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M Mining, Submarines, and Naval Vessels
HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING
The electronic flight deck p0016 A79-11175
Aircraft lighting equipment --- Interior and
exterior illumination p0016 A79-11386
Passenger ride quality in transport aircraft [AD-8063282] p0047 A79-22119
SAFE Association, Annual Symposium, 15th, Las
Development of anti-G valves for high performance
aircraft p0066 A79-14414
Explosive removal of egress panels for emergency
escape from helicopters underwater p0066 A79-14417
Designing airport terminals for transfer passengers p0128 A79-18573
Cabin noise reduction for the Agusta a-109
helicopter p0135 A79-18693
Development of noise and vibration ride comfort
criteria p0193 A79-22921
Touch entry device for air traffic control p0205 A79-23590
Flight deck alarm systems p0252 A79-25541
U.S. Navy developments in crashworthy seating p0403 A79-33623
Seat/On seat crash dynamic analysis verification
tests program [SAE PAPER 790590] p0454 A79-36724
NASA general aviation crashworthiness seat
development [SAE PAPER 790591] p0454 A79-36725
Tachystoscopic testing of onboard instruments p0465 A79-38077
Display monitoring problem --- for aircraft pilots p0507 A79-90315
A statistical analysis of selected human factors
involved in aviation safety [AD-A059284] p0089 A79-12052
Policy impacts of ATC automation: Human factors
considerations [AD-A051064] p0160 A79-14060
Summary report of the Human Factors Committee p0244 A79-17429
Design outline for a new multiman ATC simulation
facility at NASA-Ames Research Center p0244 A79-17501
Internal cockpit reflections of external point
light sources for the model YH-64 advanced
attack helicopter p0311 A79-19643
Control and display concepts for combat aircraft
--- head-up displays and helmet display sight
system p0354 A79-20019
Mission simulation as an aid to display assessment
--- cockpit simulators p0355 A79-20028
The time budget as a criterion for the workload of
air traffic controllers [MM-GPS-1353-0] p0483 A79-23903
Energy maneuverability display validation --- F-16
Study of the theoretical to real correspondence of
an optimal control model and the significance of
this model for the description of working
methodology with partly automated aircraft
guidance and control systems [TIL-35] p0556 A79-27188
Research on visual display integration for
advanced fighter aircraft [AD-8069605] p0653 A79-30188
The equipment-system interface in an antiaircraft
helicopter at night p0657 A79-30211
Cockpit displays of traffic information: Airline
pilots opinions about content, synthesis, and
HUMAN PERFORMANCE
ST PILOT PERFORMANCE
ST OPERATOR PERFORMANCE
ST PILOT PERFORMANCE

SUBJECT INDEX
Definition of requirements for a performance
measurement system for C-5 aircrew members [AD-8063282] p0476 A79-22119
Tactical performance characterization basic
methodology p0674 A79-31235
The annoyance of multiple noisy events --- ratings
for simulated flyovers [FAA PAPER 79-0653] p0260 A79-26995
Variability of annoyance response due to aircraft
noise [NASA-TP-1335] p0299 A79-18687
HYDRODINAMICS
Investigation of the electrification of an
aircraft model by a humid airstream in a wind
tunnel p0020 A79-12162
Temperature/humidity criteria for advanced
composite structures p0211 A79-24131
HYBRID CIRCUITS
Hybrid technology cost reduction and reliability
improvement study [AB-1062247] p0370 A79-20319
HYBRID COMPUTERS
Flight Dynamics Laboratory at SLL p0106 A79-13068
HYBRID NAVIGATION SYSTEMS
Integration of GPS with inertial navigation systems
[AD-A064597] p0423 N79-22102
Experience with integrated navigation involving
compensation according to the method of least
squares --- for air traffic control p0115 A79-17679
The economic superiority of integrated navigation
systems, represented for MILCENS --- Microwave
Integrated Landing/Enroute navigation and air
Traffic Control System p0116 A79-17687
Helicopter flight control /HSV/ --- integrated
system including FLIR and laser range finder
[SA-79-19090]
The MX 1105, an integrated Transit/Omega navigator
p0444 A79-36072
A navigation filter for an integrated
GPS/JTIDS/INS system for a tactical aircraft ---
Joint Tactical Information Distribution System
p0448 A79-36087
Increasing the accuracy of integrated
Doppler/TACAN navigation through frequent change
of TACAN stations p0514 A79-41778
Expanding the region of convergence for SITAN
through improved modeling of terrain
nonlinearities --- Sandia Inertial Terrain Aided
Navigation [AD-A062247] p0619 A79-48678
Dynamic simulator test and evaluation of a JTIDS
relative navigation system --- Joint Tactical
Information Distribution System p0621 A79-48694
System configuration and algorithms design of the
inertially aided JTIDS Relative Navigation
function --- Joint Tactical Information
Distribution System p0622 A79-48716
Low-cost inertial navigation for moderate-g missions
HYBRID STRUCTURES
Hybrid Wing Box structure p0532 A79-43331
Design and development of a hybrid composite rotor
blade for the circulation control rotor system
[AB-79-46] p0632 A79-49098
Design, fabrication, and evaluation of GATEDIZED
(trade name) ceramic-wrought alloy attachment
concepts --- for gas turbine engines
[AD-A064597] p0823 A79-22102
HYDRAULIC ACTUATORS
U ACTUATORS
U HYDRAULIC EQUIPMENT
U HYDRAULIC ANALOGUES
Making fluid flows visible p0489 A79-36373
HYDRAULIC CONTROL
Engineering studies of aircraft hydraulic drives
A-258
HYDROELASTICITY

- a gliding flat-bottomed plate with keel
  p0021 $A79-12200$

- Thermal and dynamic phenomena in seals
  [AD-A061754] p0309 $A79-19396$

- Performance of a TAP-2 hydrofoil
  [AD-A065102] p0443 $A79-23261$

HYDROELASTICITY

- Aerohydroelastic opening of a shell in unsteady flow
  p0325 $A79-29151$

HYDROFOILS

- HYDROFOIL CRAFT
- HYDROFOIL WAVES
- Gas turbines for ACVs and hydrofoils
  p0604 $A79-47865$
- Jet propulsion for ACVs and hydrofoils
  p0604 $A79-47867$

HYDROFOILS

- The hydrofoil sea-plane as high-speed naval craft
  p0532 $A79-43456$
- Performance of a TAP-2 hydrofoil
  [AD-A065102] p0443 $A79-23261$

HYDROGEN

- LIQUID HYDROGEN
- Hydrogen enrichment for low-emission jet combustion
  p0190 $A79-21347$
- NASA research on hydrogen for high altitude aircraft
  p0239 $A79-16999$

HYDROGEN COMPOUNDS

- HYDROXYL COMPOUNDS

HYDROGEN CLUSTERS

- HYDROXYL COMPOUNDS

HYDROGEN ENGINES

- Initial wind tunnel tests at Mach 4 and 7 of a hydrogen-burning, airframe-integrated scramjet
  [AIAA 79-7045] p0330 $A79-29413$

HYDROGEN FUELS

- Critical influence of finite rate chemistry and unaisenced on ignition and combustion of
  supersonic R2-air streams
  [AIAA 79-0355] p0146 $A79-19668$
- A model of transverse fuel injection applied to the computation of supersonic combustor flow
  [AIAA 79-0359] p0147 $A79-19668$
- Drag reduction by cooling in hydrogen fueled aircraft
  p0152 $A79-20084$
- The potential of liquid hydrogen as a military aircraft fuel
  p0186 $A79-20773$
- Some environmental and safety aspects of using hydrogen as a fuel
  p0186 $A79-20774$
- Cryohydrogen-fuel for tomorrow's commercial aircraft
  p0279 $A79-27656$
- The effect of hydrogen addition on ignition delays and flame propagation in spark ignition engines
  p0464 $A79-33827$
- Autoignition of hydrogen injected transverse to a supersonic air stream
  [AIAA PAPER 79-1239] p0475 $A79-39818$
- Liquid hydrogen fueled commercial aircraft
  p0573 $A79-45600$
- Numerical investigation of the perpendicular injector flow field in a hydrogen fueled scramjet
  [AIAA PAPER 78-1882] p0574 $A79-46688$
- Laminar flow stabilization by surface cooling on hydrogen fueled aircraft
  [AIAA PAPER 79-1863] p0610 $A79-47920$
- Lockheed urges hydrogen fuel
  p0641 $A79-49224$
- Characterization of a swept-strut hydrogen fuel-injector for scramjet applications
  p0635 $A79-49355$
- Drag reduction by cooling in hydrogen-fueled aircraft
  p0641 $A79-49921$
- Comparison of alternate fuels for aircraft
  p0680 $A79-51100$
- Combustor modelling for scramjet engines
  p0699 $A79-52675$
- NASA research on hydrogen for high altitude aircraft
  p0239 $A79-16999$
- New initiatives in high altitude aircraft
  p0239 $A79-17000$
- Suntan
  p0239 $A79-17001$
- Fuel hydrogen content as an indicator of radiative heat transfer in an aircraft gas turbine combustor
  [AD-A067709] p0244 $A79-26224$

Subject Index

- Study of the application of hydrogen fuel to long-range subsonic transport aircraft. Volume 1: Summary
- Hydrogen use as a fuel. Citations from the NTIS data base
  [NTIS/PS-79/0779/3] p0720 $A79-33347$

HYDROKINETICS

- HYDRO_DYNAMIC WAVE
- U MAGNETOHYDRO_DYNAMIC FLOW
- U MAGNETOHYDRO_DYNAMIC WAVES

HYDROMECHANICS

- NT HYDROMECHANICS
- Lectures on hydromechanics --- Russian book
  p0449 $A79-36378$

HYDROPLANE (SURFACES)

- Longitudinal distribution of hydrodynamic load on a gliding flat-bottomed plate with keel
  p0021 $A79-12200$

HYDROPLANNING

- Sea behavior prediction of helicopters through free model tests
  p0132 $A79-16670$

HYDROSIS

- HYDROPLANNING (SURFACES)

HYDROXYL COMPOUNDS

- NT ETHYL ALCOHOL
- NT ETHYL ALCOHOLS

HYDROXIDES

- HYDROXIDES (SURFACES)

HYDRONAGIETIC WAVES

- HYDROTHERMAL WAVES
- HYDROTHERMAL WAVE

HYDROPLANES (SURFACES)

- HYDROPLANES (SURFACES)

HYDROPHOBICITY

- Characterizing expansive soils for airport pavement design
  [AD-A059785] p0168 $A79-14247$

HYPERBOLAS

- Source radiation from hyperboloidal inlet ducts
  [AIAA PAPER 79-0677] p0267 $A79-26685$
- An experimental study of sound radiation from hyperboloidal inlet ducts
  [NASA-TN-78-08109] p0530 $A79-27931$

HYPERBOLIC NAVIGATION

- LT LORAN
- LT LORAN C
- LT CSHORAN

- Hyperbolic positioning per se is passe --- navigation computations from range measurements using microprocessor
  p0447 $A79-36707$

HYPERSONIC AIRCRAFT

- High speed interference heating loads and pressure distributions resulting from eleven deflections --- shock wave interaction effects on hypersonic aircraft surfaces
  [AIAA PAPER 79-0185] p0142 $A79-19562$
- Experimental investigation of the buckling characteristics of a beaded skin panel for a hypersonic aircraft - Including comparisons with finite element and classical analyses
- Recent advances in convectively cooled engine and airframe structures for hypersonic flight
  p0153 $A79-20087$
- Projected aircraft systems development
  [AAS PAPER 78-194] p0189 $A79-21278$
- Creep calculation for thin-walled structures operating under unsteady heating and loading conditions
  p0190 $A79-20087$

Structural concepts and experimental considerations for a versatile high-speed research airplane
  [NASA-TM-87-034] p0162 $A79-13019$

HYPERSONIC RESEARCH AIRPLANE

- Configuration development study of the X-24C
  p0119 $A79-13019$
- Configuration development study of the X-24C hypersonic research airplane
  p0210 $A79-145276$
- Configuration development study of the X-24C hypersonic research airplane, phase 3
  p0232 $A79-16639$

K-260
ICE ENVIRONMENTS

ICE FORMATION

ICE CLOUD GLACIATION

Helicopter I - air cushion ice breaker in commercial operations

ICE FORMATION

ICE CLOUD GLACIATION

Construction of a refrigerated wind tunnel with a supercooled droplet production system for research on icing

Aircon electrically heated acrylic --- for ice formation prevention on aircraft transparencies

Icing testing for aircraft engines

Meteorological icing conditions

Icing test facilities at the National Gas Turbine Establishment

Installation of icing tests

Engine icing measurement capabilities at the AEDC

The dynamic ice detector for helicopters

Aircraft engine icing, technical summary

Experimental and theoretical study of the influence of various parameters on an icing section

Icing tests on turbojet and turbofan engines using the NGTF engine test facility

Tests under snow and icing conditions with the B-52 high-pressure and one-dimensional low-pressure engine test facility

Icing tests of a small gas turbine with inertial separation anti-icing system

Natural icing flight tests and additional simulated icing tests of a UH-1H helicopter incorporating an electrothermal ice protection system

Aircraft icing

Helicopter ice detection, icing severity and liquid water content measurements

Icing trials on the front fuselage and engine intakes of helicopters at conditions simulating forward flight

Ice accretion and its effects on aerodynamics of unprotected aircraft components

A theoretical and experimental means to predict ice accretion shapes for evaluating aircraft handling and performance characteristics

Icing test facilities and test techniques in Europe

Icing test facilities in Canada

Temperature measurements on the Vickers Viscount stabilizer in flight under icing conditions

Aircraft icing

Helicopter icing research

Summary Report of the Icing Committee

Icing testing in the large Rodane wind-tunnel on full-scale and reduced scale models

Frost formation on an airfoil: A mathematical model

Aircraft icing

Aircraft icing: Introduction

Preventive summary of Aircraft Icing Specialists Workshop

Icing of aircraft Some remarks with an historical slant from a cloud physicist

Safety hazard of aircraft icing

Civil Helicopter icing problems

A review of the icing situation from the standpoint of general aviation

Overview of helicopter ice protection system developments

An operational research investigation of the ice-detection capability and utility of the surface condition analyzer (SCAN) system and its applicability to Navy-wide use

ICE OBSERVATION

ICE PACES

ICE PREVENTION

Ice protection systems of the Puma --- helicopter operations

Hybrid heater/paste and heater/flexible coating schemes for de-icing helicopter rotor blades

Vibratory ice protection for helicopter rotor blades

Artificial icing test coupons during the UN 101A engine installation

Icing tests on turbojet and turbofan engines using the NGTF engine test facility

Tests under snow and icing conditions with the B-52 high-pressure and one-dimensional low-pressure engine test facility

Icing tests of a small gas turbine with inertial separation anti-icing system

Natural icing flight tests and additional simulated icing tests of a UH-1H helicopter incorporating an electrothermal ice protection system
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUBJECT INDEX</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parameter and state estimation applicable to aircraft identification problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The enhancement of aircraft parameter identification using linear transformations --- for stability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A computer program for aircraft identification and derivative extraction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimation of longitudinal aircraft characteristics using parameter identification techniques</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recent results in parameter identification for high angle-of-attack stall regimes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An IFP antenna with superior sidelobe and backlobe suppression characteristics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFP (RULES)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INS RT INSTRUMENT FLIGHT RULES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELECTRIC IGNITION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT SPARK IGNITION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ignition/stabilization/atomization - Alternative fuels in gas turbine combustors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ignition in the gas turbine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ignition of fuel sprays by hot surfaces and stabilization of aircraft fires</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autoignition of fuels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seat test program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IGNITION LIMITS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ignition characteristics of nose aircraft interior fabrics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Critical influence of finite rate chemistry and unsidedness on ignition and combustion of supersonic E2-air streams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autoignition of hydrogen injected transverse to a supersonic airstream</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On the question of selecting the characteristic quantity governing fuel self-ignition in a stream</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ignition systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dual breakerless aircraft magneto onboard aircraft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IGNITION TEMPERATURE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT FLASH POINT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preventing fires in airport fuel systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TL-62 AIRCRAFT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical characteristics and cost data for the TL-62 and TL-62M aircraft and optimal flight conditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ILLINOIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air traffic control/full beacon collision avoidance system Chicago simulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0713 79-33178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ILLUMINATING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation of threshold and prethreshold lights for media intensity approach lighting systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0237 79-16587</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ILS (Landing Systems)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U INSTRUMENT LANDING SYSTEMS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ILYUSHIN AIRCRAFT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT TL-62 AIRCRAFT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ilyushin &quot;Candid&quot; --- Soviet transport for enhanced air mobility and logistical support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TL-62 AIRCRAFT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT TL-62 AIRCRAFT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ilyushin &quot;Candid&quot; --- Soviet transport for enhanced air mobility and logistical support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMAGE CONVERTERS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real time compression of video signals --- protection against jamming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scan converter and raster display controller for night vision display systems</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**IMAGE ENHANCEMENT**

- Effect of image tilt of a virtual image display on simulated transport touchdown performance
  - [NASA-SP-1520] p0715 79-33189

- Better utilization of SAR dynamic range --- airborne display capacity improvement
  - p0053 79-13200

- Enhancement of radar imagery by maximum entropy processing
  - p0053 79-13201

- Elimination of scale and luminance distortions in thermal imaging systems with a large field of view --- onboard aircraft
  - p0277 79-27416

- IMAGE MOTION COMPENSATION
  - Antenna to IMU mounting for SAR motion compensation --- Inertial Measurement Unit
    - p0018 79-11913
  - Quaternion matching in transfer alignment for SAR motion compensation
    - p0617 79-48641

- IMAGE PROCESSING
  - Enhancement of radar imagery by maximum entropy processing
    - p0053 79-13201
  - Radar simulation from optical photography --- for scene prediction map in navigational guidance
    - p0071 79-15154
  - Preprocessing for advanced image matching techniques
    - p0610 79-48603
  - Synthetic aperture radar map matching for navigation
    - p061l 79-48603
  - An analysis of SAPPiRE image parameters as a function of processing parameters --- for synthetic aperture radar data processing
    - p0618 79-48666
  - System description: AviatiOn Wide-Angle Virtual System (AWAVS) Computer Image Generator (CIG) visual system
    - p0445 79-23683

- IMAGERY
  - NT AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY
  - NT HOLOGRAPHY
  - NT INFRARED IMAGERY
  - NT PHOTOGRAMMETRY
  - NT SAFE TRACERiets
  - NT RADIOGRAPHY
  - NT SCON,00GRAPHY
  - NT STEREOPHOTOGRAPHY
  - NT STEREOGRAPHY
  - The Luftansa day/night computer generated visual system
    - p0233 79-15985
  - Methods for the validation of synthesized images in visual flight simulation --- space perception during landing approach
    - p0354 79-20021

- IMAGING TECHNIQUES
  - NT IMAGE ENHANCEMENT
  - NT RADAR IMAGERY
  - Synthetic image generation for visual simulation in training simulators using the Tornado visual simulator as an example
    - [DCLB PAPER 78-150] p0062 79-14905
  - 360-deg non-programmed visual display --- for flight training
    - p0071 79-15152
  - Visual simulation systems --- for vehicle operator training
    - p0071 79-15153
  - General principles of automatic video trackers. II - Area trackers
    - p0071 79-15159
  - Computer generated images for aircraft use
    - p0186 79-20792
  - A three-channel high-resolution TV image generation system --- flight simulator application
    - p0281 79-28160
  - Aviation wide angle visual system (AWAVS) --- Visual system performance
    - p0281 79-28161
  - Digital sensor simulation at the Defense Mapping Agency Aerospace Center
    - p0622 79-48705
  - Real time compression of video signals --- protection against jamming
    - p0622 79-48712

**IMMITTANCE**

- NT ELECTRICAL IMPEDANCE
The integrity of aircraft jet engines under the impact of foreign bodies 

IMPACT SENSITIVITY

U IMPACT RESISTANCE

IMPACT PERFORMANCE

Investigation of the crash impact characteristics of composite airframe structures [AHS 78-51]

The application of composites to secondary structures [AHS 78-55]

USAF bird impact resistant windshield technology program

The Charpy impact test as a method for evaluating impact resistance of composite materials [AD-A555917]

Windshield technology demonstrator program/canopy detail design options study

IMPACT TESTS

MT CHARPY IMPACT TEST

Crashworthiness tests on model aircraft fuselage structures [AIAA 79-0688]

NASA/PAA general aviation crash dynamics program - A status report [AIAA 79-0780]

Experimental verification of program NASA - A mathematical model for general aviation structural crash dynamics [SAE PAPER 790590]

Seat/Occupant crash dynamic analysis verification test program [SAE PAPER 790590]

NASA general aviation crashworthiness seat development [SAE PAPER 790591]

Crash-resistant fuel systems for general aviation aircraft [SAE PAPER 790592]

A dynamic analysis of landing impact [AD-A059176]

B-52B-008/DVT (Drop Test Vehicle) configuration 1 with and without fins) flight test results - captive flight and drop test missions [NASA-CH-150055]

Interactive multi-mode blade impact analysis [NASA-PAP-79-113559.2]

Analysis of high velocity impact on hybrid composite fan blades [NASA-TN-79-12085]

High speed bird impact testing of aircraft transparencies [AD-A071814]

IMPACT TOLERANCE

The effects of latest military criteria on the structural weight of the Hughes advanced attack helicopter - YAH-64

Damage-tolerant design of the YAH-61A main rotor system

Damage-tolerant design of the YAH-64 main rotor blade

Damage tolerance in advanced composite materials

Damage-tolerant fan blade design [AIAA PAPER 79-1119]

IMPEDANCE

U IMPEDANCE MEASUREMENTS

Impedance measurements on a spinning model helicopter rotor [NASA-TN-79-13317]

Calculation of rotor impedance for articulated-rotor helicopters in forward flight [NASA-CH-150055.2]

A dynamic analysis of landing impact

IMPEDIANCE LOADS

Composite components under impact load and effects of defects on the loading capacity [AGL 79-190]

IMPEDANCE RESISTANCE

Impact tolerance design of the YAH-64 drive system [AHS 78-46]

MultiDimensional advanced composites for improved impact resistance

IMPEDANCE SUBJECTED TO IMPACT LOADS

Test methodology correlation for foreign object damage [AD-A057322]

Test of crash-resistant fuel system for general aviation aircraft [FAA-HO-78-122]

Rain-erosion resistant materials in air and space travel [NASA-TP-2819]

IMPACT DECELERATION

U IMPACT TOLERANCES

U ROTOR BLADES (TURBOMACHINERY)

The Charpy impact test as a method for evaluating impact resistance of composite materials

Windshield technology demonstrator program/canopy detail design options study

A method for selecting a crashworthy fuel system

Impact of soft bodies on jet engine fan blades [AD-A056617]

Lighting qualification test/attachment points on actual aircraft parts /A aircraft [AD-A071814]

U IMPACT RESISTANCE

MultiDimensional advanced composites for improved impact resistance

Test methodology correlation for foreign object damage

Test of crash-resistant fuel system for general aviation aircraft

Rain-erosion resistant materials in air and space travel

The Charpy impact test as a method for evaluating impact resistance of composite materials

Windshield technology demonstrator program/canopy detail design options study

A method for selecting a crashworthy fuel system

Impact of soft bodies on jet engine fan blades [AD-A056617]

Lighting qualification test/attachment points on actual aircraft parts /A aircraft [AD-A071814]

U IMPACT RESISTANCE

MultiDimensional advanced composites for improved impact resistance

Test methodology correlation for foreign object damage

Test of crash-resistant fuel system for general aviation aircraft

Rain-erosion resistant materials in air and space travel

The Charpy impact test as a method for evaluating impact resistance of composite materials

Windshield technology demonstrator program/canopy detail design options study

A method for selecting a crashworthy fuel system

Impact of soft bodies on jet engine fan blades [AD-A056617]

Lighting qualification test/attachment points on actual aircraft parts /A aircraft [AD-A071814]

U IMPACT RESISTANCE

MultiDimensional advanced composites for improved impact resistance

Test methodology correlation for foreign object damage

Test of crash-resistant fuel system for general aviation aircraft

Rain-erosion resistant materials in air and space travel

The Charpy impact test as a method for evaluating impact resistance of composite materials

Windshield technology demonstrator program/canopy detail design options study

A method for selecting a crashworthy fuel system

Impact of soft bodies on jet engine fan blades [AD-A056617]

Lighting qualification test/attachment points on actual aircraft parts /A aircraft [AD-A071814]

U IMPACT RESISTANCE

MultiDimensional advanced composites for improved impact resistance

Test methodology correlation for foreign object damage

Test of crash-resistant fuel system for general aviation aircraft

Rain-erosion resistant materials in air and space travel

The Charpy impact test as a method for evaluating impact resistance of composite materials

Windshield technology demonstrator program/canopy detail design options study

A method for selecting a crashworthy fuel system

Impact of soft bodies on jet engine fan blades [AD-A056617]

Lighting qualification test/attachment points on actual aircraft parts /A aircraft [AD-A071814]

U IMPACT RESISTANCE

MultiDimensional advanced composites for improved impact resistance

Test methodology correlation for foreign object damage

Test of crash-resistant fuel system for general aviation aircraft

Rain-erosion resistant materials in air and space travel

The Charpy impact test as a method for evaluating impact resistance of composite materials

Windshield technology demonstrator program/canopy detail design options study

A method for selecting a crashworthy fuel system
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUBJECT INDEX</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>A new baseline for the inertial navigation strapdown simulator program. Volume 1:</strong> Introduction and summary [AD-A062807] p0381 N79-21037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>A new baseline for the inertial navigation strapdown simulator program. Volume 2:</strong> Analytical development [AD-A062808] p0381 N79-21038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>A new baseline for the inertial navigation strapdown simulator program. Volume 3:</strong> Program and description and users guide [AD-A062809] p0381 N79-21039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>A new baseline for the inertial navigation strapdown simulator program. Volume 4:</strong> Program listings [AD-A062810] p0381 N79-21040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>A method for evaluating KC-135 avionics configurations</strong> [AD-A059446] p0594 N79-29186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Design and testing of a redundant skewed inertial sensor concept for integrated navigation and flight control</strong> [AD-A065575] p0655 N79-30202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Low-cost inertial navigation for moderate-g missions (NASA-TM-102205)</strong> [AD-A070667] p0706 N79-32205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Autonomous navigation system --- using gyroscopic pendulums and globes for air navigation system which disproves the necessity of frame reference.</strong> [NASA-CR-11257-1] p0713 N79-33177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INERTIAL PLATFORMS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antenna to IMU mounting for SAR motion compensation --- Inertial Measurement Unit p0018 N79-11913</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Considerations on optimal self-alignment of gyrostabilized platforms p0058 N79-14663</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quaternion matching in transfer alignment for SAR motion compensation p0067 N79-14671</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error model verification for a three axis laser gyro strapdown inertial measurement unit [AD-A066847] p0619 N79-22072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INERTIAL REFERENCE SYSTEMS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inertial Referenced Flight Inspection System p0860 N79-37150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multifunction Inertial Reference Assembly Technology (MIRAT) simulation development, configuration evaluation, and test plan development [AD-A057328] p0090 N79-12057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functional requirements of the interface between the NAVSTAR GPS receiver model X and the advanced inertial reference sphere, volume 2 [AD-A057653] p0090 N79-12058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Failure modes and redundancy analysis for the Multifunction Inertial Reference Assembly (MIRA) p0232 N79-16804</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preliminary feasibility assessment of Multi-function Inertial Reference Assembly (MIRA) --- using the F-15 and a transport aircraft p0353 N79-20017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INFINITE SPAN WINGS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypersonic viscous shock layer on infinite-span arrow wings at angle of attack p0410 N79-35158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Axial flow in trailing line vortices [AD-A057075] p0034 N79-10034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INFLATABLE DEVICES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INFLATABLE STRUCTURES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INFLATEABLE BALLOONS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HIGH ALTITUDE BALLOONS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TETHERED BALLOONS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development of anti-G valves for high performance aircraft p0066 N79-14414</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parachute ejection seat --- evaluated and compared to present parachute system p0066 N79-14420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development and initial test results of parachutes with Automatic Inflation Modulation (AIM) p006 C4 N79-33618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inflatable survival systems for helicopters p0403 N79-33624</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**INFRARED IMAGERY**

Test and evaluation of modified high performance jet aircrew life preserver [AD-A063995] p0419 N79-22067 |
Development of an inflatable head/neck restraint system for ejection seats, update [AD-A067124] p0540 N79-26308 |

**INFLUENCE COEFFICIENT**

**STRUCTURAL INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS**

A refined prediction method for supersonic unsteady aerodynamics with AIC partition scheme --- Aerodynamic Influence Coefficient [AIAA 79-0770] p0321 N79-29023 |

**INFORMATION DISSEMINATION**

Availability and use of weather data --- in general aviation p0198 N79-22711 |
Development of the L-1011 Flight Management System p0260 N79-26535 |

**INFORMATION SYSTEMS**

**INFORMATION MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS**

New approaches concerning the implementation of JTIDS in tactical aircraft using radar target extractors with the aid of very fast microprogrammable data processors p0265 N79-26754 |
Digital Avionics Information System (DAIS): cockpit programs p0332 N79-29485 |
Information systems in civil aviation p0336 N79-29973 |
JTIDS relative navigation - Architecture, error characteristics and operational benefits --- Joint Tactical Information Distribution System p0622 N79-48715 |
Summary report of the Weather Services Committee p0244 N79-17431 |
Implementing JTIDS in tactical aircraft p0676 N79-31491 |

**INFORMATION THEORY**

Some possible applications of identification theory techniques in telemetry --- for aircraft communication p0451 N79-36589 |

**INFORMATION TRANSMISSION**

**DATA TRANSMISSION**

**INFRARED DETECTORS**

**INFRARED SCANNERS**

**PRESENTATION OF THERMAL OR RESIDUAL-LIGHT TV
INJECTION CARBURETORS
INJECTORS
INJECTION INITIAL VALUE PROBLEMS
INFRASONIC FREQUENCIES
INFRARED TRACKING
INFRARED SPECTROMETERS
INFRARED RADIOMETERS
INFRARED RADIATION
INFRARED MISERS
INFRARED LASERS
INFRARED INSTRUMENTS
SUBJECT INDEX

INJECTORS
MT WATER INJECTION
MT LIQUID INJECTION
MT GAS INJECTION
MT LIQUID INJECTION
MT WATER INJECTION
INJECTION CARBURETORS
U FUEL INJECTION
INJECTORS
MT NOSEY INJECTORS
Instability of fluid flow in centrifugal injector
p0279 A79-27731

The injector driven tunnel
p0438 A79-23106

INJURIES
MT CRASH INJURIES
MT EJECTION INJURIES
Listing of accidents/incidents by aircraft make and model, US Civil aviation, 1976
[FB-283000/4]
p0044 A79-11016

INLET FLOW
Asymmetric swirling flows in turbomachine annulus
[ASME PAPER 78-GT-109]
p0001 A79-10260

?Propeller unsteady thrust due to operation in turbulent inflow
[ASME PAPER 78-GT-94]
p0007 A79-10762

Weak extinction limits of turbulent flowing mixtures --- flame stabilization
[ASME PAPER 78-GT-146]
p0010 A79-10798

Gas turbine engine inlet flow distortion guidelines
[SAE ARP 1625]
p0018 A79-11624

Design of two-dimensional external compression
supersonic inlets
p0063 A79-14517

Predicted inlet gas temperatures for gas turbine reinforced superalloy turbine blades
p0111 A79-17029

Calculation of transonic inlet flowfields using generalized coordinates
[AIAA PAPER 79-0012]
p0138 A79-19477

An efficient user-oriented method for calculating compressible flow about three-dimensional inlet
[AIAA PAPER 79-0061]
p0141 A79-19524

Reynolds number, scale and frequency content effects on P-15 inlet instantaneous distortion
[AIAA PAPER 78-0104]
p0141 A79-19533

Calculation of three-dimensional flow field in supersonic inlets at angle of attack using a bicharacteristic method with discrete shock wave fitting
[AIAA PAPER 79-0379]
p0147 A79-19698

The flow at the inlet and in the throat region of a plane supersonic air intake
p0190 A79-21420

Propagation of inlet flow distortions through an axial compressor --- transonic flow pressure distortion
[AIAA PAPER 79-0577]
p0269 479-26909

Aerodynamic performance of scarf inlets
p0200 A79-23510

An experimental study of pulsating flow in a three stage axial flow compressor
p0213 A79-24221

Considerations for the design of inlet flow condit...
Combined pressure and temperature distortion effects on internal flow of a turbofan engine [NASA TP-79-11305] p0071 A79-39031
Aerodynamic improvement of the inlet pipe of a gas turbine [NASA TP-79-11305] p0071 A79-39031

An analysis of air intakes in the boundary layer [NASA TP-79-11435] p0909 A79-13022

Performance of a V/STOL tilt nacelle inlet with blowing boundary layer control [AIAA PAPER 79-1162] p0603 A79-47347
Recent applications of theoretical analysis to V/STOL inlet design [NASA TM-79051] p0636 A79-49530

An approach to optimum subsonic inlet design [NASA TM-79051] p0636 A79-49530
Measurements of inlet flow distortions in an axial flow fan (6 and 9 blade rotor) [NASA CR-157882] p0309 N79-13009
Theoretical study of VTOL nacelle intakes [NASA TP-1360] p0165 N79-14996

Experimental evaluation of the effect of inlet distortion on compressor blade vibrations [NASA TP-79050] p0227 N79-16647
Effects of inflow distortion profiles on fan noise calculated using a 3-D theory [NASA TP-79050] p0227 N79-16647
Aerodynamic and Mechanical factors affecting the surge line: Inlet flow distortion influences on axial flow compressors [NASA TM-79051] p0307 N79-19363

Unsteady effects of circumferential pressure disturbance inlets flows in compressors [AD-A062550] p0366 N79-20123
An experimental study of the response of a turbo-machine rotor to a low frequency inlet distortion [AD-A064476] p0436 N79-23069

Effect of steady-state pressure distortion on flow characteristics entering a turbofan engine [NASA TM-79134] p0486 N79-23969
Self stabilizing sonic inlet [NASA-CASP-11890-1] p0493 N79-24976
Performance of a V/STOL tilt nacelle inlet with blowing boundary layer control [NASA TM-79176] p0546 N79-27093

Effect of rotor meridional velocity ratio on response to inlet radial and circumferential distortion [NASA TP-1276] p0581 N79-28177
Recent applications of theoretical analysis to V/STOL inlet design [NASA TM-7921] p0590 N79-29143
Effect of steady-state temperature distortion and combined distortion on inlet flow to a turbofan engine [NASA TM-79237] p0653 N79-30187
An experimental study of the response of a turbo-machine rotor to a low frequency inlet distortion [NASA TP-79176] p0716 N79-33203

INLET NOZZLES
Preliminary flight and wind tunnel comparisons of the inlet/airframe interaction of the F-15 airplane [AIAA PAPER 79-1002] p0200 A79-23513
Asymmetric distortion generation in a variable height annulus --- for compressor inflow [AIAA JOURNAL 79-4002] p0327 A79-29378
An approach to optimum subsonic inlet design [ASM PAPER 79-05-51] p0341 A79-30527
Aerodynamic improvement of the inlet pipe of a gas turbine [NASA TP-79-11305] p0071 A79-39031

Inlet design studies for a Mach 2.2 advanced supersonic cruise vehicle [AIAA PAPER 79-1614] p0684 A79-51247
High angle of incidence implications upon air intake design and location for supersonic cruise aircraft and highly maneuverable transonic aircraft [NASA TP-79-1150] p0684 A79-22926

Theoretical fan velocity distortions and nozzle --- in V/STOL aircraft [NASA TP-79-1150] p0684 A79-23911

INLET PRESSURE
Determination of ejector nozzle starting parameters [NASA CR-159026] p0375 N79-20787
Total pressure recovery of flared fan nozzles used as inlets [NASA CR-159026] p0375 N79-20787
Predicted F100 engine response to circumferential pressure and temperature distortion [NASA TP-79-11305] p0476 A79-39019
Further test results with the airjet distortion generator - a new tool for aircraft turbine engine testing [AIAA PAPER 79-1185] p0510 A79-40752
Unloading the drive of gas distributor valves operating at high pressures [NASA TP-79-11435] p0909 A79-13022

N/SE-NOZZLES/INLETS

U IN TUBE SYSTEMS
THORACIC COATINGS
U AMMONIUM NITRATES

INPUT/OUTPUT ROUTINES

VORTAB --- a data-tablet method of developing input data for the VORTAB program [NASA CR-159026] p0375 N79-20787
Digital Avionics Information System (DAIS) serial input/output (I/O) exercise [AD-A062646] p0302 N79-21094

INSECTS

INSPECTION
Determination of inspection intervals for aircraft structures with allowance for the two-stage nature of fatigue damage [NASA CR-159026] p0375 N79-21094
Determination of inspection intervals for aircraft structures on the basis of fracture mechanics [DG1R 79-021] p0347 A79-31948
High level maintenance below sea level [NASA CR-159026] p0375 N79-31948
Small hole drilling and inspection with pulsed laser systems --- in air-cooled aircraft engine structures [NASA CR-159026] p0375 N79-31948

INSPEXIVITY

U SENSITIVITY

INSERTS

U RESIN INSECTS
INSTALLATION

[AD-1071102] p0711 N79-32560

INSTALLATION

U INSTALLING

[AD-1062603] p0370 N79-20303

INSTRUMENT APPROACH

Development of a microwave multilateration system for V/STOL landing guidance p0058 A79-13273

A review of helicopter control-display requirements for decelerating instrument approach [AIAA 79-1693] p0569 A79-45345


Subjective assessment of a helicopter approach system for IFR conditions p0656 N79-30209

Simulation and study of V/STOL landing aids for USMC AV-8 aircraft p0657 N79-30214

INSTRUMENT COMPENSATION

NT TEMPERATURE COMPENSATION

An instrumentation modeling technique used in the identification of aerodynamic coefficients from flight test data [IAF PAPER 79-09] p0016 A75-11239

Comparison of typical gyro-errors for strapdown applications p0067 A79-14662

Experience with integrated navigation involving compensation according to the method of the least squares --- for air traffic control p0115 A79-17679

Small signal compensation of magnetic fields resulting from aircraft maneuvers p0638 A79-49605

INSTRUMENT ERRORS

Comparison of typical gyro-errors for strapdown applications p0067 A79-14662

Bearing errors in the WVF omnirange due to scattering from wires --- in aircraft receiver p0076 A79-15460

A new L-band NLS/DME with high accuracy p0011 A79-16537

Possibilities for increasing distance measurement accuracy of DME --- Distance Measuring Equipment [DGLR PAPER 79-004] p0519 A79-42366

Sources and magnitude of radio compass instrumental errors p0533 A79-43503

A deterministic investigation of strapped down navigation system accuracy p0621 A79-48695

INSTRUMENT FLIGHT RULES

ATC simulations for the implementation of bilingual IFR control in Canada p0126 A79-18229

Evaluation of IFR handling qualities of helicopters using the NASA airborne V/STOL simulator [AIAA 79-0702] p0276 A79-27365

A pilot simulator investigation of helicopter precision decelerating approaches to hover to determine single-pilot IFR/STIFR/ requirements [AIAA 79-1886] p0573 A79-85413

PILOTED SIMULATOR INVESTIGATION OF HELICOPTER CONTROL SYSTEM EFFECTS ON HANDLING QUALITIES DURING INSTRUMENT FLIGHT [ARS 79-26] p0619 A79-49078

Flight investigation of helicopter IFR approaches to oil rigs using airborne weather and mapping radar [ARS 79-52] p0633 A79-49104

Single pilot IFR operating problems determined from accident data analysis [NASA-TM-77873] p0048 A79-11013

Evaluation of a flight simulator (device 2820) for maintaining instrument proficiency among instrument-rated army pilots [AD-A060557] p0181 N79-15102

LED instrument approach instruction display [NASA-TM-78823] p0972 N79-17954


Review of airworthiness standards for certification of helicopters for IFR operation p0549 N79-27127

INSTRUMENT LANDING SYSTEMS

BY WEATHER CONDITIONS

Advances in decelerating steep approach and landing for helicopter instrument approaches [ARS 79-16] p0629 A79-49605

The T & E simulator -- A comparison with flight test results p0643 A79-50169

The look-point Aircraft Coordinate Estimator (LACE) and potential applications [NASA-TM-78806] p0173 N79-15044

State of the Federal Aviation Administration's microwave landing system [FR-267272/2] p0217 N79-15936

Evaluation of a remote tone signaling control/sensor system as lightning/transient protection for solid state instrument landing systems [AD-A063766] p0425 N79-22116

An asynchronous data transmission system with low error probability for the SSTC landing aid p0679 N79-31668

Airborne determination of ground speed: A feasibility study --- instrument landing systems approaches [AD-A073193] p0714 N79-33182

The selection of glide slope antenna patterns for use in the frequency assignment process [AD-A073176] p0714 N79-33188

INSTRUMENT PACKAGES

A modular approach to airborne research instrumentation p0192 A79-21963

INSTRUMENTAL ANALYSIS

U AUTOMATION

INSULATION

NT ELECTRICAL INSULATION

XT BÍRE AND INSULATION

AIR SPACE SYSTEMS

NT AIR INFLUENCES

NT CONICAL INLETS

NT ENGINE INLETS

NT HELICICAL INLETS

NT SUPERSONIC INLETS

NT INTERNAL COMPRESSION INLETS

NT SUPERSONIC INLETS

Development of an inlet for a tilt needle subsonic V/STOL aircraft [ASHE PAPER 78-07-121] p0009 A79-10789

The effect of intake conditions on supersonic flatness in turbofan engines [NASA-TP-7956] p0139 A79-19897

Influence of the ellipticity of the inlet section of an S-shaped air intake on the uniformity of the outward flow --- for aircraft engines p0065 A79-52128

An experimental study of a catalytic combustor for an expendable turbojet engine [AD-A056821] p0005 N79-11104


Icing trials on the front fuselage and engine intakes of helicopters at conditions simulating forward flight p0172 N79-15039

Applications of velocity potential function to acoustic duct propagation and radiation from inlets using finite element theory
JET AIRCRAFT NOISE

SUBJECT INDEX

NT F-104 AIRCRAFT
NT F-106 AIRCRAFT
NT F-111 AIRCRAFT
NT F-100-320 AIRCRAFT
NT IL-62 AIRCRAFT
NT JINDIVIK TARGET AIRCRAFT
NT L-1011 AIRCRAFT
NT LEAR JET AIRCRAFT
NT MIRAGE 3 AIRCRAFT
NT P-3 AIRCRAFT
NT T-2 AIRCRAFT
NT T-33 AIRCRAFT
NT T-38 AIRCRAFT
NT JINDIVIK TARGET AIRCRAFT
NT IL-62 AIRCRAFT
NT F-1011 AIRCRAFT

Gas turbine jet exhaust noise prediction
Analysis of plume rise from jet aircraft

The effect of shear layer instability on jet exhaust noise
Experimental investigation of noise reduction from two parallel-flow jets
Boeing's noise technology facilities
Aeroacoustic characterization of free jets
Coaxial flow noise - Isothermal flow --- for turbojet engine exhaust
Measured and predicted noise of the A-400-Flyer engine
The application of finite element techniques to acoustic transmission in lined ducts with flow
The annoyance of multiple noisy events --- ratings for simulated flyovers
Propagation of buzz-saw noise in a nonuniform medium
An experimental study of USB flap noise reduction through mean flow modification --- Upper Surface Blown
Considerations for the design of inlet flow conditioners for static fan noise testing
Effects of inflow distortion profiles on fan tone noise calculated using a 3-D theory
Diagnostic evaluation of jet noise suppression mechanisms
The sound power spectra of shock-free jets
Coaxial jet noise in flight
Noise from struts and splitters in turbofan exit ducts

The size and performance effects of high lift system technology on a modern twin engine jet transport
Investigation of roll performance for a highly non-linear statically unstable fighter-type aircraft
Investigation of roll performance for a highly non-linear statically unstable fighter-type aircraft

Analysis of plume rise from jet aircraft
Effect of an alternate winglet on the pressure and spanwise load distributions of a first class jet transport wing
The confluence of two supersonic jets at the trailing edge of transonic turbine blades
Investigation of roll performance for a highly nonlinear statically unstable fighter-type aircraft
Analysis of plume rise from jet aircraft
JET AIRCRAFT NOISE

A performance measure for evaluating aircraft landing trajectories
Gas turbine jet exhaust noise prediction
Qualitative analysis of the effect of jet aircraft acoustic characteristics on the optimal take-off program

The continuity factor in aircraft development
Spanwise load distributions of a first class jet transport wing
Wake turbulence and the jumbo jet - whose responsibility, pilot or controller
The effects of low-level wind shear on the approach and go-around performance of a landing jet aircraft
Canadair Challenger flight test status
Canadair Challenger --- business jet subsystems and structural design
Analysis of plume rise from jet aircraft
Effect of an alternate winglet on the pressure and spanwise load distributions of a first class jet transport wing

The size and performance effects of high lift system technology on a modern twin engine jet transport
Investigation of roll performance for a highly nonlinear statically unstable fighter-type aircraft

The effect of shear layer instability on jet exhaust noise
Experimental investigation of noise reduction from two parallel-flow jets
Boeing's noise technology facilities
Aeroacoustic characterization of free jets
Coaxial flow noise - Isothermal flow --- for turbojet engine exhaust
Measured and predicted noise of the A-400-Flyer engine
The application of finite element techniques to acoustic transmission in lined ducts with flow
The annoyance of multiple noisy events --- ratings for simulated flyovers
Propagation of buzz-saw noise in a nonuniform medium
An experimental study of USB flap noise reduction through mean flow modification --- Upper Surface Blown
Considerations for the design of inlet flow conditioners for static fan noise testing
Effects of inflow distortion profiles on fan tone noise calculated using a 3-D theory
Diagnostic evaluation of jet noise suppression mechanisms
The sound power spectra of shock-free jets
Coaxial jet noise in flight
Noise from struts and splitters in turbofan exit ducts

The size and performance effects of high lift system technology on a modern twin engine jet transport
Investigation of roll performance for a highly nonlinear statically unstable fighter-type aircraft
Investigation of roll performance for a highly nonlinear statically unstable fighter-type aircraft

Analysis of plume rise from jet aircraft
Effect of an alternate winglet on the pressure and spanwise load distributions of a first class jet transport wing
The confluence of two supersonic jets at the trailing edge of transonic turbine blades
Investigation of roll performance for a highly nonlinear statically unstable fighter-type aircraft
Analysis of plume rise from jet aircraft
JET AIRCRAFT NOISE

A performance measure for evaluating aircraft landing trajectories
Gas turbine jet exhaust noise prediction
Qualitative analysis of the effect of jet aircraft acoustic characteristics on the optimal take-off program

The effect of shear layer instability on jet exhaust noise
Experimental investigation of noise reduction from two parallel-flow jets
Boeing's noise technology facilities
Aeroacoustic characterization of free jets
Coaxial flow noise - Isothermal flow --- for turbojet engine exhaust
Measured and predicted noise of the A-400-Flyer engine
The application of finite element techniques to acoustic transmission in lined ducts with flow
The annoyance of multiple noisy events --- ratings for simulated flyovers
Propagation of buzz-saw noise in a nonuniform medium
An experimental study of USB flap noise reduction through mean flow modification --- Upper Surface Blown
Considerations for the design of inlet flow conditioners for static fan noise testing
Effects of inflow distortion profiles on fan tone noise calculated using a 3-D theory
Diagnostic evaluation of jet noise suppression mechanisms
The sound power spectra of shock-free jets
Coaxial jet noise in flight
Noise from struts and splitters in turbofan exit ducts

The size and performance effects of high lift system technology on a modern twin engine jet transport
Investigation of roll performance for a highly nonlinear statically unstable fighter-type aircraft
Investigation of roll performance for a highly nonlinear statically unstable fighter-type aircraft

Analysis of plume rise from jet aircraft
Effect of an alternate winglet on the pressure and spanwise load distributions of a first class jet transport wing
The confluence of two supersonic jets at the trailing edge of transonic turbine blades
Investigation of roll performance for a highly nonlinear statically unstable fighter-type aircraft
Analysis of plume rise from jet aircraft
JET AIRCRAFT NOISE

A performance measure for evaluating aircraft landing trajectories
Gas turbine jet exhaust noise prediction
Qualitative analysis of the effect of jet aircraft acoustic characteristics on the optimal take-off program

The effect of shear layer instability on jet exhaust noise
Experimental investigation of noise reduction from two parallel-flow jets
Boeing's noise technology facilities
Aeroacoustic characterization of free jets
Coaxial flow noise - Isothermal flow --- for turbojet engine exhaust
Measured and predicted noise of the A-400-Flyer engine
The application of finite element techniques to acoustic transmission in lined ducts with flow
The annoyance of multiple noisy events --- ratings for simulated flyovers
Propagation of buzz-saw noise in a nonuniform medium
An experimental study of USB flap noise reduction through mean flow modification --- Upper Surface Blown
Considerations for the design of inlet flow conditioners for static fan noise testing
Effects of inflow distortion profiles on fan tone noise calculated using a 3-D theory
Diagnostic evaluation of jet noise suppression mechanisms
The sound power spectra of shock-free jets
Coaxial jet noise in flight
Noise from struts and splitters in turbofan exit ducts

The size and performance effects of high lift system technology on a modern twin engine jet transport
Investigation of roll performance for a highly nonlinear statically unstable fighter-type aircraft
Investigation of roll performance for a highly nonlinear statically unstable fighter-type aircraft

Analysis of plume rise from jet aircraft
Effect of an alternate winglet on the pressure and spanwise load distributions of a first class jet transport wing
The confluence of two supersonic jets at the trailing edge of transonic turbine blades
Investigation of roll performance for a highly nonlinear statically unstable fighter-type aircraft
Analysis of plume rise from jet aircraft
JET AIRCRAFT NOISE

A performance measure for evaluating aircraft landing trajectories
Gas turbine jet exhaust noise prediction
Qualitative analysis of the effect of jet aircraft acoustic characteristics on the optimal take-off program
Requirements and major decision outline - Total program
Reliability between static and in-flight
directivities of jet noise
Airport noise control and land use compatibility
study
A comparison of costs associated with local
actions to reduce aircraft noise impacts
Off-airport land use compatibility - The Maryland
approach and experience
FAA proposes that the standard noise model be the
integrated noise model /TRIR/
Effects of forward velocity on sound radiation
from convecting monopole and dipole sources in jet
flow --- subsonic aircraft model
Application of Laser Doppler Anemometry to
aeroacoustic research
An improved method for predicting the effects of
flight on jet mixing noise
Helical instabilities of slowly divergent jets
Dilatational model of noise from a moving jet in terms
of arbitrary jet structure and observer motion
Peak Strouhal frequency of subsonic jet noise as a
function of Reynolds number
Duct noise radiation through a jet flow
QCSEE - The key to future short-haul air transport
--- Quiet, Clean, Short-Haul Experimental Engine
program
Community noise exposure resulting from aircraft
operations. Volume 6: Acoustic data on Navy
aircraft
Direct correlation of noise and flow of a jet
using laser doppler
Effects of geometric and flow-field variables on
inverted-velocity-profile coaxial jet noise ---
nozzle geometry
Preliminary noise tradeoff study of a Mach 2.7
cruise aircraft
Noise and performance calibration study of a Mach
2.2 supersonic cruise aircraft
A correlation of mixing noise from coaxial jets
with inverted flow profiles
Integrated noise model --- computerized simulation
of commercial jet aircraft near airports
The generation, radiation and prediction of
supersonic jet noise. Volume 2, appendix,
Computer program listing
Aerodynamic noise theory --- lighthill method,
turbulent flow, sound pressure, and wave equations
Jet noise: a status report --- jet mixing and
shock noise studies
Detection of low flying aircraft by acoustical means
Assessment at full scale of nozzle/wing geometry
effects on OTV aero-acoustic characteristics ---
short takeoff aircraft noise
Validation of aircraft noise prediction program
Jet noise and performance comparison study of a
Mach 2.5 supersonic cruise aircraft
Commercial aircraft flight deck noise criteria
JET ENGINE FUELS
Alternative aircraft fuels
Alternative aviation turbine fuels
Future fuels in gas turbine engines
Future fuels in jet engines
Availability question
Measurement of emission water content in aviation
fuels
Effect of broadened-specification fuels on
aircraft engines and fuel systems
Testing to assess the affect of degraded fuel
specifications on the cold start ability of a
T63-4-700 engine
Numerical modelling of the combustion of fuel
sprays in three dimensional can combustors
High-freezing-point fuels used for aviation
turbojet engines
Prospects for reducing the fuel consumption of
civil aircraft
Aviation fuels from coal
Preventing fires in aircraft fuel systems
Analysis of the impact of the use of biofuel
specification fuels on combustors for commercial
aircraft gas turbine engines
### JET ENGINES

The chemical stability of kerosene fractions
The temperature at which thermal dissociation is initiated in jet fuels under static conditions
Enthalpies of combustion of ramjet fuels
The tendency of jet fuels to form deposits on a heated surface
Evaluation of the temperature of the initiation of jet fuel decomposition by means of the 'hardness factor'
Changes in the quality of T-6 fuel upon prolonged storage
Method of determining mechanical-impurity contents in jet fuels
Lockheed urges hydrogen fuel
Alternative fuels in aviation
Comparison of alternate fuels for aircraft
Aviation turbine fuels, 1977
Prediction of selected jet fuel test results using ASTM test method D2887 data with multiple linear regression analysis
Aircraft engine future fuels and energy conservation
Future fuels for aviation
Future aviation fuel suppliers view
The role of fundamental combustion in the future of aviation fuels program --- carbon formation in gas turbine primary zones
Characteristics and combustion of future hydrocarbon fuels
Impact of future fuel properties on aircraft engines and fuel systems
Evaluation of future jet fuel combustion characteristics
Naval Air Systems Command--Naval Research Laboratory Workshop on Basic Research Needs for Synthetic Hydrocarbon Jet Aircraft Fuels
High freezing point fuels used for aviation turbine engines
Behavior of nonmetallic materials in shale oil derived jet fuels and in high aromatic and high sulfur petroleum fuels --- compatibility of aircraft materials to fuels
Evaluation of motor gasoline in the jet fuel thermal oxidation tester --- fuel for gas turbine aircraft engines
Parametric performance of a turbojet engine combustor using jet A and jet B diesel fuel
Some aspects of aircraft jet engine fuels
Thermodynamics of organic compounds
Thermal stability characteristics of hydrocarbon fuels from alternative sources
The impact of alternate fuels on aircraft configuration characteristics --- military aircraft
A filterability study of corrosion inhibited jet fuels
Fuel hydrogen content as an indicator of radiative heat transfer in an aircraft gas turbine combustor
Findings and views concerning the exemption of jet fuel taxes from the mandatory petroleum allocation and price regulations
Influence of jet fuel on permeation and flammability characteristics of graphite epoxy composites
Continuation study of alternate fuels nitroaromatics chemistry
Analysis of the emissions from storage tanks during JP-4 fuel transfer operations. Phase 1: Warm weather conditions
Analytical evaluation of the impact of broad specification fuels on high bypass turbofan engine combustor
Evaluation of motor gasoline in the jet fuel thermal stability
Analysis of aircraft fuels and related materials

### SUBJECT INDEX

- NT DUCTED FAN ENGINES
- NT J-57 ENGINE
- NT J-75 ENGINE
- NT J-97 ENGINE
- NT J-95 ENGINE
- NT J75 ENGINE
- NT T-53 ENGINE
- NT T-63 ENGINE
- NT T-30 ENGINE
- NT TF-41 ENGINE
- NT TURBOFAN ENGINES
- NT TURBOJET ENGINES
- NT TURBOFAN ENGINES

Significance of risk flexing in viscous-damped jet engine dynamics
Experimental method for investigating preintake vortex circulation --- in engine air intakes
Engine requirements for the next generation of fighter aircraft
Two-frequency-range theory of unstable turbulent combustion oscillations in a jet engine combustion chamber. II - Analysis of the characteristic equation and comparison with experiment
Bird strikes to transport aircraft jet engines
Air-inlet engine matching problems of conformal 
A new technique to compute installed jet engine thrust - Applications to trimming for economic and operational benefits
A thermodynamic investigation of the mixer for noise reduction based on the work availability function 'exergy' --- of bypass jet engine gas turbine
Jet discharge coefficient through openings for parallel flow
Research on the creep-rupture strength of saltcracked and nonsaltcracked jet-engine turbine blades prepared from Nimonic 80A
Solution of boundary value problems for the vibration equation for a jet engine model
New techniques in jet engine balancing
Estimation of fatigue life of Al-alloy used for compressor disc of jet engine
Achieving consistency in the production of critical jet engine components by means of press forging
Internal mixer investigation for JT8D engine jet noise reduction. Volume 1: Results
[AD-A057309]

Internal mixer investigation for JT8D engine jet noise reduction. Volume 2: Appendices A, B, C, and D
[AD-A057310/5]

End wall and corner flow improvements of the rectangular Alperin jet-diffuser ejector
[AD-A057663]

An investigation of the performance of a J52-p-8A engine operating under the influence of high blood flow extraction rates
[AD-A057325]

Jet engine test cells: emissions and control measures, phase 1
[PB-283170/2]

The Charpy impact test as a method for evaluating impact resistance of composite materials
[AD-A057967]

A finite element approach to the problems of sound propagation and attenuation in jet engine air intakes
[AD-A057188]

Initial results of a porous plug nozzle for supersonic jet noise suppression
[NASA-TM-78802]

Fluctuating loads measured on an over-the-wing supersonic jet model
[NASA-TP-1366]

Testing of coatings and materials for jet engine components in simulated operational environments
[MLR-MP-78001-6]

SaIl fan-jet engines
[AD-A057299]

Cold weather environmental ground starting test using JPT-8 in Eglin climatic chamber
[AD-A062665]

Afterbody tests in the Modane hot gas bench
[AAAP-NF-78-10]

Time optical control of a jet engine using a quasi-Ferranti interpolation model
[NASA-CR-155711]

Design study and performance analysis of a high-speed multi-stage variable-geometry fan for a variable cycle engine
[NASA-CR-155455]

Jet engine exhaust analysis by subtractive chromatography
[AD-A067898]

Alternatives for jet engine control
[NASA-CR-158390]

A flow field study for top mounted inlets on fighter aircraft configurations
[AD-A069732]

Investigation of air stream from combustor-liner air entry holes, 3
[NASA-TM-75430]

JET EXHAUST

Gas turbine jet exhaust noise prediction
[SACE ARP 876]

The effect of shear layer instability on jet exhaust noise
[AFWC CR 1978-147]

On the noise emitted by cold subsonic coastal jets
[AFWC CR 1976-17767]

Aerodynamic characterization of free jets
[ONERA, TP NO. 1978-147]

A numerical study of jet entrainment effects on the subsonic flow over nozzle afterbodies
[AFIA PAPER 79-0135]

Influence of fundamental parameters of the supersonic base flow in presence of an exhaust jet
[AFIA PAPER 79-0133]

Jet engine performance improvement program.
[80-8067898]

Aero-acoustic characterization of free jets
[ONERA, TP NO. 1978-147]

A improvement of low emissions jet engine performance
[AD-A057663]

A study of the blown flap/jet flap analogy
[AIAA PAPER 79-0119]

Calculation of the longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of upper-surface-blown wing-flap configurations
[AIAA PAPER 79-0120]

Subsonic and transonic similarity rules for jet-flapped wings
[AIAA PAPER 79-0120]

An alternative approach to the high aspect ratio wing with jet flap by matched asymptotic expansions
[AD-1061295]

A method of the theory of airfoil profiles with a jet flap
[AIAA PAPER 79-0648]

Analysis of some aerodynamic characteristics due to wing-jet interaction
[AIAA-790142-1]

Aerodynamic characteristics of a large-scale semispan model with a swept wing and an augmented jet flap with hyperalizing nozzle --- Ames 40- by 80-Foot Wind Tunnel and Static Test Facility
[NASA-TM-73236]

JET FLIGHT

U JET AIRCRAFT

NT AIR JETS

NT SUPERSONIC JET FLOW

NT SUPERSONIC JET FLOW

Jet exhaust noise predictions for aircraft afterburners
[AIAA PAPER 79-0795]

Experimental investigation of noise reduction from parallel-flow jets
[AIAA PAPER 77-1290]

Jet flow interactions --- in powered liftSTOL aircraft
[COWY-790142-1]

Ground effects on USB configurations --- Upper Surface Blowing
[AIAA PAPER 79-2089]

Some low speed experimental results on the effects of swirl and velocity distribution on an axial-symmetric jet
[AD-A057325]

Discrete noise spectra generated by an acoustically excited jet
[AIAA PAPER 79-0592]

Experiments concerning the anomalous behavior of aero-engine exhaust noise in flight
[AIAA PAPER 79-0648]

A jet exhaust noise prediction procedure for jet engine exhaust, noise suppression
[AIAA PAPER 79-0633]

Jet discharge coefficient through openings for parallel flow
[AIAA 79-7050]

The Advanced Low-Emissions Catalytic-Cooling combustor program: Phase 1 - Description and status --- for aircraft gas turbine engines
[AIAA PAPER 79-07192]

Jet engine test cells: Emissions and control measures, phase 2
[PB-282412/6]

Measurement and analysis of airport emission
[AAD-061295]

Aircraft air pollution emission estimation techniques, ACE
[AIAA PAPER 79-0592]

Analysis of plume rise from jet aircraft
[CORP-790162-1]

Exhaust emission traverse investigation of a JT9D-1 turbofan engine --- to acquire exhaust noise emission samples
[AD-A072019]

A study of some low speed experimental results on the effects of swirl and velocity distribution on an exhaust jet
[AIAA PAPER 79-0343]

Investigation of air stream from combustor-liner air entry holes, 3
[AIAA PAPER 79-0133]

Internal mixer investigation for JT8D engine jet noise reduction. Volume 2: Appendices A, B, C, and D
[AD-A057310/5]

Jet engine test cells: Emissions and control measures, phase 1
[PB-283170/2]

The Charpy impact test as a method for evaluating impact resistance of composite materials
[AD-A057967]

A finite element approach to the problems of sound propagation and attenuation in jet engine air intakes
[AD-A057188]

Initial results of a porous plug nozzle for supersonic jet noise suppression
[NASA-TM-78802]

Fluctuating loads measured on an over-the-wing supersonic jet model
[NASA-TP-1366]

Testing of coatings and materials for jet engine components in simulated operational environments
[MLR-MP-78001-6]

SaIl fan-jet engines
[AD-A057299]

Cold weather environmental ground starting test using JPT-8 in Eglin climatic chamber
[AD-A062665]

Afterbody tests in the Modane hot gas bench
[AAAP-NF-78-10]

Time optical control of a jet engine using a quasi-Ferranti interpolation model
[NASA-CR-155711]

Design study and performance analysis of a high-speed multi-stage variable-geometry fan for a variable cycle engine
[NASA-CR-155455]

Jet engine exhaust analysis by subtractive chromatography
[AD-A067898]

Alternatives for jet engine control
[NASA-CR-158390]

A flow field study for top mounted inlets on fighter aircraft configurations
[AD-A069732]

Investigation of air stream from combustor-liner air entry holes, 3
[NASA-TM-75430]
The influence of geometric asymmetry on the flow downstream of a jet discharging normally into a free stream

Leak combustion limits of a confined premixed-precipitated propane jet

[41AIAA PAPER 79-0538] p0252 A79-25856

Sound absorption caused by vorticity shedding, demonstrated with a jet flow

[41AIAA PAPER 79-0575] p0260 A79-26905

Effects of coannular flow on supersonic jet noise

[41AIAA PAPER 79-0616] p0317 A79-28961

Analysis of flight effects on noise radiation from dual-flow coastal aircraft

[40AIAA PAPER 79-0619] p0337 A79-30377

The effect of slot configuration and arrangement on the characteristics of jet flow

[40AIAA PAPER 79-1829] p0608 A79-18841

Peak Strouhal frequency of subsonic jet noise as a function of Reynolds number

[40AIAA PAPER 79-0569] p0603 A79-48507

Asymmetry of a circular jet observed in near and far fields - low turbulence and acoustic characteristics

[40AIAA PAPER 79-0569] p0603 A79-48537

Effects of forward velocity on sound radiation from converging annular and dipole sources in jet flow - subsonic aircraft model

[40NASA-TN-78793] p0663 N79-31141

Laser velocimetry measurements on high temperature round and rectangular twin-jet flows

[40NASA-TR-79218] p0581 N79-28146

Study of mass transfer between the primary zone and secondary air jets in gas turbine engine combustion chambers

[40NASA-CF-15899] p0218 N79-22331

Numerical solution for the flow field of a body with jet

[40NASA-CR-162299] p0365 N79-20122

The inner regions of annular jets

[39AIAA PAPER 79-1829] p0608 A79-18841

Experimental study of the turbulent wake downstream of a fan jet

[39AIAA PAPER 79-1238] p0470 179-38997

Direct correlation of noise and flow of a jet using laser doppler

[39USAS-230] p0109 A79-13082

Experimental investigation of effects of jet decay rate on jet-Induced pressures on a flat plate: Tabulated data


Experimental investigation of the aerodynamic characteristics of a wing in a jet flow - wind tunnel tests


JET FUELS

U JET ENGINE FUELS

Aerodynamic field induced by a jet penetrating a cross flow at subsonic velocities

[38AIAA PAPER 79-0037] p0060 A79-13091

Determination of the deflection angle of a jet impinging on a deflector with an end plate - for thrust reversers

The plane turbulent impinging jet

[38AIAA PAPER 79-1238] p0470 179-38997

Jet flow interactions - in powered lift STOL aircraft

[38AIAA PAPER 79-0037] p0060 A79-13091

Jet cooling at the rim of a rotating disk

[38AIAA PAPER 79-0025] p0152 A79-20089

Jet-induced aerodynamics of V/STOL aircraft over a moving deck

[38AIAA PAPER 79-0037] p0060 A79-13091

Further test results with the airjet distortion generator - A new tool for aircraft turbine engine testing

[38AIAA PAPER 79-1165] p0510 A79-40752

Mathematical model of the oscillatory cycle associated with nonsteady interaction of a supersonic jet with a barrier

[38AIAA PAPER 79-1238] p0470 179-38997

Engine-aircraft afterbody interactions - Recommended testing techniques based on 77-17 experience

[38AIAA PAPER 79-1829] p0608 A79-47903

Determination of turning angle of a jet impinging on a bucket with visor - for thrust reversers

[38AIAA PAPER 79-0247] p0608 A79-47903
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- NT ARRESTING GEAR
- NT LANDING RADAR
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- NT JAPAN
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LANDING AIDS
- NT AIRPORT NAVIGATION
- NT MICROVISAO LANDING AIDS
- NT MICROVISAO LANDING SYSTEMS
- NT MICROWAVE SCANNING EM LANDING SYSTEM
- NT HOURGLASS LIGHTS

Impact of new navigation methods on flight guidance in the terminal maneuvering area
[DGRL PAPER 78-135]
p006l A79-14085

Aerodynamics and performance of a glider parachute with landing brakes
[p0066 A79-14423

Experimental evaluation of a wind shear alert and energy management display
[DGRL PAPER 78-153]
p0151 A79-20016

The measurement of ST-pulse phase and amplitude in the landing gears DLS
[p0408 A79-34608

An evaluation of nose display parameters for an advanced landing system
[p0479 A79-51902

Windshield indication system
[p0607 A79-52489

System capacity of the approach- and landing aid
[SETAC

Fresnel Lens Optical Landing System MK 6 Mod 3
[AD-0057066]
p0161 A79-14075

Lighting and marking of exit taxways
[AD-0060259]
p0180 A79-15098

Evaluation of threshold and prethreshold lights for medium intensity approach lighting systems
[FAA-NAA-78-44]
p237 A79-16878

Approach light aiming criteria
[NACE-911]

Simulation and study of V/STOL landing aids for DMC AV-9 aircraft
[p0657 A79-30214

LANDING GEAR

Relative pavement bearing strength requirements of aircraft
[SAF PAPER 780566]
p0006 A79-10415

Advanced technology helicopter landing gear
p0104 A79-10518

Application of a factorial interpolation method to the analytical design of aircraft landing gears
[p0348 A79-30502

Landing gear overhaul survey
[p0350 A79-32242

Designing aircraft shock absorbers
[p0357 A79-32585

A dynamic analysis of landing impact
[p0514 A79-61768

Elimination of friction induced thermal cracks in landing gear components
[p0531 A79-13273

Characteristics of an Air Cushion Landing System incorporating an inelastic trunk
[p0640 A79-49909

Airplane brake-energy analysis and stopping performance simulation
[p0649 A79-53870

Boron/aluminum landing gear for Navy aircraft ---
- A-7 aircraft nose wheel linkages
[AD-A058888]
p0101 A79-13028

New concepts in composite material landing gear for military aircraft. Volume 2: Appendices
[AD-A056272]
p0101 A79-13033

Aircraft accident report: Continental Air lines, Incorporated LAX airport/land use planning study. Phase 1
[NTSB-AAR-79-11]
p0289 A79-17826

Airframe noise component interaction studies
[ NASA-CR-3110]
p0333 A79-19581

Flight investigation of piloting techniques and crosswind limitations using a research type crosswind landing gear
[NASA-TP-1423]
p0430 A79-23012

Evaluation of an energy distribution system for helicopter landing gears during hard landing
[AD-A065288]
p0433 A79-22069

An electric control for an electrohydraulic active control aircraft landing gear
[ NASA-CR-3113]
p0482 A79-23968

Air Cushion landing gear applications study
[ NASA-CR-159002]
p0540 A79-26005

Testing and analysis of dual-mode adaptive landing gear, taxi mode test system for TP-123
[ NASA-CR-14806]
p0668 A79-31912

Environment load interaction effects on crack growth
[AD-A071660]
p0721 A79-33504

Landing Instruments

NT CLOSE APPROACH INDICATORS
Cat III landing operations at Air Inter --- instrument landing system
[p0056 A79-13260

Description and preliminary studies of a computer drawn instrument landing approach display
[NASA-TM-78771]
p0045 A79-11039

Flight performance of the CVT V-737 airplane at Kennedy airport using TAWS/MS guidance system
[NASA-TM-80148]
p0667 A79-31186

Landing Loads

Ship motion effects on landing impact loads --- V/STOL landing on aircraft carrier
[AD-A79-0742]
p0320 A79-29014

Proper aircraft tire size selection - optimization performance with minimum maintenance
[SAE PAPER 790598]
p0455 A79-36730

A dynamic analysis of landing impact
[p0514 A79-41768

The hydrofoil sea-plane as high-speed naval craft
p0532 A79-42456

Recent progress in aircraft sink rate measurement
[AD-A79-4788]
p0605 A79-47884

Characteristics of an Air Cushion Landing System incorporating an inelastic trunk
[p0640 A79-49909

Parachute-rocket deceleration system design
[p0696 A79-54057

Testing and analysis of dual-mode adaptive landing gear, taxi mode test system for TP-123
[ NASA-CR-148084]
p0668 A79-31912

Landing Mats

Nondestructive evaluation procedure for military airfields
[AD-A058736]
p0106 A79-13067

An evaluation of asphalt-rubber mixtures for use in pavement systems
[AD-A065498]
p0661 A79-30246

Landing Radar

Flight investigation of helicopter IFR approaches to oil rigs using airborne weather and mapping radar
[AD-79-52]
p0333 A79-49104
LANDING SIMULATION
Flight profile investigation for microwave landing system
A method for estimating takeoff and landing performance of V/STOL aircraft in shipboard environments
V/STOL all weather HUD landing simulation /Status report/
An evaluation of some display parameters for an advanced landing display
Construction of electronic models of microwave landing systems
Effect of image tilt of a virtual image display on simulated transport touchdown performance
(LAPA PAPER 79-1520)

LANDING AIDS
The ILS glidepath - New designs for severe sites
The characteristics of a lift cruise fan V/STOL configuration in near proximity to a small deck with finite edge positions
(LAPA PAPER 79-1054)

LANDING SYSTEMS
U-2 LANDING AIDS

LANGUAGE PROGRAMMING
Test implementation through support software - A FIT translator --- automated Fault Isolation
Tests on airborne radar system

LANGUAGES
MT PL/1
MT PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES
ATC simulations for the implementation of bilingual IFR control in Canada

LAPLACE TRANSFORMATION
U Pulsed laser Doppler measurements of wind shear
Investigation of a laser Doppler velocimeter
Preliminary studies using photon correlation velocimetry in turbomachinery and combustion systems
Investigation of a laser Doppler velocimeter to measure the flow field of a large scale V/STOL aircraft in ground effect
Application of Laser Doppler Anemometry to aerospace research

LAPLACE OPERATIONS
U LASER APPLICATIONS

LASER GUIDANCE
Laser aircraft --- using kerosene
Laser propulsion
A system which uses a laser beam to control the regime of vibration tests with turbine and compressor blades

Air Force Space Laser Communications
Small hole drilling and inspection with pulsed laser systems --- in air-cooled aircraft engine structures
(AIAA PAPER 79-1268)

LASER COMMUNICATION
U OPTICAL COMMUNICATION
LASER DOPPLER VELOCIMETERS
Investigation of the profile drag and the mean and pulsation velocities in the wake of wings by means of a laser Doppler anemometer
Aircraft velocity and altitude measurements using a tunable diode laser
Preliminary studies using photon correlation velocimetry in turbomachinery and combustion systems

APPLICATIONS OF LASER DRILLING
Small hole drilling and inspection with pulsed laser systems --- in air-cooled aircraft engine structures

APPLICATIONS OF LASER DRILLING
Small hole drilling and inspection with pulsed laser systems --- in air-cooled aircraft engine structures

Laser propulsion
A system which uses a laser beam to control the regime of vibration tests with turbine and compressor blades

Air Force Space Laser Communications
Small hole drilling and inspection with pulsed laser systems --- in air-cooled aircraft engine structures
(AIAA PAPER 79-1268)

LASER GUIDANCE
Infrared resolution target system
Optoelectronic devices for flight vehicle control systems --- Russian book
High-performance wings with significant leading-edge thrust at supersonic speeds [AIAA PAPER 79-1871]
(AIAA PAPER 79-1871)
p0610 A79-47924
The influence of angle of attack on the aerodynamic loading of an oscillating NACA 0012 airfoil [AHS 79-4]
p0626 A79-49057
Application of vortex lattice method for the evaluation of the aerodynamic characteristics of wings with and without strakes
[AIAA PAPER 79-1837]
p0580 N79-28145
LEADING EDGES
NT SHARP LEADING EDGES
Dynamic stall of an airfoil with leading edge bubble separation involving time dependent re-attack [ASME PAPER 76-GT-198]
p0511 A79-10817
Calculation of flow past conical bodies with supersonic leading edges [AIAA PAPER 79-0966]
p0522 A79-12227
Onset of leading edge separation effects under dynamic conditions and low Mach number [AIAA PAPER 79-1500]
p0526 A79-19184
Application of advanced technologies to improve C-141 cruise performance —— wing modifications for drag reduction [AIAA PAPER 79-0666]
p1040 A79-19515
Aerodynamic development of a high pressure leading edge blowing boundary layer control system [AIAA PAPER 79-1716]
p1041 A79-19542
Calculation of laminar separation bubbles and their effect on airfoil performance [AIAA PAPER 79-2058]
p1044 A79-19645
A visual investigation of the separation and subsequent transition near the leading edge of airfoils [AIAA PAPER 79-0552]
p2524 A79-25863
Investigation of the regimes of flow past the upper surface of delta wings with shock waves separated from the leading edges [AIAA PAPER 79-1057]
p2610 A79-47926
C-141 hybrid composite leading edge —— materials and fabrication methods [AIAA PAPER 79-1837]
p4140 A79-35110
Particle trajectories near an airfoil with a film-cooled leading edge [AIAA PAPER 78-1069]
p5259 A79-43244
Transonic flow past a symmetrical airfoil at high angles of attack [AIAA PAPER 79-1500]
p5575 A79-46694
Exploratory study of the influence of wing leading-edge modifications on the spin characteristics of a low-wing single-engine general aviation airplane [AIAA PAPER 79-1837]
p6068 A79-49708
Boundary layer control on wings using sound and leading edge serrations [AIAA PAPER 79-1075]
p610 A79-47926
Effects of wing leading-edge flap deflections on subsonic longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of a wing-fuselage configuration with a 4 deg swept wing [NASA TP-1351]
p6599 N79-13002
Non-conical flow past slender wings with leading edge vortex sheets [ARC-R/M-3814]
p2516 N79-15920
Airframe noise component interaction studies [NASA CR-3110]
p3313 N79-19815
Visualization of the separation and subsequent transition near the leading edge of airfoils [NASA-CP-19815]
p3515 N79-19995
Improved prediction of laminar leading edge separation [NASA CR-158717]
p5337 N79-26013
Effects of wing leading-edge deflection on low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of a low-aspect-ratio highly swept arrowwing configuration —— wind tunnel tests [NASA TP-1934]
p5338 N79-26020
Summary of past experience in natural laminar flow and experimental program for resilient leading edge [NASA-CR-152276]
p5338 N79-26024
Rotary balance data for a single-engine trainer design for an angle-of-attack range of 8 deg to 90 deg —— conducted in largely spin tunnel [NASA CR-3099]
p0665 N79-31152
LEAKAGE
Adhesive sealing — a fuel leak deterrent —— for aircraft tanks [AIAA PAPER 79-13572]
p0309 N79-10423
LEARN JET AIRCRAFT
Longhorns into service —— Learjet 28/29 structures and performance capabilities [NASA CR-152276]
p0210 A79-24123
The Learjet Longhorn series — The first jets with winglets [NASA CR-152276]
p0254 A79-24183
Simultaneous measurements of ozone outside and inside cabins of two B-747 airliners and a Gates Learjet business jet [NASA CR-152276]
p0258 A79-27571
The Learjet 'Longhorn' series — The first jets with winglets [SAE PAPER 790561]
p0533 A79-36716
Winglets are no drag — enhancement of aerodynamic efficiency with vertical wingtip extensions [NASA CR-152276]
p0532 A79-43457
The Learjet Longhorn series: The first jets with winglets [NASA CR-152276]
p0210 A79-24123
Electromagnetic coupling analysis of a Learjet aircraft [NASA CR-152276]
p0210 A79-24123
LEARNING
MT TRANSFER OF TEARING LAYERS
LEAST SQUARES METHOD
R-1/ least squares method for the Navier-Stokes equations —— numerical simulation of separated viscous flows around wings and airfoils [NASA CR-152276]
p3355 A79-29804
Approximation of the aerodynamic characteristics of a wing with a double-slotted flap [NASA CR-152276]
p0866 A79-52129
Application of a finite element method to transonic flow problems using an optimal control approach [NASA CR-152276]
p0866 A79-28477
LECTURES
STOL Technology, volume 2 [VKE-LECTURE-SERIES-60-VOL-2]
p0429 N79-23002
Non-destructive inspection methods for propulsion systems and components [RASA CR-135372]
p0502 N79-25412
LED (DIODES)
U LIGHT EMITTING DIODES
LEEK WAVES
Lee side flow field over slender delta wings of finite thickness [NASA CR-152276]
p1048 N79-27103
LEGAL LIABILITY
Responsibilities of French air traffic control [NASA CR-152276]
p0343 A79-30933
Wake turbulence and the jumbo jets — whose responsibility, pilot or controller [NASA CR-152276]
p0343 A79-30933
Defining the design defect in aircraft products [NASA CR-152276]
p0691 A79-53556
A review of crashworthiness — in aircraft accident-liability cases [NASA CR-152276]
p0692 A79-53557
LESS CODE
U COMPUTER PROGRAMMING
LENS ANTENNAS
A proposed integrated ECM system using the constant index lens antenna [NASA CR-152276]
p2047 A79-24726
The development of high lift, single-component airfoil sections

The effect of chordwise flexibility on the lift of a rapidly accelerated airfoil

Conversion of wing surface pressures into normalized lift coefficient

Analysis of an unsteady aerodynamic force on a blade due to ununiform amplitude gusts

Lift and drag of sail aerofoil

Wing aerodynamic loading caused by jet-induced lift associated with STOL-OTW configurations

Lifting-line theory for a swept wing at transonic speeds

Dynamic test techniques - Concepts and practices

Formulas for spanwise distribution of lift on aircraft wings

Lift performance indicator system feasibility study

Lift system induced aerodynamics of V/STOL aircraft in a moving deck environment. Volume 1: Technical discussion

A new method for testing free models in the laboratory to determine aerodynamic characteristics

Identification of unsteady effects in lift buildup

Optimization of multi-element airfoils for maximum lift

Lift system induced aerodynamics of V/STOL aircraft in a moving deck environment. Volume 2: Static and dynamic jet-induced force and moment data

The aerodynamics and performance characteristics of direct lift schemes

Generation and breakdowns of aerodynamic lift:

Polar lift and drag determination during flight tests

Leading-edge slat optimization for maximum airfoil lift

Upper-surface modifications for C sub l max improvement of selected NASA 6-series airfoils

In-flight handling qualities investigation of various longitudinal short term dynamics and direct lift control combinations for flight path tracking using DFLNR RHE 320 variable stability aircraft

The oblique wing as a lifting-line problem in transonic flow

An efficient transonic shock-free wing redesign procedure using a fictitious gas method

Investigation of the transonic drag characteristics for non-slender wing-body combinations and their equivalent axisymmetric bodies at zero lift

The application of winglets to rotors

Analysis of vehicles with wings operating in ground effect

Subcritical drag minimization for highly swept wings with leading edge vortices

Performance of a TAP-2 hydrofoil

An annular wing

Scaling effects on drag prediction --- wind tunnel tests

The design impact of power-augmented ram technology on large energy efficient aircraft

Study of aerodynamic technology for V/STOL fighter/attack aircraft, volume 1

CASA load alleviation --- active lift distribution control system

Engine integration and noise considerations for STOL aircraft

Aerodynamics and performance characteristics of wing lift augmentation schemes
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Nonlinear structural crash dynamics analyses
[S A E P A P E R 790567] p0452 A79-36707

Experimental verification of program KRASH - A mathematical model for general aviation structural crash dynamics
[S A E P A P E R 790586] p0454 A79-36722

Seat/Occupant crash dynamic analysis verification test program
[S A E P A P E R 790590] p0454 A79-36724

A new light twin using bonded metal construction
[S A E P A P E R 790603] p0455 A79-36726

An experimental study of propeller-induced structural vibration and interior noise
[S A E P A P E R 790625] p0458 A79-36753

Digital flight control research using A case study in design - The Gossamer Condor
Digital flight control research using microprocessor technology
Electric propulsion for high performance aircraft
Some possibilities for the navigation of small passenger aircraft
Navigation instruments for small passenger aircraft of the 1980s
Compass system for small aircraft
Allowable notch effectivity criterion for aircraft structures
Preliminary study of pilot lateral control of two light airplanes near the stall
Some results from the use of a control augmentation system to study the developed spin of a light plane
What the FAA would like in airworthiness standards
Flight test evaluation of predicted light aircraft drag, performance, and stability
Short Range Terminal Radar (SRTM) definition study
Development of casualty evacuation kit for the light observation helicopter (Kila)
Determination of stability and control parameters of a light airplane from flight data using two estimation methods — equation error and maximum likelihood methods
The fluid dynamic design of advanced centrifugal compressors
Exhaust emissions characteristics for a general aviation light-aircraft Avco Lycoming 10-360-A1B6D piston engine
Exhaust emissions characteristics for a general aviation light-aircraft Avco-Lycoming 10-360-B1B6A piston engine
Treatment of the control mechanisms of light airplanes in the flutter clearance process
Dynamic wind tunnel simulation of active control systems
Development of crushworthy passenger seats for general aviation aircraft
Exhaust emissions characteristics for a general aviation light-aircraft Teledyne Continental Motors TSIO-360-C piston engine
Single engine, fixed wing general aviation accidents

Digital flight control research using microprocessor technology
Electric propulsion for high performance aircraft
Some possibilities for the navigation of small passenger aircraft
Navigation instruments for small passenger aircraft of the 1980s
Compass system for small aircraft
Allowable notch effectivity criterion for aircraft structures
Preliminary study of pilot lateral control of two light airplanes near the stall
Some results from the use of a control augmentation system to study the developed spin of a light plane
What the FAA would like in airworthiness standards
Flight test evaluation of predicted light aircraft drag, performance, and stability
Short Range Terminal Radar (SRTM) definition study
Development of casualty evacuation kit for the light observation helicopter (Kila)
Determination of stability and control parameters of a light airplane from flight data using two estimation methods — equation error and maximum likelihood methods
The fluid dynamic design of advanced centrifugal compressors
Exhaust emissions characteristics for a general aviation light-aircraft Avco Lycoming 10-360-A1B6D piston engine
Exhaust emissions characteristics for a general aviation light-aircraft Avco-Lycoming 10-360-B1B6A piston engine
Treatment of the control mechanisms of light airplanes in the flutter clearance process
Dynamic wind tunnel simulation of active control systems
Development of crushworthy passenger seats for general aviation aircraft
Exhaust emissions characteristics for a general aviation light-aircraft Teledyne Continental Motors TSIO-360-C piston engine
Single engine, fixed wing general aviation accidents
The McDonnell Aircraft Company Lightning Simulation Laboratory

Conference on Certification of Aircraft Electronics, Lightning and Atmospheric Electricity Hazards, Chatillon-sous-Bagneux, Hauts-de-Seine, France, September 14-21, 1976, Proceedings

A new standard for lightning qualification testing of aircraft: Technical overview, definitions and basic waveforms

Laboratory tests to determine lightning attachment points with small aircraft models /engineering test/; Laboratory tests to determine lightning attachment points with small aircraft models /engineering test/

Laboratory simulation of swept lightning strokes /Engineering test/

Laboratory simulation of swept lightning strokes

Laboratory test procedures to determine lightning attachment points on actual aircraft parts /qualification test/

Laboratory tests to determine the possibility of ignition of fuel vapors by lightning

Laboratory tests to determine the physical damage /direct effects/ caused by lightning

Laboratory tests to simulate lightning streamers at apertures /qualification test/

Laboratory tests for undesired conducted currents and surge voltages caused by lightning

Laboratory tests for undesired conducted currents and surge voltages caused by lightning

Tests on actual aircraft for electromagnetic effects /Engineering tests/

Vulnerability assessment of aircraft systems to indirect lightning effects

Direct effects protection methods for thin skins/composites

Direct effects protection methods for thin skins/composites --- lightning protection for aircraft

Lightning hazards to aircraft

The prediction of lightning-induced voltages on metallic and composite aircraft

Summary report of the Lightning and Static Electricity Committee

An HP compatible lightning diverter strip

Protection/hardening of aircraft electronic systems against the indirect effects of lightning

Induced effects of lightning on an all composite aircraft

A new standard for lightning qualification testing of aircraft: Technical overview, definitions and basic waveforms

Analysis and calculations of lightning interactions with aircraft electrical circuits

[AD-A052606]
Lightning transient research on an F-111F aircraft

Evaluation of a remote tone signaling control/monitor system as lightning/transient protection for solid state instrument landing systems

Composite forward fuselage systems integration, volume 2 --- effects of lightning

The feasibility of in-flight measurement of lightning strike parameters

Atmospheric Electricity Hazard (AEH) Test营地

Lightning hazards overview: Aviation requirements and interests

An investigation into the noise interference problems at Logan Airport, Boston

Lightning suppression

Lightning protection from aircraft

Lightning protection techniques for graphite/epoxy aircraft structures

Identification of voltage transients on aircraft cabling under LTA excitation --- Lightning Transient Analysis

Protection methods for hardware --- lightning protection for aircraft components

Protection/hardening of aircraft electronic systems against the indirect effects of lightning

Lights

U Luminaires

U Constraints

Line of sight communication

Tethered telecommunications, broadcast, and monitoring systems

Aircraft obstruction of microwave links

The ILS glidepath — New designs for severe sites

Linear Equations

Linearization in the recursive estimation of navigation parameters

On a property of the linearized boundary layer equations with self-induced pressure

Linear Filters

Optimizing linear flight vehicle stabilization systems with orthogonal filters

Linear Prediction

Prediction of selected jet fuel test results using ASTM test method 6288 data with multiple linear regression analysis

Desensitizing constant gain feedback linear regulators

Improved wave drag predictions using modified linear theory

Modeling the sensitivity of a linear system to a decrease in its order by the method of infinitesimal transformation in the problem of yaw control

Obtaining solutions of the lifting-surface equation

Parameter and state estimation applicable to aircraft identification problem

Linearization of the boundary-layer equations of the minimum time-to-climb problem
On modeling sensitivity of a linear system to reduction of its order by the infinitesimal transformation method in the yaw motion control problem...
LOAD FACTORS

Fatigue of helicopters: Service life evaluation method

Minimization theory of induced drag subject to constraint conditions
[ ARL/MECH-ENG-NPT-372 ] p0715 A79-33190

LOAD FACTORS

LOADS (FORCES)

LOAD TESTING MACHINES

Load spectrum measuring equipment. Part 2:
Details of NE 2 system used to acquire torque
load data in Sea King helicopters
[ ARL/MECH-ENG-NPT-372 ] p0715 A79-33190

LOAD TESTS

Composite rotor hub. I, II --- fatigue and load tests for CH-54A helicopter design

Summation of defects in the case of nonisothermal programmed loads --- for supersonic transport propulsion system components

Digital simulation of the Operational Loads Survey

A cumulative fatigue damage model for gas turbine engine disks subjected to complex mission loading
[ AIAA PAPER 78-GT-16 ] p0150 A79-19801

A cyclic load test for environmental durability evaluation of bonded honeycomb structure --- aircraft Al panels

An improved method for load survey flight testing --- of military cargo aircraft
[ AIAA PAPER 79-1799 ] p0606 A79-47885

Heat treatment studies of aluminum alloy forgings of the AZ 74.61 type. Fatigue crack propagation performance under maneuver spectrum loading
[ NLR-TR-76074-01 ] p0238 A79-15665

Review of the AGARD S and X panel evaluation program of the NASA-Lewis SPB approach to high-temperature LCF life prediction

The effects of gust alleviation on fatigue in 2024-T3 Al clad
[ NLR-TR-78064-03 ] p0598 A79-29544

An analysis of a programmed load fatigue failure
[ NLR-TR-78078 ] p0599 A79-29562

Aircraft structural development design methodology --- aerelastic tailoring of the canard and wing box and distributed load tests

Effect of an anti-corrosion penetrant on the fatigue life of various riveted joints during flight simulation tests
[ NLR-TR-77103-01 ] p0709 A79-32350

LOADING FORCES

LOADS (FORCES)

LOADING MOMENTS

Load and dynamic assessment of B-52B-008 carrier aircraft for flared configuration 1 space shuttle solid rocket booster decelerator subsystem drop test vehicle. Volume 3: Pylon load data method

Load and dynamic assessment of B-52B-008 carrier aircraft for flared configuration 1 space shuttle solid rocket booster decelerator subsystem drop test vehicle. Volume 4: Pylon load data

A study of the effects of aircraft dynamic characteristics on structural loads criteria
[ NLR-TR-79109-01 ] p0222 A79-16638

C-5A load alleviation --- active lift distribution control system
[ NLR-TR-79109-01 ] p0237 A79-16687

Load spectrum measuring equipment. Part 1:
Details of NE 1 system presently used to acquire data in seven NE 318 helicopters
[ ARL/MECH-ENG-NPT-371 ] p0668 A79-31194

Load spectrum measuring equipment. Part 2:
Details of NE 2 system presently used to acquire torque load data in Sea King helicopters
[ ARL/MECH-ENG-NPT-372 ] p0715 A79-33190

LOADING WAVES

U LOADS (FORCES)

Waves (loads)

U: Hydrostatic loads

NT: Blast loads
LONGITUDINAL STABILITY

Analytic design of airplane automatic pitch controller

Optimal control of helicopter longitudinal motion on the basis of an operational algorithm

Dynamics of controlled longitudinal motion of an airplane with a variable-geometry wing

Decoupled longitudinal controls for shear penetration in the terminal area environment --- during approach and landing engine jet transport

Aircraft longitudinal motion at high incidence

Comment on 'Flight test of stick force stability in attitude-stabilized aircraft'

Theoretical study of the effect of wind velocity gradients on longitudinal stability and control in climbing and level flight

A study of longitudinal controllability and stability requirements for small general aviation airplanes

Fixed-base simulation study of decoupled longitudinal controls during approach and landing of a medium jet transport in the presence of wind shear

A study of longitudinal controllability and stability characteristics using parameter identification techniques

Analysis of longitudinal natural vibrations of deformable aircraft by the finite-element method

Loran-C as an international aid to navigation

Sea-air rescue and offshore aerial navigation using Loran-C

Loran-C a potential civil aviation navigation system

Loran-C time difference calculations

Avionics cost development for use of Loran-C navigation systems by low performance general aviation aircraft

Transitions of coordinated associated with linearized supersonic motions

Performance estimation of partial admission turbines

Low-turbulence high-speed wind tunnel for the determination of cascade shock losses

On the loudness of sonic booms and other impulsive sounds --- auditory perception.
Theoretical modeling of high-speed helicopter operational influence on avionics reliability.

Optimal designing of gas-turbine engine thermodynamics on the basis of prototype elements. I

Flight simulators — Russian book

High angle of attack flight control using stochastic model reference adaptive control

Operational influence on avionics reliability

Analytical representation of turbine characteristic in a form convenient for computer-aided computation of gas-turbine engine parameters

A study of the blown flap/jet flap analogy

A model of transverse fuel injection applied to the computation of supersonic combustor flow

Maximum likelihood identification of aircraft parameters with unsteady aerodynamic modeling

Theoretical modeling of high-speed helicopter impulsive noise

Parameter identification applied to analytical hingeless rotor modeling

Effects of turbulence model selection on the prediction of complex aerodynamic flows

On turbulence modeling for unsteady transonic flows

Measurement and analysis of airport emissions

Updated model assessment of pollution at major U.S. airports

Quasi-natural-numerical methods for the computation of inviscid potential or rotational transonic flows

Noise transmission — Turboprop problem

Perspectives of technological development for helicopters

Acoustic duct liner optimization using finite elements

Hugoniot pressure loading in soft body impacts —— of aircraft

Numerical modeling of the combustion of fuel sprays in three-dimensional combustion chambers

Mathematical model and stability of a hydraulic servodrive with a fluidic throttle governor

A basic problem in the analytical designing of aircraft gas turbine engines. I

Modeling the sensitivity of a linear system to a decrease in its order by the method of infinitesimal transformation in the problem of yaw control

In-flight captive store loads compared with wind-tunnel and mathematical simulations

Some possible applications of identification theory techniques in telemetry —— for aircraft communication

Design of quiet efficient propellers

A comparison of hydraulic, pneumatic, and electro-mechanical actuators for general aviation flight controls

A tire runway interface friction prediction model concept

Development of a gas turbine combustor dilution zone design analysis

Methodology for prediction of V/STOL propulsion induced forces in ground effect

Development of in-flight steady-state failure rates

Analytical modeling of ramjet combustor heat transfer modes

Mathematical model of the oscillatory cycle associated with nonsteady interaction of a supersonic jet with a barrier

Dilational model of noise from a moving jet in terms of arbitrary jet structure and observer motion

Near field problems in three-dimensional panel methods —— mathematical modeling of flow characteristics

A model for unsteady effects in lateral dynamics for use in parameter estimation —— aircraft stability

The prediction of the turbulent flow field about an isolated airfoil

Optimal thermogasdynamic design of gas turbine engines using element prototypes. I

Performance modeling methods —— in flight test programs

Progress in mathematical modeling of the aircraft operational environment of DD 563 class ships

Mathematical model and stability of hydraulic servo drive with jet-throttle regulation

On modeling sensitivity of a linear system to reduction of its order by the infinitesimal transformation method in the yaw motion control problem

Air traffic control simulation models, volume 1

A bibliography with abstracts

Air traffic control simulation models, volume 2

A bibliography with abstracts

The 737 aircraft flammability testing

Analytical studies of separated vortex flow on highly swept wings

Research on aeroelastic phenomena in thin airfoil cascades

Development and validation of a piloted simulation of a helicopter and external sling load

The Avionics Laboratory Predictive Operations and Support (ALPOS) cost model, volume 2

Flight test design for CH-47 parameter identification

Identification of the stability parameters of an aeroelastic airplane

Mathematical models of aircraft dynamics for extreme flight conditions (theory and experiment)

Advanced Digital Simulator systems (ADSS) —— modeling sensors and their operating environments
Stability and control derivative estimates obtained from flight data for the Beech 99 aircraft

Determination of the stability and control derivative estimates for the variable-response research aircraft using a modified maximum likelihood estimator
[AD-A063270] p0388 N79-21082

Important factors in the maximum likelihood analysis of flight test maneuvers
[NASA-TP-1945] p0425 N79-22113

Mean time between failures

McDonnell Aircraft
DC 10 Aircraft
P-4 Aircraft
McDonnell Douglas Aircraft
C-118 Aircraft
DC 3 Aircraft
DC 6 Aircraft
DC 9 Aircraft
DC 10 Aircraft
F-4 Aircraft
F-18 Aircraft

Two versions of the F-18 in hot competition
p0345 A79-31237

Mean time between failures

Measure and integration

Numerical integration

Measurement instruments

Accelerometers

Altimeters

Anemometers

Approach indicators

Attitude indicators

Balloon-borne instruments

Calorimeters

Cloud height indicators

Compasses

Distance measuring equipment

Dropsondes

Engine monitoring instruments

Flight load recorders

Flight recorders

Flow detectors

Flow direction indicators

Flowmeters

Goniometers

Gravity gradiometers

gyrocompasses

Hot-film anemometers

Hot-wire anemometers

Hot-wire flowmeters

Indicating instruments

Infrared detectors

Infrared detectors

Infrared radiation detectors

Infrared spectrometers

Inertial sensors

Laser anemometers

Laser doppler velocimeters

Laser range finders

Magnetoencephalographs

Meteorological instruments

Microwave interferometers

Microwave sensors

Multispectral band scanners

Noise meters

OCSNA navigation system

Optical measuring instruments

Optical range finders

Piezoelectric gages

Plan position indicators

Position indicators

Pressure gages

Radio altimeters

Radio direction finders

Range finders

Satellite/LIDAR instruments

Speed indicators

Strain gages

Temp-nature probes

Torquemeters

Turbulence meters

Vacuometers

Vibration meters

Weather data recorders

Weight indicators

Wind vans

An in-place recalibration technique to extend the temperature capability of capacitance-sensing, rotor-blade-tip-clearance measurement systems
[SAA PAPER 781003] p0256 A79-25885

Evaluation of the variable-response research aircraft using a modified maximum likelihood estimator

[AD-A063270] p0388 N79-21082

Important factors in the maximum likelihood analysis of flight test maneuvers

[NASA-TP-1945] p0425 N79-22113

McDonnell Aircraft
DC 10 Aircraft
P-4 Aircraft
McDonnell Douglas Aircraft
C-118 Aircraft
DC 3 Aircraft
DC 6 Aircraft
DC 9 Aircraft
DC 10 Aircraft
F-4 Aircraft
F-18 Aircraft

Two versions of the F-18 in hot competition
p0345 A79-31237

Mechanical devices

Electromechanical actuation for business aircraft

Development of calorimetric fatigue gage

Advanced technology applied to the C-47D drive system
[SAA PAPER 781040] p0258 A79-25908

A method for the optimal layout of driving mechanisms of the aileron for gliders and motorplanes

[SAA PAPER 790622] p0457 A79-36750

Rotordrash torquemeter --- principles and applications

[AMS 79-36] p0631 A79-49090

Ground test vehicle testing --- in helicopter development programs

[AMS 79-40] p0631 A79-49092

Engine/airframe/drive train dynamic interface documentation

[AD-1058197] p0095 A79-12094

Investigation of motion base drive techniques

[AD-1058197] p0095 A79-12094

The rotary combustion engine: A candidate for general aviation --- conferences

[NASA-CP-2067] p0221 A79-15961

Development status of rotary engine at Toyo Kogyo --- for general aviation aircraft

[NASA-CP-2067] p0221 A79-15966

Update of development on the new Audi NSU rotary engine generation --- for application to aircraft engines

[NASA-CP-2067] p0221 A79-15966

Review of the Rhen-Flugzeugbau Wankel powered aircraft program --- ducted fan engines

[NASA-CP-2067] p0221 A79-15966

Rotary engine developments at Curtiss-Wright over the past 20 years and review of general aviation engine potential --- with direct chamber injection

[NASA-CP-2067] p0221 A79-15967

Engine requirements for future general aviation aircraft

[NASA-CP-2067] p0221 A79-15968

Engine/airframe/drive train dynamic interface documentation

[AD-1063237] p0382 A79-21047

Driveshaft alignment indicator

[AD-1065808] p0448 A79-21973

Helicopter drive system A and B design guide

[AD-1065808] p0448 A79-21973

NASA gear research and its probable effect on rotorcraft transmission design

[NASA-TP-79292] p0721 A79-33477
METAL BONDING

METAL BONDING

METAL-METAL BONDING
Moisture/temperature effects upon mean strength of composite-to-metal adhesively bonded joint elements --- for F-16 aircraft

Oxide morphologies on aluminum prepared for adhesive bonded aircraft structures

Design and development of an helicopter rotor hub and elastomeric bearing [AIAA 79-0085]

A new light twin using bonded metal construction [SPE PAPER 790603]

Environmental effects on the elastic-plastic properties of adhesives in bond metal joints [BAR-LEB-TRANS-1999]

The influence of the environment on the elastoplastic properties of adhesives in metal bonded joints --- in aircraft structures [ZSA-TR-521]

METAL COATINGS

METAL ALUMINUM COATINGS
METAL NICKEL COATINGS
NASA thermal barrier coatings: Summary and update [NASA-TM-790953]

Metallic coatings for graphite/epoxy composites [AD-A069971]

METAL CORROSION

METAL FATIGUE
Finite element analysis of fatigue crack growth in aircraft components

The prediction of fatigue crack growth under flight-by-flight loading

Fatigue crack propagation rate at low delta-K of two aluminum sheet alloys, 2024-T3 and 7075-T6

Thermo-mechanical treatment of aluminum alloys --- airframe materials

Fracture --- stress intensity and metal fatigue in aircraft structures

Application of electron-beam welding to aviation production --- tests of turbine engine parts welded by electron beam

METAL FIBERS

Tungsten fiber reinforced FeCrAl -- A first generation composite turbine blade material

METAL FINISHING

METAL FORGING

METAL FORMING

METAL JOINING

METAL VELDED JOINTS

The comparative evaluation of prebond surface treatments for titanium ---  military aircraft structures

METAL MATRIX COMPOSITES

Predicted inlet gas temperatures for tungsten fiber reinforced superalloy turbine blades

Structural stiffening of transmission housings with metal matrix materials [AIAA 79-0086]

Tungsten fiber reinforced FeCrAlY -- A first generation composite turbine blade material

Applications of metal-matrix composites, the emerging structural materials

Metal-matrix composite structures [ABS 79-34]

Composites emerging for aeropulsion applications

Composites for noise reduction --- helicopter structures

METAL OXIDE SEMICONDUCTORS

METAL CHARGE COUPLED DEVICES

SUBJECT INDEX

METAL CHROS

METAL SOS (SEMICONDUCTORS)

METAL OXIDES

METAL PARTICLES

METAL POWDERED ALUMINUM

A decision theory model for health monitoring of aeroengines --- metal particles in lubricating oils as wear indicator

METAL POWDERED ALUMINUM

METAL SHEETS

Improved ballistic damage tolerant design through laminated metal construction

Fracture toughness of multiply layer adhesive bonded aluminum alloy sheet

Design and fabrication of advanced titanium structures

Metal-matrix composite structures

Adhesive bonded structure of new pressurized aircraft piston twin aircraft

Elastoplastic properties of adhesives in metal bonded joints --- in aircraft structures

Environmental fatigue crack propagation in metal/composite laminates --- flight simulation tests

METAL SURFACES

Oxide morphologies on aluminum prepared for adhesive bonded aircraft structures

Electrification of woven and film materials

X-ray determination of internal stress states due to surface treatment of TiAl6V4 and TiAl6V6Sn2

Surface finishing --- adhesive bonding of plastic films to metal airflow surfaces [NASA-CASE-MSC-12631-3]

An exploratory investigation of the effect of a plastic coating on the profile drag of a practical--metal-construction sailplane airfoil

METAL WORKING

METAL FORGING

New construction materials for gas turbine engines and technology for processing these materials

Application of the isothermal square bend process to F14 wing beams

Preparation of double-curvature planking by rolling --- for aircraft structures

METAL-VERB: BONDING

Ultrasonic welding / solid state bonding / of aircraft structure -- fact or fancy

Fracture toughness of multiply layer adhesive bonded aluminum alloy sheet

Phosphoric acid non-tank anodize /PANTA/ process for repair bonding --- of aluminum aircraft structures

The PARST program -- a validation of bonding primary structure --- Primary Adhesively Bonded Structure Technology for aluminum aircraft parts

Ultrasonic bonding arrives -- 75% cost savings seen

Bonding and durability --- for airframe structures

Adhesive bonded structure of new pressurized piston twin aircraft

Demonstration of an improved method for repair of bonded aircraft structure

The repair of adhesive bonded aircraft structures using vacuum pressure

L-304
Information distribution in distributed microprocessor-based flight control systems  p0070  A79-14978
Structural Integrity Recording System for helicopters  [MS 78-57]  p0125  A79-18178
Microprocessor control of aircraft DMF  [AIAA PAPER 79-0562]  p0193  A79-21965
Advances in avionics --- emphasizing microprocessor technology and integrated circuits  [AIAA PAPER 79-0562]  p0253  A79-25862
New approaches concerning the implementation of radar target extractors with the aid of very fast microprogrammable data processors  p0355  A79-26754
Practical 'on-engine' microprocessor control and monitoring systems for gas turbines  [AECE PAPER 79-GT-181]  p0396  A79-32440
Hyperbolic positioning per se in passive navigation computations from range measurements using microprocessor  p0447  A79-36070
Digital flight control research using microprocessor technology  p0465  A79-38533
Exploring team avionics systems by simulation  [AIAA 79-1965]  p0698  A79-54413
Simulation of distributed microprocessor-based flight control systems  p0509  A79-40664
Multivariable control design principles applied to a variable cycle turbofan engine  p0511  A79-41113
A multi microprocessor flight control system design principles  [AIAA 79-1700]  p0569  A79-45355
Microprocessor-based digital autopilot development for the IBM-106 Mini-RPV  p0614  A79-48608
Built in test of A/D converters - Present approaches and recommendations for improved BIT effectiveness --- in airborne radar systems  p0616  A79-48623
A microprocessor system for flight control research  p0616  A79-48623
The impact of low cost micro-processors on airborne navigation systems  p0679  A79-51045
A multi microprocessor flight control system - Architectural concepts  [AIAA 79-1925]  p0698  A79-54392
Flight tests of a microprocessor control system  [AIAA 79-1962]  p0698  A79-54842
Distributed microprocessors in avionics systems  [AIAA 79-1966]  p0698  A79-54843
The application of microprocessor technology to in-flight computation  p0680  W79-23902
Design of a multi-microprocessor system for real-time aircraft simulation  p0699  W79-29800
The impact of a multi-function programmable control display unit in affecting a reduction of  pilot workload  p0656  W79-30210

MICROPROGRAMMING Interactive microprogrammable control display unit /inations/ -- LEDs in aircraft cockpits  p0331  A79-29477

MICROSCOPE BY ELECTRON MICROSCOPY

MICROSTRIP TRANSMISSION LINES A model for calculating the radiation field of microstrip antennas  p0315  A79-28922
Microstrip antenna elements for use in hemispherically scanned arrays  [AD-A068566]  p0557  W79-27366
Microstructure Influence of thermomechanical treatment on microstructure and mechanical properties of high strength aluminum alloys  [DLR-F1-77-511]  p0484  W79-11203
Heat treatment of P/M nickel-base superalloys for turbine disks  p0442  W79-23254
An economical approach to an accident information retrieval system /AIAA/  
\[AIAA \text{ PAPER} \ 78-10807\]  
\[AIAA \text{ PAPER} \ 78-10808\]

**MICROWAVES**

- Aircraft obstruction of microwave links  
  (0-292375/0)  
  \[AIAA \text{ PAPER} \ 79-26208\]

**MICROWAVES**

- NT MILLIMETER WAVES  
  \[NASA-CR-159089\]

**MICROWEIGHING**

- V WEIGHT MEASUREMENT  
  \[NASA-CR-159089\]

**MICROWAVES**

- NT BIRD-AIRCRAFT COLLISIONS  
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Reduction of rotor-turbulence interaction noise in
NOISE REDUCTION COST

Some effects of applying sonic boom simulation to supersonic cruise aircraft design [AIAA PAPER 79-0652] p0270 A79-26927
Experiments concerning the anomalous behaviour of zero-engine blast noise in flight [AIAA PAPER 79-0648] p0271 A79-26930
Effects of simulated forward flight on jet noise, shock noise and internal noise [AIAA PAPER 79-0615] p0271 A79-26936
Master Plan for prediction of vehicle interior noise [AIAA PAPER 79-0622] p0272 A79-26943
Inside noise of C-1 cargo aircraft and the noise reduction performance by interior materials [AIAA PAPER 79-0612] p0274 A79-27121

Advanced supersonic technology and its implications for the future [AIAA PAPER 79-0806] p0276 A79-27359
Structural stiffening of transmission housings with metal matrix materials [AIAA PAPER 79-0609] p0283 A79-28287
Reduction of cabin noise during cruise conditions by stringer and frame damping [AIAA PAPER 79-0633] p0315 A79-28611
The influence of propeller design parameters on far field harmonic noise in forward flight [AIAA PAPER 79-0609] p0317 A79-28959
Flight effects on subsonic jet noise [AIAA PAPER 79-0616] p0317 A79-28961
Analysis of flight effects on noise radiation from dual-flow coaxial jets [AIAA PAPER 79-0619] p0317 A79-28962
Experimental study of coaxial nozzle exhaust noise [AIAA PAPER 79-0631] p0317 A79-28963
A jet exhaust noise prediction procedure for inverted velocity profile coaxial nozzles [AIAA PAPER 79-0633] p0317 A79-28964
Asymmetric stator interaction noise [AIAA PAPER 79-0638] p0318 A79-28965
Lateral noise-suppression results from flyovers of three transport aircraft [AIAA PAPER 79-0651] p0318 A79-28966
Airframe noise component interaction studies [AIAA PAPER 79-0668] p0318 A79-28969
Investigation of wing shielding effects on CTOL engine noise [AIAA PAPER 79-0669] p0318 A79-28970
Twin jet noise shielding for a supersonic cruise vehicle [AIAA PAPER 79-0670] p0318 A79-28971
A thermodynamic investigation of the mixer for noise reduction based on the work availability function 'exergy' --- of bypass jet engine gas turbine [AIAA PAPER 79-7017] p0328 A79-28990
Requirements and decision outline - Total program [AIAA PAPER 79-0688] p0333 A79-29593
Acoustics and performance of high-speed, unequally spaced fan rotors [AIAA PAPER 79-0744] p0339 A79-30503
A review of tall rotor design and performance [AIAA PAPER 79-0744] p0344 A79-31170
Quieter short and medium haul aircraft [AIAA PAPER 79-0745] p0408 A79-34921
A comparison of costs associated with local actions to reduce aircraft noise impacts [AIAA PAPER 79-0746] p0409 A79-34973
Design of quiet efficient propellers [AIAA PAPER 79-0753] p0405 A79-35675
The impact of noise regulations on propeller design [AIAA PAPER 79-0593] p0405 A79-35677
Propeller aircraft noise around general aviation airports [AIAA PAPER 79-0594] p0405 A79-35678
Preliminary OGCT program test results --- Quiet, Clean General Aviation Turbofan [AIAA PAPER 79-0595] p0405 A79-35679
Engine induced structural-borne noise in a general aviation aircraft [AIAA PAPER 79-0626] p0458 A79-37574
Summary of noise reduction characteristics of typical general aviation materials [AIAA PAPER 79-0627] p0458 A79-37575
Designing with damping materials to reduce noise and structural fatigue --- of aircraft components [AIAA PAPER 79-0631] p0458 A79-37578
A study of the evolution of noise exposure under different hypotheses of regulation [ONERA, TP NO. 1979-44] p0473 A79-39093
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General Electric Company variable cycle engine technology demonstration program [AIAA PAPER 79-1311] p0510 A79-40758
Sound absorption through flow separation - A new possibility for acoustic attenuation of engines [AIAA PAPER 79-14238]
Homing impulse noise - Some measured and calculated results --- from helicopter rotors in an anechoic chamber [AIAA PAPER 79-43499]
An experimental study of high frequency noise from model rotors - Prediction and reduction [AIAA PAPER 79-4350]
Helicopter noise rules - Are they appropriate and reasonable [AIAA PAPER 79-4978]
Supersonic transport aircraft noise, problems of noise reduction and establishment of standards [AIAA PAPER 79-50237]
Impact of noise generated by supersonic transports on the environment [AIAA PAPER 79-51598]
Composites for noise reduction --- helicopter structures [AIAA PAPER 79-5389]
Internal mixer investigation for JT8D engine jet noise reduction. Volume 1: Results [AD-005730]
p0037 A79-10059
p0038 A79-10065
An active noise reduction system for aircraft helmets [AIAA PAPER 79-10853]
Design of helicopter rotors to noise constraints [AIAA PAPER 79-10851]
The cost of applying current helicopter external noise reduction methods while maintaining realistic vehicle performance [AIAA PAPER 79-10855]
Helicopter internal noise control: Three case histories [AIAA PAPER 79-10856]
An analytical method for designing low noise helicopter transmissions [AIAA PAPER 79-10857]
Helicopter internal noise reduction research and development application to the SA 360 and SA 365 Dauphin [AIAA PAPER 79-10861]
Trends in Langley helicopter noise research [AD-005838]
p0108 A79-13054
Initial results of a porous plug nozzle for supersonic jet noise suppression [AIAA PAPER 79-13058]
p0108 A79-13280
A theoretical investigation of noise reduction through the cylindrical fuselage of a twin-engine, propeller-driven aircraft [NAA-79-1325] p0108 A79-13821
Evaluation of two inflow control devices for flight simulation of fan noise using a JT15D engine [NAA-79-13821]
Full-scale engine tests of bulk absorber acoustic inlet treatment [NAA-79-13823]
A commercial airport noise environment: Measurement, prediction and control [NAA-79-2481]
p0318 A79-13845
Wind tunnel performance of four energy efficient propellers designed for Mach 0.8 cruise --- Lewis 6x6 foot wind tunnel studies for noise reduction in high speed turboprop aircraft [NAA-79-2481]
p0318 A79-20609
Investigation of wing shielding effects on CTOL engine noise [NAA-79-20609]
p0221 A79-15969
An experimental study of high frequency noise from model rotors - Prediction and reduction [NAA-79-21390]
p0037 A79-21390
Noise and performance calibration study of a Mach 2.2 supersonic cruise aircraft [NAA-79-21669]
p0388 A79-21669
Jet noise: A status report --- jet mixing and shock noise studies [NAA-79-23379]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUBJECT INDEX</th>
<th>NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aircraft engine nozzle</td>
<td>Trailing edge noise data with comparison to theory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-CASE-ARC-10577-1]</td>
<td>[NASA-TR-79208]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aircraft sonic boom: Studies on aircraft flight, aircraft design, and measurement. A bibliography with abstracts</td>
<td>NOISE SUPPRESSORS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NTIS/PS-79/02626/6]</td>
<td>NOISE REDUCTION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helicopter transmission vibration and noise reduction program. Volume 3: Evaluation of fiber PP metal-matrix housing specimens</td>
<td>NOISE THRESHOLD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NSBIR-M-79-29790]</td>
<td>Variability of annoyance response due to aircraft noise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aircraft engine nozzle reduction</td>
<td>[NASA-TP-1335]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[GPO-29-661]</td>
<td>Commercial aircraft flight deck noise criteria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On the attenuation of sound by three-dimensionally segmented acoustic liners in a rectangular duct</td>
<td>[AD-1072029]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-TC-80116]</td>
<td>NOISE TOLERANCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jet noise and performance comparison study of a Mach 2.55 supersonic cruise aircraft</td>
<td>Development of noise and vibration ride comfort criteria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-TR-80004]</td>
<td>[p0299 N79-18687]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A computer program for detailed analysis of the takeoff and approach performance capabilities of transport category aircraft</td>
<td>Effects of duration and other noise characteristics on the annoyance caused by aircraft-flyover noise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-TR-80120]</td>
<td>[p0375 N79-20832]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engine-induced structural-borne noise in a general aviation aircraft</td>
<td>Physical and subjective studies of aircraft interior noise and vibration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-CP-159089]</td>
<td>[NASA-TR-80004]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The effect of oblique angle of sound incidence, realistic edge conditions, curvature and in-plane panel stresses on the noise reduction characteristics of general aviation type panels</td>
<td>[NASA-CP-157452]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-CP-159509]</td>
<td>[p0299 N79-29957]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supersonic transport - a-avia energy savings</td>
<td>An experimental investigation of the acoustic characteristics of a variety of slot baffle configurations for transonic wind tunnel walls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-TR-79-11163]</td>
<td>[AD-1070251]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation of F-111 weapon bay aero-acoustic and weapon separation improvement techniques</td>
<td>An investigation into the noise interference problems at Logan Airport, Boston</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-TR-79-11203]</td>
<td>[AD-1072061]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An experimental investigation of the effect of throttling on forward radiated fan noise</td>
<td>[p0700 N79-32223]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-PAPER 79-0648]</td>
<td>An investigation into the noise interference problems at Logan Airport, Boston</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AD-1070261]</td>
<td>[p0710 N79-32417]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### NOISE SPECTRA

| THE EFFECT OF SHEAR LAYER INSTABILITY ON JET EXHAUST NOISE | p0053 A79-13173 |
| Discrete noise spectrum generated by an acoustically excited jet | p0267 A79-26887 |
| Interior noise path identification in light aircraft using multivariate spectral analysis | p0269 A79-26915 |
| The effect of throttling on forward radiated fan noise | p0269 A79-26917 |
| [AI A PAPER 79-0595] | p0269 A79-26918 |
| The sound power spectrum of shock-free jets | p0271 A79-26932 |
| [AI A PAPER 79-0640] | p0272 A79-26941 |
| Characteristics of propeller noise on an aircraft fuselage relative to interior noise transmission | p0272 A79-26942 |
| [AI A PAPER 79-0595] | p0272 A79-26943 |
| Separation of core noise and jet noise | p0274 A79-27121 |
| [AI A PAPER 79-0586] | p0317 A79-28954 |
| Inside noise of C-1 cargo aircraft and the noise reduction performance by interior materials | p0317 A79-28961 |
| Jet mixing noise - Comparison of measurement and theory | p0317 A79-28961 |
| [AI A PAPER 79-0570] | p0353 A79-43500 |
| Flight effects on subsonic jet noise | p0353 A79-43500 |
| [AI A PAPER 79-0588] | p0376 A79-66709 |
| An experimental study of high frequency noise from model rotors - Prediction and reduction | p0376 A79-66709 |
| [AD-106673] | p0376 A79-66709 |
| Peak Strouhal frequency of subsonic jet noise as a function of Reynolds number | p0376 A79-66709 |
| [AI A PAPER 79-15275] | p0376 A79-66709 |
| Direct correlation of noise and flow of a jet using laser Doppler holography | p009 N79-13622 |
| [UTTSA] | p0109 N79-13622 |
| On the loudness of sonic booms and other impulsive sounds - auditory perception | p0295 A79-17658 |
| [AD-106673] | p0295 A79-17658 |
| Statistical comparisons of aircraft flyover noise conditions for different weather conditions | p0295 A79-17658 |
| [NASA-TP-1830] | p0291 A79-24773 |
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Nonlinear Systems

Nonlinear eddy current inspection for cracks under fasteners, phase 2
[AD-A068391] p0598 N79-29532

Nondestructive evaluation of fiber reinforced epoxy composites: A state-of-the-art survey --- applicable to helicopter structures
[AD-A071102] p0711 N79-32560

Develop the application of a digital memory acoustic emission system to aircraft flaw monitoring
[PL-2073] p0721 N79-33806

Nonlinear Flow
Density changes and turbulence production in the expansion or compression of a turbulent flow at supersonic speed
[OPERA, TP NO. 79-153] p0553 A79-13180

Theory of this wing in a supersonic flow with consideration of the non-equilibrium state of excitation of oscillating degrees of freedom
[AD-4062222] p0462 N79-23928

Nonflammable Materials
Conference on Fire Resistant Materials (FIREMEN): A compilation of presentations and papers

Fire resistant aircraft seat materials
[AD-1065808] p0088 N79-12044

Flash-fire propensity and heat-release rate studies of improved fire resistant materials

Conference on Fire Resistant Materials: A compilation of presentations and papers
[NASA-CP-20099] p0666 N79-31166

States of candidate materials for full-scale tests in the 737 fuselage
[AD-A066394] p0666 N79-31170

Fire resistant aircraft seat program
[AD-A0673950] p0667 N79-31176

A review of Boeing interior materials and fire test methods development programs
[AD-A0673950] p0667 N79-31177

FIREMEN program
[AD-A0673950] p0667 N79-31178

Release-rate calorimetry of multilayered materials for aircraft seats

Nonlinear Equations
Nonlinear unsteady potential flow calculations for an-a-dimensional oscillating wings
[AD-A0569986] p0600 N79-13979

Most rational linearization of nonlinear unsteady heat conduction problems --- for flight vehicle parts and engines
[AD-A0598950] p0613 N79-88501

Non-dimensional formulation of the aerodynamic forces for flight dynamic studies
[AD-A0599939] p0179 N79-15090

Nonlinear oscillations at high incidence
[AD-A0599939] p0179 N79-15091

Nonlinear equations of equilibria for elastic helicopter wing turbine blades undergoing moderate deformation

Some nonlinear problems in transonic helicopter acoustics
[AD-A0659563] p0712 N79-32974

Nonlinear Feedback
A nonlinear approach to the design of jet engine control systems
[AD-A0659563] p0707 N79-15016

Nonlinear Programming
Optimal design of gas-turbine engine thermodynamic cycles of the Kausch and other elements. I
[AD-A0599939] p0208 N79-12951

Control system time response optimization --- A nonlinear programming approach --- for aircraft flight
[FIAA PAPER 79-0540] p0253 A79-25859

Optimal thermodynamic design of gas turbine engines using element prototypes. I
[AD-A0599939] p0601 A79-86997

Nonlinear Systems
Time-frequency method of solving large problems in the dynamics of elastic structures with physical nonlinearities --- for aircraft structures
[AD-A0659563] p0020 A79-12155

Calculation of the non-linear aerodynamic coefficients of wings of various shapes and their wakes, including canard configurations
[AD-A0659563] p0154 A79-20106

Vibration and flutter investigations of aircraft with special nonlinear structural properties
[AD-A0659563] p0207 A79-24073

Opportunities for supersonic performance gains through non-linear aerodynamics
[AD-A0659563] p0576 A79-46710

Application of bifurcation analysis and catastrophe theory methodology / BACTNS/ to aircraft stability problems at high angles-of-attack
[AD-A0659563] p0611 A79-47993

A nonlinear trajectory command generator for a digital flight-control system
[AD-A0659563] p0104 N79-13057

Determining the nonlinearities of dynamic stability
[AD-A0659563] p0176 N79-15070

Theoretical estimation of nonlinear longitudinal characteristic of wings with small and moderate aspect ratio by the vortex-lattice method in incompressible flow
[GL-79-79-26] p0650 N79-30161

Investigation of roll performance for a highly nonlinear statically unstable fighter-type aircraft
[AD-A0659563] p0669 N79-31199

Nonlinearity
Nonlinear interaction between mean and unsteady flowfields near Mach 1.
[AD-A0659563] p0170 N79-15010

Non-Newtonian Flow
Basic principle of controlling non-Newtonian fluid flow in roll clearance --- roll forming of aircraft plastics
[AD-A0659563] p0069 A79-14858

Nonrigidity
U Flexibility

Nonuniform Oscillation
The transonic oscillating flap
[AD-A070022] p0705 N79-32200

Nonunitary Flow
Axial compressor operation with radically nonsimilar inflow
[AD-A069890] p0280 A79-27743

Unsteady small-gap ground effects
[AD-A069890] p0581 N79-28157

An actuator disk analysis of an isolated rotor with distorted inflow
[AD-A069890] p0671 N79-31216

Aircraft Flow
[U Turbulent Flow]

Boeing Aircraft NT 78-262 AIRCRAFT

North Aircraft NT 78-262 AIRCRAFT

Normal Force Distribution
U Force Distribution

North American Aircraft NT F-18 AIRCRAFT

North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO)

Highlights
[AD-A069890] p0454 N79-20205

Northrop Aircraft NT T-39 AIRCRAFT

North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO)

Thoughts on the future of military aviation. I
[AD-A069890] p0515 A79-20205

Northrop Aircraft NT T-18 AIRCRAFT

Two versions of the F-18 in hot competition
[AD-A069890] p0365 A79-31237

Nose Cones

Nose Cones NT Noses Cones

Nose Cones NT Rocket Nose Cones

Vortex system at the nose part of a fuselage model at supercritical angles of attack and different Reynolds numbers
[AD-A069890] p0221 A79-12199

The design and fabrication of the de Havilland DH-87 nose aviation compartment using aramid composites
[AD-A069890] p0111 A79-17059

Theoretical and experimental investigation of the aerodynamic characteristics of three-dimensional aircraft
Evaluation of ground-launch firings for the improved 2.75-inch rocket
[AIAA PAPER 79-1297]
Syntacticalization of simple structural elements of a translated gas turbine engine nozzle
[p0471 A79-39027]
Twisting of the blades of an axial turbine stage
during tangential inclination of the nozzle blades
[p0526 A79-82555]
Nozzles for vectored thrust jet engines — Russian book
[p0603 A79-47428]
The nonaxisymmetric nozzle — It is for real —
fighter aircraft performance viewpoint
[AIAA PAPER 79-1810]
Performance evaluation of an air vehicle utilizing non-axisymmetric nozzles
[AIAA PAPER 79-1811]
Thrust vectoring applied to aircraft having high wing loading
[AIAA PAPER 79-1812]
Inlet design studies for a Mach 2.2 advanced supersonic cruise vehicle
[AIAA PAPER 79-1814]
Nozzle design and integration in an advanced supersonic fighter
[AIAA PAPER 79-1813]
Variable area exhaust nozzle
[NASA-CAS-LEN-12377-1]
Aircraft engine nozzle
[NASA-CAS-ARC-10977-1]
YP 200/200 system study
[NASA-CR-144882]
Nozzle Performance of an air vehicle utilizing non-axisymmetric nozzles
[AIAA PAPER 79-0101]
Experimental study of coaxial nozzle exhaust noise
[AMAE PAPER 79-0915]
Aerodynamic performance of the inlet pipe of a gas turbine
[p0526 A79-42560]
Determination of ejector nozzle starting parameters
[p0568 A79-14847]
Influence of stator vane canting on alternating stress level in turbine rotor blades
[p0568 A79-14848]
Experimental study of the gasdynamic characteristics of a nozzle guide vane row with air ejection onto the vane surface
[p0582 A79-16787]
Flow of ideal gas in tapering nozzles
[p0567 A79-45325]
A numerical study of jet entrainment effects on the subsonic flow over nozzle afterbodies
[AIAA PAPER 79-0135]
Theoretical study of simultaneous two-dimensional high-pressure and one-dimensional low-pressure flows of an ideal gas in jet nozzles
[p0197 A79-22437]
Numerical investigation of the gasdynamic characteristics of control nozzles
[p0197 A79-22439]
Total pressure recovery of flared fan nozzle used as inlet
[p0211 A79-24178]
Quasi-natural numerical methods for the computation of inviscid potential or rotational transonic flows
[p0259 A79-26487]
Discrute noise spectrum generated by an acoustically excited jet
[AIAA PAPER 79-0592]
Sound absorption caused by vorticity shedding,
demonstrated with a jet flow
[AIAA PAPER 79-0575]
An experimental study of USB flap noise reduction
[AIAA PAPER 79-0607]
Experimental study of coaxial nozzle exhaust noise
[AIAA PAPER 79-0631]
Gas flow in nozzles — Russian book
[p0247 A79-22025]
Relationships for nozzle performance coefficients
[ASME PAPER 79-GT-145]
Aerodynamic characteristics of a nozzle guide vane row with air ejection onto the vane surface
[p0582 A79-16787]
Flow of ideal gas in tapering nozzles
[p0567 A79-45325]
A numerical study of jet entrainment effects on the subsonic flow over nozzle afterbodies
[AIAA PAPER 79-0135]
Theoretical study of simultaneous two-dimensional high-pressure and one-dimensional low-pressure flows of an ideal gas in jet nozzles
[p0197 A79-22437]
Numerical investigation of the gasdynamic characteristics of control nozzles
[p0197 A79-22439]
Total pressure recovery of flared fan nozzle used as inlet
[p0211 A79-24178]
Quasi-natural numerical methods for the computation of inviscid potential or rotational transonic flows
[p0259 A79-26487]
Discrute noise spectrum generated by an acoustically excited jet
[AIAA PAPER 79-0592]
Sound absorption caused by vorticity shedding,
demonstrated with a jet flow
[AIAA PAPER 79-0575]
An experimental study of USB flap noise reduction
[AIAA PAPER 79-0607]
Experimental study of coaxial nozzle exhaust noise
[AIAA PAPER 79-0631]
Gas flow in nozzles — Russian book
[p0247 A79-22025]
Relationships for nozzle performance coefficients
[ASME PAPER 79-GT-145]
NOZZLE GEOMETRY

Velocity slip and temperature difference of gas mixtures in quasi-one-dimensional nozzle flows

Profiling of two-dimensional and three-dimensional nozzles and calculation of their flows

Program on Variable Cycle Engines

Twisting of blades of an axial turbine stage

Experimental study of the gasdynamic characteristics of a stator cascade with cooling air discharge through the vanes.

Effect of nozzle spacing on ground interference forces on V/STOL aircraft

CHARACTERISTICS OF LAVAL NOZZLES WITH GASDYNAMIC

COMPUTERIZED HEAT-TRANSFER AND STRESS ANALYSIS OF

AEROEYDNIC CHARACTERISTICS OF A LARGE-SCALE

EVALUATION OF METHODS FOR PREDICTION OF PROPULSION

ASSMENT AT FULL SCALE OF NOZZLE/WING GEOMETRY

THEORETICAL FAN VELOCITY DISTORTIONS DUE TO INLETS AND NOZZLES --- IN V/STOL AIRCRAFT

AN APPROXIMATE METHOD FOR CALCULATING A LAMINAR BOUNDARY LAYER IN MICRONOZZLES

THE NONAXISYMMETRIC NOZZLE - IT IS FOR REAL

FLIGHT AIRCRAFT VIEWPOINT

EFFECTS OF GEOMETRIC AND FLOW-FIELD VARIABLES ON INVERTED VELOCITY-PROFILE COAXIAL JET NOZZLE --- NOZZLE GEOMETRY

THEORETICAL FAN VELOCITY DISTORTIONS DUE TO INLETS AND NOZZLES --- IN V/STOL AIRCRAFT

ASSESSMENT AT FULL SCALE OF NOZZLE/WING GEOMETRY --- EFFECTS ON OTF ACOUSTIC AND ACOUSTIC

ACOUSTIC INVESTIGATION OF INVERTED VELOCITY PROFILE COAXIAL EXHAUST NOZZLES AND DEVELOPMENT OF AERODYNAMIC AND ACOUSTIC

PREDICTION PROCEDURES

CF6 JET ENGINE PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM.

SHORT CORE EXHAUST NOZZLE PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT CONCEPT --- SPECIFIC FUEL

CONSUMPTION REDUCTION

NOZZLE INSERTS

COMPUTERIZED HEAT-TRANSFER AND STRESS ANALYSIS OF WIND TUNNEL METAL THRUST LINES

NOZZLE THROST COEFFICIENTS

RELATIONSHIPS FOR NOZZLE PERFORMANCE COEFFICIENTS

CHARACTERISTICS OF LAVAL NOZZLES WITH GASDYNAMIC

EVALUATION OF METHODS FOR PREDICTION OF PROPULSION

AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF A LARGE-SCALE SEMISYMMETRIC WING AND A 12798

Large plastic deformation analysis of impulsively

LOADED CURVED FRAMES

NASA-PAPER 79-0784

Recent advances in the solution of three-dimensional flow over wings with leading edge vortex separation

NOZZLES

AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF A LARGE-SCALE SEMISYMMETRIC MODEL WITH A SWEEP WING AND AN AUGMENTED JET FLAP WITH HYPERSONIC NOZZLES ---
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NUMERICAL METHODS IN LAMINAR AND TURBULENT FLOW
Proceedings of the First International Conference, University College of Swansea, Swansea, Wales, July 17-21, 1978

Numerical analysis of flow through turbine cascades by the Modified FLIC Method

Numerical methods for solution of radiative-convective heat transfer problems - Radiative boundary layer - for hypersonic blunt bodies in dense atmosphere

A numerical method of evaluating the effect of cooling-air on air-cooled turbine performance utilizing the small-deviation method

Numerical solution of a body-propeller combination flow including swirl and cavitation with data

Numerical representation of aircraft geometry

Numerical analysis of flow through turbine cascades by the Modified FLIC Method

Numerical methods for solution of radiative-convective heat transfer problems - Radiative boundary layer - for hypersonic blunt bodies in dense atmosphere

A careful numerical study of flowfields about external conical corners. I - Symmetric configurations

Motion of rectangular wing between parallel walls

A lifting surface performance analysis with circulation coupled wake for advanced configuration hovering rotors

A numerical solution of superonic and hypersonic viscous flow fields around thin planar delta wings

Numerical calculation of transonic flow past a swept wing by a finite volume method

Direct numerical solution of the transonic perturbation integral equation for lifting and nonlifting airfoils

Airfoil design by numerical optimization using a minicomputer

Presentation of stability derivatives in missile aerodynamics and theoretical methods for their prediction

A numerical prediction of typical articulated rotor impedance

Worst case time-histories causing largest deviations from a desired flight path: An analytical approach

Approximation concepts for numerical airfoil optimization

Some recent progress in transonic flow computation --- flow distribution, numerical optimization, and airfoil design

Industrial centrifugal compressors, volume 1

Vortex flows in centrifugal compressors

Numerical solution of the Navier-Stokes equations for arbitrary two-dimensional multi-element airfoils

Application of numerical optimization to the design of advanced supercritical airfoils

Application of the MRC sub 1 sub max prediction method to a number of airfoils

Computation of turbulent near wake for asymmetric airfoils

Unsteady viscous thin airfoil theory

A comparison of panel methods for supersonic flow computations

Analysis and calculations of lightning interactions with aircraft electrical circuits

Viscous-inviscid flow matching: Numerical methods and applications to two-dimensional, transonic and supersonic flows

A numerical solution of supersonic and hypersonic viscous flow fields around thin planar delta wings

Finite element methods for inviscid and viscous flow problems

The panel method for subsonic aerodynamic flow: A survey of mathematical formulations and numerical models with an outline of the new British aerospace scheme

The computation of vortex flows by panel methods

The prediction of compressor blade row performance: Numerical methods and theoretical approaches

Implementation and testing of numerical analysis techniques in avionics applications

Microprocessor control of aircraft DME

Flight test control by means of a microprocessor. I

Laser balancing demonstration on a high-speed flexible rotor

Practical 'on-engine' microprocessor control and monitoring systems for gas turbine engines

SC equipment spurs brisk manufacture - Full-scale production slated - Numerical Control for integrated helicopter compressor blade and disk manufacture

Digital flight control research using microprocessor technology

Application of digital controls on the quiet clean short haul experimental engines

Multivariable control altitude demonstration on the P100 turbopfan engine

Flight test of a V010 Digital autoland system along complex trajectories

Computer Monitor and Control - A flexible, cost-effective implementation

Microcomputer control of a test facility --- for avionics

Pole of Numerical Control Design in the computer aided design/manufacturing interface at Sikorsky

Fiber optics use in the P-3C aircraft: A fiber optic interconnect system for computer controlled alphanumeric displays in a P-3C aircraft

A computer-controlled avionics-data acquisition system

Graphical NC systems as a basis for progress towards the integration of design, planning and machining

Multifunction keyboard implementation study

NUMERICAL FLOW VISUALIZATION

Numerical solution of the direct problem of ideal gas flow in three-dimensional turbine cascades
OBLIQUE WINGS
OBLIQUE SHOCK WAVES
OBSERVATION
NUMERICAL INTEGRATION
SUBJECT INDEX

AM S D:

AN EFFICIENT USER-ORIENTED METHOD FOR CALCULATING
COMPRESSIBLE FLOW ABOUT THREE-DIMENSIONAL INLETS
[AIAA PAPER 79-0081] p0141 A79-19524

COMPUTATIONAL AERODYNAMICS DEVELOPMENT AND OUTLOOK
/OXYGEN LECTURE IN RESEARCH FOR 1979/
[AIAA PAPER 79-0129] p0200 A79-23515

NUMERICAL STUDY OF UNSTEADY FLOWS OF VISCOUS
INCOMPRESSIBLE FLUIDS ABOUT AIRFOILS BY A
COMBINED METHOD OF ORDER O/H2/ AND O/H4/
[p0248 A79-28289

NONLINEAR MATHEMATICAL SIMULATION OF UNSTEADY FLOW
PAST A HELICOPTER ROTOR
[p0513 A79-41573

A TWO-DIMENSIONAL UNSTEADY RAYLEIGH-EQUATION SOLVER
FOR FLOW REGIONS WITH ARBITRARY BOUNDARIES
[AIAA 79-1465] p0565 A79-45269

VECTOR PROCESSOR ALGORITHMS FOR TRANSONIC FLOW
CALCULATIONS
[AIAA 79-1457] p0565 A79-45273

PROGRESS IN TRANSONIC FLOW COMPUTATIONS ANALYSIS
AND DESIGN METHODS FOR THREE-DIMENSIONAL FLOWS
--- SUPERCRITICAL WINGS AND WING-BODY COMBINATIONS
[p0302 A79-18951

NUMERICAL CALCULATION OF INVISCID TRANSONIC FLOW
THROUGH ROTORS AND FANS
[p0480 A79-23906

NUMERICAL INTEGRATION

NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF A LINEAR INTEGRAL EQUATION
OF THE FIRST KIND IN THE INVERSE PROBLEM OF
SYZMETRIC FLOW PAST A WING
[p0019 A79-12138

APPLICATION OF THE METHOD OF ALTERNATING
DIRECTIONS TO THE NUMERICAL ANALYSIS OF THE
THERMAL STATES OF A BLADED TURBINE DISK
[p0083 A79-16807

THE CALCULATION OF TWO-DIMENSIONAL COMPRESSIBLE
POTENTIAL FLOW IN CASCades USING FINITE AREA
TECHNIQUES
[AIAA PAPER 79-0077] p0140 A79-19522

USE OF THE METHOD OF VARIABLE DIRECTIONS FOR
NUMERICAL STUDY OF THE THERMAL STATES OF A
TURBINE DISK WITH BLADES
[p0613 A79-48518

NYLON (TRADEMARK)

OVERTEST RESULTS FOR THE 7.3-m / 24-ft / DIAMETER
HYBRID KEVLAR-29/ NYLON RIBBON PARACHUTE
[p0191 A79-21524

DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE 28-Foot DIAMETER
HYBRID KEVLAR-29/ NYLON RIBBON PARACHUTE
[AIAA 79-0433] p0263 A79-26641

LIFT AND DRAG OF SAIL AEROFOL
[p0515 A79-41905

OBLIQUE WINGS

A SHOCK CAPTURING APPLICATION OF THE FINITE
ELEMENT METHOD --- TO VISCOUS COMPRESSIBLE FLOW
PROBLEM
[p0247 A79-24771

LIFTING-LINE THEORY OF OBLIQUE WINGS
[p0060 A79-13988

LIFTING-LINE THEORY OF OBLIQUE WINGS IN TRANSSONIC
FLOWS
[p0191 A79-21520

THEORY OF OBLIQUE WINGS OF HIGH ASPECT RATIO
[AD-A059798] p0159 A79-14084

MEASUREMENTS IN A LARGE ANGLE OBLIQUE JET
IMPINGEMENT FLOW
[NASA-CP-159586] p0370 A79-20342

THE OBLIQUE WING AS A LIFTING-LINE PROBLEM IN
TRANSSONIC FLOW
[AD-A070232] p0702 A79-32166

OBSERVATION

WT EARTH OBSERVATIONS (PREDIC SPACE)
WT SATELLITE OBSERVATION

OBSERVATION AIRCRAFT
WT P-2 AIRCRAFT
WT P-5 AIRCRAFT
WT G-91 AIRCRAFT
WT T-MOG 3 AIRCRAFT
WT U-2 AIRCRAFT

DEVELOPMENT OF CASUALTY EVACUATION KIT FOR THE
LIGHT OBSERVATION HELICOPTER (KlW)
[p0310 A79-19616

WIND ESTIMATES FROM CLOUD MOTIONS: RESULT OF AN
IN SITU AIRCRAFT VERIFICATION EXPERIMENT
[p0378 A79-20616

COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT DERIVED HIGH RESOLUTION WIND
AND TEMPERATURE DATA FROM THE TROPICS FOR NOAA:
IMPLICATIONS FOR NASA
[p0374 A79-20621

OBLASTERS
U BARRIERS
U BLOCKING

OCEAN DATA ACQUISITIONS SYSTEMS
U OCEAN DATA PLATFORMS
U OCEAN DATA STATIONS
U OCEANOGRAPHY

OCEAN DATA ACQUISITIONS SYSTEMS
U OCEAN DATA PLATFORMS
U OCEAN DATA STATIONS
U OCEANOGRAPHY

THE POTENTIAL ROLE OF AIRSHIPS FOR OCEANOGRAPHY
[AIAA 79-1579] p0521 A79-42381

ODAS
U OCEAN DATA ACQUISITIONS SYSTEMS

OFFSHORE PLATFORMS
U OCEAN DATA ACQUISITIONS SYSTEMS

AN OFFSHORE AIRPORT THAT WORKS - NAGASAKI
[p0281 A79-28185

ADVANCED APPLICATION OF THE RADGE APPROACH AID
OFFSHORE
[p0399 A79-33457

FLIGHT INVESTIGATION OF HELICOPTER FPS APPROACHES
TO OIL RIGS USING AIRBORNE WEATHER AND MAPPING
RADAR
[ANS 79-52] p0633 A79-49104

RELIABILITY ANALYSIS FOR OPTIMUM DESIGN ---
APPLIED TO OFFSHORE DRILLING AND AIRCRAFT
STRUCTURES
[p0691 A79-53070

OGILIE WINGS
U VARIABLE SWEEP WINGS

OGIVES
COMPUTATION OF SUPERSONIC VISCOUS FLOWS OVER
OGLIVE-CYLINDERS AT ANGLE OF ATTACK
[AIAA PAPER 79-0131] p0200 A79-23517

CANDID-BOAT-TAIL MISSILE TEST AT ANGLES OF ATTACK
TO 50 DEG IN THE AMES 11-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND
TUNNEL
[NASA-TR-78041] p0086 A79-12021

OFF-58 HELICOPTER
PRELIMINARY DESIGN STUDY OF A COMPOSITE MAIN ROTOR
BLADE FOR THE OFF-58 HELICOPTER. VOLUME 1:
TRADE ANALYSIS AND PRELIMINARY DESIGN STUDY OF
COMPOSITE OFF-58 MAIN ROTOR BLADE
[AD-A064159] p0420 A79-22800

OFF-58 COMPOSITE MAIN ROTOR BLADES PRELIMINARY
DESIGN INVESTIGATION
[AD-A065010] p0421 A79-22805

FLIGHT EVALUATION OF 2 INTEGRATED CONTROLLER
INSTALLED IN AN OFF-58A HELICOPTER
[AD-A065072] p0438 A79-23103

PRELIMINARY AIRWORTHINESS EVALUATION OFF-58C
HELICOPTER
[AD-A071699] p0715 A79-33196

OIL ADDITIVES
THE THERMAL OXIDATION STABILITY OF B-3V LUBRICANT
--- FOR AVIATION
[p0688 A79-52500

OIL RECOVERY
DECLARATION OF SYNTHETIC TURBINE ENGINE OIL MIXTURES
[AD-A071813] p0718 A79-33211

OILS
WT CRUDE OIL
WT FUEL OILS
WT LUBRICATING OILS
WT SHALE OIL

OIL SQUEEZE FILM DAMPERS FOR REDUCING VIBRATION OF
AIRCRAFT GAS TURBINE ENGINES
[ASTM PAPER 79-0133] p0394 A79-32402

OIL SEALING OF NOISE-ENGINE BEARING COMPARTMENTS
[AD-A047190] p0477 A79-11062

OMEGA NAVIGATION SYSTEM
THE OMEGA NAVIGATION SYSTEM - AN OVERVIEW
[p0026 A79-12525

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE OMEGA SYSTEM FOR AIR
NAVIGATION
[p0054 A79-13244

AUTOMATED OMRAC/FLY MONITORING AND FORECASTING
FOR AIR TRAFFIC SAFETY ENHANCEMENT - A PROGRESS
REPORT
[p0077 A79-16164

CAN LOW-COST VOR AND OMEGA RECEIVERS SUCCUM FOR
BRAY - A NEW COMPUTER-BASED NAVIGATION TECHNIQUE
[p0077 A79-16165

A-328
SUBJECT INDEX

Use of the Omega Navigation System in the North Atlantic in the framework of the Navigation Minus Performance Specifications /885/
  [p0127 A79-18517]
An airborne microcomputer for radio navigation
  [p0199 A79-23250]
Omega - Global navigating by VLF fix
  [p0398 A79-32722]
Internationalization of Omega
  [p0448 A79-36069]
The MX 1105, an integrated Transit/Omega navigator
  [p0487 A79-36072]
The distribution pattern of Omega observations
  [p0505 A79-40647]
Omega navigation system --- signal processing methods
  [p0533 A79-43504]
Operational experience with the AR/ARN-131 Omega Navigation Set
  [p0619 A79-48676]
Testing the feasibility of Differential Omega for airborne use
  [AD-A058939]
Evaluation of a commercial Omega navigation system installed in the C-118 aircraft
  [p0165 A79-14059]
Omega and VLF aircraft installations
  [R-EN-RAD-R-66]
[ 90-79-14077]
Factors affecting VLF navigation accuracy
  [90-847-71]
Environmental effects on VLF navigation systems, Omega
  [AD-A063892]
Omega possibilities: Limitations, options, and opportunities
  [AD-A065527]
Pacific area evaluation of a commercial Omega navigation system installed in a VC-118 aircraft, supplement 1
  [AD-A069106]
[ 90-79-28165]
OMNIDIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS
NT MONOPOLY ANTENNAS
OMNIDIRECTIONAL RADIO RANGES
Radio navigation and antenna technology, an area of study of many years' standing at the Institute for Communications Engineering of Braunschweig Technical University
  [p0026 *79-12526]
VOR - Its past, present, and future
  [p0076 A79-16161]
Future VSTOL requirements for omnidirectional low range airspeed
  [p0301 A79-25980]
An analysis of radio navigation sensor accuracies associated with area navigation (BNAV)
  [AD-A058654]
Naval calibration evaluation with a computer-controlled avionics data acquisition system
  [ 90-79-12055]
[ 90-79-32193]
OMNIBUS NAVIGATION
U VHF NAVIGATION
ON-LINE PROGRAMMING
On-line computer for transient turbine cascade instrumentation
  [p0017 A79-11488]
Singularity perturbation techniques for on-line optimal flight path control
  [ATAA 79-1620]
  [p0565 A79-45303]
ONBOARD COMPUTERS
U AIRBORNE/SPACECRAFT COMPUTERS
ONBOARD EQUIPMENT
U AIRBORNE EQUIPMENT
U SPACECRAFT EQUIPMENT
NT AIRCRAFT EQUIPMENT
NT BOMBING EQUIPMENT
NT FLIGHT EJECTION SEATS
NT SPACECRAFT ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
NT TACAN
ONBOARD EQUIPMENT
  [AD-A072793]
Shortest success in a function of the airborne system design --- in F-16 avionics
  [p0079 A79-16432]
Digital integrated test system improves testability --- of avionics
  [p0080 A79-16436]
Emergency position-indicating radio-beacon systems using 406 MHz band mobile-satellite service
  [p0112 A79-17095]
A general aviation flight test application of the on-board computer
  [p0079 A79-16432]
OPTICAL COMMUNICATION
[S2E PAPER 790583]
Onboard methods for increasing landing approach capacity upon introduction of MLS
  [DGLR B79-1047]
Aircraft antenna systems --- Russian book
  [p0564 A79-48492]
Real-time gravity filtering from on-board gravimeters
  [ATAA PAPER 79-1767]
[ 90-78-15256]
CN-60A MEDEVAC kit
  [p0310 A79-29164]
Development of casualty evacuation kit for the light observation helicopter (Kiva)
  [p0310 A79-29164]
Aerospace computer systems. Part 1: Avionics applications, volume 2. A bibliography with abstracts
  [NTIS/PS-79/0312/3]
Aerospace computer systems. Part 1: Avionics applications, volume 3. A bibliography with abstracts
  [NTIS/PS-79/0311/1]
CR-17 ENC evaluation of selected subsystems, RNC test report
  [ART-E-77/16-6]
[ 90-79-29170]
ROADMAP: A novel radar guidance concept
  [SARD-79-08412]
[ 90-79-33663]
OWN DIMENSIONAL FLOW
Theoretical study of simultaneous two-dimensional high-pressure and one-dimensional low-pressure flows of an ideal gas in ejector nozzles
  [p0197 A79-22437]
Optimizing the endurance of a low Mach number range in a cruise application
  [p0330 A79-29410]
OPERATING SYSTEMS (COMPUTERS)
NT MODULAR SYSTEMS
Modular interpolation program, L215 (IMTEP). Volume 2: Supplemental system design and maintenance document --- to calculate displacements at several points on an aerodynamic surface
  [NASA-CE-2848]
  [p0664 A79-31417]
OPERATING TEMPERATURES
Engine demonstration test of a cooled laminar axial turbine
  [ATAA PAPER 79-1229]
  [p0469 A79-38993]
OPERATIONAL PROBLEMS
ATC delays - The number one problem in the next decade
  [p0204 A79-23586]
Environmental factors affecting the installation and operation of gas turbine engines in agricultural aircraft
  [S2E PAPER 7801010]
  [p0256 A79-25882]
Review of engine/airframe/drive train dynamic interface development problems
  [AD-A057932]
  [p0095 A79-12092]
Proceedings of the Seminar on Advanced Problems in Turbomachinery, part 1
  [VKI LECTURE-SERIES-1-PTR-1]
  [p0382 A79-21053]
General aviation TFR operational problems
  [NASA-CE-150022]
  [p0419 A79-22068]
STOL technology, volume 2
  [VKI LECTURE-SERIES-60-VOL-2]
  [p0429 A79-23002]
OPERATIONS RESEARCH
NT MATHEMATICAL PROGRAMMING
Helicopter operations development plan
  [PAA-RD-78-101]
  [p0259 A79-18799]
Helicopter air traffic control operations
  [p0713 A79-33180]
OPERATION PERFORMANCE
Operator and technician tasks for the heads-up display test set and versatile avionics shop test TV545/5
  [p0080 A79-16446]
OPERATIONS (PERSONNEL)
NT AIRCRAFT PILOTS
NT PILOTS (PERSONNEL)
NT TEST PILOTS
OPTICAL ABSORPTION
U LIGHT TRANSMISSION
OPTICAL COMMUNICATION
Air Force Space Laser Communications
An optical communication system for aircraft
  [p0213 A79-29236]
Military fiber optics applications
  [p0200 A79-28034]
An optical-fiber multiterminal data system for aircraft
  [p0200 A79-28040]
A-329
OPTICAL COUNTERMEASURES

Air Force Space Laser Communications
Fly-by-light
Aircraft fiber-optic interconnect systems project
[AD-A068316]

OPTICAL COUNTERMEASURES
Preliminary airworthiness evaluation AH-1S
helicopter equipped with a Garrett infrared
radiation suppressor and an AH/ALQ-134 jammer
[AD-A0677525]

OPTICAL DATA PROCESSING
NT SCENE ANALYSIS
Coherent optical processing for missile guidance
[AD-A0693-51464]

OPTICAL EQUIPMENT
NT IMAGE PROCESSORS
NT INFRARED SPECTROMETERS
NT LASER DOPPLER VELOCIMETERS
NT MULTISPECTRAL BAND SCANNERS
NT OPTICAL GYROSCOPES
NT OPTICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
NT OPTICAL RADAR
NT OPTICAL RANGE FINDERS
NT PRISMS
NT TELEVISION CAMERAS
NT WIDE ANGLE LENSES
Dynamic response analysis of an F-15 Fast Pack
optical system installation --- structural
vibration under flight environment
[AIAA 79-0788]
Composite global materials study
[AD-A0596289]

OPTICAL GYROSCOPES
Air Force applications for optical rotation rate
sensors
[AD-A0676421]

OPTICAL HETERODYNING
Multifunction CO2 heterodyning laser radar for low
level tactical operations
A CO2 laser for a compact imaging radar
[AD-A0677573]

OPTICAL LASER MODULATION
NT LASERS
U LIGHT MODULATION
OPTICAL MEASUREMENT
NT MEASUREMENTS
Making fluid flows visible
Influence of gridboard line width and spacing on
windscreen distortion measurements
[AD-A0658217]
Optical flow measurements: Applications to wind
tunnels or motor bench tests
[AIAA WT-78-07]

OPTICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
NT INFRARED SPECTROMETERS
NT MULTISPECTRAL BAND SCANNERS
NT OPTICAL RANGE FINDERs
Applications of electro-optical instrumentation in
turbine engine development
[AD-A0657373]

OPTICAL MODULATION
NT MODULATION TECHNIQUES
NT MODULATION PROCEDURES
NT MODULATION TECHNIQUES
NT MODULATION TECHNIQUES
NT MODULATION TECHNIQUES

OPTICAL PROPERTIES
NT ABSORPTIVITY
NT COLOR
NT REFLECTANCE
NT TRANSPARENCY
Windshield technology demonstrator program-canopy
detail design options study
[AD-A070376]

OPTICAL RADIATION
Multifunction CO2 heterodyning laser radar for low
level tactical operations
Heterodyning CO2 laser radar for airborne
applications

OPTICAL RANGE FINDERS
NT LASER RANGE FINDERS
Determining the contour of helicopter rotor blades
automatically using electro-optical techniques
[AIAA 79-32]

OPTICAL SCANNERS
NT MULTISPECTRAL BAND SCANNERS
OPTICAL SENSORS
NT OPTICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
NT OPTICAL SIGNALS
NT OPTICAL COMMUNICATION
OPTICAL SPECTRUM
NT LIGHT (VISIBLE RADIATION)

OPTICAL TRACKING
NT OPTICAL TRACKING
Qualitative analysis of the effect of jet aircraft
acoustic characteristics on the optimal take-off
program
[AD-A0707-1223]
Optimum operating techniques of two-state
hypersonic gun tunnel
[AD-A068316]
Considerations on optimal self-alignment of
gyrostabilized platforms
[AD-A068316]
Optimal control of helicopter longitudinal motion
on the basis of an operational algorithm
[AD-A0707-1290]
An information matrix approach for aircraft
classifier-insensitive control --- for C-5A wing
loading alleviation
[AD-A0707-1290]
Information distribution in distributed
microprocessor-based flight control systems
[AD-A0707-1290]
A nonlinear approach to the design of jet engine
control systems
[AD-A0707-1290]
Optimal control of turbine engines
[AD-A0707-1290]
Control system time response optimization - A
nonlinear programming approach --- for aircraft
flight
[AD-A0707-1290]
Air fleet and facility planning via optimal
control models
[AD-A0707-1290]
Linearization in the recursive estimation of
navigation parameters
[AD-A0707-1290]
Minimum landing-distance for a sailplane
[AD-A0707-1290]
VTOL aircraft optimal state-space tracking control
[AD-A0707-1290]
Radio-engineering tracking systems
[AD-A0707-1290]

EXTREME RADIO-NAVIGATION --- Russian book
Singular perturbation techniques for on-line
optical fiber path control
[AIAA 79-1620]
Numerical computation of optimal evasion maneuvers
for a realistically modeled airplane pursued by
a missile with proportional guidance
[AIAA 79-1624]
Application of two synthesis methods for active
flutter suppression on an aerelastic wing
OPTIMIZATION

• Predictive guidance for interceptors with time delays

• Linearization of the boundary-layer equations of flow

• Optimal designing of gas-turbine engine performance

• Development of gas turbine performance seeking logic

• Approximation concepts for numerical airfoil shape optimization

• Optimal control theory and practice

• Optimizing gas-turbine engine flexible rotor balancing by the LP-search method

• Acoustic duct liner optimization using finite element analysis

• Transonic flow computations by finite elements - an optimal control model and the significance of the minimum time-to-climb problem

• Solution of the inverse problem of aerodynamics by a random search technique

• Optimization of body shape at small Reynolds numbers --- in Stokes flow

• Performance enhancements of GPS user equipment

• Optimum two dimensional wings in supersonic flows

• Rotor airfoil optimization - An understanding of the physical limits

• Supercritical wing design using numerical optimization and comparisons with experiment --- to improve C-141 cruise performance

• Design of transonic airfoil sections using a similarity theory

• An efficient algorithm for numerical airfoil optimization

• A procedure for axial blade optimization

• To the problem of starting and airfoil-shape optimization of the supersonic compressor cascade

• Development of modern airfoil sections for high subsonic cruise speeds

• Optimizing gas turbine engine flexible rotor balancing by the LP-search method

• Aeroelastic optimization procedure for composite high aspect ratio wings

• Combined strength and aeroelastic wing synthesis via constraint approximation

• An aeroelastic optimization procedure for composite high aspect ratio wings

• Design and selection of optimum propellers for aircraft auxiliary power systems

• The design and selection of optimum propellers for aircraft auxiliary power systems

• Solution of the inverse aerodynamics problem by a random search technique

• Proper aircraft tire size selection - Optimum performance with minimum maintenance

• Optimal selection of the geometrical characteristics of the reversing channel of a small-scale turbine with reedmission of the gas - for aircraft auxiliary power systems

• Transonic flow computations by finite elements - an optimal control model and the significance of the minimum time-to-climb problem

• Solution of the inverse problem of aerodynamics by a random search technique

• Optimization of body shape at small Reynolds numbers --- in Stokes flow

• Performance enhancements of GPS user equipment

• Optimum two dimensional wings in supersonic flows

• Rotor airfoil optimization - An understanding of the physical limits

• Supercritical wing design using numerical optimization and comparisons with experiment --- to improve C-141 cruise performance

• Design of transonic airfoil sections using a similarity theory

• An efficient algorithm for numerical airfoil optimization

• A procedure for axial blade optimization

• To the problem of starting and airfoil-shape optimization of the supersonic compressor cascade

• Development of modern airfoil sections for high subsonic cruise speeds

• Optimizing gas turbine engine flexible rotor balancing by the LP-search method

• Aeroelastic optimization procedure for composite high aspect ratio wings

• Combined strength and aeroelastic wing synthesis via constraint approximation

• An aeroelastic optimization procedure for composite high aspect ratio wings

• Design and selection of optimum propellers for aircraft auxiliary power systems

• The design and selection of optimum propellers for aircraft auxiliary power systems

• Solution of the inverse aerodynamics problem by a random search technique

• Proper aircraft tire size selection - Optimum performance with minimum maintenance

• Optimal selection of the geometrical characteristics of the reversing channel of a small-scale turbine with reedmission of the gas - for aircraft auxiliary power systems

• Transonic flow computations by finite elements - an optimal control model and the significance of the minimum time-to-climb problem

• Solution of the inverse problem of aerodynamics by a random search technique

• Optimization of body shape at small Reynolds numbers --- in Stokes flow

• Performance enhancements of GPS user equipment
Determining the nonlinearities of dynamic stability
Nonlinear oscillations at high incidence
An introduction to dynamic derivatives. 2: The equations of motion for wind tunnel pitch-yaw oscillation rigs

OSCILLATORS
NT CATHODE RAY TUBES
NT CRYSTALOSCOPIC PENDULUMS
Aerospace applications of oscillators --- for location navigation, detection, telecommunications, and instrumentation

OUTLET FLOW
The effects of coolant air inlet conditions on the flow regime between a turbine disk and its casing

OZONE
Oxygen breathing

OXIDES
NT ALUMINUM OXIDES
NT CARBON MONOXIDE
NT NITRICA OXIDE
NT NITROGEN OXIDES
An oxide dispersion strengthened alloy for gas turbine blades

OXIDATION
The chemical stability of kerosene fractions
The thermal oxidation stability of B-37 lubricant --- for aviation

OXIDIZERS
NT LIQUID OXYGEN
OXGEN
NT LIQUID OXYGEN
NOT OZONE
Characteristics of a turbojet bypass engine with afterburner during oxygen supply to the afterburner
Characteristics of afterburning bypass turbojet engine with oxygen injection into the afterburner chamber

OXYGEN BREATHING
Electrofication of wool and film materials

OZONE
Aircraft cabin ozone measurements on B747-100 and B747-SP aircraft: Correlations with atmospheric ozone and ozone encounter statistics
Ozone Contamination in Aircraft Cabins: Appendix
Ozone contamination in aircraft cabins:
Objectives and approach
Recomendations of the panels: Panel on in-flight measurements
Recomendations of the panels: Panel on flight planning to avoid high ozone
Ozone Contamination in Aircraft Cabins: Summary of recomendations
Ozone Contamination in Aircraft Cabins: Post workshop review of recomendations

Ozone Contamination in Aircraft Cabins. Appendix
Ozone Contamination in Aircraft Cabins. Appendix
Ozone Contamination in Aircraft Cabins. Appendix

OZONE CONTAMINATION IN AIRCRAFT CABINS
P-3 AIRCRAFT
The new P3C Orion aircraft with the NAFP
The operational impact of Navy's first TAAP program --- P-3C Test, Analyze and Fix
AN/DSM-449(V) ATE for worldwide support of the P3 Orion
Comparison of engineering properties of 7050-T744 and 7075-T651 extrusions for potential P-3 applications
Fiber optics use in the P-3C aircraft. A fiber optic interconnect system for computer controlled alphanumeric displays in a P-3C aircraft
Formulas for takeoff performance P3-A, B and C airplanes
P-531 HELICOPTER
Advanced Scout Helicopter flying qualities requirements - How realistic are they?

PACIFIC ISLANDS
NT JAPAN
PACKAGING
NT ELECTRONIC PACKAGING
PACKING DENSITY
Development of hermetically sealed low-maintenance high-density packaging for ejection seat-mounted personnel parachutes

PAINTS
Composity assessment of selected propeller and tail rotor paint schemes
Airfield marking paints state-of-the-art

PANEL FLOTTER
Investigation of flexible nozzle wall-flutter incidents in the NASA-Ames Research Center 11- by 11-foot transonic wind tunnel
An elementary explanation of the flutter mechanism with active feedback controls
Time-variant aerodynamics of oscillating airfoil surfaces in a supersonic flowfield

PANELS
NT CURVED PANELS
NT WING PANELS
The supersonic triplet - A new aerodynamic panel singularity with directional properties --- internal wave elimination
A cyclic load test for environmental durability evaluation of bonded honeycomb structure --- aircraft 11 panels
Thermal response of composite panels
Noise transmission - turboprop problem

Development of lightweight, fire-retardant, low smoke, high strength, thermally stable aircraft floor paneling

The use of panel methods with a view to problems in aircraft dynamics

Design and fabrication of a skin stringer discrete tube actively cooled structural panel

Design and analysis of a plate-fin sandwich actively cooled structural panel

Flawless brazing and heat treatment of a plate-fin sandwich actively cooled panel

Design and fabrication of a radiatively actively cooled honeycomb sandwich panel

Radiative, actively cooled panel tests results

Tests of beamed and tubular structural panels

NOVA-2S, a stiffened panel extension of the NOVA-2 computer program

Flight service evaluation of Kevlar-49 epoxy composite panels in wide-bodied commercial transport aircraft

Actively cooled plate-fin sandwich structural panels for hypersonic aircraft

Advanced welding process establishment for aluminum

Contributions to fluid mechanics

PARACHUTE DESCENT

Detached flow about an opening canopy

Parachute canopy opening dynamics

Free periodic oscillations of a parachute system in the longitudinal plane

Parachute ejection seat - evaluation and comparison to present parachute system

Parachute partial inversions

Simulation studies of the flight dynamics of gliding parachute systems

Recovery system preliminary design - an analytical approach to determining drogue chute staging, timing, and altitude requirements

A simple physical model of a descending parachute

Flight simulation of a vehicle with a two-stage parachute system

Parachute inflation control using an attached apex drogue

A first-order theory for the effects of line ties on parachute deployment

Parachute partial inversions

Longitudinal oscillation damping for fully-inflated parachute canopies

The validity of the Leicester computer model for a parachute with fully-deployed canopy

Hardware options for gliding airdrop guidance systems

Aerohydroelastic opening of a shell in unsteady flow

Parachute-rocket deceleration system design

Bailout from autorotating helicopters

PARACHUTE VARIANTS

Overwrite results for the 7.3-

Development criteria for and development of Kevlar ribbon parachutes

Development and initial test results of parachutes with automatic inflation modulation

Development of hermetically sealed low-maintenance high-density packaging for ejection seat-mounted personnel parachutes

On the status of experimental stress analysis of parachute canopies

PARACHUTES

No Drag Chutes

No Recovery Parachutes

No Ribbon Parachutes

An air launched test vehicle for ejection seat parachutes

Aerodynamic Decelerator and Balloon Technology Conference, 6th, Houston, Tex., March 5-7, 1979, Technical Papers

Fabrication and quality assurance procedure to assure a synergistic lifting parachute system

A new life saving application for the parachute

Factors and tradeoffs affecting ram-air parachutes designed for civilian personnel applications

Commercial parachutes - for safety standpoint

Development and initial test results of parachutes with automatic inflation modulation

Basis for an objective evaluation of the paratroop jumping reliability

Milestones in the history of parachute development

Effects of a spin chute installation on spin characteristics of light general aviation aircraft
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PASSenger AIRCRAFT
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NT BAC 111 AIRCRAFT
NT BOEING 707 AIRCRAFT
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Operational reliability of climate and pressure control equipment for passenger aircraft --- Russian book p0012 A79-10850
Aspects of short takeoff aircraft --- optimization of aircraft, airports and flight regimes p0177 A79-11444
Passenger ride quality in transport aircraft p0225 A79-12396
Determination of the geometrical parameters and position of the nose flap at the root section of a swept wing on the basis of wind tunnel data I p0228 A79-12553
Choice of a fuselage for a passenger aircraft p028 A79-12968

A system for survival --- passenger aircraft escape systems utilizing pyrotechnics p0066 A79-14426
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Four jets for short-haul work BaE 146 p0408 A79-30922
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Aircraft passenger seat material development for airline fire safety p0530 A79-43271
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Design criteria for airline operation [AIAA PAPER 79-1849] p0634 A79-49337
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Canadian interest in modern LTA transport
Helicopter performance methodology at Bell
Air buoyant vehicles - Energy efficient aircraft
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Design and testing of two supercritical compressor cascades. (AIAA paper 79-cr-11)
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Development and initial test results of parachutes with automatic inflation modulation. (AIAA 79-3761)
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A new high product rate 10 nanosecond 256 point correlator for weapon system applications and fluid mechanics research. (AIAA 79-3764)

The impact of noise regulations on propeller design. (SAP paper 790037)

Determination of cooling air mass flow for a horizontally opposed aircraft engine installation. (SAP paper 790069)

A canister fuel pump for general aviation aircraft. (SAP paper 790073)

An experimental study of propeller-induced structural vibration and interior noise. (SAP paper 790073)

Wind tunnel performance of four energy efficient propellers designed for Mach 0.8 cruise. (SAP paper 790073)

Model study of aircraft disk brakes. (SAP paper 790073)

Tachystoscopic testing of onboard instruments. (SAP paper 790073)

Test verification of a turbopump partial swirl afterburner. (AIAA paper 79-1199)

Partially variable area turbine nozzle. (AIAA paper 79-1200)

Engine demonstration test of a cooled laminated axial turbine. (AIAA paper 79-1206)

Evaluation of ground-launch firings for the improved 2.75-inch rocket. (AIAA paper 79-1217)

Friction characteristics of a premix combustor fueled with a simulated partial-oxidation product gas. (AIAA paper 79-1217)

V/STOL performance comparisons with variable pitch and variable inlet guide vane fans - a report on experimental data. (AIAA paper 79-1226)

Assembly and testing of flight vehicle hydraulic and pneumatic systems /2nd enlarged and revised edition/ -- Russian book.

The DG-600 - a rugged, high performance heading reference unit -- directional gyro design considerations.


Crashworthy armored crew seats for the UH-60A Black Hawk. (AHS 79-10)

The Sikorsky elastomeric rotor -- helicopter rotor bearings. (AHS 79-48)

The circulation control rotor flight demonstrator test program. (AHS 79-51)

Ultrasonic method of gas gun detection for engine ingestion prevention in F-15. (AIAA paper 79-7046)

Flight testing and simulator flight fidelity determination at Naval Air Test Center. (AIAA paper 79-7047)

The Swedish approach to escape system testing.

An evaluation of sidestick force/deflection characteristics on aircraft handling qualities. (AIAA paper 79-7048)

Laboratory tests to determine lightning attachment points with small aircraft models/engineering test/.

Flight demonstration of the AV-8B V/STOL concept. (AIAA paper 79-7049)

Analysis, design, fabrication and testing of the Mini-Brayton rotating unit (M255-7BU). Volume 2: Figures and drawings. (NASA CR 159541-VOL 2)

Prediction of selected jet fuel test results using DTR test method 0286 with multiple linear regression analysis. (AD-8059185)

Definition study for variable cycle engine testbed and associated test programs. (NASA CR 159459)
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[AIAA PAPER 79-1314] Fuel, lubricants and other fluids used in aviation engines, Russian book

Piston program to develop operating time emission degradation factors for general aviation piston engines

[AIAA PAPER 79-1314] Fuel, lubricants and other fluids used in aviation engines, Russian book
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Piston program to develop operating time emission degradation factors for general aviation piston engines

[AIAA PAPER 79-1314] Fuel, lubricants and other fluids used in aviation engines, Russian book
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Jet engine test cells: Emissions and control measures, phase 2
(PB-282412/6) p0369 T79-10072
Jet engine test cells: Emissions and control measures, phase 1
(PB-283870/3) p0505 T79-11580
Investigation of turbo-dyne energy charger (G8: value trademark): An air bleed device
(PB-285387/0) p0168 T79-14397
Cost effectiveness analysis of the proposed revisions in the exhaust emission standards for new and in-use gas turbine aircraft engines based on EPA's independent estimates
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(NREC-1238-12-VOL-1) p0293 T79-17860
Time degradation factors for the turbine engine exhaust emission. Volume 2: JT8D-9 test data — air pollution control
(NREC-1238-12-VOL-2) p0293 T79-17863
Time degradation factors for turbine engine exhaust emissions. Volume 3: JT8D-7 test data — air pollution control
(NREC-1238-12-VOL-3) p0293 T79-17864
Time degradation factors for turbine engine exhaust emissions. Volume 4: JT8D-7 test data — air pollution control
(NREC-1238-12-VOL-4) p0293 T79-17865
Time degradation factors for turbine engine exhaust emissions. Volume 5: JT8D-3B test data — air pollution control
(NREC-1238-12-VOL-5) p0293 T79-17866
Time degradation factors for turbine engine exhaust emissions. Volume 6: JT8D-3B test data — air pollution control
(NREC-1238-12-VOL-6) p0293 T79-17867
Time degradation factors for turbine engine exhaust emissions. Volume 7: JT8D-29 test data — air pollution control
(NREC-1238-12-VOL-7) p0293 T79-17868
Time degradation factors for turbine engine exhaust emissions. Volume 8: JT8D-25 test data — air pollution control
(NREC-1238-12-VOL-8) p0293 T79-17869
Control of air pollution from aircraft and aircraft engine
Low efficiency control measures for jet engine test cells
(AD-A062665) p0384 T79-21078
Evaluation of emission control strategies for airfield operations at the Los Angeles and San Francisco International Airports
(PB-286622/23) p0385 T79-21100
Advanced low emissions catalytic combustor program
At General Electric
(p0497 T79-2501)
Advanced low emissions catalytic combustor program
At Pratt and Whitney
(p0497 T79-25012)
Lean, premixed, prevaporized combustor conceptual design study
(p0497 T79-25013)
Lean, premixed, prevaporized combustor conceptual design study
(p0497 T79-25014)
Experimental Clean Combusor Program (ECCP), phase 3 — commercial aircraft turbofan engine tests with double annular combustor
(NASA-CR-135384) p0670 T79-31207
POLLUTION MONITORING
Development and evaluation of a helicopter-borne water-quality monitoring system
(p0071 T79-15085)
An aircraft compatible laser induced fluorescence system — In situ and remote measurements of trace gases
(p0194 T79-21989)
Measurement and analysis of airport emissions of aircraft engine emissions are under continuing surveillance.

Traffic background level and signal duration effects on aircraft noise judgment.

Comparisons of turbine engine combustor exhaust emissions measurements using three gas-sampling probe designs.

Development of criteria for monitoring of airport ground pollution. Volume I: Study

Development of criteria for monitoring of airport ground pollution. Volume II: Data validation procedures.

Exhaust emission traverse investigation of a STID-1 turbofan engine --- to acquire exhaust nozzle emission sample.

Exhaust emissions characteristics for a general aviation light aircraft Teledyne Continental Motors 250-360-C piston engine.

Polyamide Resins

NT KETLAB (TRADEMARK)

Polyamide:

Polyurethane foams for aircraft shock mounts. 2: Polybutadiene based foams

Polyurethane Resins

Evaluation of airfield pavement materials based on synthetic polymers

Polyether Resins

Polyether structural foam

Polyesters

The fluorenone polyester ISO PPF of Isovolta Company, Austria

Polyamide Resins

Flexible polyamide fuel tank sealants --- for military aircraft

Non-flammable polyamide materials for aircraft and spacecraft applications

Composites emerging for aeropropulsion applications

Dynamic behavior of aircraft materials

Development and demonstration of manufacturing processes for fabricating graphite/PFR-15 polyamide structural elements --- space shuttle aft body flap

Development of fire-resistant, low smoke generating, thermally stable end item for commercial aircraft and spacecraft using a basic polyamide resin

Polyether Resins

Flexible polyether structural foams --- space shuttle aft body flap

Polyester Resins

Polyester continuous fiber reinforced polyether structural foams

Polyurethane Resins

Polyurethane foams for aircraft shock mounts. 2: Polybutadiene based foams

Polyurethane-base foams

Development of an aircraft composite propeller Foam Impact Attenuation System --- for BPV recovery

Evaluation of airfield pavement materials based on synthetic polymers

Flammability of cabin furnishing materials --- in airliner interiors

Flamability of aircraft interior furnishings

Analysis of the mechanical properties of rigid polyether structural foam

Flexible polyether foam for aircraft shock mounts. 2: Polybutadiene based foams

Polyvinyl Chloride

Model fire tests on polyphosphazene rubber and polyvinyl chloride (PVC)/nitrite rubber foams

PORES

U FOGScY

Fogsity

Wall corrections in transonic wind tunnel: Equivalent porosity

Fusorial walls

Fusorial study of the induction of porous walls of the working section of a low-velocity wind tunnel

Effect of absorber parameters on the acoustic characteristics of a cylindrical combustion chamber

Nonsteady flow of an incompressible liquid over slender permeable profiles

Aerodynamics of airfoils with porous trailing edges

Portable equipment

X-ray inspection of aircraft structures using mobile sources: A compendium of radiographic results

Position (Location)

Position determination and path tracking system using stationary ground-based radio networks

Geodesy and coordinate conversion for position determination of aircraft

Omega - Global navigating by VLF fix

Low cost inertial aiding for NAVSTAR/GPS receivers in naval ship navigation

A-345
POSITION ERRORS
Tracker antenna location study [AD-509026] p0617 A79-48656
The search and rescue satellite (SARSAT) system project p0296 A79-18115

Principle of operation of Navstar and system characteristics p0056 A79-13262
A laser yaw alignment system for wind tunnels p0113 A79-17592
A wind-tunnel investigation into the effect of errors in blade setting on the stalling performance of a compressor cascade [AIAA 79-7031] p0330 A79-29033

The definition pattern of Omega observations p0509 A79-40647
Transfer alignment for precision pointing applications — in inertial navigation systems p0619 A79-48679
Evaluation of the radar altimeter reference method for determining altitude system positioning errors p0645 A79-50436

POTENTIAL THEORY

POTENTIAL FLOW
Method of calculating potential flows of an incompressible fluid past a wing with a high-lift device p0019 A79-12126
Viscous transonic flows about 3-D wings p0058 A79-12926
Nonlinear unsteady potential flow calculations for three-dimensional oscillating wings p0060 A79-13979
Lifting-line theory of oblique wings p0060 A79-13988

Theoretical prediction of dynamic stall on oscillating airfoils [AIAA 79-62] p0125 A79-18193
Green's function method for compressible potential aerodynamic analysis of rotor-tunnel interaction p0129 A79-18645

An efficient transonic shock-free wing redesign procedure using a fictitious gas method [AIAA PAPER 79-0075] p0180 A79-19520
The calculation of two-dimensional compressible potential flow in cascades using finite area techniques [AIAA PAPER 79-0077] p0180 A79-19520
An alternative approach to the high aspect ratio wing with jet flap by matched asymptotic expansions p0194 A79-21997
A surface source and vorticity panel method — for potential flow in arbitrary and wing/body geometries p0194 A79-21997

POTENTIAL ENERGY

POTABLE LIQUIDS

POSITIONING DEVICES (MACHINERY)

POSITION INDICATORS

RADIO DIRECTION FINDERS
Emergency position-indicating radio-beacon systems using 406 MHz band mobile-satellite service p0112 A79-17955
Quasi-autonomous navigation system — for aircraft position indication p0533 A79-43505
Aerospace applications of oscillators — for location navigation, detection, telecommunications, and instrumentation [ONERA, TP No. 1579-88] p0235 A79-43621
Earth-Referenced Maneuvering Flight Path Display [AIAA 79-1809] p0573 A79-45921

The lock-point aircraft coordinate estimator (LACCE) and potential applications [NASA-TM-87806] p0171 A79-15044
The near-term potential of Doppler location [AD-A063615] p0382 A79-21041
CH-113 crash position indicator flight trails [AESP-78-39] p0591 A79-29156

POSITIVE OBJECTIONS (MACHINERY)

POWERS (PARTICLES)

POWDER METALLURGY

Experience with net-shaped processes for titanium alloys p0210 A79-29140
Potential uses of rapidly solidified alloys in gas turbine engines p0275 A79-27313
The application of rapid solidification rate superalloys to radial wafer turbine blades [AIAA PAPER 79-1226] p0575 A79-38991

POWDERED ALUMINUM

POTENTIAL NEW ROBOTS

POWDER ALUMINUM

POWDER METALLURGY

Experience with net-shape processes for titanium alloys p0210 A79-29140
Potential uses of rapidly solidified alloys in gas turbine engines p0275 A79-27313
The application of rapid solidification rate superalloys to radial wafer turbine blades [AIAA PAPER 79-1226] p0575 A79-38991

POWDERED ALUMINUM

A feasibility study for development of structural aluminum alloys from rapidly solidified powders for aerospace structural applications [AD-A056128] p0378 A79-16958

POWER AMPLIFIERS

Fail-safe output stage for navigation transmitters — reliability design for TACAN equipment p0057 A79-13271
POWER CONDITIONING
Filter weight minimization for rectified superconducting alternator power supplies --- for aircraft  p0273 A79-26966
High power USF slide screw tuner for antenna breakdown measurements  p0399 A79-32190
Permanent magnet generators - Next generation in USCP power systems --- Variable Speed Control Frequency  p0370 A79-32243
Electrochemical actuation for business aircraft  [SAE PAPER 790622]  p0457 A79-36750
Development of a 10 kVA power conditioner unit, aircraft, 115/200 volt, 3-phase, 400 Hz  [AD-A056119]  p0045 N79-11049
POWER DENSITY (ELECTROMAGNETIC)
U POWER RADIATION DENSITY
POWER EFFICIENCY
Manufacturers developing fuel-efficient engines  p0850 A79-36380
Effectiveness of redistribution of the gas in high-pressure-ratio small-scale turbines --- for aircraft auxiliary power systems  p0850 A79-36588
POWER GENERATORS
POWER LINES
Identification of voltage transients on aircraft-cabling under HTA excitation --- Lightning Transient Analysis  p0464 A79-38531
Manufacturing technology for fiber optic bundle-cabling --- electric cables for aircraft  [AD-A056954]  p0109 N79-13861
Evaluation of a remote tone signaling control/monitor system as lightning/transient protection for solid state instrument landing systems  [AD-A063766]  p0425 N79-22116
POWER PLANTS
Powerplant integration - The application of current experience to future developments  [ASME PAPER 78-07-113]  p0008 A79-10798
POWER PROCESSING SYSTEMS
POWER CONDITIONING
On the evaluation of wall interference in two-dimensional ventilated wind tunnels by subsonic linear theory  [ARC-7/8-3819]  p0217 N79-15922
POWER SPECTRA
The sound power spectrum of shock-free jets  [AIAA PAPER 79-0595]  p0269 A79-26918
Application of advanced data reduction methods to gas turbine dynamic analysis  p0467 A79-36024
Peak Strouhal frequency of subsonic jet noise as a function of Reynolds number  [AIAA PAPER 79-1525]  p0576 A79-46709
Gust response analyses for ten general aviation aircraft using a two-degree-of-freedom power spectral technique  [ARP-384]  p0235 N79-16861
Gust load estimation using a simplified power spectral technique  [ARP-362]  p0294 N79-17870
Prediction of the angular response power spectral density of aircraft structures  [SAE-ARP-1441]  p0485 N79-23956
POWER SUPPLY CIRCUITS
The solid state remote power controller - Its status, use and perspective --- for aircraft and spacecraft  p0012 A79-10896
Power hybridization - Key to reducing avionics power supply weight and volume  p0617 A79-48652
POWER TRANSMISSION
Loss-of-lubrication operation of helicopter transmissions  [AHS 78-49]  p0124 A79-18172
Overstress testing of helicopter transmissions  [AHS 78-50]  p0124 A79-18173
High altitude powered platform - A microwave powered aircraft  [AIAA 79-1600]  p0525 A79-42405
S-4B mission electrical power  p0615 A79-48617
Initial feasibility study of a microwave-powered sailplane as a high-altitude observation platform  [NASA TM-78059]  p0157 A79-14015
POWERED LIFT AIRCRAFT
Recent progress in rotorcraft and powered-lift research  p0133 A79-18674
Stopable and stowable jet-flap rotor concept  p0134 A79-18679
Jet flow interactions --- in powered lift STOL aircraft  p0153 A79-20869
Configuration management and automatic control of an augmentor wing aircraft with vectored thrust  [NASA TP-1222]  p0294 N79-17872
Powered low-aspect-ratio Wing In Ground effect (VIG) aerodynamic characteristics --- conducted in Langley V/STOL tunnel  [NASA TM-78791]  p0663 A79-31181
Powered-lift aircraft handling qualities in the presence of naturally-occurring and computer-generated atmospheric disturbances  p0705 A79-32198
PPI (POSITION INDICATORS)
U PLAN POSITION INDICATORS
PRECAUTIONS
U ACCIDENT PREVENTION
PRECIPITATION (METEOROLOGY)
PRECAUTIONS
INDICATORS
U PLAN POSITION INDICATORS
PRECIPITATION (METEOROLOGY)
Prevention --- Cloud physics observations inside sailplanes with an armored aircraft data system  p0192 A79-21960
Guidance accuracy considerations for the microwave landing system L-band precision DME  p0621 A79-46992
Applications of pattern recognition systems for day/night precision aircraft control  p0656 A79-30204
PREDICTION ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES
Gas turbine jet exhaust noise prediction  [SAE 1976]  p0018 A79-11623
Operational influences on maintainability  p0073 A79-15382
Use of helicopter flight simulation for height-velocity test predictions and flight test risk reduction  [AIAA 80-41]  p0123 A79-18164
Engineering analysis of dynamic stall  [NASA-896]  p0212 A79-24215
Numerical predictions of the unsteady lift development on airfoils in a viscous fluid  p0121 A79-24216
Reliability growth planning to achieve RR/CM/DSF requirements for an airborne radar  [AIAA 79-0570]  p0317 A79-28954
A jet exhaust noise prediction procedure for
inverted velocity profile conical nozzles
[AIAA PAPER 79-0633] p0317 A79-28964
An overview of technical problems in helicopter
rotor loads prediction methods
[AIAA 79-0946] p0223 A79-29041
The effect of endless burn-in on reliability
growth projections —– for solid state aviation
electronics equipment
p0477 A79-39920
Predictive guidance for interceptors with time
delays
p0611 A79-47939
Avionics computer software operation and support
cost estimation
p0616 A79-8620
A practical approach to helicopter internal noise
prediction
p0041 A79-10857
A survey of analytical and experimental techniques
to predict aircraft dynamic characteristics at
high angles of attack
p0177 A79-15079
Presentation of stability derivatives in missile
aerodynamics and theoretical methods for their
prediction
p0178 A79-15080
Blown flap noise prediction
The prediction of lightning-induced voltages on
metallic and composite aircraft
p0243 A79-17422
An evaluation of four single element airfoil
analytic methods
p0356 A79-20039
A comparison of panel methods for subsonic flow
computation
[AGARD-AG-241] p0362 A79-20088
Application of finite element techniques in
predicting the acoustic properties of turbofan
inlets
p0375 A79-20831
Procedure for noise prediction and optimization of
advanced technology propellers
[NASA-CB-3080] p0423 A79-22100
The generation, radiation and prediction of
supersonic jet noise. Volume 2, appendix:
Computer program listing
[AD-A064685] p0428 A79-22954
Validation of aircraft noise prediction program
Comparison of theoretical predicted longitudinal
aerodynamic characteristics with full-scale wind
tunnel data on the ATLIT airplane
Forecasting engine life
p0552 A79-27154
Scaling effects on drag prediction —– wind tunnel
tests
p0579 A79-28123
PREDICTIONS
| MT IMPACT PREDICTION |
| MT LINEAR PREDICTION |
| MT NOISE PREDICTION (AIRCRAFT) |
| MT PERFORMANCE PREDICTION |
| Improved prediction of laminar leading edge
separation |
| Application of the AMI C sub 1 sub max prediction
method to a number of airfoils |
| Study of design constraints on helicopter noise |
[NASA-Ck-151918] p0677 A79-32054
PREDICTORS
| PREDICTIONS |
| PREFLIGHT ANALYSIS |
| Aircraft aerodynamic coefficient estimation |
| p0070 A79-14974 |
| PREFLIGHT OPERATIONS |
| New technology 56IN simulator |
| p0399 A79-33458 |
| PREHEATERS |
| UN HEATING EQUIPMENT |
| PRECOOLED PLANS |
| Lean combustion limits of a confined
premixed-prevaporized propane jet |
[AIAA PAPERS 79-0538] p0253 A79-25856
La Recherche Aerospatiale. Bi-monthly Bulletin
No. 1978-3
[435-71] A79-20980
Premixed Prevaporized Combustor Technology Forum
[AIAA PAPER 79-395] p0496 A79-24994
PRESSING (FORMING)
Achieving consistency in the production of
critical jet engine components by means of press
forging
p0625 A79-48945
PRESSURE
| MT BASE PRESSURE |
| MT DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE |
| MT DYNAMIC PRESSURE |
| MT HIGH PRESSURE |
| MT IMPACT LOADS |
| MT INLET PRESSURE |
| MT INTERNAL PRESSURE |
| MT ISOSTATIC PRESSURE |
| MT LOW PRESSURE |
| MT LUNGS INTENSITY |
| MT OVERPRESSURE |
| MT SOUND PRESSURE |
| MT STAGMATION PRESSURE |
| MT STATIC PRESSURE |
| MT SUPERCRITICAL PRESSURES |
| MT WALL PRESSURE |
PRESSURE CABINS
| U PRESSURIZED CABINS |
| PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION |
Analysis of the flow field in a radial compressor
[ASME PAPER 78-CT-111] p0393 A79-32386
Solution of the inverse problem of aerodynamics by
a random search technique
p0228 A79-12956
Lift, moment and pressure distribution on cambered
airfoil in generalized sinusoidal flow
perturbations
p0138 A79-19313
High speed interference heating loads and pressure
distributions resulting from eleven deflections
—— shock wave interaction effects on supersonic
aircraft surface
[AIAA PAPER 79-0145] p0142 A79-19562
The pressurized subsonic wind tunnel, P1, at
ONERA's Pauga-Mauzac Center
[ONERA TP No. 1978-51] p0155 A79-20112
Effect of the entropy layer on the hypersonic flow
around aerodynamic control surfaces
p0190 A79-21418
Improved wave drag predictions using modified
linear theory
p0191 A79-21523
Hypersound flow over conical wing-body combinations
p0195 A79-22000
The effect of a transversely injected stream on the
flow through turbine cascades. III — Influence of aspect ratio
[ASME PAPER 78-1G-24] p0195 A79-22330
Some features of the unsteady pressure field in transonic
airfoil buffeting
[AIAA PAPER 79-0351] p0201 A79-23550
Blade-to-blade pressure, temperature, and velocity
profiles downstream of a single rotor row at
high subsonic speed
[AIAA 79-7013] p0331 A79-29419
Flow past a small-aspect-ratio delta wing with
vortex filament breakdown
p0330 A79-32054
Experimental studies of unsteady aerodynamics on
wind tunnel models of helicopter rotors
p0389 A79-32295
Design and testing of two supercritical compressor
cascades
Aerodynamic and aeroelastic characteristics of
oscillating loaded cascades at low Mach number.
I — Pressure distribution, forces, and moments
The prediction of steady, circumferential pressure
and temperature distortions in multistage axial
flow compressors
[ASME PAPERS 79-CT-163] p0396 A79-32443
Evaluation of an ejector-powered engine simulator
at transonic Mach numbers
An iterative lifting surface method for thick
bladed hovering helicopter rotors
[AIAA PAPERS 79-1517] p0576 A79-46705
Solution of the inverse aerodynamics problem by
the random search method
PRESSURE OSCILLATIONS

Pressure measurements on a spinning wind tunnel model by means of telemetry

Pressure and velocity measurements in a three dimensional wall jet --- high lift V/STOL wing-flap

[ASME PAPER 79-0352]

Pressure measurement in air data instrumentation

[ASME PAPER 79-2650]

Unsteady pressure measurements on rotor blade tips with incidence

P0006 A79-34534

Unsteady aerodynamic pressure measurements on rotating lifting systems

P0513 A79-41094

Interdisciplinary aerodynamics of the single rotor helicopter configuration. Volume 2:II: Harmonic analyses: airframe surface pressure data, ramp 23-25, mid section

[AD-A050869]

[AD-A050869]
P0170 A79-15005

Fluctuating loads measured on an over-the-wing supersonic jet model

[NASA-TP-1366]
P0226 A79-16641

Measurements of acoustic sources in motion

[NASA-TP-78869]
P0227 A79-16649

An improved system for use in conducting wake investigation for a wing in flight with differential pressure measurements for drag investigations

[NASA-CAR-P-1102A-1]
P0265 A79-17797

Section drag coefficients from pressure probe transverse of a wing wake at low speeds

P0352 A79-20089

Effect of number of probes and their orientation on the calculation of some compressor face distortion descriptors

[NASA-TP-79259]
P0335 A79-23087

Fuselage surface pressure measurements of a helicopter wind-tunnel model with a 3.15-meter diameter single rotor

[NASA-TR-80051]
P0537 A79-26015

Aerodynamic performance of 1.38-pressure-ratio, variable-pitch fan stage

[NASA-TR-1502]
P0671 A79-31213

Fluctuating surface pressure characteristics on a helicopter fuselage under hover and forward flight conditions

P0135 A79-16691

Experimental investigation of unsteady phenomena in vaneless radial diffusers

[ASME PAPER 79-06-23]
P0195 A79-22229

Unsteady pressures on a NASA LAA010 airfoil - Experimental and theoretical results

[ASME PAPER 79-0330]
P0261 A79-26545

Subsonic base pressure fluctuations

P0342 A79-30610

On a property of the linearized boundary layer equations with self-induced pressure

P053 A79-41566

Effects of steady-state pressure distortion on the stall margin of a J85-21 turbojet engine

[NASA-TR-79123]
P0846 A79-23968

PRESSURE PROBES

U PRESSURE SENSORS

U PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS

U PRESSURE REGULATORS

U PRESSURE SUITS

U PRESSURE OSCILLATIONS

U PRESSURE REDUCTION

U PRESSURE RECOVERY

U PRESSURE TRANSDUCERS

U PRESSURE TUBES

U PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS

U PROBABILITY FUNCTIONS

U PROBABILITY MEASUREMENTS

U PROBABILITY THEORY

U PROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTIONS

U PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS

U PROBABILITY MEASUREMENTS

U PROBABILITY SUITS

U PROBABILITY OSCILLATIONS

U PROBABILITY REDUCTION

U PROBABILITY RECOVERY

U PROBABILITY TRANSDUCERS

U PROBABILITY TUBES

U PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS

U PROBABILITY FUNCTIONS

U PROBABILITY MEASUREMENTS

U PROBABILITY THEORY

U PROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTIONS

U PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS

U PROBABILITY MEASUREMENTS

U PROBABILITY SUITS

U PROBABILITY OSCILLATIONS

U PRESSURE TUBES

U PRESSURE SENSORS

U PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS

U PRESSURE REGULATORS

U PRESSURE SUITS

U PRESSURE OSCILLATIONS
PROGRAM TREND LINE ANALYSIS

A review of the icsing situation from the standpoint of general aviation

PROGRAM VERIFICATION (COMPUTERS)
Experimental verification of program ARMS --- A mathematical model for general aviation structural crash dynamics
[SAP PAPER 900589] p0095 A79-36723

Computer Monitor and Control --- A flexible, cost-effective implementation
p0618 A79-48670

p0616 A79-48671

Testability, the key to economical and operationally effective avionics test software
p0625 A79-48890

Dayton aircraft cabin fire model validation, phase 1
[AD-A058567] p0089 A79-12050

Dynamic simulation of a multi-sensor communication and navigation system --- computer program verification
p0354 A79-20026

Validation of aircraft noise prediction program

ADAP validation study: Lockheed L-1011
[NASA-CR-159138] p0721 A79-33968

PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES

NT PL/1
Exploring team avionics systems by simulation
p0465 A79-38882

Assessment of software development and maintenance costs due to retrofit of embedded avionics computer
[AIAA 79-1006] p0697 A79-54383

PROGRAMS

NT AEGUS PROJECT
NT ALTIT PROJECT
NT DEPPE PROGRAM
NT EUROPEAN SPACE PROGRAMS
NT NASA PROGRAMS
NT QUEST ENGINE PROGRAM
NT SENDER CRUISE AIRCRAFT RESEARCH
NT TERNAL CONFIGURED VEHICLE PROGRAM
NT ZILT ROVER RESEARCH AIRCRAFT PROGRAM

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

Management of test program development for 3-3A --- avionics, maintainability and automatic test equipment
p0023 A79-12319

The operational impact of Navy's first TAP program --- P-3C Test, Analyze and Fix
p0746 A79-39960

Overview of FEBREH program at Ames Research Center
p0089 A79-12040

Current deficiencies in simulation for training
p0722 A79-15970

Development of Integrated Programs for Aerospace-vehicle design (IPAD) --- Reference design process
[NASA-CS-2906] p0382 A79-21044

PROJECT PLANNING

Navigation planning --- Need for a new direction --- unnecessary redundancies between current navigation systems
p0076 A79-16157

The application of computer aided techniques to project design --- for aircraft
p0261 A79-26592

Engineering and development program plan:
Aircraft safety
[AD-A058685] p0089 A79-12048

HSL participation in the plan for assisting in the definition of Army helicopter electro-optical symbology
[AD-A058730] p0102 A79-13042

Overview of NASA general aviation program

Engineering and development program plan:
Terminal/tower control
[FAA-EE-74-20A] p0231 A79-16832

P-18 status report
p0290 A79-18888

Langley's two-dimensional research facilities:
Capabilities and plans
p0358 A79-20055

Master plan flight service station automation program
[AD-A052001/5] p0381 A79-21030

European transonic wind tunnel program for high Reynolds numbers --- cryogenic proposal
[AD-A05-79-211] p0460 A79-21110

In the AV-8 armed barrier aircraft ready for full-scale development
[FD-290286/7] p0495 A79-24967

PROJECTS

NT HYPERSONIC PROJECTS
The dynamic stability in flight of spinning blunt body projectiles
p0179 A79-15092

NT AEGUS PROJECT
NT ALTIT PROJECT
NT PROPAGATION (EXTENSION)
NT CRACK PROPAGATION
NT PLANT PROPAGATION
NT PROPAGATION VELOCITY

Crack speed and propagation resistance prediction for steels and alloys helicopter components
p0139 A79-16700

PROPELLER BLODGE

Lean combustion limits of a confined premixed-prevaporized propane jet
[AmP 790536] p0253 A79-25856

PROPELLANT GRAINS

Some recent developments in solid propellant gas generator technology
[OA-paper 79-1327] p0511 A79-40761

PROPELLANTS

NT MONOPEOPELLANTS
NT SOLID PROPELLANTS
NT SOLID ROCKET PROPELLANTS

PROPELLER BLADES

Propeller unsteady thrust due to operation in turbulent inflow
[FAA-AM-78-29] p0007 A79-10762

Moments on the hub of a lifting propeller with hinge-mounted blades
p0221 A79-12216

Optimization of jet distribution along the blade for VTOL jet propelled rotor
p0129 A79-16841

Unsteady aerodynamics of a circulation controlled airfoil
p0129 A79-16848

The design and selection of optimum propellers for general aviation aircraft
[SAP PAPER 790575] p0562 A79-36711

The analysis of propellers including interaction effects --- for general aviation aircraft
[SAP PAPER 790576] p0562 A79-36712

Development of an aircraft composite propeller
[SAP PAPER 790570] p0561 A79-36714

Practical design of minimum induced loss propellers
[SAP PAPER 790585] p0564 A79-36720

The impact of noise regulations on propeller design
[SAP PAPER 790593] p0565 A79-36727

An experimental study of propeller-induced structural vibration and interior noise
[SAP PAPER 790623] p0585 A79-36753

Tone noise of three supersonic helical tip speed propellers in a wind tunnel
p0174 A79-39861

The aeroacoustics of advanced turbopropellers
p0943 A79-9070

A laboratory study of the subjective responses to helicopter blade-slap noise
[RSA-CR-158973] p0108 A79-13049

Conspicuity assessment of selected propeller and tail rotor paint schemes
[RA-AH-78-29] p0229 A79-16813

The analysis of propellers including interaction effects
[RSA-CR-158911] p0233 A79-16851

Interference effects of aircraft components on the local blade angle of attack of a wing-mounted propeller
[RA-PN-7975] p0498 A79-25021

Tone noise of three supersonic helical tip speed propellers in a wind tunnel
[RSA-TR-796167] p0504 A79-25840

PROPELLER DRIVE

NT HELICOPTER PROPELLER DRIVE

A-352
Helicopter icing research
Rain-erosion resistant materials in air and space travel
An evaluation of coatings for steel and titanium alloy fasteners for aircraft applications
p0385 N79-21201
An experimental, low-cost, silicon slurry/acetone high-temperature coating for superalloys
[NASA-TP-19978] p0556 N79-29292
Metallic coatings for graphite/epoxy composites
[AD-1069871] p0662 N79-30334

PROTOTYPES
Optimal design of gas-turbine engine
thermostat dynamics on the basis of prototype elements.
I p0028 A79-12951
Optimal thermostat design of gas turbine engines using element prototypes.
I p0601 A79-46997
Realization of a helicopter-oriented real-time data system for research, experimental, and prototype flight testing
[ANS 79-50] p0632 A79-49102

PROUSCIC ACID
U HYDROXY ACID

PSYCHOACOUSTICS
The annoyance of multiple noisy events --- ratings for simulated flyovers
[AAIA PAPER 79-0653] p0268 A79-26895
Effects of duration and other noise characteristics on the annoyance caused by aircraft-flyover noise
[NASA-TP-1366] p0375 N79-20832
Effects of road traffic background noise on judgments of individual airplane noises
[NASA-TP-1433] p0588 N79-28796

PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS
Effects of duration and other noise characteristics on the annoyance caused by aircraft-flyover noise
[NASA-TP-1366] p0375 N79-20832

PSYCHOLOGY
WT PSYCHOACOUSTICS
PSYCHOLOGY
WT PSYCHOACOUSTICS
PSYCHOPHYSICS
WT WORKLOADS (PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGY)
Motion in flight simulation: An annotated bibliography
[AD-A061666] p0500 N79-25042
Structuring of data systems: Psychophysical data from the dynamic flight simulator
[AD-A067175] p0546 N79-27014

PUBLIC LAW
WT LEGAL LIABILITY
PUBLICATIONS
U DOCUMENTS
SIGELAY FLOW
U UNSTEADY FLOW

PULSE COMMUNICATION
Performance of a pulse-decode circuit in the presence of interference
p0622 A79-48713
Distributed DMA - An approach to JTIDS phase II --- Time Division Multiple Access Joint Tactical Information Distribution System
p0638 A79-49590
A novel approach to the design of an all digital aeronautical satellite communication system
p0670 N79-31461
A digital communication system as gateway between adjacent computerized air traffic control centres
p0675 N79-31463
Performance predictions and trials of a helicopter UHF data link
p0675 N79-31476

PULSE Doppler RADAR
Moving target detector data utilization study
p0002 A79-10318
Near-field analysis of helicopter rotating blades modulation interference
p0248 A79-25131

PULSE DURATION MODULATION
An optical communication system for aircraft
p0280 A79-28034

Development of a 10 KVA power conditioner unit, aircraft, 115/200 volt, 3-phase, 400 Hz
[AD-A0566119] p0045 N79-11049

PULSE MODULATION
WT PULSE DURATION MODULATION
PULSE RADAR
WT PULSE DOPPLER RADAR
The application of pulsed 'G' band radars to modern military aircraft
p0638 A79-49590
Echo tracker/range finder for radars and sonars

PULSE TIME MODULATION
WT PULSE DURATION MODULATION
PULSE WIDTH MODULATION
U PULSE DURATION MODULATION
PULSED LASERS
Nably and repair of aircraft engine parts using pulsed TAG lasers
p0771 A79-15205
Laser propulsion
p0262 A79-26598
Small bore drilling and inspection with pulsed laser systems --- in air-cooled aircraft engine structures
[AAIA PAPER 79-1268] p0970 A79-39012

PUMPS
WT AXIAL FLUID PUMPS
WT COUNTERFLUID PUMPS
WT FUEL PUMPS
WT TURBINE PUMPS
PWM (MODULATION)
U PULSE DURATION MODULATION

PYLON MOUNTING
Load and dynamic assessment of B-52H-008 carrier aircraft for finned configuration 1 space shuttle solid rocket booster decelerator subsystems drop test vehicle. Volume 1: Summary
Load and dynamic assessment of B-52H-008 carrier aircraft for finned configuration 1 space shuttle solid rocket booster decelerator subsystems drop test vehicle. Volume 3: Pylon load data method 1
Load and dynamic assessment of B-52H-008 carrier aircraft for finned configuration 1 space shuttle solid rocket booster decelerator subsystems drop test vehicle. Volume 4: Pylon load data

PYLONS
Decoupler pylon - A simple, effective wing/store flutter suppressor --- in fighter/attack aircraft
[AAIA 79-0791] p0322 A79-29035

PYROBRENNEL
U COMPOSITE MATERIALS
U REFRACTORY MATERIALS

PYROLOYSIS
Smoke hazards from aircraft materials
p0187 A79-20856
Electrical insulation fire characteristics.
Volume 2: Toxicity
[PB-29484/12] p0662 A79-30850

PYROMETRY
U TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT

PVTROTECHNIK
A system for survival --- passenger aircraft escape systems utilizing pyrotechnics
p0066 A79-14426

F3V AIRCRAFT
U F-3 AIRCRAFT

Q
Q FACTORS
An efficient algorithm for computing the Q-guidance matrix
[AD-A0668816] p019 N79-22074
### SUBJECT INDEX

#### RADAR APPROACH CONTROL
- Flight investigation of helicopter IFR approaches to oil rigs using airborne weather and mapping radar [ABS 79-52] p0633 A79-49108
- A helicopter high definition rotor blade radar p0659 A79-30207
- Interim results of DARS/ATCRBS electromagnetic compatibility testing [AD-A072057] p0710 A79-32416

#### RADAR BEACONS
- NT DISCRETE ADDRESS BEACON SYSTEM
  - Operational evaluation of an Air Traffic Control Radar Beacon System open array antennas p0274 A79-27139
  - Beacon-based collision avoidance system - Experimental results p0034 A79-33606
  - Small-lightweight electronically steerable cylindrical antenna successfully utilized in an air traffic management system p0614 A79-48597
- Development and evaluation of Selective Address Beacon (SAB) system [AD-A0558565] p0100 A79-13022
- Design, fabrication, and testing of brassboard model ATCRBS based surface trilateration data acquisition subsystem [AD-A0551148] p0160 A79-14061
  - Experimental RCS performance results [AD-A0559367] p0160 A79-14064
  - Design, fabrication, and testing of a brassboard model ATCRBS based surface trilateration data acquisition subsystem [AD-A0579331] p0161 A79-14065
  - Airborne measurements of ATCRBS fruit [ATC-84] p0230 A79-16823
  - FAA BCAS concept, appendices F-M [FAA-EM-78-5-3-B] p0231 A79-16831
  - Discrete address beacon system. A bibliography with abstracts [ATIS/PS-79/0244/6] p0484 A79-23945

#### RADAR CROSS SECTIONS
- A study of structural concepts for low radar cross section /RCS/ fuselage configurations p0013 A79-10908
- Radar simulation from optical photography --- for scene prediction map in navigational guidance p0017 A79-15154
- RCS reduction of installed aircraft antennas --- Radar Cross Section Prediction p0247 A79-24716
- Radar cross section fundamentals for the aircraft designer [AIAA PAPERS 79-1818] p0607 A79-47898

#### RADAR DATA
- Enhancements of radar data-handling networks p002 A79-10299
  - A technical review of the radar systems implemented by Eurocontrol p0003 A79-10329
  - Developments in radar data processing at the London Air Traffic Control Centre p0003 A79-10330
  - The future - ARTS XII --- Automated Radar Terminal Systems for air traffic control p0198 A79-22705
  - Concept of modular software for the stepwise construction of radar data processing systems with microcomputers, taking into account as example the Airtrack System p0265 A79-26759
  - Radar signal processing development for application of VHSI p0618 A79-48668
  - An analysis of SAPPHERE image parameters as a function of processing parameters --- for synthetic aperture radar data processing p0618 A79-48666

#### Enhanced of radar data-handling networks: performance
- High speed radar processing using CMOS/SOS technology [AIAA 79-1901] p0697 A79-54380

#### RADAR DETECTION
- Applied ECM. Volume 1 --- Book p0192 A79-21800
- Digital target extraction at civil air traffic control radar installations in the Federal Republic of Germany and possibilities for its further development from the point of view of the Federal Institute of ATC p0265 A79-26753
- Radar and bird-aircraft collisions p0326 A79-29362
- The intercept of covert radar p0663 A79-38132
- A family of air traffic control radars p0665 A79-38532

#### RADAR DIRECTOR FINDERS
- U RADIO DIRECTION FINDERS
- NT CLUTTER
  - Reflection elimination in secondary surveillance radar --- for air traffic control p0574 A79-46241
  - Echo interpretation of severe storms on airport surveillance radars [AD-A0634085] p0240 A79-17123
- Case studies on convective storms. Case study 2, 22 June 1976: First echo case p0722 A79-33758
- Case studies on convective storms. Case study 1, 22 June 1976: First echo case p0722 A79-33759

#### RADAR EQUIPMENT
- NT PLAN POSITION INDICATORS
- NT RADAR ANTENNAS
- NT RADAR BEACONS
- NT RADAR FILTERS
- NT RADAR RECEIVERS
- NT RADAR REFLECTORS
- NT RADAR TRANSMITTERS
- Polish radar developments
  - Thermal design of airborne radars - Present and future p0002 A79-10283
  - The control of tolerances in an array antenna p0018 A79-11919
  - Evolution of a TRACON --- terminal guidance system for New York area airports p0205 A79-22597
  - Reliability growth planning to achieve IFW/GMTTP requirements for an airborne radar p0240 A79-26058
  - Multiscope radar processor --- for combat aircraft p0280 A79-28058
  - CERT technology applied to an airborne radar --- Combined Environment Reliability Testing p0876 A79-39893
  - Test implementation through support software - A PIT translator --- automated Fault Isolation Tests on airborne radar system p0620 A79-46687
  - The impact of software in automatic test equipment --- for evaluation of radar analog to digital converter p0620 A79-48691
  - Performance of current radar systems in an EM environment --- Electronic Warfare p0637 A79-49555
  - Intensive tropic function testing [AD-A056416] p039 A79-10440
  - Systems integration analysis for future tower cab configurations/systems [AD-A059006] p0161 A79-14066
  - AIRSOS-96 radar modification program [AD-A062569] p0370 A79-20310

#### RADAR FILTERS
- Multi-filter MTI system p0003 A79-10320

#### RADAR IMAGERY
- Enhancements of airborne radar data processing [AD-A062569] p0161 A79-48691
- Better utilization of SAR dynamic range --- airborne display capacity improvement p0053 A79-13200
- Enhancement of radar imagery by maximum entropy processing
RADAR OBSERVATION

Dependence of track quality on the number of radar sensors -- air traffic control

System for the display of extracted radar data on the basis of minicomputer-controlled display devices /DEED-MC/ for an employment in Air Traffic Control

Geneva, Zurich get fine-grain 3-D color weather radar

Preprocessing for advanced image matching techniques

Synthetic aperture radar map matching for navigation

Digital sensor simulation at the Defense Mapping Agency Aerospace Center

A CO2 laser for a compact imaging radar

Numerical studies of conversion and transformation in a surveillance system employing a multitude of radars, part 2 -- advanced air traffic control services

RADAR MAPS

RT RADAR TRACKING

Radar simulation from optical photography -- for scene prediction map in navigational guidance

Airborne measurements of ATCRBS fruit [AIRC-84]

RADAR NAVIGATION

Experimental design study of an airborne interferometer for terrains avoidance

The principle and practice of 'clutch' radar operation

Evaluation of the navigation performance of shipboard VTOL-landing guidance systems [AIAA 79-1708]

Synthetic aperture radar map matching for navigation

Flight investigation of helicopter FPV approaches to oil rigs using airborne weather and mapping radar [ANS 79-52]

Combined environment reliability test of the common strategic Doppler system

Roadrunner: A novel radar guidance concept

RADAR OBSERVATION

U RADAR TRACKING

RADAR RANGE

Better utilization of SAR dynamic range -- airborne display capacity improvement

A family of air traffic control radars

RADAR RECEIVERS

Doppler map 2 reliability and maintainability B-52D

Initial flight test of a Loran-C receiver/data collection system [NASA-CR-157629]

RADAR REFLECTIONS

U RADAR ECHOES

RADAR REFLECTIONS

TASAK, a thinned adaptive synthetic aperture radar

RADAR RESOLUTION

Enhancement of radar imagery by maximum entropy processing

Geneva, Zurich get fine-grain 3-D color weather radar

SUBJECT INDEX

RADAR SCANNING

Track-while-scan algorithms in a clutter environment

Grating lobe control in limited scan arrays

Radar system design for track-while-scan

Heading and speed errors for x, y tracking filters

RADAR SIGNATURES

Information processing for target detection and identification

Low ES signature response techniques

RADAR TARGETS

New approaches concerning the implementation of radar target extractors with the aid of very fast microprogrammable data processors

Estimation of target elevation angle from 2-D radars for shipboard fire control

A family of air traffic control radars

Millimeter airborne radar target detection and selection techniques

Ellipsoidal modelling of aircraft targets for evaluation of electronic fuses

Survey of radar simulation training at ATC field facilities

Target marker placement for dive-toss deliveries with wings non-level

Low ES signature response techniques

RADAR TRACKING

Track-while-scan algorithms in a clutter environment

Radar applications of millimeter waves

Dependence of track quality on the number of radar sensors -- air traffic control

Radar system design for track-while-scan

Problems of computer-aided tracking, giving particular attention to radar which can be electronically tuned

MULTITRACKS -- A millimeter wave radar fire control system

Estimation of target elevation angle from 2-D radars for shipboard fire control

Heading and speed errors for x, y tracking filters

Geodesy and coordinate conversion for position determination of aircraft

Manoeuvre handling in a multiradar, a.t.c. system

Estimation of aircraft target motion using pattern recognition orientation measurements

The alpha-beta-gamma tracking filter in the Z-domain

The k.I. tracking problem -- Airborne Interception

Multiradar tracking system using radial velocity measurements

Tracker antenna location study

Short Range Radar (SRR) definition study

Radar track data correlation or reachable sets revisited: The reachable state

A computer program for double sweep optimal smoothing

A-358
Radar transmission

RADAR TRANSMISSION

The encoded modulation FMCW radar altimeters in military applications

RADAR TRANSMITTERS

Tactical electronic reconnaissance sensor

RADAR BEACONS

SUBJECT INDEX

Echo teacher/range finder for radars and sonars

[ NASA-CASI-980-14361-1]  p0544  79-26253

Next generation airport surveillance radar

(ASR-10) design study - operational requirements for radar for air traffic control

[AD-A072691]  p0713  79-33179

An evaluation of certain selected modifications to the national airspace system blind approach algorithm

[AD-A072086]  p0720  79-33376

RADAR TRANSMISSION

The encoded modulation FMCW radar altimeters in military applications

RADAR TRANSMITTERS

Tactical electronic reconnaissance sensor

RADARSOURCES

NT PLAN POSITION INDICATORS

NT ATMOSPHERIC ATTENUATION

NT RADIANT FLUX DENSITY

NT LUMINOUS INTENSITY

NT NEUTRON SOURCES

NT SOUND PRESSURE

NT OENIDIRECTIONAL RADIO RANGES

LIGHTING HAZARDS OVERVIEW: AVIATION REQUIREMENTS AND INTERESTS

Plane emissivities - alternative fuels

TRANSIENT ABLATION OF TEFLOMN IN INTENSE RADIATIVE AND CONVECTIVE ENVIRONMENTS

NUMERICAL METHODS FOR SOLUTION OF RADIATIVE-CONVECTIVE HEAT TRANSFER PROBLEMS - RADIATIVE BOUNDARY LAYER --- FOR HYPERSONIC BLUNT BODIES IN DENSE ATMOSPHERE

POOL FIRE RADIATION THROUGH A DOOR IN A SIMULATED AIRCRAFT FUSELAGE

DESIGN AND FABRICATION OF A RADIATIVE ACTIVELY COOLED HONEYCOMB SANDWICH PANEL

RADIATION PROTECTION

PROTECTION/HARDENING OF AIRCRAFT ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT --- SURVIVABILITY TECHNIQUES --- IN AIRCRAFT SUBJECT TO RADIATION DAMAGE FROM QUARTER-WAVELENGTH MONOPOLES ON CONDUCTING BODIES --- AIRBORNE ANTENNA DESIGN

THEORETICAL FOUNDATION OF RADIATION ALTIMETRY --- RUSSIAN BOOK

A NEW THREE-DIMENSIONAL SURVEILLANCE RADAR FOR MODERN MILITARY AIRCRAFT

THE SERVOED MODULATION FMCW RADAR ALTIMETERS IN MILITARY APPLICATIONS

THE APPLICATION OF PULSED 'G' BAND RADIO ALTIMETERS TO MODERN MILITARY AIRCRAFT

EVALUATION OF THE RADAR ALTIMETER REFEREE METHOD FOR DETERMINING ALTITUDE SYSTEM POSITIONING ERRORS

HIGH ALTITUDE ALTIMETER FLIGHT TEST

[AD-A056504]  p0542  79-26054

RADIO ALTIMETERS

MT MICROWAVE ANTENNAS

Electronically scanned Tacan antenna

LOW PROFILE POLARIZATION CAGE FOR VOR-S ANTENNAS

EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS OF V.H.F. ANTENNAS FOR HELICOPTER HOUSING SYSTEMS USING SCALE-MODEL TECHNIQUES

RADIATION FROM QUARTER-WAVELENGTH MONOPOLES ON FINITE CYLINDRICAL, CONICAL, AND ROCKET-SHAPED CONDUCTING BODIES --- AIRBORNE ANTENNA DESIGN

THE PENETRATION OF ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS INTO AIRCRAFT FROM EXTERNALLY MOUNTED HF ANTENNAS

HF COPLANAR-SLOT ANTENNA FOR AIRCRAFT-TO-SATELLITE DATA COMMUNICATIONS

RADIO BEACONS

MT OMNIDIRECTIONAL RADIO RANGES

SEA-AIR RESCUE AND OFFSHORE AERIAL NAVIGATION USING LORAN C

FAIL-SAFE OUTPUT STAGE FOR NAVIGATION RECEIVERS --- RELIABILITY DESIGN FOR TACAN EQUIPMENT

URGENCY POSITION-INDICATING RADIO-BEACON SYSTEMS USING 406 MHZ BAND MOBILE-SATELLITE SERVICE

APPLICATION ORIENTED SIMULATION AS A TOOL FOR THE PLANNING OF RADIO BEACON SYSTEMS --- FOR AIRCRAFT COMMUNICATIONS

INVESTIGATION OF THE FEASIBILITY OF USING THE DISCRETE ADDRESS BEACON SYSTEM DATA LINK FOR
SUBJECT INDEX

An analysis of radio navigation sensor accuracies associated with area navigation (RNAV) [AD-A058584]
Pacific area evaluation of a commercial Omega navigation system installed in a VC-118 aircraft, supplement 1 [AD-A068106]

RADIO RECEIVERS
RADIO RANGES
RADIOMETERS
RADIO WAVES
RADIO TRANSMITTERS
RADIO SCATTERING
RADIO RELAY SYSTEMS
RADIO TRACKING
MULTIPATH TRANSMISSION
TIME DIVISION MULTIPLE ACCESS

RADIO SCATTERING
Bearing errors in the VHF omni-range due to scattering from wires --- in aircraft receiver [AD-A074-15460]

RADIO TRANSMISSION
HIGH FREQUENCY TRANSMISSION
MULTIPATH TRANSMISSION
SINGLE WAVE RADIO TRANSMISSION
SPREAD SPECTRUM TRANSMISSION
RADIO TRANSMITTERS
UNIDIRECTIONAL RADIO RANGES
RADIO BEACONS
HIGH POWER UHF SLIDE SCREW TUNER FOR ANTENNA

High power UHF slide screw tuner antennas for antenna breakdown measurements [NASA-TP-1353]
Evaluation of an FM/AM range measurement system for V/STOL landing [NASA-CE-3003]
The search and rescue satellite (SARSAT) system project [NASA-CAS-ARC-11158-1]

RADAR
Radome design/fabrication criteria for supersonic SS aircraft --- EF-111 [AD-A05897]
Lightning protection with segmented diveters --- for aircraft radomes and dielectric structures [AD-A056991]
Recent advances in radome design [AD-A069974]
Rain-erosion resistant materials in air and space travel [RRA-LIB-TRANS-2003]

RAPP'S
NAVIGATION
RAIN
time division multiplex access

RAIN EROSION
Rain-erosion resistant materials in air and space travel [RRA-LIB-TRANS-2003]

RANDBODIES
RADIO WAVES
Rain-erosion resistant materials in air and space travel [RRA-LIB-TRANS-2003]

RADIATION DETECTORS
MICROWAVES

RADIATION DETECTORS
MICROWAVES

RADIATION SCANNERS
RADIO BEACONS

RADIATION DETECTORS
MICROWAVES

RADIATION SCANNERS
RADIO BEACONS

A-361
using real-time digital simulation

Real time weather display in the general aviation cockpit
(AIAA PAPER 79-1821) p0610 A79-47901
A real-time sequence filtering algorithm for GPS low-dynamics navigation system
AD-A070973 p0467 A79-46577
A real time video bandwidth reduction system based on a CCD Rademard transform device -- for avionics
AD-A070973 p0621 A79-48702
Real time compression of video signals -- protection against jamming
AD-A070973 p0622 A79-48712
Realization of a helicopter-oriented real-time data system for research, experimental, and prototype flight testing
(AMS 79-50) p0632 A79-49102
A real-time simulation facility for advanced digital guidance and control system research
AD-A070973 p0679 A79-51050
Wind tunnel real-time data acquisition system
NASA TM-80061 p0385 A79-21097
Real-time estimation of aerodynamic coefficients by means of an extended Kalman filter
SAND-78-0008) p0590 A79-29152
Design of a multi-microprocessor system for real-time aircraft simulation
AD-A070973 p0599 A79-29800
Central flow control software design document. Volume 1: Operational software complex -- automation support to the Air Traffic Control System Command Center. (AD-A070973) p0663 A79-30359
Central flow control software design document. Volume 2: Support software complex -- automation support to the Air Traffic Control System Command Center. (AD-A070973) p0663 A79-30960
Survey and evaluation of potential real-time interactive flight test facilities for the B-1 (AD-A070973) p0700 A79-32222

REAL VARIABLES
NT ASYMPTOTIC SERIES
NT BESSEL FUNCTIONS
NT COLLINPARITY
NT DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
NT GREEN FUNCTION
NT LINEAR EQUATIONS
NT NONLINEAR EQUATIONS
NT NUMERICAL INTEGRATION
NT POWER SERIES
NT VECTOR ANALYSIS
NT VORTICITY

REATTACHED FLOW
Dynamic stall of an airfoil with leading edge bubble separation involving time dependent re-attachment
(AIAA PAPER 78-02-154) p0011 A79-10817
On the laminar separation, transition, and turbulent reattachment of low Reynolds number flows near the leading edge of airfoils
(AIAA PAPER 79-0004) p0138 A79-19972
Calculation of separated boundary-layer flows -- applied to stalled diffusers and external wedge flows
(AIAA PAPER 79-0284) p0144 A79-19544

REATTACHMENT
U ATTACHMENT
RECEIVERS
NT RADAR RECEIVERS
NT RADIO RECEIVERS
Flight termination receiver catalog
(AD-A058656) p0181 A79-15232
RECEIVING SYSTEMS
U RECEIVERS
RECOLOCATING ENGINES
U PISTON ENGINES
RECIRCULATING FLUID FLOW
Calculation of separated boundary-layer flows -- applied to stalled diffusers and external wedge flows
(AIAA PAPER 79-0284) p0144 A79-19544
Augmented vectored thrust engines and the problem of avoiding hot gas recirculation
(AMS PAPER 79-06-10) p0339 A79-30508

RECLAMATION
NT GAS RECOVERY

RECOGNITION
NT PATTERN RECOGNITION
NT TARGET RECOGNITION

RECOMMENDATIONS
Planning for airport access: An analysis of the San Francisco Bay area. Introduction and conclusions
AIAA 79-16321 p0566 A79-45313
Ozone Contamination in Aircraft Cabins: Past workshop review of recommendations
AIAA 79-1792 p0605 A79-47881
Maritime patrol aircraft concept study
A-D-070131 p0663 A79-31138

RECORDING
NT DATA RECORDING
NT DATA SMOOTHING
NT PHOTOGRAPHIC RECORDING
NT WEATHER DATA RECORDERS
NT WEATHER RECONNAISSANCE AIRCRAFT

RECOGNESSANCE
NT AERIAL RECONNAISSANCE
NT PHOTORECONNAISSANCE
NT WEATHER RECONNAISSANCE

RECTANGULAR PLATES
NT RECTANGULAR PLATES

RECTANGULAR WINGS
Three-dimensional radiative heat-transfer problem with shading -- modeling aircraft compartments
(JPL-78-017) p0253 A79-25899

RECTANGULAR WINGS

RECOVERABILITY
Launch and Recovery -- technology assessment
AIAA 79-15951 p0219 A79-15951

RECOVERABLE SPACECRAFT
NT SPACE SHUTTLE

RECOVERY
A minimum weight analysis of aerospace vehicle recovery systems
(AD-A056025) p0092 A79-12072
An analysis of the stability of an aircraft equipped with an air cushion recovery system
(AD-A057430) p0095 A79-12098

RECOVERY PARACHUTES
A parachute that goes up -- lift-devices for subsonic and transonic deliveries and recoveries
CONF-771215-1 p0067 A79-14431
Recovery system preliminary design -- A simplified approach to determining drogue chute staging, timing, and altitude requirements
AIAA 79-15951 p0263 A79-26650

RECTANGULAR PLANS
NT RECTANGULAR PLANFORMS

RECTANGULAR PLATES
NT RECTANGULAR PLATES

RECTANGULAR WINGS
Three-dimensional radiative heat-transfer problem with shading -- modeling aircraft compartments
JPL-78-017 p0253 A79-25899

RECTANGULAR WINGS
Calculation of transonic flows around wings
OMFP, TP NO. 1978-125 p0015 A79-11132
Unsteady calculation of vortex sheets emitted by highly inclined lifting surfaces
Omfp, TP NO. 1978-831 p0127 A79-18551
Optimization of the weight of a wing with constraints on the static aeroelasticity
CARS 79-50 p0632 A79-49102

Transonic flutter analysis of a rectangular wing equipped with an air cushion recovery system
(AD-A057430) p0095 A79-12098

Transonic flutter analysis of a rectangular wing with conventional airfoil sections
AIAA 79-16321 p0566 A79-45313
The calculation of non-linear aerodynamic characteristics of wings and their wakes in subsonic flow
CARS 79-50 p0632 A79-49102

A-363
Recycling of asphalt concrete airfield pavement: Oxidation of hydrazine in aqueous solutions

Redundant control systems for flight vehicles --- Russian book

Dual digital flight control redundancy management system development program

F-16 flight control system redundancy concepts

Behavior of a two-dissimilar unit imperfect standby system with connected switching and priority repair

Optical control technology --- for helicopters-fiber-optic data transfer

Fly-by-wire tail rotor controls

Damage tolerance analysis of redundant structures --- transport aircraft structures

Design of redundant structures --- structural design criteria and fracture mechanics of large commercial transport aircraft

Program for the critical components of a fly-by-tube backup flight control system, part 1

Regenerators: Design of regenerators for automotive gas turbines

Regional planning: Off-airport land use compatibility - The Maryland approach and experience

A developmental computer model for investigations of air traffic management problems: A case investigating two decision strategies

Regions

Reciprocating engines U REGENDERS

Redundant control systems for flight vehicles ---

Electronic system safety - Testing reality --- for avionics

Analytic redundancy for flight control systems on the Lockheed L-1011 aircraft

Failure detection in signal processing and sensing in flight control systems

Behaviour of a two-dissimilar unit imperfect standby system with connected switching and priority repair

Optical control technology --- for helicopters-fiber-optic data transfer

Fly-by-wire tail rotor controls

Damage tolerance analysis of redundant structures --- transport aircraft structures

Design of redundant structures --- structural design criteria and fracture mechanics of large commercial transport aircraft

Program for the critical components of a fly-by-tube backup flight control system, part 1

Regenerators: Design of regenerators for automotive gas turbines

Regional planning: Off-airport land use compatibility - The Maryland approach and experience

A developmental computer model for investigations of air traffic management problems: A case investigating two decision strategies

Cities

Regulatory aspects of advanced gas turbine applications

Design and analysis of a scramjet engine --- regenerative cooled and airframe-integrated

Thermal-structural design study of an airframe-integrated Scramjet

Thermal-structural design study of an airframe-integrated Scramjet

Thermal-structural design study of an airframe-integrated Scramjet

Thermal-structural design study of an airframe-integrated Scramjet

Thermal-structural design study of an airframe-integrated Scramjet

Thermal-structural design study of an airframe-integrated Scramjet

The strain range partitioning behavior of an advanced gas turbine disk alloy, AE2-TDA

Materials and structural aspects of advanced gas-turbine helicopter engines

Screening properties of silicon-base ceramics for turbine engine applications

Advanced environmental cooling concepts for supersonic aircraft

Through-heating of chambers with regenerative cooling --- for aircraft engines

Thermal-structural design study of an airframe-integrated Scramjet

Thermal-structural design study of an airframe-integrated Scramjet

Thermal-structural design study of an airframe-integrated Scramjet

Thermal-structural design study of an airframe-integrated Scramjet

Thermal-structural design study of an airframe-integrated Scramjet

Thermal-structural design study of an airframe-integrated Scramjet

Thermal-structural design study of an airframe-integrated Scramjet

Thermal-structural design study of an airframe-integrated Scramjet

Thermal-structural design study of an airframe-integrated Scramjet

Thermal-structural design study of an airframe-integrated Scramjet
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Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor helicopter configuration. Volume 7-7: Frequency analyses of wake single film data, utility aircraft. [AD-0662645] p0361 79-20083
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor helicopter configuration. Volume 7-8: Frequency analyses of wake single film data, utility aircraft. [AD-0662646] p0361 79-20084
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor helicopter configuration. Volume 7-9: Frequency analyses of wake single film data, utility aircraft. [AD-0662647] p0361 79-20085
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor helicopter configuration. Volume 7-10: Frequency analyses of wake single film data, utility aircraft. [AD-0662648] p0361 79-20086
The role of rotor impedance in the vibration analysis of rotorcraft, part 0. [NASA-Cr-152267] p0363 79-20103
Secondary-flow-related vortex cavititation. [NASA-Cr-15806] p0378 79-21003
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor helicopter configuration. Volume 8-1: One-third octave band spectograms of wake single film data, air ejectors. [AD-0663653] p0379 79-21018
Experimental investigation of three helicopter rotor airfoils designed analytically --- in the Langley 6 by 10 inch and 6 by 28 inch transonic wind tunnels. [NASA-TP-3986] p0416 79-22037
Beta-wing aerodynamics. Volume 1: Basic theories of rotor aerodynamics with application to helicopters ---- moment, vortices, and potential theory. [NASA-Cr-3082] p0416 79-22039
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor helicopter configuration. Volume 8-8: One-third octave band spectograms of wake single film data, basic configuration wake explorations. [AD-0661816] p0228 79-23931
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor helicopter configuration. Volume 3-1: Flow angle and velocity wake profiles in low frequency band, basic investigations and hub variations. [AD-0661084] p0228 79-23932
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor helicopter configuration. Volume 3-2: Flow angle and velocity wake profiles in low frequency band, basic investigations and hub variations. [AD-0661671] p0483 79-23933
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor helicopter configuration. Volume 22: Harmonic analyses of airframe surface pressure data, runs 7-9, midsection. [AD-0661186] p0483 79-23934
An experimental investigation of the effect of rotor tip shape on helicopter blade--blade noise -- in the langley v/stol wind tunnel. [NASA-78-0006] p0508 79-25884
A flight investigation of basic performance characteristics of a teetering--rotor attack helicopter. [NASA-TM-002112] p0547 79-27097
Axial compressor stall --- effects on aircraft engines. p0557 79-27435
Effect of rotor aerodynamic velocity ratio on response to inlet radial and circumferential distortion. [AD-TP-1278] p0583 79-28177
Evaluation of stiffness and damping coefficients for fluid--film bearings. p0585 79-28367
Experimental and theoretical studies on model helicopter rotor noise. [NASA-CR-158046] p0589 79-28984
Parametric studies of model helicopter blade slap and rotational noise. p0600 79-29962
Performance of two-stage fan with a first-stage rotor redesigned to account for the presence of a part--span damper. [NASA-TP-1483] p0654 79-30191
The promise of multicyclic control --- to control fatigue blade loads and rotor vibrations. [NASA-78-7621] p0663 79-31137
Some nonlinear problems in transonic helicopter acoustics. [AD-0665664] p0712 79-32974
A viscous flow analysis for the tip vortex generation process. [NASA-CR-31386] p0712 79-33162
An experimental study of the response of a turbine--compressor rotor to a low frequency inlet distortion. p0716 79-33203

ROTOR BLADES
Derivation of control loads for bearingless rotor systems --- in helicopter design. p0013 79-10966
A new approach to helicopter rotor blade research instrumentation. p0113 79-17563
The aeroelastically controllable rotor concept. [MFS 78-59] p0125 79-18180
Experimental effects of tip shape on rotor control loads. [MFS 78-61] p0125 79-18182
Composite blade for a 5 meter diameter rotor. p0133 79-18676
The CH-46 rotor blade transition from metal to composite capability of captopalm dynaming, rotor--blade tip--clearance measurement system. [SAA-PAPER 781003] p0256 79-25885
An investigation of model helicopter rotor blade slap at low tip speeds. p0248 79-25131
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### SUBJECT INDEX

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>[AIAA PAPER 79-0613]</th>
<th>p0272 A79-26938</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flag-lag stability with dynamic inflow by the method of multiblade coordinates</td>
<td>for rotor deflections in forward flight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AIAA 79-077]</td>
<td>p0319 A79-29003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blade-to-blade pressure, temperature, and velocity profiles downstream of a single rotor row at high subsonic speed</td>
<td>[AIAA 79-7033]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retreating blade and dynamic stall</td>
<td>for helicopter rotors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AIAA 79-12294]</td>
<td>p0389 A79-32294</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental studies of unsteady aerodynamics on wind tunnel models of helicopter rotors</td>
<td>p0389 A79-32295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erosion resistant clad rotor blades - Boride coatings do the job</td>
<td>p0400 A79-33590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotor blade stability in turbulent flows, II</td>
<td>p0576 A79-86705</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An iterative lifting surface method for thick bladed hovering helicopter rotors</td>
<td>Preliminary design study of a tail rotor blade blade element method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Composite rotors</td>
<td>An evolving art</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preliminary design study of a tail rotor blade blade element method</td>
<td>[AD-A063303]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of structural parameters on the flap-lag response of a rotor blade in forward flight</td>
<td>Application of higher harmonic blade feathering for helicopter vibration reduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preliminary design study of a composite main rotor blade for the 08-58 helicopter. Volume I</td>
<td>Trade analysis and preliminary design study of composite 08-58 main rotor blade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AD-A064155]</td>
<td>p0420 A79-22080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A method of computing the pressure distribution on a single-bladed hovering helicopter rotor</td>
<td>p0280 A79-26048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Icing tests of a DH-11 helicopter with an electrothermic ice protection system under simulated and natural icing conditions</td>
<td>[AD-A067737]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ROTOR BLADES (TURBOMACHINERY)

- Designing a ring for protecting the gas-turbine engine casing from fragments of the rotor blades | p0316 A79-26267 |
| An experimental investigation of film cooling on a turbine rotor blade | [ASME PAPER 79-CT-32] | p0380 A79-30518 |
| Experimental evaluation of the effect of inlet distortion on compressor blade vibrations | p0381 A79-30558 |
| Development of linear and non-linear hub springs for two-bladed rotors | p0384 A79-31171 |
| Advanced technology applied to the 7L-60A and 5-76 helicopters | p0386 A79-31173 |
| A calculation procedure for three-dimensional, time-dependent, inviscid, compressible flow through turbine blades of any geometry | p0385 A79-31247 |
| On the balancing convergence of flexible rotors, with special reference to asymmetric rotor | p0345 A79-31390 |
| Forced vibrations of a single stage axial compressor rotor | [ASME PAPER 79-C5-108] | p0392 A79-33283 |
| Aerodynamic and aerelastic characteristics of oscillating leading edges at low Mach number | [ASME PAPER 79-C5-112] | p0393 A79-33287 |
| Optimization for rotor blades of tandem design for axial flow compressors | [ASME PAPER 79-C5-125] | p0393 A79-33294 |
| Three-dimensional lifting-surface theory for an annular blade row | [ASME PAPER 79-C5-128] | p0396 A79-33241 |
| Preliminary studies using photon correlation velocimetry in turbomachinery and combustion systems | p0405 A79-34314 |
| Causes of high pressure compressor deterioration in service | [AIAA PAPER 79-1234] | p0508 A79-40843 |
| Subsonic flow past an oscillating cascade with finite mean flow deflection | [AIAA PAPER 79-1516] | p0576 A79-46704 |
| Design and development of a hybrid composite rotor blade for the circulation control system of helicopters | [AHS 79-46] | p0632 A79-49998 |
| An approach for estimating vibration characteristics of nonuniform rotor blades | p0639 A79-49718 |
| Effect of rotor tip clearance and configuration on overall performance of a 12.77-centimeter tip diameter axial-flow turbine | [NASA-TMD-790525] | p0685 A79-12015 |
| Effect of structural parameters on the flap-lag forced response of a rotor blade in forward flight | p0698 A79-12998 |
| A new blade element method for calculating the performance of high and intermediate solidity axial flow fans | p0703 A79-13047 |
| **Research on centrifugal effects on turbine rotor blade film cooling** | p0165 A79-14106 |
| **Effect of casing treatment on performance of a two-stage high-pressure-ratio fan** | p0234 A79-16852 |
| **Strain gage system evaluation program** | p0307 A79-19314 |
| **Flap-lag-torsion flutter analysis of a constant life rotor** | p0363 A79-20099 |
| **Advanced composite engine rotor design** | p0424 A79-22105 |
| **The fluid dynamic design of advanced centrifugal compressors** | p0427 A79-22508 |
| **Helicopter rotor airfoil** | [NASA-CAB-LIN-12396] | p0492 A79-24958 |
| **An evaluation of linear acoustic theory for a hovering rotor** | p0492 A79-24958 |
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Factor of safety - USAF design practice
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Parachute partial inversions

The effect of the aerodynamic resistance of the feeder line on the operation of safety valves

Lightning protection with segmented diverters

Commercial parachutes - from safety standpoint

Ejection systems in the year 2000

U.S. Navy developments in crashworthy seating

High strength stitching for aircraft personnel restraint systems

Death by misadventure - helicopter escape system proposals

Preliminary design study of a tail rotor blade jettison concept

Crashworthy helicopter seats and occupant restraint systems

Some improvements to the UK helicopter cockpit

Applicability of fiber optics to aircraft fire detection systems

[AD-A063974]

Air aircraft docking program

[NASA-CR-162299]

SAFETY FACTORS

A new dimension in 'SAF' - manned spacecraft search and rescue operations

Clear air turbulence accidents

Comparison of safety principles in aviation and in track-guided traffic

Some environmental and safety aspects of using hydrogen as a fuel

Damage tolerance in practice - aircraft safety and stress measurement

The requirement of damage tolerance. An analysis of damage tolerance requirements with specific reference to MIL-A-83444

[AD-A069372]

Injuries in air transport emergency evacuations

[AD-A069372]

SAFETY MANAGEMENT

Can government specified reliabilities for complex aircrew escape systems be set

Safety of air transport

Aircraft fire protection and rescue procedures

Some behavioural aspects of airfield bird control

Airport project Munich II - Aspects on the economic utilization of the airport area under consideration of the bird strike problem

Bird control - The experience of one aerodrome

Aviation safety - Facts and fiction

Aviation emergency procedures

SUBJECT INDEX

Material developments for airline safety - Impact on the safety of ground maintenance employees

Risk - Taken or controlled - airline operations

Enclosure fire modeling

Conspicuity assessment of selected propeller and tail rotor paint schemes

Summary report of the Human Factors Committee

Helicopter operations development plan

Development of crashworthy passenger seats for general-aviation aircraft

U.S. Navy developments in crashworthy seating

The effect of the aerodynamic resistance of safety valves

Commercial parachutes - from safety standpoint

The design and testing of a vertical-axis wind turbine using sails

Lift and drag of sail aerology

Flight experiments to evaluate the effect of wing-tips sails on fuel consumption and handling characteristics

A comparison of the aerodynamic characteristics of eight sailwing airfoil sections

Effect of a chromium-containing fuel additive on hot corrosion

The 150 KVA samarium cobalt USC starter generator electrical system

Sampled data

U DATA SAMPLING

Sampled data systems

U DATA SAMPLING

San Francisco Bay area. Technological options

San Francisco Bay area. Three subsystem designs

The lift and drag of sail aerofoil

Effect of a chromium-containing fuel additive on hot corrosion

Summary report of the Human Factors Committee

SAN FRANCISCO BAY (CA)

Planning for airport access: An analysis of the San Francisco Bay area

Planning for airport access: An analysis of the San Francisco Bay area. Introduction and conclusions

Planning for airport access: An analysis of the San Francisco Bay area. The setting

Components of the airport access system

Planning for airport access: An analysis of the San Francisco Bay area. Existing studies

Planning for airport access: An analysis of the San Francisco Bay area. Technological options

Planning for airport access: An analysis of the San Francisco Bay area. Three subsystem designs

SANDWICH CONSTRUCTION

U. SANDWICH STRUCTURES

SANDWICH STRUCTURES

Thermal response of composite panels

Special sandwich constructions for the interior of commercial aircraft

Recent advances in radome design

High heat flux actively cooled honeycomb sandwich structural panel for a hypersonic aircraft

A-362
The contribution of dynamic X-ray to gas turbine air sealed technology
Gas turbine disc sealing system design
Development of sprayed ceramic seal system for turbine gas path sealing
Flexible polymer side fuel tank sealers --- for military aircraft
Fuel tank sealant requirements for advanced high performance aircraft
Transmission seal development
Superalloy knife edge seal repair
Fuel path sealing in turbine engines
American Airlines' operational and maintenance experience with aerodynamic seals and oil seals in turbofan engines
Oil sealing of aero engine bearing compartments
The contribution of dynamic X-ray to gas turbine air sealed technology
Determining and improving labyrinth seal performance in current and advanced high performance gas turbines
Factors associated with rub tolerance of compressor tip seals --- self sustained combustion of titanium
Self-acting shaft seals --- gas turbine engines
Self active pad seal application for high pressure engines
Wear of seal materials used in aircraft propulsion systems
Development of sprayed ceramic seal systems for turbine gas path sealing
Composite seal for turboaerachinery --- backings for turbine engine shrouds
Thermoelectric and dynamic phenomena in seals
Development of spiral-groove self-acting seals for helicopter engines
Superalloy knife edge seal repair
Radar system design for track-while-scan systems
The characteristics of the spray generated by the efflux of various aircraft propulsors impinging normally on water
Poweded low-aspect-ratio Wing In Ground effect (WIG) aerodynamic characteristics --- conducted in Langley V/STOL tunnel
Radar design for track-while-scan
An evaluation of certain selected modifications to the national airspace system bimodal tracking algorithm
Analysis of visual detection performance: Fall 1978 experiment
**SENSORY PERCEPTION**

- Automated KC surveillance
- Advanced digital simulator system (ADSS)

**SUBJECT INDEX**

- The flying hot wire and related instrumentation
- Analytical studies of separated vortex flow on highly swept wings
- A study of turbulent flows about oscillating airfoils
- Effect of flow separation vortices on aircraft unsteady aerodynamics
- A new boundary-layer interaction technique for separated flows
- Contribution to the development of computational calculations for the design and optimization of lifting bodies. (Solution of three-dimensional basic thermo fluid dynamics equations with strong interacting attached and separated flow)

**SEPARATED FLOW**

- Detached flow over an opening canopy
- Contribution to the asymptotic theory of flows at the trailing edge of a slender wing
- Some types of separated flow past slotted wings
- Calculation of the flow with separation for airfoils and multi-element airfoil systems placed in proximity of the ground or in closed tunnels
- Onset of leading edge separation effects under dynamic conditions and low Mach number
- Vortex pattern at the upper surface of a swept wing with a high angle of attack
- Computation of three-dimensional turbulent separated flows at supersonic speeds
- On the laminar separation, transition, and turbulent reattachment of low Reynolds number flows near the leading edge of airfoils
- Pin-cone interference flow field
- Aerodynamic characteristics of an unsteady separated flow
- Green's function method for the computational aerodynamic analysis of complex helicopter configurations
- Separated and unsteady flows in aeronautics - Research at the University of Bristol
- Experimental results on boundary layers and detached flows
- Effect of compressor geometry on the unsteady regimes of a low speed compressor
- Behavior of elastic systems in separated flow
- A visual investigation of the separation and subsequent transition near the leading edge of airfoils
- Experimental investigation of the effect of surface discontinuity on step-backward flow
- H-\text{IV} least squares method for the Navier-Stokes equations — numerical simulation of separated viscous flows around wings and airfoils
- Approximate analysis of strake wings at low speeds
- Sound absorption through flow separation — A new possibility for acoustic attenuation of engines
- Helical instabilities of slowly divergent jets
- Modeling of turbulent wakes in ideal fluids
- Transonic flow past a symmetrical airfoil at high angle of attack
- Aerodynamics of spool control devices
- Flying hot-wire study of two-dimensional turbulent separation on an NACA 4412 airfoil at maximum lift

**SERIES (MATHEMATICS)**

- A real-time sequential filtering algorithm for GPS low-dynamics navigation system

**SERIES (ENGINEERING)**

- Military engine usage monitoring developments in the United Kingdom
- Development of a compact gas turbine combustor to give extended life and acceptable exhaust emission levels
- Determination of inspection intervals for aircraft structures with allowance for the two-stage nature of fatigue damage
- Operation of long-service-life gas-turbine engines as a function of the technical state

**SERVICE LIFE**

- Engine life usage experience of F107/J3101 flight and ground testing
- Crack free and cracked life of the pressurized cabin of the A 300 - Calculation, tests and design measurements to improve damage tolerance
- Analytical life estimation for helicopter components
- Estimation of the useful life of the lower chord of the girders of the F-7 'Turbo-Trainer'
- Causes for the deterioration of spliced connections in aircraft engines during service
- Recent General Electric engine development testing for improved service life
The effect of short regions of high surface curvature on turbulent boundary layers

Finite element analysis of the shear-lag problem

Optimization of wing structures to satisfy strength and frequency requirements

SHIELDING SHELLS (STRUCTURAL FORMS)

SHELL THEORY

SHELL PROPERTIES

SHEARING STRESS

SHEAR STRESS

SHEAR STRENGTH

SHEET METAL

SHEAR PROPERTIES

SHEARPROPERTIES SUBJECT INDEX

SHOCK ABSORBERS

SHOCK ABSORBERS FOR V/STOL (MIL-STD-78032-D)

Advanced technology helicopter landing gear

Foam Impact Attenuation System --- for FPV recovery

Designing aircraft shock absorbers

Polyurethane foams for aircraft shock mounts, 1: Polyether based foams

Crashworthy helicopter seats and occupant restraint systems

SHOCK DIFFERENCES

SHOCK DIFFERENCES AND ATTENUATION

SHOCK LOADS

Shock loads

Shock resistance

Impact resistance

A new method for designing shock-free transonic configurations

Shock tests

Effect of shocks on film cooling of a full scale turbojet exhaust nozzle having an external expansion surface

Hypersonic viscous shock layer on infinite-open arrow wings at angle of attack

Shock tubes

Shock tubes

Application of shock-tube technology to the measurement of heat-transfer rate to gas turbine components

Fast-acting valves for use in shock tubes, II - Formation of shock waves

Experimental techniques for transonic testing in shock tubes

Wind-tunnel shock-tube simulation and evaluation of blast effects on an engine in a hypersonic environment

Optimum operating techniques of two-state hypersonic gun tunnel

Extension of running time in the NASA hypersonic shock tunnel

Hypersonic wave attenuation

High speed smoke flow visualization for the determination of cascade shock losses

Shock wave attenuation

Shock wave generation

Shock tubes

Unsteady thin airfoil theory for transonic flows with embedded shocks

Shock wave interaction

Computation of three-dimensional turbulent separated flows at supersonic speeds

High speed interference heating loads and pressure distributions resulting from eleven deflections --- shock wave interaction effects on supersonic aircraft surfaces

Shock boundary layer interaction on high turning transonic turbine cascades

Investigation of three-dimensional shock/shock layer interactions at swept compression corners

Experimental measurements of shock/shock/boundary layer interaction of a supercritical airfoil

Qualification tests for helicopters to be used on board ships

Subject index
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SHOCK WAVE PROPAGATION

SHOCK WAVE PROFILES

Three-dimensional shock structures for transonic/supersonic compressor rotors

[**AIAA PAPER 79-0063**]

p0139 A79-19496

SHOCK WAVE PROPAGATION

Theory of large-aspect ratio wings in transonic gas flow

p0322 A79-12226

Transformation of coordinates associated with linearized supersonic motions

p0156 A79-22026

Attached shock regime at the edges of a conical wing

p0316 A79-28835

On the role of shocks in the 'sub-transonic' flutter phenomenon

[**AIAA 79-0765**]

p0320 A79-29019

Surrounding structural loads in gas turbines

[**AIAA PAPER 79-61-91**]

p0392 A79-32368

On some methods for the numerical simulation of flows with complex structure

p0408 A79-34969

Investigation of the regimes of flow past the upper surfaces of delta wings with shock waves separated from the leading edges

p0410 A79-35110

The transonic integral equation method with curved shock waves

p0513 A79-41007

Wave propagation associated with wings --- three dimensional unsteady flow analysis for supersonic aircraft

p0530 A79-43136

Experiments of shock associated noise of supersonic jets

[**AIAA PAPER 79-1526**]

p0502 A79-43194

Numerical solution of the problem of unsteady supersonic flow around the front part of the wings with a detached shock wave

p0536 A79-49856

Helicopter bearing failure detection utilizing shock pulse techniques

[**AD-A057308**]

p0549 A79-11410

Three-dimensional propagation of sonic booms from the Concord supersonic transport

[**AD-A067201**]

p0505 A79-25855

SHOCK WAVES

MT GOLIQUE SHOCK WAVES

MT SONIC BOOMS

Calculation of the three-dimensional flow field in supersonic inlets at angle of attack using a bicharacteristic method with discrete shock wave fitting

[**AIAA PAPER 79-0379**]

p0147 A79-19698

Investigation of cross flow shocks on delta wings in supersonic flow

[**AIAA PAPER 79-0345**]

p0202 A79-23551

Shock waves around bodies travelling at slightly greater than sonic speed

p0333 A79-29659

Low-turbulence high-speed wind tunnel for the determination of cascade shock losses

[**AIAE PAPER 79-GT-129**]

p0394 A79-32399

Effect of shocks on file cooling of a full scale turbojet exhaust nozzle having an external expansion surface

[**AIAA PAPER 79-1170**]

p0467 A79-38969

Subsonic and transonic flows on a variable sweep wing

[**ONERA, TP No. 1979-102**]

p0623 A79-48849

Research on adaptive wall wind tunnels

[**AD-A062110**]

p0360 A79-20144

Jet noise: A status report --- jet mixing and shock noise studies

p0483 A79-23379

Status of knowledge of sonic booms

[**NASA-TM-80113**]

p0451 A79-24955

Scaling effects on shock-induced separation

p0579 A79-28122

An off design shock capturing finite difference approach for caret waverider configurations

[**AD-A068819**]

p0581 A79-28156

Correlation of data related to shock-induced trailing-edge separation and extrapolation to flight Reynolds number

[**NASA-CR-3718**]

p0668 A79-31195

SHORT TAKEOFF AIRCRAFT

U T-33 AIRCRAFT

SHORAN

A simple integrated navigation system on VOR-DME basis

p0054 A79-13242

SHORT HALL AIRCRAFT

MT A-300 AIRCRAFT

MT EUROPEAN AIRCRAFT

MT RESEARCH AIRCRAFT

Advanced composite fan frame for the Quiet Clean Short-Haul Experimental Engine /OCSEF

p0350 A79-22079

Quieter short and medium haul aircraft

p0408 A79-34921

Four jets for short-haul work Bae 146

p0408 A79-34922

Boeing 757/767 --- On-the-spot report

p0450 A79-36379

Application of digital controls on the quiet clean short haul experimental engine

[**AIAA PAPER 79-12031**]

p0669 A79-39898

Design and performance of the propulsion system for the quiet short-haul research aircraft /OCSEF/

[**AIAA PAPER 79-0510**]

p0760 OCSEF --- The key to future short-haul air transport --- Quiet, Clean, Short-Haul Experimental Engine program

p0643 A79-50208

Operational requirements for flight control and navigation systems for short haul transport aircraft

[**NASA-CR-152208**]

p0089 A79-12054

An analysis of short haul air passenger demand,

[**NASA-CR-152157**]

p0418 A79-22063

SHORT RANGE NAVIGATION

U SHORAN

SHORT TAKEOFF AIRCRAFT

MT A-300 AIRCRAFT

MT EUROPEAN AIRCRAFT

Commercial STOL - The airplane, the airport

[**SAE PAPER 780509**]

p0004 A79-10396

Aspects of short-takeoff aircraft --- optimization of aircraft, airports and flight regimes

p0017 A79-11844

Jet flow interactions --- in powered lift STOL aircraft

p0153 A79-20089

Findings of the Ottawa-Montreal STOL Demonstrator service

[**AIAA 79-0766**]

p0277 A79-27369

Up and away with OSHA --- Quiet Short-haul Research Aircraft

p0350 A79-32241

Identification of a STOL propulsion plant model from flight data

p0406 A79-34521

Calculation of a laminar wall jet in a wake

p0450 A79-36502

Assessment at full scale of nozzle/wing geometry effects on OTW aerodynamic characteristics --- Over The Wing STOL engine configurations

p0475 A79-39802

First flight imminent for new technology wing

p0508 A79-80327

Wing aerodynamic loading caused by jet-induced lift associated with STOL-OTW configurations

[**AIAA PAPER 79-1664**]

p0603 A79-47396

Design of the circulation control wing STOL demonstrator aircraft

[**AIAA PAPER 79-1842**]

p0609 A79-47909

Flight experience with advanced controls and displays during piloted curved decelerating approaches in a powered-lift STOL aircraft

[**NASA-TM-70527**]

p0036 A79-10054

Handling qualities of a simulated STOL aircraft in natural and computer-generated turbulence and shear

p0223 A79-15981

Evaluation of composite wing for XFV-12A airplane, appendix C
SHORT WAVE RADIATION

[ADM-063848] p0826 N79-22215

STOL technology, volume 1
[ADM-060968] p0826 N79-22296
Airworthiness and certification aspects of civil aircraft for STOL
p0826 N79-22597

Wind tunnel corrections for STOL models
p0829 N79-29299
Review of large low speed wind tunnel requirements for STOL testing
p0829 N79-22999

Review lecture on transport aircraft. Concepts, utilization and prospects
p0829 N79-23000
Takeoff and landing ground rules
p0829 N79-23001
STOL Technology, volume 2
[ADM-060958] p0829 N79-23002
Flight dynamics problems with STOL operation
p0829 N79-23003
The aerodynamics and performance characteristics of direct lift schemes
p0829 N79-23004
Engine integration and noise considerations for STOL aircraft
p0830 N79-23005
Aerodynamics and performance characteristics of wing lift augmentation schemes
p0830 N79-23006

Special Ground testing facilities and testing techniques for STOL aircraft
p0830 N79-23007
Assessment at full scale of nozzle/wing geometry effects on OTW aero-acoustic characteristics --- short takeoff aircraft noise
p0830 N79-25841
Qui e propulsive lift for comuter airplanes
Wing aerodynamic loading caused by jet-induced lift associated with STOL-OTW configurations
An inflight simulator investigation of roll and yaw control power requirements for STOL aircraft and landing: Development of capability and preliminary results
[ADM-060837] p0832 N79-29196
Flight experience with advanced controls and displays during piloted curved decelerating approaches in a powered-lift STOL aircraft
p0860 N79-30243

Effect of transport/čcaber loads spectra on crack growth
[ADM-060827] p0668 N79-31197
SHORT WAVE RADIATION

NT MICROWAVES

SHORT WAVE RADIO TRANSMISSION

Estimate of the noise immunity of a double-PSK modem in communications channels with fading --- for short wave aircraft communication
[ADM-060969] p0346 N79-31651
The penetration of electromagnetic fields into aircraft from externally mounted RP antennas
p0699 N79-52891

SHROUDED BODIES

U SHROUGHS

SHROUDED PROPPELLERS

Aerodynamic design and analysis of propellers for mini-remotely piloted air vehicles. Volume 2: Ducted propellers
[ADM-060848] p0037 N79-10062
Dimensional inspection and overhaul of X-22A gear reduction and propeller assemblies
[ADM-060855] p0165 N79-14104

SHROUDED TURBINES

Operational experience with linked-blade high-output gas-turbine
p0266 N79-26030
Damping capacity of paired shrouded turbine blades in relation to shroud contact conditions
p0398 N79-32827
Composite seal for turbine machinery --- backings for turbine engine shrouds
[NASA-CASE-LNW-12131-1] p0298 N79-18318

Composite seal for turbine machinery --- backings for turbine engine shrouds
[NASA-CASE-LNW-12131-1] p0298 N79-18318

SHUTTLES

U DYSPHASES

U CIRCUITS

SHUTDOWNS

Problems involved in starting and shutdown of gas turbines: Thermodynamic and mechanical aspects
p0587 N79-28565

SHUTTLE ORBITERS

U SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITERS

SIC (COEFFICIENT)

U STRUCTURAL INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS

SIDE-LOOKING RADAR

NT RADAR TRAJECTRY

An analysis of SAPPHIRE image parameters as a function of processing parameters --- for synthetic aperture radar data processing
p0818 A79-46866

SIDE BANDS

Capture-effect and sideband-reference glide-slope performance in the presence of deep snow 1977-1978
p0231 P79-16833

SIDE-LOOK REDUCTION

Gating lobe control in limited scan arrays
p0137 A79-17817
An IFP antenna with superior sidelobe and backlobe suppression characteristics
p0247 A79-24717

SIDELOBES

Radiation pattern sidelobes and null filling produced by aircraft vibration
[ADM-0607472] p0710 N79-32422

SIGHT

U VISUAL PERCEPTION

SIGNAL DETECTION

Integrated communication, navigation, and identification in the 1980's and beyond using low duty distributed time-frequency-phase code technology ---- for aircraft, missiles, and other mobile platforms
p0057 A79-13266

Tactical electronic reconnaissance sensor --- radar emission detection
p0622 A79-48717

SIGNAL DETECTORS

Applicability of fiber optics to aircraft fire detection systems
[ADM-060974] p0428 N79-22882

SIGNAL DISCRIMINATORS

U SIGNAL DETECTORS

SIGNAL DISTORTION

Preprocessing for advanced image matching techniques
p0614 A79-48602

SIGNAL ENCODING

Precision DME at L-band using phase-coded transmission
p0555 A79-13245

High speed digital transmission, the key for a simple All-rocket airborne equipment
p0112 A79-17098

SIGNAL FEEDING RATE

Estimate of the noise immunity of a double-PSK modem in communications channels with fading --- for short wave aircraft communication
p0346 A79-31691

SIGNAL GENERATORS

U FUNCTION GENERATORS

SIGNAL MEASUREMENT

Air aircraft antenna pattern measurements using near field techniques
p0242 A79-24721

The measurement of RP-pulse phase and amplitude in the landing system DLS
p0608 A79-34608

SIGNAL PROCESSING

Multi-filter MTI system
p0003 A79-10320

Development of a microwave multilateration system for VTOL landing guidance
p0058 A79-13273

JIDS modular design to use S/W devices --- Joint Tactical Information Distribution System for aircraft communications
p0564 A79-14247

RFP - A recent real life case history --- U Reliability Planning and Management test program for airborne surveillance radar
p0073 A79-15391

Recording methods for steady state and transient signals --- aircraft engine tests
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SPLINES

Rotary balance data for a typical single-engine general aviation design for an angle-of-attack range of 0 deg to 90 deg. 2: High-wing model A


Rotary balance data for a single-engine trainer design for an angle-of-attack range of 0 deg to 90 deg -- conducted in a large-scale spin tunnel


SPLINES

A reliable spline coupling --- for aircraft power transmission


Causes for the deterioration of splined connections in aircraft engines during service

[AD-A057504] p0147 799-11004

Model interpolation program, L215 (INTERP).


SPLITTNG

Turbomach 3-D flow analysis of compressor cascade with splitter vanes

[AD-A057504] p0148 799-11004

SPOILER SLOT AILERONS

Wind tunnel tests of the GA(W)-2 airfoil with 20% aileron, 25% slotted flap, 30% Fowler flap and 10% slot-lip spoiler


SPOILERS

Some theoretical considerations of a stall-proof airplane

[SAA PAPER 790608] p0456 799-36736

Structural adhesive bond repair of aircraft flight control surfaces

[AIAA PAPER 79-1073] p0610 799-47925

Reproducibility of structural strength and stiffness for graphite-epoxy aircraft spotters


Oscillatory aerodynamics and stability derivatives for airfoil spoiler motions

[p0178 799-15085

An experimental wind-tunnel investigation of a ram-air-spooler roll-control device on a forward-control missile at supersonic speeds

[NASA-TF-1353] p0207 799-17809

Low-speed wind-tunnel parametric investigation of flight spotters as trailing-vortex-alleviation devices on a transport aircraft model

[NASA-TP-1419] p0816 799-22038

An investigation into the transient aerodynamics associated with a spotters emerging into a uniform airstream

[AD-210] p0431 799-23086

SPRAY NOZZLES

Comparative nozzle study for applying aqueous film forming foams on large-scale fires

[AD-A058562] p0105 799-13064

SPRAYED COATINGS

Development of a new flame sprayed erosion resistant abrasion coating system --- for gas turbine engine parts

[ASME PAPER 78-WA/07-6] p0149 799-19794

Development of sprayed ceramic seal systems for turbine gas path sealing

[ASME PAPER 78-WA/07-9] p0149 799-19795

Effect of an anti-corrosion penetrant on the fatigue life of various riveted joints during flight simulation tests

[MLR-TN-77103-U] p0709 799-32350

SPRAYED PROTECTIVE COATINGS

O PROTECTIVE COATINGS

O SPRAYED COATINGS

SPRAYING

WT CHOP DUSTING

WT FLAME SPRAYING

WT PLASMA SPRAYING

SPRAY SPECTRUM TRANSMISSION

Design of a spread-spectrum navigation receiver /Navstar/

[p0055 799-13268

Spread spectrum modulation. I - Benefit resulting from application to an integrated system

[p0508 799-13279

Spread spectrum modulation. II - Characteristics

[p0508 799-13275

Distributed time division multiple access /DTDMA/ - An advanced communication technique with application to CCC and integrated CHI --- Command, Control, Communication, Navigation, Identification

[p0508 799-13367

SPRINGS (ELASTIC)

Development of linear and non-linear hub springs for two-bladed rotors

[p0348 799-31171

Design and development of a motion compensator for the PHA main rotor control

[p0427 799-22541

STABILITY

WT ACOUSTIC INSTABILITY

WT AERODYNAMIC STABILITY

WT AIRCRAFT STABILITY

WT ATTITUDE STABILITY

WT BOUNDARY LAYER STABILITY

WT CORROSION STABILITY

WT CONTROL STABILITY

WT DIRECTIONAL STABILITY

WT DYNAMIC STABILITY

WT FLAP STABILITY

WT FLIGHT STABILITY

WT GEOPHYSIC STABILITY

WT HOVERING STABILITY

WT LATERAL STABILITY

WT LONGITUDINAL STABILITY

WT LOW SPEED STABILITY

WT MOTION STABILITY

WT ROTARY STABILITY

WT SHELL STABILITY

WT STATIC STABILITY

WT STORAGE STABILITY

WT STRUCTURAL STABILITY

WT SYSTEMS STABILITY

WT TURBULENT STABILITY

STABILITY AUGMENTATION

Active control --- aircraft systems

[p0026 799-12539

Analytical Design of a high performance stability and control augmentation system for a hingeless rotor helicopter

[ARS 78-27] p0122 799-18153

A piloted simulator investigation of augmentation systems to improve helicopter nap-of-the-earth handling qualities

[ARS 78-26] p0122 799-18153

A velocity vector control system augmented with direct lift control --- stability augmentation using manual control


Advanced fluidic temperature studies

[AD-A063147] p0371 799-20388

STABILITY DERIVATIVES

WT PITCHING MOMENTS

WT ROLLING MOMENTS

WT YAWING MOMENTS

Aerodynamic force and moment on oscillating airfoils in cascade

[ASME PAPER 78-GT-161] p0311 799-10812

Determination of the dynamic derivatives of lengthwise and side movement with the mobile oscillating derivative balance and systematic studies of the influence of several parameters on the results --- in low speed wind tunnel testing

[DCLE PAPER 78-115] p0661 799-14073

Stability and pressure measurements in the Naval Surface Weapons Center hypervelocity tunnel

[p0079 799-15664

A dynamic calibrating apparatus for cross derivative experiments --- in high performance aircraft design

[p0074 799-15664

Method of calculating the longitudinal, lateral, and crosswise aerodynamic derivatives of an aircraft at subsonic velocities

[p0127 799-13835

Lift, moment and pressure distribution on a cambered airfoil in generalized sinusoidal flow perturbations

[p0138 799-19313

Maximum likelihood identification of aircraft parameters with unsteady aerodynamic modeling

[ASME PAPER 79-0400] p0148 799-19710

Evaluation of a method to extract performance data from dynamic maneuvers for a jet transport aircraft

[p0155 799-20118
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<th>Subject Index</th>
<th>Page Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Static test of a large scale swivel nozzle thrust deflector</td>
<td>p0347 179-31957</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operation and test of composite horizontal stabilizer for the Sikorsky Spirit helicopter</td>
<td>p0471 179-39020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boundary conditions for pollution abatement of fast cook-offs and static tests</td>
<td>p0632 179-49097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of several geometric parameters on the internal performance of three nonaxisymmetric nozzle concepts</td>
<td>p0242 179-17362</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aerodynamic characteristics of a large-scale semispan model with a swept forward wing and an augmented jet flap with hypersonic nozzles --- Ames 40- by 80-Foot Wind Tunnel and Static Test Facility</td>
<td>p0538 179-26022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aircraft accident reports: Brief format US Civil aviation, issue number 5 - 1976 accidents</td>
<td>p0386 179-17836</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aircraft accident reports: Brief format US Civil aviation, calendar year 1978</td>
<td>p0601 179-44696</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aircraft accident reports: Annual review of aircraft accident data, US air carrier operations, 1977</td>
<td>p0028 179-12950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aircraft accident reports: Annual review of aircraft accident data, 1977</td>
<td>p0242 179-17362</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aircraft accident reports: Annual review of aircraft accident data</td>
<td>p0094 179-12052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aircraft accident reports: Analysis of selected human factors involved in aviation safety</td>
<td>p0217 179-15925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aircraft accident reports: Analysis of the natural frequency of an aircraft model</td>
<td>p0242 179-17362</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aircraft accident reports: Analysis of the effect of canard relative size and vertical location on the subsonic longitudinal and lateral-directional static aerodynamic characteristics for a fixed wing --- in the Langley 7x10 ft high speed tunnel</td>
<td>p0561 179-43966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aircraft accident reports: Analysis of the effect of canard relative size and vertical location on the subsonic longitudinal and lateral-directional static aerodynamic characteristics for a fixed wing --- in the Langley 7x10 ft high speed tunnel</td>
<td>p0561 179-43966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aircraft accident reports: Analysis of the effect of canard relative size and vertical location on the subsonic longitudinal and lateral-directional static aerodynamic characteristics for a fixed wing --- in the Langley 7x10 ft high speed tunnel</td>
<td>p0561 179-43966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aircraft accident reports: Analysis of the effect of canard relative size and vertical location on the subsonic longitudinal and lateral-directional static aerodynamic characteristics for a fixed wing --- in the Langley 7x10 ft high speed tunnel</td>
<td>p0561 179-43966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aircraft accident reports: Analysis of the effect of canard relative size and vertical location on the subsonic longitudinal and lateral-directional static aerodynamic characteristics for a fixed wing --- in the Langley 7x10 ft high speed tunnel</td>
<td>p0561 179-43966</td>
</tr>
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Safety hazard of aircraft icing

Statistical comparisons of aircraft flyover noise adjustment procedures for different weather conditions

[ NASA-TP-1430 ]

Forcasting the quantitative characteristics of aircraft icing

[BLL-TRANS-1364-9022,549 ]

An experimental comparison of the readability of two digital altimeters

[ ARL/ST/S-NOTE-60 ]

STATISTICAL CORRELATION

The development of a parametric method of measuring skin fatigue loads based on flight measurements on a lightning rod.

[ NASA-TM-78956 ]

STATOR BLADES

Vane induced time-variant aerodynamics including rotor-stator axial spacing effects

[ NASA-PAPER 79-GT-5 ]

Transonic boundary layer on compressor stator blades as calculated and measured in wind tunnel

[ ONERA, TP No. 1979-25 ]

Mean velocity and decay characteristics of the guidevane and stator blade wake of an axial flow compressor

[ ASNE PAPER 79-GT-51 ]

Unsteady upstream effects in axial-flow supersonic compressor stages

[ ASNE PAPER 79-GT-55 ]

The time-variant aerodynamic response of a stator row including the effects of airfoil canber

[ ASNE PAPER 79-GT-110 ]

Cold-air performance of free power turbine designed for 112-kilowatt automotive gas-turbine engine 3: Effect of stator vane end clearances on performance

[ NASA-TP-78956 ]

Effect of casing treatment on performance of a two-stage high-pressure-ratio fan

[ NASA-TP-149 ]

The influence of compressor inlet guide vane/stator relative circumferential positioning on blade wake transport and interaction

[ AD-A067969 ]

STATORS

Asymmetric stator interaction noise

[ AIAA PAPER 79-0638 ]

Measurement of heat-transfer rate to a gas turbine stator

[ ASGE PAPER 79-GT-119 ]

The monotor gas turbine

[ AIAA PAPER 79-120 ]

Digital simulation of a three-phase generator

[ NASA-TP-78959 ]

Cold-air performance of free power turbine designed for 112-kilowatt automotive gas-turbine engine 2: Effects of variable stator-vane-chord setting angle on turbine performance

[ NASA-TP-78993 ]

STEADY FLOW

WT HARTMANN FLOW

The method of discrete vortices ---- for steady flow past finite-span wing

[ AIAA 79-1456 ]

A fast, conservative algorithm for solving the transonic full-potential equation

[ NASA-TP-149 ]

Harmonic oscillations of annular wing in steady ideal fluid flow

[ NASA-TP-149 ]
ANALYSIS OF THE EMISSIONS FROM STORAGE TANKS
Preventing fires in aviation fuel storage and
Continuation study of alternate fuels nitrogen cold weather conditions
during JP-4 fuel transfer operations. Phase 3:

STORAGE STABILITY
Changes in the quality of T-6 fuel upon prolonged storage

STORAGE BATTERIES
Effectiveness of the antioxidation additive ionol in jet fuels

STORAGE STABILITY
Method of determining precipitates formed during use and storage of synthetic oils --- for supersonic aircraft gas turbine engines

STORAGE BATTERIES
Preventing fires in airport fuel systems

STORAGE BATTERIES
Changes in the quality of T-6 fuel upon prolonged storage

STORAGE BATTERIES
SILC-7 laser gyro investigations --- thermal and storage stability

STORAGE STABILITY
Stability characteristics of hydrocarbons fuels from alternative sources

STORAGE BATTERIES
Continuation study of alternate fuels nitrogen chemistry

STORAGE BATTERIES
Preventing fires in aviation fuel storage and transport systems. II

STORAGE BATTERIES
Analysis of the emissions from storage tanks during JP-4 fuel transfer operations. Phase 1: warm weather conditions

STORAGE BATTERIES
Analysis of the emissions from storage tanks during JP-4 fuel transfer operations. Phase 3: Cold weather conditions
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUBJECT INDEX</th>
<th>STRUCTURAL DESIGN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Service fatigue loads monitoring, simulation, and analysis; Proceedings of the Symposium, Atlanta, Ga., November 14-15, 1977</td>
<td>Structural design flight maneuver loads using FAEF-10 flight dynamics model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some observations on four current subjects related to aeroelasticity stability</td>
<td>A study of structural concepts for low radar cross section/LRCS/ fuselage configurations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation of finite element formulations for transient conduction forced-convection analysis</td>
<td>The use of 3-D finite element analysis in the design of helicopter mechanical components</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer analysis of semi-monocoque shell sections</td>
<td>Boeing Vertol bearingless main rotor structural design approach using advanced composites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wing center section optimization with stress and local instability constraints</td>
<td>Decreasing stress concentrations in structures made of high-strength materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structural analysis of variable-sweep wings</td>
<td>Application of optimization techniques in engineering design --- computerized structural design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal-structural mission analyses of air-cooled gas turbine blades</td>
<td>An overview of airfield pavement design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of structural parameters on the flap-lag forced response of a rotor blade in forward flight</td>
<td>Optimization of high-aspect-ratio multivear wing structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structural analysis of hollow blades: Torsional stiffness analysis of hollow fan blades for aircraft jet engines</td>
<td>Construction of a refrigerated wind tunnel with a supercooled droplet production system for research on icing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turbo-machinery flutter: Introductory concepts</td>
<td>Integration of nondestructive testing methods into design for structural integrity assurance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial Centrifugal Compressors, Volume 2</td>
<td>Aerodynamic development of a high pressure leading edge blowing boundary layer control system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fracture Mechanics Design Methodology --- aircraft structures</td>
<td>A multi-disciplinary approach to structural design for stochastic loads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis of aircraft structure using applied fracture mechanics</td>
<td>Fatigue strength of airplanes and modern structural designs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correlation of predicted and measured thermal stresses on an advanced aircraft structure with similar materials</td>
<td>Effect of CFEP technology on structural design and fatigue behavior of modern fighter aircraft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development of Integrated Programs for Aerospace Design (IPAD): Reference design process</td>
<td>The pressurized subsonic wind tunnel, F1, at ONERA's Pauja-Nauzac Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Failures in adhesively bonded structures</td>
<td>Towards a realistic structural analysis/design system --- computerized aircraft design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-speed single-element airfoil synthesis</td>
<td>Application of fracture mechanics to design --- Book</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-new airfoils</td>
<td>Structures, Structural Dynamics, and Materials Conference, 20th, St. Louis, Mo., April 6-8, 1979, Technical Papers on Dynamics and Loads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some new airfoils</td>
<td>SDM lecture - Introduction of new SDM technology into production systems --- Structures, Dynamics and Materials technology in aircraft design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANALYSIS: Analysis of aerospace structures with membrane elements</td>
<td>[AIAA 79-0719]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aeroelastically conforable rotor mission analysis</td>
<td>[AIAA 79-0724]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AIAA 79-0719]</td>
<td>[AIAA 79-0725]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User's guide: Computer program with interactive graphics for analysis of frame plane structures</td>
<td>[AIAA 79-0725]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AIAA 79-0719]</td>
<td>[AIAA 79-0725]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stresses, vibrations, structural integration and engine integrity (including aeroelasticity and flutter)</td>
<td>[AIAA 79-0725]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AIAA 79-0719]</td>
<td>[AIAA 79-0725]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structural analysis of a gas turbine impeller using finite-element and holographic techniques</td>
<td>[AIAA 79-0725]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tapered roller bearing development for aircraft turbine engines</td>
<td>[AIAA 79-0725]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AIAA 79-0719]</td>
<td>[AIAA 79-0725]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modal interpolation program, L15 (INTEP)</td>
<td>[AIAA 79-0725]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 1: Engineering and usage</td>
<td>[AIAA 79-0725]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AIAA 79-0719]</td>
<td>[AIAA 79-0725]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structural 1D prediction and analysis technology</td>
<td>[AIAA 79-0725]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AIAA 79-0719]</td>
<td>[AIAA 79-0725]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structural Bears</td>
<td>[AIAA 79-0725]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S BEARS (SUPPORTS)</td>
<td>[AIAA 79-0725]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AIAA 79-0719]</td>
<td>[AIAA 79-0725]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Design and testing of two supercritical compressor cascades [ASME PAPER 79-GT-11].
A new high performance 10 nanosecond, 256 point correlator -- for weapon system applications and fluid mechanics research.
Optimization of wing structures to satisfy strength and frequency requirements.
Design description of a four-place business jet using two 46-19 engines (SAA PAPER 700580).
A starter for gas turbine engines.
The role of three-dimensional flow analysis in the design of turbomachinery (IAEA PAPER 79-1231).
Canadair Challenger --- business jet subsystems and structural design.
State of the art in aircraft loads monitoring.
Highlights of the C-141 service life monitoring program.
Composite helicopter tail booms (NASA 79-97).
Design and development of a hybrid composite rotor blade for the circulation control rotor system (NASA 79-86).
Design and development of the Agusta A 109 helicopter.
Wing center section optimization with stress and local instability constraints.
Optimal design of wing structures with substructuring.
Formulas for spanwise distribution of lift on aircraft wings.
A theoretical investigation of forebody shapes designed for natural laminar boundary-layer flow (NASA TP-1375).
Turbomachinery flutter: Introductory concepts.
The design and development of high performance combustors.
Design of multistage compressors with consideration of the real behavior of gas and gas mixtures.
Application of numerical optimization to the design of advanced supercritical airfoils.
Inverse boundary-layer technique for airfoil design.
Design and calibration of slotted walls for transonic airfoil wind tunnels.
Numerical design of shockless airfoils (NASA CR-158539).
A computer aided design and fabrication system adapted to the design of three dimensional objects --- helicopter design.
DPAAC: A computer aided design and fabrication system.
Recent Advances in Structures for Hypersonic Flight, part 1 --- conferences.
Hypersonic structures: An aerodynamicist's perspective, or one man's dream is another man's nightmare.
Design problems of small turbomachinery.
Calculation and design of closed cycle helium turbines for high temperature reactors.
The design of models and their supports, the Evans clean-flow tunnel. A review of some of the various proposals --- the design of high Reynolds number, transonic wind tunnels.
Low-speed single-element airfoil synthesis.
Optimum tail plane design for sailplanes.
Introduction to the aerocopter arm wing and the Bertelson effect for positive pitch stability and control.
Some new airfoils.
Design of propellers for noto-rovers.
Substructuring methods for design sensitivity analysis and structural optimization (AD-065935).
Fail-safe optimal design of structures with substructuring (AD-065936).
The application of structured design of distributed techniques to avionics information processing architectures.
A new facility for structural engine testing.
Wing design, body design, high lift systems and flying qualities with introduction.
Construction problems for high Reynolds number wind tunnel models (ONERA-NT-1978-6).

STRUCTURAL DESIGN CRITERIA

The effects of latest military criteria on the structural weight of the Hughes advanced attack helicopter - TAH-64.
Impact of operational issues on design of advanced composite structures for Army helicopters.
A glance at Soviet helicopter design philosophy.
Thermal design of airborne radars - Present and future.
Quality index for an iterative process of optimizing long-range aircraft parameters.
A method of solving multiscalarial optimization problems for load-bearing structures --- for large aspect ratio wings.
Aircraft manufacturing quality assurance.
Investigation of the crash impact characteristics of composite airframe structures (AMS 78-51).
Progress on the EMSIP approach to improved structural integrity in gas turbine engines - An overview --- Engine Structural Integrity Program (ASME PAPER 78-GT-13).
Presoon design/fabrication criteria for supersonic 3N aircraft --- EP-111.
Temperature/humidity criteria for advanced composite structures.
Integrally cast turbine rotor for high volume production.
Damage-tolerance practices applied to transport aircraft structures.
Fracture mechanics and fail-safe design for helicopter rotor structures.
Accelerated basic loads analysis --- Improved computer systems programming approach for aircraft structural analysis (IAEA PAPER 79-7037).
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Experimental verification of progr. RAES - A mathematical model for general aviation structural crash dynamics [SAE PAPER 79-0589].

DAMAGE TO TOLERANT DESIGN - AN APPROACH TO REDUCING THE LIFE CYCLE COST OF GAS TURBbine ENGINE DISKS [AIAA PAPER 79-1189].

British civil airworthiness requirements for airliners [AIAA 79-1600].

Dynamics requirements for an advanced scout aircraft [AIAA 79-1600].

Dynamics requirements for an advanced scout helicopter [AHS 79-19].

Application of ground vibration test results to calculate aerelastic stability and control parameters [AIAA 79-0830].

A computational scheme for structural influence coefficients of certain planar wings [NASA-CR-34597].

Application of aerodynamic design techniques for centrifugal compressors [NASA-TM-78743].

Application of aerodynamic design techniques to process compressor design --- cost-termed design [NASA-TM-78743].

Development of a structural design procedure for rigid airport pavements [NASA-CR-156822].

Development of a structural design procedure for rigid airport pavements [NASA-CR-156822].

Wind-tunnel study of the characteristics of stressed components of the Alpha-Jet [NASA-CR-3110].

Advanced fabrication techniques for cooled engine structures [NASA-CR-3110].

Wind tunnel with adapted walls for reducing wall interference [NASA-TM-75501].

The role of metallurgy in aircraft accident investigation and litigation [NASA-TM-75501].

Aluminum alloys from rapidly solidified powders [NASA-CR-3141].

Fatigue reliability under multiple-amplitude loads [NASA-CF-158522].

Some engineering property comparisons for 7050 and AZ 74.61 die forgings [DGLR PAPER 78-176].

Error localization in turbojet engines [DGLR PAPER 78-1771].

Fatigue crack will not cause a structural failure [DGLR PAPER 78-195].

The development of a parametric method of measuring final fatigue loads based on flight measurements on a lightning kit [DGLR PAPER 78-195].

A computational scheme for structural influence coefficients of certain planar wings [NASA-CR-34597].


Determination of the fatigue strength of heavily stressed components of the Alpha-Jet [NASA-CR-3110].

The life cycle cost of gas turbine engine disks [AIAA 79-1189].

The development of a parametric method of measuring final fatigue loads based on flight measurements on a lightning kit [AIAA 79-195956].

The role of metallurgy in aircraft accident investigation and litigation [NASA-TM-75501].

Application of ground vibration test results to calculate aerelastic stability and control parameters [AIAA 79-0830].

Calculation of the fatigue strength of heavily stressed components of the Alpha-Jet [NASA-CR-3110].

The role of metallurgy in aircraft accident investigation and litigation [NASA-TM-75501].

The development of a parametric method of measuring final fatigue loads based on flight measurements on a lightning kit [NASA-CR-34597].


The development of a parametric method of measuring final fatigue loads based on flight measurements on a lightning kit [NASA-CR-34597].


STRUCTURAL RIGIDITY

Material and process control - Aircraft integral fuel tanks

Commercial parachutes — free safety standpoint

[ATAA 79-0048]

Fracture mechanics and fail-safe design for helicopter rotor structures

[ATAA 79-2648]

Crashworthiness tests on model aircraft fuselage structures

[ATAA 79-0988]

Design against fatigue - Current trends --- for aircraft structural reliability

[ATAA 79-2735]

Factors affecting residual strength prediction of a cracked aircraft structure

[ATAA 847-2838]

Fatigue reliability under multiple-magnitude loads

[ATAA 847-2809]

Aircraft design and strength /2nd revised and enlarged edition/ --- Russian book

[ATAA 847-3810]

Derivation of flight-by-flight spectra for lighter aircraft --- stress analysis for ground attack

[ATAA 847-4446]

Reliability analysis for optimum design --- applied to offshore drilling and aircraft structures

[ATAA 847-5307]

Damage tolerance in practice --- aircraft safety and stress measurement

[ATAA 847-29042]

Structural properties of adhesives, volume 1

[ATAA 79-2488]

Build 1 of an accelerated mission test of a TF41 engine

[AD-A068595]

Fatigue, fracture mechanics, and adhesives

[AD-A068595]

Reliability analysis for optimum design --- stress analysis for ground attack

[AD-A068595]

Some observations on the local instability of orthotrophic structural sections

[AD-A068595]

Aerodynamic stability analysis of the AH-1 and AH-1s helicopter

[AD-A068595]

Rotor blade stability in turbulent flows, II

[AD-A068595]

A new analytic method for the study of classic helicopter ground resonance

[AD-A068595]

Some observations on current subjects related to aeroelastic stability

[AD-A068595]

Developments in gear analysis and test techniques for helicopter drive systems

[AD-A068595]

Dynamics requirements for an Advanced Scout Helicopter

[AD-A071782]

Structural strain

[AD-A071782]


[AD-A071782]

Thermostructural analysis of a scramjet fuel-injection strut

[AD-A071782]

STRUCTURAL VIBRATION

U STRUCTURAL STABILITY

Shell stability

Relative pavement bearing strength requirements of aircraft

[SAE PAPER 780568]

Thermal stability of ribbed sheet systems

[ATAA 847-10415]

Approximate solution of some boundary value problems on aircraft structural integrity

[ATAA 847-12234]

An aeromechanical stability analysis for bearingless rotor helicopters

[ATAA 847-12234]

Examination of the air resonance stability characteristics of a bearingless main rotor

[ATAA 847-18114]

Sikorsky S-76 analysis, design, and development for successful dynamic characteristics

[ATAA 847-18114]

An experimental study of coupled rotor-body aeromechanical instability of hingeless rotors in hover

[ATAA 847-18114]

Flag-1ag stability with dynamic inflow by the method of multiblade coordinates --- for rotor deflections in forward flight

[ATAA 79-0029]

Aircraft vibration test results to calculate aeroelastic stability and control characteristics

[ATAA 79-0830]

Applications of Laplace transform methods to airfoil motion and stability calculations

[ATAA 79-0772]

Experimental investigation of the endurance of airplane fin sections in acoustic loading

[ATAA 79-31716]

Some observations on the local instability of orthotrophic structural sections

[ATAA 79-38114]

Aerodynamic stability analysis of the AH-1 and AH-1s helicopter

[ATAA 79-38114]

Rotor blade stability in turbulent flows, II

[ATAA 79-38114]

A new analytic method for the study of classic helicopter ground resonance

[ATAA 79-38114]

Some observations on current subjects related to aeroelastic stability

[ATAA 79-38114]

Developments in gear analysis and test techniques for helicopter drive systems

[ATAA 79-38114]

Dynamics requirements for an Advanced Scout Helicopter

[ATAA 79-38114]
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SUBSONIC FLOW

p0335 A79-29859

Experimental evaluation of the effect of inlet distortion on compressor blade vibrations

p0347 A79-30558

On the balancing convergence of flexible rotors, with special reference to asymmetric rotors

A79-31390

Forced vibrations of a single stage axial compressor rotor

[ASME PAPER 79-GT-106] p0392 A79-32383

The time-variant aerodynamic response of a stator row including the effects of airfoil camber

[ASME PAPER 79-GT-110] p0407 A79-32385

Model verification of force determination for measuring vibratory loads --- of rotors on helicopters

p0450 A79-36379

An experimental study of propeller-induced structural vibration and interior noise

[SAE PAPER 790625] p0580 A79-36753

Designing with damping materials to reduce noise and structural fatigue --- of aircraft components

[SAP PAPER 790637] p0590 A79-36756

A new analytic method for the study of classic helicopter ground resonance

p0510 A79-41767

Few methods for ground-testing aeronautical structures

[CWCRA, TP No. 2179-67] p0530 A79-43620

Experimental measurements of the rotating frequencies and mode shapes of a full scale helicopter rotor in a vacuum and correlations with calculated results

[CARS 79-18] p0620 A79-49071

Evaluation of the practical aspects of vibration reduction using structural optimization techniques

[CARS 79-21] p0620 A79-49074

An approach for estimating vibration characteristics of nonuniform rotor blades

p0630 A79-49718

INACT - Interactive test data analysis --- with minicomputers

p0645 A79-50430

Effect of structural parameters on the flapp-lag response of a rotor blade in forward flight

[AD-A05331] p0155 A79-14036

The Shock and Vibration Digest, volume 10, no. 9

p0540 A79-17046

Noise and vibration problems: Outline notes

p0559 A79-28124

ATLAS, an integrated structural analysis and design system. Volume 5: System demonstration problems

[NASA-CP-159945] p0670 A79-31624

Large amplitude response of complex structures due to high intensity noise

[AD-A071401] p0720 A79-33505

STRUCTURAL WEIGHT

The effects of latent military criteria on the structural weight of the Hughes advanced attack helicopter - YAH-64

p0013 A79-10904

Application of gradient methods to the optimal design of components of load-bearing structures for aircraft minimum weight design

p0020 A79-12144

Influence of bypass ratio on jet engine weight

p0029 A79-27737

The evaluation of the weight of engine installations on transport aircraft

p0061 A79-37827

Computerized system analysis and optimization of aircraft engine performance, weight, and life cycle costs


STROPS

Noise from struts and splitters in turbomfan exit ducts

[ASME PAPER 79-0637] p0270 A79-26923

Local buckling and crippling of Y, Z and channel section struts

[ESPD-76002] p0590 A79-12600

Locking redundant link


Thermostructural analysis of a scramjet fuel-injection strut

p0286 A79-21627

Investigations of interference effects in a wind tunnel caused by a model support strut on a reflection plane mounted half model

[FFA-PAPER 79-0287] p0580 A79-27109

SUBCIRCUITS

U CIRCUITS

SUBLATTICICES

U LATTICES (MATHEMATICS)

SUBRANGED BODIES

Helicopter underwater escape trainer (905)

p0313 A79-19665

SUBSONIC AIRCRAFT

Propulsion cycle and configuration commonality considerations for subsonic V/STOL design

[ASME PAPER 79-GT-85] p0007 A79-10764

Development of an inlet for a tilt needle subsonic V/STOL aircraft

[ASME PAPER 79-GT-74] p0909 A79-10789

A parachute that goes up --- lift-devices for subsonic and transonic deliveries and recoveries

[COPP-771251-1] p0007 A79-14831

Positive tail loads for minimum induced drag of subsonic aircraft

p0080 A79-16494

Technology for future air transports

[ATAA PAPER 79-0529] p0253 A79-25853

Development of modern airfoil sections for high-speed subsonic cruise speeds

[ATAA 79-0687] p0275 A79-27353

Structural aluminum materials for the 1980s

[NASA-TP-110] p0282 A79-28270

Aeroacoustic design of the Prop Fan

[ATAA PAPER 79-0610] p0317 A79-28960

Propulsion system considerations for the subsonic V/STOL

[ASME PAPER 79-GT-57] p0390 A79-12934

Advanced low-emissions catalytic combustor program at Pratt and Whitney

p0917 A79-25012

High Reynolds Number Subsonic Aerodynamics

[VTI-LECTURE-SERIES-16] p0579 A79-28119

Advantages and problems of large subsonic aircraft

p0579 A79-28120

SUBSONIC FLOW

Calculation of effect of viscosity on nonseparated subsonic flow past a wing with flap

p0222 A79-12290

Unsteady subsonic and supersonic potential aerodynamics for complex configurations

p0223 A79-12366

Aerodynamic field induced by a jet penetrating a cross flow at subsonic velocities

[CWCRA, TP No. 1978-81] p0600 A79-13991

Influence of the pitch/chord ratio of a subsonic cascade of turbine blades

p0803 A79-16792

On the noise emitted by cold subsonic coaxial jets

p0017 A79-17767

A numerical study of jet entrance effects on the subsonic flow over nozzle afterbodies

[ATAA PAPER 79-0125] p0142 A79-19556

Subsonic and transonic similarity rules for jet-flapped wings

[AOA PAPER 79-0273] p0146 A79-19678

Effect of spanwise blowing in the angle-of-attack regime alpha equals 0 plus 90 deg

[CEBER, TP No. 1979-90) p0152 A79-20083

Propeller slipstream wing interactions at Mach no. 0.8

[AAA PAPER 76099] p0255 A79-25881

Flight effects on subsonic jet noise

[ATAA PAPER 79-0616] p0317 A79-28961

Applications of Laplace transform methods to airfoil motion and stability calculations

[ATAA 79-0772] p0324 A79-29050

On the design of thin subsonic airfoils

p0324 A79-29052

Blade-to-blade pressure, temperature, and velocity profiles downstream of a single rotor row at high subsonic speed

[ATAA 79-7033] p0331 A79-29419

The finite element method for turbomachinery analysis --- subsonic compressible flow

p0335 A79-29840

An approach to optimum subsonic inlet design

[ASME PAPER 79-GT-51] p0341 A79-30527

Subsonic base pressure fluctuations

p0342 A79-30610

A calculation procedure for three-dimensional, time-dependent, inviscid, compressible flow through turbine blades of any geometry
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determinate flow

Subsonic and transonic flows on a variable sweep wing [OMERA, TP NO. 1979-102] p0623 79-79-8894
Influence of the ellipticity of the inlet section of an S-shaped air intake on the uniformity of the outward flow --- for aircraft engines [NASA-CR-3228] p0685 79-79-52128

Outlet air angle prediction for subsonic flow cascades [NASA-CR-7556] p0305 79-79-18997


Alternate subsonic low-cost engine [AD-0677277] p0542 79-79-26058
Calculation of pressure distribution for a wing-body combination at subsonic Mach numbers [TPA-TG-79-2111] p0096 79-79-27110


SUBSONIC FLUTTER


Unsteady flows --- subsonic and supersonic aeroelasticity oscillating airfoils and displacement bodies [DGL PAPERS 78-227] p0183 79-79-20480


Effects of wing leading-edge flap deflections on subsonic longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of a wing-fuselage configuration with a 45 deg swept wing [NASA-CR-79-1531] p0099 79-79-13002

SUBSONIC SPEED

Method of calculating the longitudinal, lateral, and normal aerodynamic derivatives of an aircraft at subsonic velocities [NASA-CR-79-190] p0127 79-79-18385


Possibilities for scale effect on swept wings at high subsonic speeds. Recent evidence from pressure plotting tests [Rept-18] p0377 79-79-20099

Self stabilizing sonic inlet [NASA-CASE-LMN-11890-1] p0693 79-79-24796


The effect of canard relative size and location on the subsonic longitudinal and lateral-directional static aerodynamic characteristics for a model with a swept forward wing --- in the Langley 7x10 ft high speed tunnel [NASA-TM-78739] p0580 79-79-28138

Flow visualization studies of a general research fighter model employing a strake-wing concept at subsonic speeds --- in the Langley high speed 7-by 10-ft wind tunnel [NASA-TM-80057] p0649 79-79-31047


Accelerated development and flight evaluation of active controls concepts for subsonic transport aircraft [NASA-CR-159148] p0718 79-79-33217

SUBSONIC WIND TUNNELS


Computation of aerodynamic interference effects on oscillating airfoils with controls in ventilated subsonic wind tunnels [AIAA PAPER 79-0366] p0146 79-79-16979


The pressurized subsonic wind tunnel, P1, at ONERA's Fauga-Mauzac Center [OMERA, TP NO. 1979-196] p0155 79-79-20112


A visual investigation of the separation and subsequent transition near the leading edge of airfoils [NASA-PAPER 79-0522] p0254 79-79-25863

The new European subsonic aerodynamic testing facilities --- aircraft wind tunnels [OMERA, TP NO. 1979-97] p0516 79-79-42066
Progress in transonic flow computations analysis and design methods for three-dimensional flows --- supercritical wings and body combinations  

In-flight three-dimensional boundary layer and wake measurements from a swept supercritical wing  

Application of numerical optimization to the design of advanced supercritical airfoils  

Simulated propeller slipstream effects on a supercritical wing  

An artificial viscosity method for the design of supercritical airfoils  

SUPERHIGHER FREQUENCIES

Fabrication of titanium at high temperatures  

Concurrent superplastic forming/diffusion bonding  

Study of the application of superplastically formed and diffusion bonded (SSP/D) titanium structure to laminar flow control (LFC) wing design  

Concurrent superplastic forming/diffusion bonding of B-1 components  

Fabrication of titanium at high temperatures  

SUPERPOSITION (MATHEMATICS)

The implementation and practical verification of a superposition method for the solution of elastic crack problems  

SUPERPRESSURE BALLOONS

The ATLAS Prototype 1975-78 --- manned superpressure balloon flights for atmospheric monitoring  

SUPERSONIC AIRCRAFT

NT MBB 3 AIRCRAFT  

NT CONCORD AIRCRAFT  

NT A4 AIRCRAFT  

NT P-5 AIRCRAFT  

NT T-6 AIRCRAFT  

NT P-14 AIRCRAFT  

NT P-15 AIRCRAFT  

NT P-16 AIRCRAFT  

NT P-17 AIRCRAFT  

NT P-100 AIRCRAFT  
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NT P-104 AIRCRAFT  

NT P-106 AIRCRAFT  

NT F-111 AIRCRAFT  

NT THUNDER 2 RAMPS DENSE AIRCRAFT  

NT M13 AIRCRAFT  
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Calculation of the transient aerodynamic characteristics of a supersonic flight vehicle  

A passive that goes up --- lift-devices for subsonic and transonic deliveries and recoveries  

Advances in supersonic configuration design methods  

Research and development in the area of fluid mechanics and aerodynamics in the Federal Republic of Germany  

Impact of cruise speed on productivity of supersonic transports  

Development and flight test evaluation of fuel tank sealants for Mach 3+ aircraft  

Some effects of applying sonic boom minimization to supersonic cruise aircraft design  

Transonic wing design for transport aircraft  

Supersonic combat aircraft design  

Structural aluminum materials for the 1980's  

Fuel tank sealant requirements for advance high performance aircraft  

Method of determining precipitates formed during use and storage of synthetic oils --- supersonic aircraft gas turbine engines  

Aerodynamics of engine air intakes  

Fabrication research for supersonic cruise aircraft --- 77-12 skin structures  

Wave propagation associated with wings --- three dimensional unsteady flow analysis for supersonic aircraft  

Opportunities for supersonic performance gains through non-linear aerodynamics  

Technique for developing design tools from the analysis methods of computational aerodynamics  

Historical development of worldwide supersonic aircraft  

Application of singular perturbation techniques /OP/ and continuation methods for on-line aircraft trajectory optimization  

Impact of noise generated by supersonic transports on the environment  

Nozzle design and integration in an advanced supersonic fighter  

Preliminary study of optimum doethurning turbofan engine cycle design parameters for supersonic cruising  

An analytic theory of supersonic/hypersonic stability at high angles of attack  

Transonic airfoil codes  

Flight test techniques for a transonic aircraft  

High angle of incidence implications upon air intake design and location for supersonic cruise aircraft and highly maneuverable transonic aircraft  

Surface pressure data for a supersonic-cruise airplane configuration at Mach numbers of 2.30, 2.96, 3.30  

Supersonic airfoils  

Design study results of a supersonic cruise fighter wing  
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The supersonic triplet - A new aerodynamic panel singularity - its directional properties - internal wave elimination

[ AIAA PAPER 79-0273 ]

[ p0148 A79-195346 ]

[ Effects of turbulence model selection on the prediction of complex aerodynamic flows ]

[ AIAA PAPER 79-0070 ]

[ p0201 A79-23541 ]

[ Some features of the unsteady pressure field in transonic airfoil buffeting ]

[ AIAA PAPER 79-0351 ]

[ p0201 A79-23550 ]

[ Design of supercritical airfoils by numerical optimization ]

[ p0695 A79-54473 ]

[ General purpose computer program for interacting supersonic configurations - User's manual - determining unsteady aerodynamic forces ]

[ NASA-CR-145128 ]

[ p0285 A79-17798 ]

[ An off design shock capturing finite difference approach for caret waverider configurations ]

[ A-D-065828 ]

[ p0581 A79-28156 ]

**SUPERSONIC BOUNDARY LAYERS**

The flow past a supersonic trailing edge in transonic turbine cascades

[ p0398 A79-32670 ]

Radiating laminar boundary layer flow over a flat plate at a large free-stream Mach number

[ p0528 A79-42989 ]

Adverse pressure gradients effects on supersonic boundary layer turbulence

[ AIAA PAPER 79-1567 ]

[ p0577 A79-66730 ]

Lee side flow field over slender delta wings of finite thickness

[ ZIL-23 ]

[ p0584 A79-27103 ]

**SUPERSONIC COMBUSTION**

Critical influence of finite rate chemistry and unmixing on ignition and combustion of supercritical H2-air streams

[ AIAA PAPER 79-0355 ]

[ p0186 A79-19686 ]

Ignition of liquid fuel jets in a supersonic air stream

[ AIAA PAPER 79-1230 ]

[ p0370 A79-38997 ]

Validation of scramjet exhaust simulation technique at Mach 6

[ NASA-CR-3003 ]

[ p0363 A79-20104 ]

Structures for hypersonic airbreathing tactical missiles

[ AIAA-29 ]

[ p0387 A79-21437 ]

**SUPERSONIC COMBUSTION BUNKER ENGINES**

Initial wind tunnel tests at Mach 4 and 7 of a hydrogen-burning, airframe-integrated scramjet

[ AIAA PAPER 79-0356 ]

[ p0186 A79-19686 ]

Autoignition of hydrogen injected transverse to a supersonic airstream

[ AIAA PAPER 79-1239 ]

[ p0475 A79-39918 ]

Numerical investigation of the perpendicular injector flow field in a hydrogen fueled scramjet

[ NASA-JR-1057 ]

[ p0770 A79-16666 ]

Characterization of a swept-strut hydrogen fuel-injector for scramjet applications

[ p0335 A79-69345 ]

Combustor modeling for scramjet engines

[ A-D-066921 ]

[ p0669 A79-52675 ]

Thermal-structural design study of an airframe-integrated scramjet

[ NASA-CR-145368 ]

[ p0172 A79-15045 ]

Airframe-integrated propulsion system for hypersonic cruise vehicles

[ AIAA PAPER 79-1239 ]

[ p0385 A79-21424 ]

Design and analysis of a scramjet engine - regenerative cooled and airframe-integrated

[ AIAA PAPER 79-1152 ]

[ p0386 A79-21426 ]

Thermostructural analysis of a scramjet fuel-injection strut

[ AIAA PAPER 79-1537 ]

[ p0386 A79-21427 ]

Advanced fabrication techniques for cooled engine structures

[ AIAA PAPER 79-1248 ]

[ p0386 A79-21428 ]

Thermal-structural design study of an airframe-integrated scramjet

[ NASA-CR-3141 ]

[ p0717 A79-33207 ]

**SUPERSONIC COMPRESSORS**

Supersonic uninstalled flutter

[ p0227 A79-12599 ]

Three-dimensional shock structures for transonic/supersonic compressor rotors

[ AIAA PAPER 79-9043 ]

[ p0139 A79-19496 ]

To the problem of starting and airflow-shape optimization of the supersonic compressor cascade

[ AIAA PAPER 79-20566 ]

[ p0185 A79-20566 ]

**DESIGN AND TESTING OF TWO SUPERCRITICAL COMPRESSOR CASCADES**

[ AIAA PAPER 79-0711 ]

[ p0390 A79-32330 ]

**SUPERSONIC CRUISE AIRCRAFT RESEARCH**

**SUPERSONIC CRUISE RAMJET ENGINES**

**SUPERSONIC COMPRESSORS**

Supersonic uninstalled flutter

[ AIAA PAPER 79-0711 ]

[ p0390 A79-32330 ]

Preliminary design of a supercritical cruise vehicle

[ AIAA PAPER 79-0741 ]

[ p0276 A79-27359 ]

AIAA PAPER 79-0679

[ p0318 A79-28971 ]

AIAA PAPER 79-1814

[ p0655 A79-51247 ]

Theoretical evaluation of high-speed aerodynamics for arrow-wing configurations

[ NASA-TR-1356 ]

[ p0150 A79-14023 ]

Aerodynamic characteristics of a supersonic cruise airframe configuration at Mach numbers of 2.30, 2.96, and 3.30 --- Langley Unitary Plan wind tunnel test

[ NASA-TR-78792 ]

[ p0158 A79-14025 ]

Fluctuating loads measured on an over-the-wing supersonic jet model

[ NASA-TR-1366 ]

[ p0226 A79-16641 ]

Fabrication and evaluation of advanced titanium structural panels for supersonic cruise aircraft

[ NASA-TR-2744 ]

[ p0298 A79-16320 ]

Preliminary noise tradeoff study of a Mach 2.7 cruise aircraft

[ NASA-TR-78732 ]

[ p0388 A79-21686 ]

Noise and performance calibration study of a Mach 2.2 supersonic cruise aircraft

[ NASA-TR-80403 ]

[ p0388 A79-21685 ]

Jet noise and performance comparison study of a Mach 2.55 supersonic cruise aircraft

[ NASA-TR-80094 ]

[ p0589 A79-28982 ]

A computer program for detailed analysis of the takeoff and approach performance capabilities of transport category aircraft

[ NASA-TR-80120 ]

[ p0589 A79-29141 ]

Effect of outboard vertical-fin position and orientation on the low-speed aerodynamic performance of highly swept wings --- supersonic cruise aircraft research

[ NASA-TR-80142 ]

[ p0701 A79-32158 ]

**SUPERSONIC DIFFUSERS**

The flow at the inlet and in the throat region of a single supersonic air intake

[ AIAA-12 ]

[ p0190 A79-21420 ]

Ejector optimization

[ A-D-061251 ]

[ p0290 A79-17112 ]

**SUPERSONIC DRAG**

Improved wave drag predictions using modified linear theory

[ NASA-TR-75213 ]

[ p0151 A79-21523 ]

Method for studying experimentally the aerodynamic interference of small secondary structures with a lifting surface

[ AIAA PAPER 79-0350 ]

[ p0384 A79-29096 ]

Wing geometry effects on leading-edge vortices

[ AIAA PAPER 79-1872 ]

[ p0635 A79-49341 ]

**SUPERSONIC FLIGHT**

Overall aerodynamic characteristics of conical and delta wings at supersonic speeds

[ AIAA PAPER 79-0220 ]

[ p0164 A79-19606 ]

On the aerodynamics of hypersonic cruise vehicles at off-design conditions

[ AIAA PAPER 79-20088 ]

[ p0153 A79-20088 ]

A model of external burning propulsion

[ AIAA PAPER 79-0356 ]

[ p0201 A79-23549 ]

Modeling the Y-xand radar augmentation system of a high altitude supersonic target

[ p0247 A79-24715 ]

Comparison of ETJE and TJE characteristics in supersonic cruising flight --- By-pass Turbojet Engine

[ p0259 A79-26527 ]

[ p0260 A79-27740 ]

Overall aerodynamic characteristics of caret and delta wings at supersonic speeds

[ AIAA PAPER 79-1872 ]

[ p0601 A79-67012 ]

A-413
Laboratory simulation of swept lightning strokes
/Engineering test/

The influence of sweep on the aerodynamic loading of an oscillating NACA0012 airfoil. Volume 2: Data report

Some steady and oscillating airfoil test results, including the effects of sweep, from the tunnel spanning wing
p0359 N79-20059

[BASA-CR-1092] p0417 N79-22052

SWEEP BACK

NT LEADING EDGE SWEEP

SWEEP FORWARD WINGS

NT TRAPEZOIDAL WINGS

Displacement of 7/16' swept composite wings
[AIAA 79-0722] p0282 A79-28255

Application of Langrange Optimization to the drag polar utilizing experimental data
[AIAA PAPER 79-1833] p0634 A79-49335

The effect of canard relative size and vertical location on the subsonic longitudinal and lateral-directional static aerodynamic characteristics for a model with a swept forward wing --- in the Langley 7x10 ft high speed tunnel

SWEEP WINGS

NT ARROW WINGS

NT DELTA WINGS

NT SWEPT FORWARD WINGS

WING/STORE FLOW-FIELD MEASUREMENTS AT TRANSONIC SPEEDS USING A LASER VELOCIMETER
[AD-A068328] p0590 N79-29149

Recent advances in the solution of three-dimensional flow over wings with leading edge vortex separation
[AIAA PAPER 79-0262] p0202 A79-22552

On the stability of the boundary layer on a swept wing
[AIAA PAPER 79-0264] p0202 A79-22562

Amplification factors at transition on an unswept wing in free flight and on a swept wing in wind tunnel --- aircraft stability analysis
[AIAA PAPER 79-20267] p0203 A79-22564

Lifting surface theory for skewed and swept subsonic wings
[AIAA PAPER 79-0551] p0254 A79-25069

Singularity at the trailing edge of a swept wing
p0315 A79-28622

Selecting the geometrical parameters and location of the nose flap at the wing root profile of a swept wing on the basin of wind tunnel data. II
[AIAA PAPER 79-1895] p0348 A79-32038

The stability of the boundary layer on a swept wing with wall cooling
[AIAA PAPER 79-1895] p0348 A79-46692

Selection of geometric parameters and location of nose flap on swept wing root profile from tunnel test data. I
p0401 A79-46999

Lifting-line theory for a swept wing at transonic speeds
p0604 A79-47750

Wing geometry effects on leading-edge vortices
[AIAA PAPER 79-1972] p0635 A79-49241

Selecting the geometric parameters and position of a nose flap on the root profile of a swept wing using tunnel test data. II
p0655 A79-51402

Numerical calculation of transonic flow past a swept wing by a finite volume method
[CP-77120-3] p0304 A79-10036

Wind-tunnel investigation of the thrust augmenter performance of a large-scale swept wing model --- in the Ames 40 by 80 foot wind tunnel

Vortex patterns developed on the upper surface of a swept wing at high angle of attack

In-flight three-dimensional boundary layer and wake measurements from a swept supercritical wing
p0352 N79-20002

Possibilities for scale effect on swept wings at high subsonic speeds. Recent evidence from pressure plotting tests
[RSFP-3] p0777 N79-20999

Stability augmentation from the leading edges of wings of moderate sweep
p0413 N79-22002

Vortex pattern developing on the upper surface of a swept wing at high angle of attack
p0414 N79-22007

Subcritical drag minimization for highly swept wings with leading edge vortices
p0414 N79-22021

Aerodynamic characteristics of the close-coupled canard as applied to low-to-moderate swept wings. Volume 1: General trends
[ADM-063319] p0817 N79-22057

Aerodynamic characteristics of the close-coupled canard as applied to low-to-moderate swept wings. Volume 2: Subsonic speed regime
[AD-067122] p0536 N79-26025

Aerodynamic characteristics of a large-scale nacelle model with a swept wing and an augmented jet flap with hypermixing nozzles --- Ames 40- by 80-Foot Wind Tunnel and Static Test Facility

Wing/store flow-field measurements at transonic speeds using a laser velocimeter
[AD-A06328] p0590 N79-29149

SWEEP BACK WINGS

NT ARROW WINGS

NT DELTA WINGS

NT TRAPEZOIDAL WINGS

On the transonic-dip mechanism of flutter of a sweptback wing
p0514 A79-81763

Fundamentals of design. III - Y-D for combat aircraft
p0536 A79-83725
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<td>Theoretical-experimental analysis of influence of coolant discharge from perforated turbine vanes on their aerodynamic characteristics</td>
<td>Damage-tolerant fan blade design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0279 A79-27727</td>
<td>(AIAA PAPER 79-1119)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A system which uses a laser beam to control the regime of vibration tests with turbine and compressor blades</td>
<td>p0466 A79-38951</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0316 A79-28638</td>
<td>The application of rapid solidification rate superalloys to radial wafer turbine blades</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation of MOSTAS computer code for predicting dynamic loads in two-bladed wind turbines</td>
<td>(AIAA PAPER 79-1226)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(AIAA 79-0733)</td>
<td>p0469 A79-38991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transient temperature distribution in cooled turbine blades</td>
<td>Advanced forging process for gas turbine engine fan blades</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(AIAA 79-7046)</td>
<td>(AIAA PAPER 79-1269)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0330 A79-29414</td>
<td>p0471 A79-39013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Researches on air-cooled high-temperature turbine blade --- Japanese book</td>
<td>Method of determining non-steady-state force characteristics and flywheel effect of turbine blades from the streamflow pattern</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0337 A79-30376</td>
<td>p0473 A79-39071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The effect of slot configuration and arrangement on the characteristics of jet flow</td>
<td>Service life parameters of turbine blades</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(WAL-TN-195)</td>
<td>p0510 A79-40684</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0337 A79-30377</td>
<td>Computer calculations of steady-state temperature fields in air-cooled turbine rotor blades</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Considerations of cooling method of turbine blade from viewpoints of thermal stress and life</td>
<td>p0526 A79-42551</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0337 A79-30378</td>
<td>Twisting of the blades of an axial turbine stage during tangential inclination of the nozzle blades</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A two-dimensional cascade test of an air-cooled turbine nozzle</td>
<td>p0527 A79-42569</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0337 A79-30379</td>
<td>Nonstationarity of heat transfer in the blade cascade of an axial-flow turbine during engine start-up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tungsten fiber reinforced FeCrAlY - A first generation composite turbine blade material</td>
<td>p0527 A79-42572</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0337 A79-30397</td>
<td>Measurement of heat transfer rate to turbine blades and nozzle guide vanes in a transient cascade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat transfer to turbine blades, with special reference to the effects of mainstream turbulence</td>
<td>p0527 A79-42891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ASME PAPER 79-07-26)</td>
<td>The influence of longitudinal pressure gradient and turbulence of the flow upon heat transfer in turbine blades</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0339 A79-30514</td>
<td>p0528 A79-42892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Determination of heat transfer coefficients around a blade surface from temperature measurements</td>
<td>Particle trajectories near an airfoil with a film-cooled leading edge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ASME PAPER 79-07-28)</td>
<td>p0535 A79-43678</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0340 A79-30515</td>
<td>Particle trajectories in turbine cascades</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An experimental investigation of film cooling on a turbine rotor blade</td>
<td>p0535 A79-43679</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ASME PAPER 79-07-32)</td>
<td>On the influence of relative pitch in the subsonic turbine cascade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0340 A79-30518</td>
<td>p0613 A79-48503</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal-structural mission analyses of air-cooled gas turbine blades</td>
<td>Long-life GT2 operation based on technical condition — Gas Turbine Engine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ASME PAPER 79-07-19)</td>
<td>p0613 A79-48517</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0341 A79-30553</td>
<td>Use of the method of variable directions for numerical study of the temperature states of a turbine disk with blades</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facility for studying the action of unsteady supersonic gas streams on the blades of a plane cascade</td>
<td>p0613 A79-48518</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0344 A79-31143</td>
<td>Heat transfer over the initial section of turbine blade cooling channels under conditions of rotation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shock boundary layer interaction on high turning transonic turbine cascades</td>
<td>p0613 A79-48508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ASME PAPER 79-07-37)</td>
<td>Evaluation of the cyclic behavior of aircraft turbine disk alloys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0390 A79-32342</td>
<td>(NASA-CR-159409)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measurements of heat transfer in circular, rectangular and triangular ducts, fielding typical turbine blade internal cooling passages using transient techniques</td>
<td>p0307 A79-10058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ASME PAPER 79-07-40)</td>
<td>Thermal-structural mission analyses of air-cooled gas turbine blades</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0391 A79-32343</td>
<td>(NASA-TM-78963)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A general solution for distorted flows in cascades of aerofoils</td>
<td>p049 A79-11433</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A method for assessing turbine engine run-up noise

Impact of soft bodies on jet engine fan blades

TURBINE ENGINES

[AB-A058194]  p0098 79-12091

Usage research on aerelastic phenomena in thin airfoil cascades

[AB-A059718]  p0158 79-10029

Small laminated axial turbine hot-rig test program

[NASA-Cr-159050]  p0304 79-19797

Turbine blade vibration data acquisition design and feasibility testing

[Turbojet blade cooling]  p0304 79-19797

[NT Lecture Series-83]  p0304 79-19797

Turbine blade cooling

Alternative turbine cooling technology

The aerodynamic penalties associated with turbine blade cooling

Nonlinear equations of equilibrium for elastic helicopter or wind turbine blades undergoing moderate deformation


An oxide dispersion strengthened alloy for gas turbine blades

[Tungsten fiber reinforced FeCrAl: A first generation composite turbine blade material]  p0369 79-20160

Evaluation of an advanced directionally solidified gamma/gamma'-alpha Mo eutectic alloy

[Introduction to cooling of gas turbine blades]  p0422 79-22090

Aerodynamic problems in cooled turbine blade design for small gas turbine

[Design, fabrication, and evaluation of GATERIZED (trade name) ceramic-wrought alloy attachment concepts --- for gas turbine engines]  p0422 79-22090

Turbine blades: Erosion and Corrosion. Citations from the NTIS data base


The confluence of two supersonic jets at the trailing edge of transonic turbine blades

[Internally coated air-cooled gas turbine blade]  p0425 79-22112

[NT Lecture Series-83]  p0369 79-20222

A contribution on thermal fatigue in cooled turbine blade

Three-dimensional finite-element techniques for gas turbine blade life prediction

Some theoretical and experimental investigations of stresses and vibrations in a radial flow rotor

Determining the dynamic response due to an imbalance at the attachments of a motor on a pod --- caused by rotor blade loss

Unstable flow regimes, including rotating stall, surge, distortions, etc.

TURBINE ENGINES

[NASA-Cy-159565]  p0094 79-12087

Advanced turbine powerplants for future helicopter systems

New technological advances in the development of helicopter turbine powerplants for the 1980's

Screening properties of silicon-base ceramics for turbine engine applications

[Suction fuel supply systems for turbine powered general aviation aircraft]  p0150 79-19799

Applying design-to-life cycle cost methods during engine advanced development

[Turbine engine cost reduction using Life Cycle Cost techniques]  p0257 79-25902

The balance of flexible rotors and their possible use in aero engines

[High-freezing-point fuels used for aviation turbine engines]  p0328 79-23939

The GATE studies - Assessing the potential of future small general aviation turbine engines

New opportunities for future small civil turbine engines - Overviewing the GATE studies

What small turbine engine does the small helicopter need, or The road to hell is paved with good intentions --- fuel consumption, performance, environmental and engine reliability and acceptability considerations subordinating advanced turbine engine development for small helicopters

[Further test results with the airjet distortion generator - A new tool for aircraft turbine engine testing]  p0570 79-14072

Computer-aided design of mixed flow turbines for turbocars

[Computer-aided analysis and design of the shape rolling process for producing turbine engine airfoils]  p0563 79-44794

Advanced composites for turbines

Computer-aided analysis and design of the shape rolling process for producing turbine engine airfoils

[Turbochargers]  p0552 79-27153
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Unstable flow regimes, including rotating stall, surge, distortions, etc.
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TURBINE EXHAUST NOZZLES

TURBINE INSTRUMENTS

TURBINE PUMPS

Measuring the moment imparted by a liquid pump in

start-up regime

p025 379-42550

TURBINE WHEELS

Influence of stator vane canting on alternating stress level in turbine rotor blades

p0068 379-14848

Application of the method of alternating directions to the numerical analysis of the thermal states of a bladed turbine disk

Fracture mechanics problem for gas turbine engine structures

p0113 379-17542

Numerical investigations on the generation and development of rotating stalls

p019 379-19793

A cumulative fatigue damage model for gas turbine engine disks subjected to complex mission loading

p0150 379-19801

Jet cooling at the rim of a rotating disk

p0196 379-22331

Integrally cast turbine rotor for high volume production

p0255 379-25803

Method for digital computer calculation of unsteady temperature fields in turbomachine discs

p0280 379-27746

Determination of the flow size in turbine rotors by ultrasonics — A necessary requirement for fracture-mechanics test evaluation

p0337 379-30281

The effects of coolant air inlet conditions on the flow regime between a turbine disk and its casing

p0340 379-30520

Aerodynamic design of fixed and variable geometry nozzleless turbine casings

p0391 379-32364

Aeroengine design of an advanced gas turbine disk alloy, KF10A

p0468 379-38977

Methodological considerations on the service life design of turbine disks

p0510 379-40687

Computer calculation of steady-state temperature fields in cooled turbine disks

p0526 379-42553

LCV life prediction for a flight-by-flight load sequence of a turbine disc — Low Cycle Fatigue

p053a 379-43600

Use of the method of variable directions for numerical study of the temperature states of a turbine disk with blades

p0613 379-48518

TURBINES

MT AXIAL FLOW TURBINES

MT GAS TURBINES

MT SPRODUCING TURBINES

MT TURBOCOMpressors

MT TURBOCOMPRESSORS

MT TURBOCHARGERS

MT SUPERCHARGERS

MT TURBOCOMPRESSORS

A new stage stacking technique for axial-flow compressor performance prediction

p0022 379-10268

Start-up regime

p0525 379-42550

TURBINE WHEELS

Influence of stator vane canting on alternating stress level in turbine rotor blades

p0068 379-14848

Application of the method of alternating directions to the numerical analysis of the thermal states of a bladed turbine disk

Fracture mechanics problem for gas turbine engine structures

p0113 379-17542

Numerical investigations on the generation and development of rotating stalls

p019 379-19793

A cumulative fatigue damage model for gas turbine engine disks subjected to complex mission loading

p0150 379-19801

Jet cooling at the rim of a rotating disk

p0196 379-22331

Integrally cast turbine rotor for high volume production

p0255 379-25803

Method for digital computer calculation of unsteady temperature fields in turbomachine discs

p0280 379-27746

Determination of the flow size in turbine rotors by ultrasonics — A necessary requirement for fracture-mechanics test evaluation

p0337 379-30281

The effects of coolant air inlet conditions on the flow regime between a turbine disk and its casing

p0340 379-30520

Aerodynamic design of fixed and variable geometry nozzleless turbine casings

p0391 379-32364

Aeroengine design of an advanced gas turbine disk alloy, KF10A

p0468 379-38977

Methodological considerations on the service life design of turbine disks

p0510 379-40687

Computer calculation of steady-state temperature fields in cooled turbine disks

p0526 379-42553

LCV life prediction for a flight-by-flight load sequence of a turbine disc — Low Cycle Fatigue

p053a 379-43600

Use of the method of variable directions for numerical study of the temperature states of a turbine disk with blades

p0613 379-48518

TURBINES

MT AXIAL FLOW TURBINES

MT GAS TURBINES

MT SPRODUCING TURBINES

MT TURBOCOMPRESSORS

MT TURBOCOMPRESSORS

MT TURBOCHARGERS

MT SUPERCHARGERS

MT TURBOCOMPRESSORS

A new stage stacking technique for axial-flow compressor performance prediction

p0022 379-10268
TURBOCOMPRESSORS CONTD

SUBJECT INDEX

An axial compressor end-wall boundary layer calculation method
[ASME PAPER 78-GT-81] p0007 A79-10767

Representation of compressor characteristics in coordinates convenient for computer calculation of GTE parameters
p0068 A79-14844

Technology evolution in the Allison Model 250 engine --- for helicopter propulsion
p0134 A79-19681

Operation of a multi-stage axial compressor with non-twisted blades from viewpoint of three-dimensional axisymmetric flow theory
p0157 A79-19382

Numerical investigations on the generation and development of rotating stalls height ass79-79455

Periodically unsteady flow in an intennitted stage of a multistage, axial-flow turbochrome compressor. 76-GT-6
p0185 A79-22328

Propagation of inlet flow distortions through an axial compressor stage
[ASME PAPER 78-GT-24] p0196 A79-22335

Effect of compressor geometry on the unsteady regime of a low speed compressor
[ONERA, TP NO. 1976-68] p0213 A79-24219

A fundamental criterion for the application of rotor casing treatment --- in axial flow compressors
p0213 A79-24220

An experimental study of pulsating flow in a three stage axial flow compressor
p0213 A79-24221

Turbulence characteristics in the near wake of a compressor rotor blade
[ASIA PAPER 79-0280] p0260 A79-26540

Axial compressor operation with radially nonuniform inflow
p0280 A79-27743

Effect of hub and tip annular flow blockage on the performance of a single-stage axial-flow compressor
[AIAA 79-7001] p0327 A79-29377

Axisymmetric distortion generation in a variable height annulus --- for compressor inlet flow
[AIAA 79-7002] p0327 A79-29378

Effects of inlet distortions on a multi-stage transonic flow pressure distortion
[AIAA 79-7003] p0327 A79-29379

An extension of the classical cascade model to a 3D model for blade-hub and blade-casing interaction - Experiments and calculations
[AIAA 79-7029] p0329 A79-29401

Aerodynamic design and performance of the CT6-6/LM2500 compressor
[AIAA 79-7030] p0329 A79-29402

Study of the flow field behind a transonic axial compressor rotor using laser-anemometry and unsteady pressure measurements
[AIAA 79-7036] p0330 A79-29405

Blade-to-blade pressure, temperature, and velocity profiles downstream of a single rotor row at high subsonic speed
[AIAA 79-7039] p0331 A79-29419

Experimental and analytical investigation of the effects of blade number and blade surface roughness on multistage axial flow compressors
[ASME PAPER 79-GT-2] p0339 A79-30501

Axial-flow compressor turning angle and loss by inviscid-viscous interaction blade-to-blade computation
[ASME PAPER 79-GT-5] p0339 A79-30504

Mean velocity and decay characteristics of the guidevane and stator blade wake of an axial flow compressor
[ASME PAPER 79-GT-9] p0339 A79-30507

Computation of supercritical compressor and turbine cascades with a design method for transonic flows

Influence of freely rotating inlet guide vanes on the return flows and stable operating range of an axial flow fan
[ASME PAPER 79-GT-31] p0340 A79-30517

Experimental investigation of the effect of inlet distortion on compressor blade vibrations
p0341 A79-30558

Study of compressor aerelastic instabilities in a linear cascade wind tunnel

An off-design correlation of part speed performance losses through transonic axial fan rotors
[ASME PAPER 79-GT-6] p0390 A79-32926

Design and testing of two supercritical compressor cascades
[ASME PAPER 79-GT-11] p0390 A79-32930

Unsteady upstream effects in axial-flow supercritical compressor stages
[ASME PAPER 79-GT-55] p0391 A79-32930

The influence of the blading surface roughness on the aerodynamic behavior and characteristic of an axial compressor
[ASME PAPER 79-GT-102] p0392 A79-32978

Forced vibrations of a single stage axial compressor rotor
p0392 A79-32983

Optimization for rotor blades of tangent design for axial flow compressors
[ASME PAPER 79-GT-125] p0393 A79-32994

The prediction of steady, circumferential pressure and temperature distortions in multistage axial flow compressors
[ASME PAPER 79-GT-184] p0396 A79-32443

Wind tunnel model study of the hot exhaust plume from the compressor research facility at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio
[ASME PAPER 79-GT-186] p0396 A79-32455

Selected problems concerning unstable operation of aircraft turbine engine compressors
p0397 A79-32589

Preliminary studies using photon correlation velocimetry in turbomachinery and combustion systems
p0405 A79-34314

Allowing for the wall boundary layer in an axial compressor stage
p0451 A79-36586

Selection of aircraft turbocharger systems
[SAE PAPER 790608] p0456 A79-36739

Effects of air injection on a turbocharged Teledyne Continental Motors TSIO-360-C engine
[SAE PAPER 790607] p0459 A79-36760

Combined pressure and temperature distortion effects on internal flow of a turbofan engine
[AIAA PAPER 79-1309] p0471 A79-39931

Experimental studies of axial and radial compressors by means of new measurement techniques
p0512 A79-41227

Computer aided design of mixed flow turbines for turbochargers
[ASME PAPER 78-GT-191] p0563 A79-44794

Laser velocimeter applied to the study of circular distortion effects in a low speed compressor

Apparatus and method for reducing thermal stress in a turbine rotor

Performance of single-stage axial-flow transonic compressor with rotor and stator aspect ratios of 1.19 and 1.26, respectively, and design pressure ratio of 1.62
[NASA-TP-1338] p0577 A79-10060

Analysis, design, fabrication and testing of the Mini-Brayton rotating unit (MINI-880). Volume 1: Figures and drawings
p0594 A79-11409

Analysis of supersonic stall bending flutter in axial-flow compressor by actuator disk theory
[NASA-TP-1342] p0599 A79-13003

A new blade element method for calculating the performance of high and intermediate solidity axial fan blades
[NASA-CP-3063] p0103 A79-13047

Analysis of water ingestion effects in axial flow compressors
[AD-A059025] p0103 A79-13052

Comparison between flows in cascades and rotors in the transonic range. 3: Comparison of experimental and theoretical results of flow studies on blade-to-blade surfaces in an axial compressor rotor
p0305 A79-19902

Aerodynamic and Mechanical factors affecting the surge line of axial flow compressor blade loss influences on axial flow compressors
p0307 A79-19363

Industrial Centrifugal Compressors, Volume 2
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUBJECT INDEX</th>
<th>TURBOFAN ENGINES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Design of multistage compressors with consideration of the real behavior of gas and gas mixtures | **NT TF-61 ENGINE**
| Development testing of stages for centrifugal process compressors | The CF6-32 as a derivative engine of the CF6-6
| Turbocharger design and development — technology assessment and design optimization | [SAB PAPER 780511]  p0004 A79-10391
| A study of inlet conditions for three-dimensional transonic compressor flows | The RB211-535 – New member of the family
| Effects of air injection on a turbocharged Teledyne Continental Motors TSO-360-C engine | [SAB PAPER 780512]  p0004 A79-10392
| Circumferential asymmetry in axial flow compressors | A design point correlation for losses due to part-span dampers on transonic rotors
| A stall criterion for cascades | **ASME PAPER 78-GT-153**  p0010 A79-10802
| Pressure distributions on axial flow compressor blading and comparison with distributions on similar cascade blading | Advanced turbofan engines for low fuel consumption
| Summary of applied research programs being conducted on miniature turbomachines | **ASME PAPER 78-GT-199**  p0011 A79-10818
| Two-stage supercharger sets: Efficiency and head contribution under full- and part-load conditions | Design of a multivariable controller for a high-order turbofan engine model by Zakian's method of inequalities
| The influence of compressor inlet guide vane/rotor relative circumferential positioning on blade wake transport and interaction | Statistical evaluation of reverse influence on bypass turbojet engine parameters in the forward thrust regime
| Unsteady rotor blade loading in an axial compressor with steady-state inlet distortions | The effect of intake conditions on supersonic flutter in turbofan engines
| Distortions, rotating stall and mechanical solicitation | [AIAA PAPER 79-0044]  p0139 A79-19497
| Review of the AGARD S and M panel evaluation program of the NASA-Levin SFB approach to high-temperature LCF life prediction | The Tri-Pan Y/STOL propulsion/control concept
| Axial compressor stall — effects on aircraft engines | [AIAA PAPER 79-0121]  p0142 A79-19546
| Contribution to the calculation of the dynamic behavior of industrial turbo compressor circuits | Definition of electronic engine control system environment for an advanced aircraft engine
| Aerodynamic performance of 1.38-pressure-ratio variable-pitch fan stage | **ASNE PAPER 78-GT-1985**  p0148 A79-19702
| An actuator disk analysis of an isolated rotor with distorted inflow | Engine life usage experience of TF17/TF101 flight and ground test engines
| The influence of compressor inlet guide vane/rotor relative circumferential positioning on blade wake transport and interaction | Impact behavior of filament-wound graphite/epoxy fan blades — foreign object damage to turbofan engines
| Onset of compressor stall resulting from compressor deterioration — in single engine jet aircraft | Effect of forward velocity and crosswind on the reverse-thrust performance of a variable-pitch fan engine
| Compressor research facility aerodynamics analysis | A sensitivity analysis for the P100 turbofan engine using the multivariable Nyquist array — feedback control design
| [ASME PAPER 78-GT-1921]  p0010 A79-10816
| Effects of diffusion factor, aspect ratio and solidity on overall performance of 14 compressor middle stages — the effects of varying both diffusion through the rotor and compressor blading and blade aspect ratio | Total pressure recovery of flared fan nozzles used as inlets
| [ASME PAPER 78-GT-153]  p0017 A79-23797
| **TURBOFAN AIRCRAFT** | Engine technology for production turbofan engines
| **NT TF-61 ENGINE** | Measured and predicted noise of the AVCO-Lycoming TF-102 turbofan engine
| **NT A-7 AIRCRAFT** | [AIAA PAPER 79-0641]  p0248 A79-28227
| **NT BAC 111 AIRCRAFT** | Full-scale engine tests of bulk absorber acoustic inlet treatment
| **NT BOEING 707 AIRCRAFT** | [AIAA PAPER 79-0650]  p0267 A79-26681
| **NT BOEING 727 AIRCRAFT** | The application of finite element techniques to acoustic transmission in lined ducts with flow
| **NT BOEING 737 AIRCRAFT** | [AIAA PAPER 79-0661]  p0268 A79-26993
| **NT C-151 AIRCRAFT** | Considerations for the design of inlet flow conditioners for static fan noise testing
| **NT CONCORDS AIRCRAFT** | [AIAA PAPER 79-0637]  p0270 A79-26923
| **NT DC 8 AIRCRAFT** | Evaluation of two inflow control devices for flight simulation of fan noise using a JT15D engine
| **NT F-111 AIRCRAFT** | [AIAA PAPER 79-0654]  p0270 A79-26926
| **NT F-16 AIRCRAFT** | Flight effects on noise generated by the JT8D engine with inverted primary/fan flow as measured in the NASA Ames 40- by 80-foot wind tunnel
| **NT 21-62 AIRCRAFT** | [AIAA PAPER 79-0610]  p0271 A79-26937
| Quicker short and medium haul aircraft | Combustion noise prediction update
| [AIAA PAPER 79-0588]  p0272 A79-26942
| **TURBOFAN ENGINES** | Analysis of radiation patterns of interaction tones generated by inlet rods in the P115D engine
| **NT TF-30 ENGINE** | [AIAA PAPER 79-0581]  p0272 A79-26944
| **NT TF-34 ENGINE** | Unsteady stator response to upstream rotor wakes
| [AIAA PAPER 79-0579]  p0189 A79-26945
| Investigation of wing shielding effects on CTOL engine noise | Influence of bypass ratio change on fan aerodynamic characteristics
| [AIAA PAPER 79-0577]  p0269 A79-26911
| Noise from struts and splitters in turbofan exit ducts | [AIAA PAPER 79-0637]  p0270 A79-26911
| [AIAA PAPER 79-0577]  p0271 A79-26926
| [AIAA PAPER 79-0564]  p0270 A79-26923
| [AIAA PAPER 79-0579]  p0272 A79-26942
| [AIAA PAPER 79-0581]  p0272 A79-26944
afterburner, p0083 A79-16908
Gearbox casings of fibre-reinforced plastic for aero engines, p0111 A79-17058
Coaxial flow noise - Isothermal flow for turbojet engine exhaust, p0191 A79-21595
Recent General Electric engine development testing for improved service life, p0255 A79-25876
Life cycle cost in preliminary engine design for P-15, p0257 A79-25904
Experiments concerning the anomalous behaviour of aero-engine exhaust noise in flight, p0271 A79-26930
Influence of bypass ratio on jet engine weight, p0279 A79-27737
Comparison of RAEUS and TFE characteristics in supersonic cruising flight - Bypass Turbojet Engine, p0280 A79-27740
Characteristics of aerodynamic instabilities in turbomachinery - NASA full scale engine test results, p0326 A79-29386
Engine evaluation of a vibration damping treatment for inlet guide vanes, p0355 A79-32425
The multiple application core engine - Sizing and usage criteria - high-pressure rotors in jet engines, p0466 A79-39893
Effect of shocks on film cooling of a full scale turbojet exhaust nozzle having an external expansion surface, p0467 A79-39896
Evaluation of turbo-propulsion simulators as a testing technique for fighter aircraft, p0508 A79-40840
Error localization in turbojet engines through determination of the characteristics of structural members - Geran thesis, p0515 A79-41827
CFM56 - An act of cooperation, a new class of engine, a path towards the aeronautics of tomorrow, p0516 A79-42065
A pneumatic distributor for the control system of a turbojet engine, p0527 A79-42574
Characteristics of afterburning bypass turbojet engine with oxygen injection into the afterburner chamber, p0613 A79-48519
An advanced technology engine family for general aviation, p0685 A79-51705
Icing tests on turbojet and turbofan engines using the NGTE engine test facility, p0032 A79-10013
An experimental study of a catalytic combustor for an expendable turbojet engine, p0045 A79-11048
ATC accommodation of fuel conservative turbojet operations, p0094 A79-12089
An experimental investigation of turbojet test cell augmentors, p0095 A79-12101
Experimental evaluation of the effect of inlet distortion on compressor blade vibrations, p0226 A79-16300
Characteristics of aerodynamic instabilities in turbomachinery - NASA full scale engine test results, p0224 A79-17263
Turbojet blade vibration data acquisition design and feasibility testing, p0304 A79-18976
Parametric performance of a turbojet engine, [NASA-Paper 79-9506], p0326 A79-20114
Low cost expendable engine, [AD-1063102], p0366 A79-20125
Guide to in-flight thrust measurement of turbojets and fan engines, [AGARD-AR-237], p0366 A79-20127
An experimental study of three-dimensional turbulent boundary layer and turbulence characteristics inside a turbomachinery rotor passage

A new approach for solving the vorticity and continuity equations in turbomachinery ducts

Viscous flow analysis in small flow rotors --- in turbomachinery

The role of three-dimensional flow analysis in the design of turbomachinery

Experimental analysis methods for unsteady flows in turbomachines

The finite element method for turbomachinery analysis --- subsonic compressible flow

Flapless mounted rotors - An alternative for smoother running turbomachinery

Radial equilibrium in axial turbomachines

Turbosassiness flutter: Introductory concepts

Identification of various flutter regimes and discussion of dynamic stall

Proceedings of the Seminar on Advanced Problems in Turbomachinery, part 1

Restrictive assumptions and range of validity of Schlichting's cascade analysis

High turning blading for axial flow machines. Introduction and summary of the problems

Extensions to the tested range of a cascade flow calculation method

Summary of applied research programs being conducted on small turbomachines for producing cryogenic temperatures operating on gas bearing turbocompressors and expanders utilizing helium and nitrogen as working fluids

The effects of design and operating variables on the response of an axial flow fan to inlet flow distortions

Design problems of small turbomachinery

Sample calculation 4: Phi = 9 deg 57

The effects of design and operating variables on the response of an axial flow fan to inlet flow distortions

Design of shock-free transonic flow in turbomachinery aplicable to axial and radial flow turbomachines

A three dimensional flow computing system applicable to axial and radial flow turbomachines

Unstable flow regimes, including rotating stall, surge, distortions, etc.

As experimental study of the response of a turbomachinery rotor to a low frequency inlet distortion

Optimization of jet distribution along the blade for PTOL jet propelled rotor

Prop-fan propulsion - Its status and potential

Noise transmission - Turboprop problem

Aerodynamic data development for the turboprop T-44 Operational Flight Trainer

Interference effects of aircraft components on the local blade angle of attack of a wing-mounted propeller

Drift-down calculations for the YH/227D aircraft

Energy efficient aircraft engines

Turboprop engines

Evolution of the turboprop for high speed air transportation

Certain problems which had to be solved between the prototype stage and mass production stage in the development of an engine --- turboprop engine tests

Modern engine development test techniques --- for helicopters

Captive testing and use of auxiliary test powerplants for future helicopters

The Rolls-Royce Gem turboshaft engine for helicopters and its future developments

The U.S. Air Force's program for an advanced turboshaft engine research program for development of large tiltrotors

Turboshaft engines

Turbofans
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TURBULENCE</th>
<th>Subject Index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>helicopters</td>
<td>p0124 A79-18170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modem engine development test techniques --- for helicopters</td>
<td>p0134 A79-18680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotorshaft torquemeter --- principles and applications</td>
<td>p0631 A79-49090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application of finite-element and holographic techniques in the design of turboshift engine components</td>
<td>p0631 A79-49093</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development of a 'no adjustment' turboshift engine control system</td>
<td>p0632 A79-49094</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An advanced technology engine family for general aviation</td>
<td>p0685 A79-51705</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infrared suppressor effect on T63 turboshift engine performance</td>
<td>p0422 A79-22095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laser velocimetry measurements on high temperature round and rectangular twin-jet flows</td>
<td>p0466 A79-38906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design problems of small turbosachinery</td>
<td>p0467 A79-22297</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance estimation for a highly loaded eight-blade propeller combined with an advanced technology turboshift engine</td>
<td>p0657 A79-90075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partition study of asymmetric thermal wake</td>
<td>p0423 A79-22101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessment of augmented electronic fuel controls for modular engine diagnostics and condition monitoring</td>
<td>p0436 A79-23091</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TURBULENCE EFFECTS</th>
<th>Subject Index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Improvement of the aerodynamic circuit in the Breguet-Telley low speed wind tunnel</td>
<td>p0441 A79-23121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turbulence characteristics of compressor discharge flows --- J79D engine tests</td>
<td>p0496 A79-24995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turbulence measurements in the compressor exit flow of a General Electric CF6-50 engine</td>
<td>p0496 A79-24996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identification of aircraft parameters in turbulence with non-rational spectral density</td>
<td>p0504 A79-28182</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TURBULENCE METERS</th>
<th>Subject Index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The effect of short regions of high surface curvature on turbulent boundary layer</td>
<td>p0647 A79-25223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turbulence measurement addendum</td>
<td>p0677 A79-46730</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of turbulent boundary layer on engine performance</td>
<td>p0687 A79-52273</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TURBULENCE DISTRIBUTION</th>
<th>Subject Index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Turbulence characteristics of compressor discharge flows --- J79D engine tests</td>
<td>p0496 A79-24995</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TURBULENT DIFFUSION</th>
<th>Subject Index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Turbulence characteristics of compressor discharge flows --- J79D engine tests</td>
<td>p0496 A79-24995</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TURBULENT FLOW</th>
<th>Subject Index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Propeller unsteady thrust due to operation in turbulent inflows</td>
<td>p0007 A79-10762</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weak extinction limits of turbulent flowing mixtures</td>
<td>p0010 A79-10789</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental study of an asymmetric thermal wake</td>
<td>p0053 A79-13715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density changes and turbulence production in the expansion or compression of a turbulent flow at supersonic speed</td>
<td>p0053 A79-13718</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computation of three-dimensional turbulent separated flows at supersonic speeds</td>
<td>p0134 A79-19471</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TURBULENT BLAST</th>
<th>Subject Index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Experimental clean combustor program: Phase 3: Turbulence measurement addendum</td>
<td>p0004 A79-12088</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYER</th>
<th>Subject Index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Experimental study of three-dimensional turbulent boundary layer and turbulence characteristics inside a turbosachinery rotor passage</td>
<td>p0001 A79-10266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measurements in three-dimensional turbulent boundary layer on a yayed flat plate induced by leading edge vortex</td>
<td>p0052 A79-13150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measurements in an axisymmetric turbulent boundary layer with weak and strong three-dimensional disturbances</td>
<td>p0052 A79-13151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development of turbulence through non-steady boundary layer</td>
<td>p0053 A79-13155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distribution of the intermittency factor along the transition region between laminar and turbulent boundary-layers</td>
<td>p0409 A79-21421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On sound radiation from the trailing edge of an isolated airfoil in a uniform flow</td>
<td>p0268 A79-26907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduction of rotor-turbulence interaction noise in static fan disc testing</td>
<td>p0270 A79-26925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transonic boundary layer on compressor stator blades as calculated and measured in wind tunnel testing</td>
<td>p0297 A79-29397</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Considerations regarding velocity distribution and wall friction in incompressible axisymmetric turbulent boundary layers with transverse curvature</td>
<td>p0334 A79-29694</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATOMIC TURBULENCE</th>
<th>Subject Index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A method for the calculation of 3D boundary layers on practical wing configurations</td>
<td>p0466 A79-38906</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TURBULENT CLEAN AIR TURBULENCE</th>
<th>Subject Index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Split-film anemometer measurements on an airfoil with turbulent separated flow</td>
<td>p0515 A79-40209</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TURBULENT LOW LEVEL TURBULENCE</th>
<th>Subject Index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The influence of turbulence on drag</td>
<td>p0535 A79-44874</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investigation of three-dimensional shock/boundary layer interactions at swept compression corners</td>
<td>p0575 A79-46693</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adverse pressure gradients effects on supersonic boundary layer turbulence</td>
<td>p0577 A79-46730</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TURBULENT VISCOUS TURBULENCE</th>
<th>Subject Index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The effect of short regions of high surface curvature on turbulent boundary layer</td>
<td>p0677 A79-31530</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYER</th>
<th>Subject Index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>An experimental investigation into the influence of acoustic disturbances on the development of a turbulent boundary layer</td>
<td>p0677 A79-46730</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inverse boundary-layer technique for airflow design</td>
<td>p0358 A79-20054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanics of boundary layer transition, part 2: Instability and transition to turbulence</td>
<td>p0678 A79-31530</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYER</th>
<th>Subject Index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Turbulence characteristics of compressor discharge flows --- J79D engine tests</td>
<td>p0496 A79-24995</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Development of turbulence through non-steady boundary layer

Unsteady calculation of vortex sheets emitted by highly inclined lifting surfaces [ONERA, TP NO. 1978-63] p0127 A79-19551

20 simulation of unsteady phenomena on a rotor - helicopter design

Calculation of transonic aileron buzz [AIAA PAPER 79-0134] p0142 A79-19553

Trailing edge conditions for unsteady flows at high reduced frequency - application of Kutta-Joukowski condition [AIAA PAPERS 79-0152] p0143 A79-19567

Unsteady thin airfoil theory for transonic flows with embedded shocks [AIAA PAPER 79-0204] p0143 A79-19597

Aerodynamic characteristics of an unsteady separated flow [AIAA PAPER 79-0283] p0144 A79-19683


Seperated and unsteady flows in aeronautics - Research at the University of Bristol p0154 A79-20107

Unsteady flows -- subsonic and supersonic aeroelasticity oscillating airfoils and displacement bodies [DGLR PAPER 78-222] p0183 A79-20480

Periodically unsteady flow in an imbedded stage of a multistage, axial-flow turbromachine [ASME PAPER 78-CT-6] p0195 A79-22328

Experimental investigation of unsteady phenomena in vaneless radial diffusers [ASME PAPER 78-CT-23] p0195 A79-22329

Some features of the unsteady pressure field in transonic airfoil buffeting [AIAA PAPER 79-0351] p0201 A79-23550

Longitudinal motion of an aircraft in unsteady flow p0212 A79-24914

Numerical predictions of the unsteady lift development on airfoils in a viscous fluid p0212 A79-24916

Drag on an oscillating airfoil in a fluctuating free stream -- helicopter rotor blade application p0213 A79-24917

Effect of compressor geometry on the unsteady regimes of a low speed compressor [ONERA, TP NO. 1978-66] p0213 A79-24919

Numerical study of unsteady flows of viscous incompressible fluids about airfoils by a combined method of order O/h^2 and O/h^4 p0240 A79-24929

Nonsteady flow of an incompressible liquid over slender permeable profiles p0273 A79-27062

Instability of fluid flow in centrifugal injector [8188 79-0764] p0277 A79-27313

An analysis of unsteady transonic flow in wind tunnels in subsonic frequency range [AIAA 79-0767] p0320 A79-29018

Unsteady loads in supersonic transversal flows [AIAA 79-0767] p0321 A79-29021

Experiments in unsteady transonic flow [AIAA 79-0769] p0321 A79-29022

A refined prediction method for supersonic unsteady aerodynamics with AIC partition scheme --- Aerodynamic Influence Coefficient [AIAA 79-0770] p0321 A79-29023

Aerohydroelastic opening of a shell in unsteady flow p0325 A79-29151

Density distribution in a non-stationary bow wave in a transonic flow p0333 A79-29660

Görtler vortices in the nonlinear region -- unsteadiness development and onset in blowdown and tunnels p0333 A79-29684

The effect of chordwise flexibility on the lift of a rapidly accelerated airfoil p0343 A79-30923

Facility for studying the action of unsteady supersonic gas streams on the blades of a plane cascade p0340 A79-31143

Unsteady effects on a stalled wing in pulsed flow - Comparison with back-and-forth oscillating case p0389 A79-32106

Implementation of unsteady oscillatory flows in a transonic wind tunnel p0389 A79-32290

Review of problems of unsteady aerodynamics of helicopters p0389 A79-32293

Experimental studies of unsteady aerodynamics on wind tunnel models of helicopter rotors p0389 A79-32295

Unsteady upstream effects in axial-flow supersonic compressor stages [ASME PAPER 79-GT-55] p0391 A79-32350

The analysis of propellers including interaction effects --- for general aviation aircraft [SAE PAPER 790576] p0453 A79-36712

Analysis of an unsteady aerodynamic force on a blade due to uniform amplitude gust p0673 A79-39059

Experimental analysis methods for unsteady flows in turbomachines [ONERA, TP NO. 1979-59] p0674 A79-39095

Unsteady hypersonic gas flow past a thin finite-span wing p0513 A79-41567

Nonlinear mathematical simulation of unsteady flow past a helicopter rotor p0513 A79-41573

Experiments on an aerfoil at high angle of incidence in longitudinal oscillations p0519 A79-43223

Unsteady wing boundary layer energization [AIAA 79-1631] p0566 A79-45312

Fully conservative numerical solutions for unsteady irrotational transonic flow about airfoils [AIAA PAPER 79-1555] p0602 A79-47382

Theoretical flap-lag damping with various dynamic inflow models [AIAA 79-09073] p0608 A79-49503

Numerical solution of the problem of unsteady supersonic flow around the front part of the wings with a detached shock wave p0636 A79-49956

Improved sonic-box computer program for calculating transonic aerodynamic loads on oscillating wings with thickness [NASA CR-158906] p0843 A79-10998


The use of sound absorbing walls to reduce dynamic interference in wind tunnels [J11050] p0905 A79-13062

Nonlinear interaction between mean and unsteady flowfields near Mach 1, [AD-A060789] p1070 A79-15610

Identification of unsteady effects in lift building p1078 A79-15683

Effect of flow separation vortices on aircraft unsteady aerodynamics p1078 A79-15684

A new two-dimensional oscillating wing apparatus for unsteady aerodynamics research p0352 A79-20004

Unsteady viscous thin airfoil theory [AGARD-R-5671] p0361 A79-20087

Notes concerning testing time requirements in steady and unsteady measurements p0369 A79-23112

Some remarks on the design of transonic tunnels with low levels of flow unsteadiness [NASA CR-27222] p0550 A79-25039


Unsteady rotor blade loading in an axial compressor with steady-state inlet distortions p0555 A79-27176

Distortions, rotating stall and mechanical solicitations p0555 A79-27177

Aeromechanics --- unsteady flow, aerelasticity, flutter, and servocntrol p0579 A79-28121

A program to compute three-dimensional subsonic unsteady aerodynamic characteristics using the
Sikorsky S-76 stresses performance p0198 A79-22039
Environmental factors affecting the installation and operation of gas turbine engines in agricultural aircraft. [SAE PAPER 781010] p0256 A79-25892
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor helicopter configuration. Volume 6-C: One-third octave band spectrograms of wake split-film data, fairings and surface devices utility aircraft. [AD-A063000] p0360 W70-20074
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor helicopter configuration. Volume 7-A: Frequency analyses of wake split-film data, buildup to baseline utility aircraft. [AD-A0626397] p0360 W70-20076
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor helicopter configuration. Volume 7-B: Frequency analyses of wake split-film data, open hubcaps utility aircraft. [AD-A062640] p0360 W70-20077
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor helicopter configuration. Volume 7-C: Frequency analyses of wake split-film data, solid hubcaps utility aircraft. [AD-A062641] p0360 W70-20078
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor helicopter configuration. Volume 7-D: Frequency analyses of wake split-film data, open hubcaps utility aircraft. [AD-A062641] p0360 W70-20079
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor helicopter configuration. Volume 7-E: Frequency analyses of wake split-film data, open hubcaps utility aircraft. [AD-A062641] p0360 W70-20080
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor helicopter configuration. Volume 7-F: Frequency analyses of wake split-film data, open hubcaps utility aircraft. [AD-A062641] p0360 W70-20081
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor helicopter configuration. Volume 7-G: Frequency analyses of wake split-film data, fairings and surface devices utility aircraft. [AD-A062641] p0360 W70-20082
Preliminary airworthiness evaluation B-21 N Canberra V/STOL aircraft. [AD-A063847] p0593 W79-29178

V

V BAND EXTERNELY HIGH FREQUENCIES

V/STOL AIRCRAFT

VT AH-64 HELICOPTER
VT BO-105 HELICOPTER
VT CH-46 HELICOPTER
VT CH-47 HELICOPTER
VT CH-54 HELICOPTER
VT CH-47 HELICOPTER
VT CH-46 HELICOPTER
VT COMPOUND HELICOPTERS
VT FLYING PLATFORMS
VT H-53 HELICOPTER
VT HEAVY LIFT HELICOPTERS
VT HELICOPTERS
VT HELICOPTER ACCESSORIES
VT OH-58 HELICOPTER
VT P-63M HELICOPTER
VT RIGID ROTOR HELICOPTERS
VT ROTARY WING AIRCRAFT
VT S-61 HELICOPTER
VT SH-3 HELICOPTER
VT SH-2 TANKER AIRCRAFT
VT TANKER AIRCRAFT
VT TITAN HELICOPTERS
VT UH-1 HELICOPTER
VT UH-60A HELICOPTER
VT OH-61A HELICOPTER
VT VERTICAL TANKER AIRCRAFT
VT X-22A AIRCRAFT
VT XV-15 AIRCRAFT

Development of an inlet for a tilt nacelle subsonic V/STOL aircraft. [ASME PAPER 78-07-121] p0008 A79-10789
Aspects of short takeoff aircraft operation aircraft airports and flight regimes. [ASME PAPER 78-07-1184] p0017 A79-11844
The sizing of a V/STOL aircraft for multimission application. [ASME PAPER 78-09] p0115 A79-16135
An innovative technique for static and dynamic V/STOL testing. [ASME PAPER 78-02] p0123 A79-1865
Composite wing technology on the XV-15 advanced aircraft. [ASME PAPER 78-53] p0124 A79-1876
Aerodynamics of wing-shipstream interaction especially for V/STOL configurations. [ASME PAPER 78-0352] p0146 A79-19683
Some basic test results of V/STOL jet induced lift effects over hover. [AIAA PAPER 79-0339] p0202 A79-23553
Jet-inducted aerodynamics of V/STOL aircraft over a moving deck. [AIAA PAPER 79-0337] p0202 A79-23556
V/STOL aircraft engine and mechanical drive component integration. [SAE PAPER 780103] p0258 A79-25906
Use of radio controlled models in the conceptual development of V/STOL aircraft. [SAE PAPER 780105] p0258 A79-25915
Avionics systems needed to optimize V/STOL potential. [AIAA PAPER 79-0696] p0276 A79-27361
Energy systems for V/STOL aircraft. [AIAA 79-0702] p0276 A79-27365
Evaluation of IFR handling qualities of helicopters using the RAE airborne V/STOL simulator. [AIAA 79-0702] p0276 A79-27365
Ship motion effects on landing impact loads V/STOL landing on aircraft carrier. [AIAA 79-0702] p0276 A79-27365
V/STOL all weather HUD landing simulation. [AIAA 79-0702] p0320 A79-29014
Simulation program at Lockheed. [AIAA 79-0702] p0320 A79-29014
Design benefits from V/STOL control/display simulation program at Lockheed. [AIAA 79-0702] p0320 A79-29014
Future VSTOL requirements for omnidirectional low range airspeed. [AIAA 79-0702] p0320 A79-29014
An X-22A flight experiment to investigate control-display requirements for the XV-15 VTOL aircraft. [AIAA 79-0702] p0320 A79-29014
Augmented vectored thrust engines and the problem of avoiding hot gas recirculation. [ASME PAPER 79-07-10] p0339 A79-30508
Propulsion system considerations for the subsonic V/STOL. [ASME PAPER 79-07-57] p0398 A79-32934
The implementation of optimum profile guidance — study of aerodynamic technology for VSTOL fighter.

Recent applications of theoretical analysis to study of aerodynamic technology for VSTOL aircraft takeoff from a ski-jump platform.

Results of power systems study advanced flight demonstration of the AV-8B V/STOL concept.

Investigation of a laser Doppler velocimeter — a unique facility for V/STOL aircraft hover testing.

Effect of nozzle spacing on ground interference forces for two V/STOL aircraft in a moving deck environment.

The characteristics of a lift cruise fan in V/STOL configuration in near proximity to a small deck with variable pitch and variable inlet guide vane fans — a report on experimental data.

Type A V/STOL propulsion system development.

Design criteria for optimal flight control system for V/STOL aircraft.

Alliation of stability and control difficulties of a V/STOL Type B aircraft.

Performance of a V/STOL tilt nacelle inlet with blowing boundary layer control.


Recent V/STOL aircraft designs — the characteristics of a lift cruise fan in V/STOL configuration in near proximity to a small deck with variable pitch and variable inlet guide vane fans.

Aerodynamic effects of an attitude control vane on a tilt-nacelle V/STOL propulsion system.

Blown wings from Kiev — short takeoff and landing through wing-overblowing.

Recent applications of theoretical analysis to V/STOL inlet design.

Flight demonstration of the AV-8B V/STOL concept.

Results of power systems study advanced fighter/attack and V/STOL airplane.

Aircraft takeoff from a ski-jump platform.

Progress in mathematical modeling of the aircraft operational environment of D 963 class ships.

Study of aerodynamic technology for V/STOL fighter/attack aircraft: Horizontal attitude concept.

Study of aerodynamic technology for V/STOL fighter/attack aircraft: Volume 1.

Study of aerodynamic technology for V/STOL fighter/attack aircraft: Volume 2.

Study of aerodynamic technology for V/STOL fighter/attack aircraft: Phase 1.

Implementation of an optimum profile guidance system on STOL aircraft.
VALVES

- AUTOMATIC CONTROL VALVES
- CONTROL VALVES
- DANPERS (VALVES)
- GAS VALVES
- PRESSURE REGULATORS
- RELIEF VALVES

- Investigation of turbo-dyne energy chamber (G. R.: value trademark): An air-blown device

- Program for the critical components of a fly-by-wire flight control system, part 1

VANELESS DIFFUSERS

- Small perturbation analysis of unison rotating disturbances in a vaneless diffuser

VAPORIZATION

- Cold-air performance of free power turbine designed for 112-kilowatt automotive gas-turbine engine on test of stator vane end clearances

- Analysis of the emissions from storage tanks during JP-4 fuel transfer operations. Phase 3: Cold weather conditions

VAPORIZATION - NT COAL GASIFICATION

- Lean, premixed, prevaporized combustion for aircraft gas-turbine engines

- Effect of degree of fuel vaporization upon emissions from a premixed prevaporized combustion system for gas turbine engines

- Premixed Prevaporized Combustor Technology Forum

- Laboratory tests to determine the possibility of ignition of fuel vapors by lighting

- Analysis of the emissions from storage tanks during JP-4 fuel transfer operations. Phase 1: Warm weather conditions

VARIABLE VALVES

- Variability of annoyance response due to aircraft noise

- Variable area wings

- Variable cycle engines

- Projected aircraft systems development

- Multivariable control altitude demonstration on the Y100 turbofan engine

- General Electric Company variable cycle engine technology demonstrator program

- Program on Variable Cycle Engines

- Multivariable control design principles applied to a variable cycle turbofan engine

- Preliminary study of optimum ductburning turbofan engine cycle design parameters for supersonic cruising

- Definition study for variable cycle engine tested engine and associated test program

- Operating and performance characteristics of a duct burning turbofan engine with variable area turbines

Subj Ect Index

Variable cycle engine technology program planning and definition study

Analytical derivatives

Regression simulation of turbine engine performance evaluation: Accuracy improvement (task 4)

Variable Geometry Structures

- Development of gas turbine performance seeking logic

- Aerodynamic design of fixed and variable geometry nozzleless turbine casings

- Partially variable area turbine nozzle

- A general method for the layout of ailerons and elevators of gliders and motorplanes

Variable Lift

- Lift

Variable Pitch Propellers

- Effect of forward speed on noise emission and thrust of small aircraft propellers

- On methods for application of harmonic control --- helicopter vibration reduction by blade pitch variation

- Free-feathering rotor --- helicopter applications

- Effect of forward velocity and crosswind on the reverse-thrust performance of a variable-pitch fan engine

- Component performance comparisons with variable pitch and variable inlet guide vane fans - A report on experimental data

- Aerodynamic performance of 1.38-pressure-ratio, variable-pitch fan stage

Variable Screw Wings

- Soviet swing-wings --- MiG-23 fighter family characteristics

- Dynamics of controlled longitudinal motion of an airplane with a variable-geometry wing

- Calculation of wings of variable sweep

- Aerodynamic stability analysis of the AD-1 manned oblique-wing aircraft

- Fundamentals of design. III - V-G for combat aircraft

- High-performance wings with significant leading-edge thrust at supersonic speeds

- Subsonic and transonic flows on a variable sweep wing

- Structural analysis of variable-sweep wings

- Skin and spar interface program (SASIP)

- Propeller unsteady thrust due to operation in turbulent inflows

- Vector Analysis

- Vector Analysis

- Vector Analysis

- Vector Analysis

- Vector Analysis

- Vector Analysis

- Vector Analysis
VERTICAL FLIGHT

Analysis of optimal loop and split-S by energy
state modeling

VERTICAL LANDING

Evaluation of an FM/CW range measurement system
for VTOL landing

Flight test of a VTOL digital autoland system
along complex trajectories

Evaluation of the navigation performance of
shipboard-VTOL-landing guidance systems

On the limits of steep helicopter approaches

The characteristics of the spray generated by the
efflux of various aircraft propulsors impinging
normally on water

An experimental investigation of control-display
regarding for a jet-lift VTOL aircraft in the
terminal area

Description of the VTOL Approach and Landing
Technology (VALT) CR-07 research system

VTOL controls for shipboard landing

Qualification tests for helicopters to be used on
board ship

Feasibility demonstration of a vertical seeking
seat steering system

vector controlled ejection seat

Theoretical fundamentals of radio altimetry ---
Russian book

VERTICAL STABILIZERS

U STABILIZERS (FLUID DYNAMICS)

VERTICAL TAILS

U STABILIZERS (FLUID DYNAMICS)

VERTICAL TAIL ASSEMBLY

A method for estimating takeoff and landing
performance for V/STOL aircraft in shipboard
environments

Lift system induced aerodynamics of V/STOL
aircraft in a moving deck environment. Volume
1: Technical discussion

Environmental requirements for simulated
helicopter/VTOL operations from small ships and
carriers

Description of the VTOL Approach and Landing
Technology (VALT) CR-07 research system

Qualification tests for helicopters to be used on
board ships

VERTICAL TAILFIGHTER

Aerospace development of a multilatation system
for VTOL landing guidance

High-performance VTOL for over-the-horizon targeting
--- for surface to surface cruise missiles

Fly-by-wire for vertical lift

Optimization of jet distribution along the blade
for VTOL jet propelled rotor

Recent progress in rotorcraft and powered-lift
research

Status report on advanced development program
utilizing circulation control rotor technology

Stoppable and stowable jet-flap rotor concept

AERODYNAMIC AND THERMODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF
FLOW FIELDS BELOW VTOL VEHICLES IN GROUND
PROXIMITY

EFFECT OF TIP AND CENTERBODY GEOMETRY ON
AERODYNAMIC PERFORMANCE OF INLETS FOR
TILTING-MANOEUVRE VTOL AIRCRAFT

EVALUATION OF AN FM/CW RANGE MEASUREMENT SYSTEM
FOR VTOL LANDING

FUNDAMENTALS OF DESIGN - II - VTOL FOR COMBAT AIRCRAFT

Parameter and state estimation applicable to
aircraft identification problems

EFFECT OF REDUCED VISIBLE ON VTOL HANDLING
QUALITY AND DISPLAY REQUIREMENTS

TEORETICAL STUDY OF VTOL TILT-MANOEUVRE
ASYMMETRIC INLET GEOMETRIES

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS FOR SIMULATED
HELICOPTER/VTOL OPERATIONS FROM SMALL SHIPS AND
CARRIERS

The aerodynamic and thermodynamic characteristics
of fountains and some far field temperature
distributions --- vertical takeoff aircraft
ground effect

Display/control requirements for autostabilized
VTOL aircraft

Modern digital flight control system design for
VTOL aircraft

Low-speed wind-tunnel investigation of a
large-scale VTOL lift-fan transport model

Evaluation of composite wing for IFV-12A airplane,
appendix C

Technical evaluation report on the 27th Guidance
and Control Panel Symposium on the VTOL
aircraft at Night and in Poor Visibility

Wind-tunnel investigation of highly maneuverable
supersonic V/STOL fighter

The characteristics of the spray generated by the
efflux of various aircraft propulsors impinging
normally on water

A comparison of the V/STOL handling qualities of
the V/STOL and the requirements for AGARD
report 577 and MIL-P-83300

An experimental investigation of control-display
requirements for a jet-lift VTOL aircraft in the
terminal area

Maintenance cost study of rotary wing aircraft,
phase 2

VTOL controls for shipboard landing

Maritime patrol airship concept study

Aerodynamic performance of axial-flow fan stage
operated at nine inlet guide vane angles --- to
be used on vertical lift aircraft

Wind-tunnel investigation of a large-scale VTOL
aircraft model with wing root and wing thrust
Vertically taking off and landing U Vertical landing U Vertical takeoff
Vertically taking off and landing Boiling aircraft
Very high frequencies
A technical update on satellites for aircraft communication and surveillance
Experimental analysis of V.H.F. antennas for helicopter hosing systems using scale-model techniques
Automated VHF Frequency Assignment System (FAS) for FAA air traffic control communications
Design of VHF and UHF communications air/ground antennas
Radio navigation and antenna technology, an area of study of many years' standing at the Institute for Communications Engineering of Braunschweig Technical University

Very low frequencies
The Omega navigation system - An overview
Automated omega/VLF scanning and forecasting for air traffic safety enhancement - A progress report
Omega - Global navigation by VLF fix
Omega and VLF aircraft installations
Environmental effects on VLF navigation systems, Omega

VHF omnibearing navigation
A simple integrated navigation system on VOR-DME basis
Bearing errors in the VHF omnibearing due to scattering from wires --- in aircraft receiver
VOR - Its past, present, and future
Can low-cost VOR and Omega receivers suffice for RNAV - a new computer-based navigation technique
Wide-aperture digital VOR
Low profile polarization cage for VOR-S antennas
Navigation at high latitudes

Vibration
Vibrating vibration U Corrosion vibration U Flutter U Forced vibration U PROBE VIBRATION U PANEL FLUTTER U RANDOM VIBRATION U RESONANT VIBRATION U STRUCTURAL VIBRATION U SUBSONIC FLUTTER U SUPERSONIC FLUTTER U TORSIONAL VIBRATION U TRANSONIC FLUTTER
Study of T53 engine vibration
Vibratory ice protection for helicopter rotor blades
Correlation study between vibrational environmental and failure rates of civil helicopter components
Prediction of the angular response power spectral density of aircraft structures
Helicopter transmission vibration and noise reduction program. Volume 3: Evaluation of fiber PP metal-matrix housing specimens
Some theoretical and experimental investigations of stresses and vibrations in a radial flow rotor

Vibration damping
Technical evaluation report on the 52nd Symposium of the Propulsion and Energetics on Stress, Vibrations, Structural Integration and Engine Integrity (including Aeroelasticity and flutter)
The promise of multicyclic control --- to control fatigue damage of rotor and rotor blades
Radiation pattern sidelobes and null filling produced by aircraft vibration
Vibration dampers U Vibration isolators
Determination of the aerodynamic damping of turbine blade vibrations with allowance for the pitch, exit blade angle, and blade curvature
Synthesis and analysis of systems for active control and suppression of flutter of flying craft
Influence of some factors on GTE turbine blade, vibrational energy dissipation
Comparative study between two different active flutter suppression systems
The role of rotor impedance in the vibration analysis of rotorcraft
On methods for application of harmonic control --- helicopter vibration reduction by blade pitch variation
Analysis of free torsional rotor blade oscillations under special consideration of asymmetric swash-plate support
Master Plan for prediction of vehicle interior noise
Reduction of cabin noise during cruise conditions by stringer and frame damping
Adaptive control of wing store flutter - A feasibility study
Design, development, and testing of an active flutter margin augmentation system for a commercial transport airplane
Decoupler pylon - A simple, effective wing/store flutter suppressor --- in fighter/attack aircraft
Recent progress in active controls applied to flutter suppressors
Friction damping of resonant stresses in gas turbine engine airfoils
Oil squeeze film dampers for reducing vibration of aircraft gas turbine engines
Engine evaluation of a vibration damping treatment for inlet guide vanes
Damping capacity of paired shrouded turbine blades in relation to shroud contact conditions
Evaluation of the aerodynamic damping of the oscillations of turbine blades with a view to pitch, stagger angle, and curvature of blades
Designing with damping materials to reduce noise and structural fatigue --- of aircraft components
A method of reducing aircraft turbine blade vibrations
Designing with damping materials to reduce noise and structural fatigue --- of aircraft components
Demonstration of aircraft wing/store flutter suppression systems
Dynamics requirements for an Advanced Scout Helicopter /ASB/ (AJS-79-19)
Evaluation of the practical aspects of vibration reduction using structural optimization techniques
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Aircraft antennas --- Avionics 40 by 80 foot wind tunnel NASA-TP-78015
Vertical takeoff and landing U Vertical landing U Vertical takeoff
Vertically landing Boiling aircraft
Very high frequencies
A technical update on satellites for aircraft communication and surveillance
Experimental analysis of V.H.F. antennas for helicopter hosing systems using scale-model techniques
Automated VHF Frequency Assignment System (FAS) for FAA air traffic control communications [AD-A0631336] p0077 N79-16169
Design of VHF and UHF communications air/ground antennas [TAA-PD-79-7] p0040 N79-15930
Radio navigation and antenna technology, an area of study of many years' standing at the Institute for Communications Engineering of Braunschweig Technical University p0026 N79-12526
Very low frequencies
The Omega navigation system - An overview
Automated OMEGA/VLF scanning and forecasting for air traffic safety enhancement - A progress report p0077 N79-16164
Omega - Global navigation by VLF fix p0398 N79-32722
Omega and VLF aircraft installations [RAT-TM-RAD-RAY-66] p0217 N79-15930
Environmental effects on VLF navigation systems, Omega [AD-A063882] p0419 N79-22073
VHF omnibearing navigation
A simple integrated navigation system on VOR-DME basis p0054 N79-13242
Bearing errors in the VHF omnibearing due to scattering from wires --- in aircraft receiver p0074 N79-15460
VOR - Its past, present, and future p0076 N79-16161
Can low-cost VOR and Omega receivers suffice for RNAV - a new computer-based navigation technique p0077 N79-16165
Wide-aperture digital VOR p0156 N79-20230
Low profile polarization cage for VOR-S antennas p0343 N79-30784
Navigation at high latitudes p0534 N79-43514
Vibration
Vibrating vibration U Corrosion vibration U Flutter U Forced vibration U PROBE VIBRATION U PANEL FLUTTER U RANDOM VIBRATION U RESONANT VIBRATION U STRUCTURAL VIBRATION U SUBSONIC FLUTTER U SUPERSONIC FLUTTER U TORSIONAL VIBRATION U TRANSONIC FLUTTER
Study of T53 engine vibration
Vibratory ice protection for helicopter rotor blades [AD-A0573292] p0045 N79-11038
Correlation study between vibrational environmental and failure rates of civil helicopter components [NASA-CR-159033] p0432 N79-23064
Prediction of the angular response power spectral density of aircraft structures [AD-A066141] p0465 N79-23956
Some theoretical and experimental investigations of stresses and vibrations in a radial flow rotor

Demonstration of aircraft wing/store flutter suppression systems
Dynamics requirements for an Advanced Scout Helicopter /ASB/ (AJS-79-19) p0628 N79-49074
VIBRATION MEASUREMENTS

- Design implications of recent gearbox noise and vibration studies -- for helicopters
  p0035 A79-18688

- Vibration measurements on planetary gears of aircraft turbine engines
  p0035 A79-30183

- Performance of two-stage fan with a first-stage rotor redesign to account for the presence of a part-span damper
  p0655 A79-30191

- Evaluation of pylons focusing for reduced helicopter vibration
  p006 B79-30096

VIBRATION EFFECTS

- Development of noise and vibration ride comfort criteria
  p0035 A79-22921

- Engine induced structural borne noise in a general aviation aircraft
  p0045 A79-36750

- Antiresonant rotor isolation for vibration reduction in helicopters
  p0045 A79-18150

- The RSRA Active Isolation/Rotor Balance System --- Rotor Systems Research Aircraft
  p0045 A79-18655

- Flutter suppression and gust alleviation using active controls -- Review of developments and applications based on the aerodynamic energy concept
  p0156 A79-20128

- Planter mounted rotors -- An alternative for smoother running turbomachinery
  p0014 A79-32414

- Design and development of a motion compensator for the RSRA main rotor control
  p0045 A79-22501

- Polyurethane foams for aircraft shock mounts. 2: Polybutadiene based foams
  p0041 A79-22319

- An investigation of vibration dampers in gas-turbine engines
  p0035 A79-27161

- Investigations on the design of active vibration isolation systems for helicopters with rigid and elastic modeling of the fuselage
  p0065 A79-30183

- Performance of two-stage fan with a first-stage rotor redesigned to account for the presence of a part-span damper
  p0655 A79-30191

- Evaluation of pylons focusing for reduced helicopter vibration
  p006 B79-30096

VIBRATION TESTING

- Design implications of recent gearbox noise and vibration studies -- for helicopters
  p0035 A79-18688

- Vibration measurements on planetary gears of aircraft turbine engines
  p0035 A79-7012

- Model verification of force determination for measuring vibratory loads --- of rotors on helicopters
  p0450 A79-36379

- An approach for estimating vibration characteristics of nonuniform rotor blades
  p0045 A79-36379
VIBRATIONAL STRESS
Influence of rotor vane casting on alternating stresses level in turbine rotor blades
[ASME PAPER 79-GT-109] p0392 A79-32384
Friction damping of resonant stresses in gas turbine engine airfoils
[ASME PAPER 79-GT-112] p0393 A79-32330
Model verification of force determination for measuring vibratory loads -- of rotors on helicopters
p0450 A79-36379

VIBRATION MONITORS
VIDEO COMMUNICATION
Global services systems -- Space communication
p0068 A79-18161
VIDEO EQUIPMENT
General principles of automatic video trackers, II -- area trackers
p0071 A79-15159
Airborne video recording system
p0114 A79-17608

VISCEROUS DAMPING
Rotor blade lag plane frequency optimisation using visco-elastic damping -- for helicopters
p0130 A79-18652
Reduction of cabin noise during cruise conditions by stronger and frame damping
[AIAA PAPER 78-506] p0315 A79-28611

VISCEROUS FLOW
VISCEROUSITY
Research conducted by ONERA on the relationship between the behavior and cumulative damage of materials and structures

VISCOSITY
NT BODY VISCOSITY
Effect of viscosity on wind-tunnel wall interference for airfoils at high lift
[ASME PAPER 78-1534] p0577 A79-46715
An artificial viscosity method for the design of supercritical airfoils
[AIAA-CE-3184] p0712 1179-33162

VISCOSITY AIRCRAFT
Temperature measurements on the Vickers Viscount stabilizer in flight under icing conditions
[ASME PAPER 78-1534] p0577 A79-46715
Unsteady viscous thin airfoil theory
[AD-A059231] p0200 879-28611

VISCOSITY FLOW
VISCOSITY Damping
NT VISCEROUS DAMPING
Significance of disk flexing in viscous-damped jet engine dynamics
[ASME PAPER 78-1534] p0577 A79-46715

VISCOSITY FLOW
NT BOUNDARY LAYER FLOW
NT BOUNDARY LAYER SEPARATION
NT HEAT TRANSFER
NT SECONDARY FLOW
NT SEPARATED FLOW
NT STOCH FLOW
Effect of viscosity on nonseparated transonic flow past a profile
p0221 A79-12205
Calculation of effect of viscosity on nonseparated subsonic flow past a wing with flap
p0222 A79-12206
Viscous transonic flows about 3-D wings
p0058 A79-13296
Comparative study of the convergence rates of two numerical techniques
p0060 A79-12398
Viscous flow analysis in mixed flow rotors -- in turbomachinery
[ASME PAPER 79-WA-GT-3] p0189 A79-19792
Computation of supersonic viscous flows over ogive-cylinders at angle of attack
[AD-A01264] p0200 A79-23517
Numerical predictions of the unsteady lift development on airfoils in a viscous fluid
p0212 A79-24216
A shock capturing application of the finite element method -- to viscous compressible flow
p0247 A79-24771
Numerical study of unsteady flows of viscous incompressible fluids about airfoils by a combined method of order O/h2 and O/h4
p0248 A79-24829
An alternating direction explicit method for computing three-dimensional viscous flow fields in turbomachines
[ASME PAPER 79-GT-5] p0256 A79-25804
R-1/2 least squares method for the Navier-Stokes equations -- numerical simulation of separated viscous flows around wings and airfoils
p0255 A79-29805
Parabolized Navier-Stokes solutions for hypersonic viscous flows over blunt cones at large angles of attack
p0335 A79-29806

Axial-flow compressor turning angle and loss by inviscid-viscous interaction blade-to-blade computation
[ASME PAPER 79-GT-5] p0339 A79-30504
An application of 3-D viscous flow analysis to the design of a low-aspect-ratio turbine
[ASME PAPER 79-GT-5] p0391 A79-32330
Hypersonic viscous shock layer on infinite-span arrow wings at angle of attack
p0410 A79-35158
A numerical solution of supersonic and hypersonic viscous flow fields around thin planar delta wings
p0332 A79-10018
Compressible viscous flowfields and a frame forces induced by two-dimensional lift jets in ground effect
[AD-A059231] p0200 879-28611
An automated procedure for computing the three-dimensional transonic flow over wing-body combinations, including viscous effects. Volume 2: Program user's manual and code description
[AD-A059989] p0087 A79-12027
Viscid/inviscid interaction analysis of thrust augmenting ejectors
[AD-A059546] p0175 A79-15055
Inverse transonic airfoil design methods including boundary layer and viscous interaction effects
Calculation of supersonic viscous flow over delta wings with sharp subsonic leading edges
p0300 A79-18909
Viscous flows in centrifugal compressors
p0308 A79-19387
Upgraded viscous flow analysis of multi-element airfoils
p0356 A79-20040
Wake curvature and trailing edge interaction effects in viscous flow over airfoils
p0357 A79-20045
Unsteady viscous thin airfoil theory
[AD-A067171] p0361 A79-20067
Viscous-inviscid flow matching: Numerical method and applications to two-dimensional, transonic and supersonic flows
p0376 A79-20977
Semidirect computation of three-dimensional viscous flows over suction holes in laminar flow control surfaces
[NASA-CR-159017] p0378 A79-21005
A viscous/potential flow interaction analysis for circulation-controlled airfoils
[AD-A067913] p0389 A79-26030
Finite element methods for inviscid and viscous flow problems
p0586 A79-28474
Multi-element airfoil viscous-inviscid interactions
A viscous flow analysis for the tip vortex generation process

VISIBILITY
NT LOW VISIBILITY
Automating prevailing visibility --- airport video图像 sensor systems
[AD-A067171] p0361 A79-31088
Visibility modelling for a landing simulator with special reference to low visibility
p0223 A79-15902
Evaluation of threshold and prethreshold lights for medium intensity approach lighting systems
[FAA-NA-78-44] p0237 1179-16878
VISUAL RADIATION

Visual radiation refers to the spectrum of electromagnetic radiation that is detectable by the human eye. It is a critical component in the field of vison, which deals with the human eye's ability to perceive and interpret visual information.

**VISUAL RADIATION**

- **Visible Spectrum**
  - The range of wavelengths that the human eye can detect, typically from blue to red light.

**Visible Radiation Subjects**

- **Visible Radiation**
- **Visible Display**
- **Visible Control**
- **Visible Systems**
- **Visible Detection**
- **Visible Systems**

**Visible Radiation Devices**

- **Visual Displays**
- **Visual Flight**
- **Visual Perception**

**Visible Radiation Applications**

- **Synthetic Image Generation for Visual Simulation**
- **Visual Simulation Systems**
- **Visual Detection Performance Evaluation**

**Visible Radiation Systems**

- **Visible Radiation System**
- **Visible Radiation System Description**
- **Visible Radiation System Development**

**Visible Radiation Technologies**

- **Visible Radiation Technology**
- **Visible Radiation Technology Description**
- **Visible Radiation Technology Development**
VORTEX INJECTORS
VORTEX STREETS
VORTEX TUBES
VORTICES

SUBJECT INDEX

Aircraft landing
Benefits of aerodynamic interaction to the three
surface configuration
[IAA PAPER 79-1830]
Subsonic and transonic flows on a variable swept
wing
[SOPA, TP No. 1979-126]
A viscous flow analysis for the tip vortex
generation process
[ISON, CR-3184]
VORTEX INJECTORS
Aircraft vortex marking program
[SASA CR-162299]
VORTEX SHEETS
Undetected calculation of vortex sheets emitted by
highly inclined lifting surfaces
[STRA, TP No. 1978-63]
Recent advances in the solution of
three-dimensional flow over wings with leading
edge vortex separation
[AIAA PAPER 79-026]
The 'cloud-in-cell' technique applied to the roll
up of vortex sheets
[ONERA, TP. 1979-81]
An iterative lifting surface method for thick
bladed hovering helicopter rotors
[AIAA PAPER 79-11171]
Water tunnel flow visualization - Insight into
complex three-dimensional flow fields --- around
a fighter aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 79-1530]
The calculation of non-linear aerodynamic
characteristics of wings and their wakes in
subsonic flow
[ONERA, TP. 1978-83]
Synthesis of the thickness effect in the case of
flow past a slender delta wing with leading edge
vortices
[ONERA, TP. 1979-7560]
Vortex effects for canard-wing configurations at
high angles of attack in subsonic flow
[NASA TM-7853]
Non-conical flow past slender wings with leading
edge vortex sheets
[ARC-R/M-3814]
Application of vortex lattice method for the
evaluation of the aerodynamic characteristics of
wings with and without strakes
[NASA 75-28145]
Theoretical estimation of nonlinear longitudinal
characteristics of wings with small and moderate
aspect ratio by the vortex-lattice method in
incompressible flow
[DLR-FB-78-26]
VORTEX STREAMS
NT FARMAN VORTEX STREET
Onset of leading edge separation effects under
dynamic conditions and low Mach number
[AMS 78-63]
Mechanism of determination of the shedding
frequency of vortices behind a cylinder at low
Reynolds numbers
[ONERA, TP. 1978-1718]
Sound absorption caused by vorticity shedding,
demonstrated with a jet flow
[AIAA PAPER 79-0575]
Modeling of turbulent wakes in ideal fluids
[ONERA, TP. 1979-42806]
Interference of vortices with shocks in airfoils
- Dissipation of vortices
[ONERA, TP. 1979-42806]
VORTEX TUBES
U VORTICES
VORTICES

NT WING TIP VORTICES
Experimental method for investigating preintake
vortex circulation --- in engine air intakes
[ONERA, TP. 1979-11367]
Recent theoretical developments and experimental
studies pertinent to vortex flow aerodynamics -
With a view towards design
[ONERA, TP. 1979-11549]
Approximate calculation of the velocity field and
the motion of vortices in the wake of a
low-flying biplane
[ONERA, TP. 1979-12198]
Vortex system at the nose part of a fuselage model
at supercritical angles of attack and different
Reynolds numbers
[ONERA, TP. 1979-12199]

Problems in the method of discrete vortices for
solving linear wing theory problems
[ONERA, TP. 1979-12224]
Measurements in three-dimensional turbulent
boundary layer on a paved flat plate induced by
leading edge vortex
[ONERA, TP. 1979-13150]
Influence of liquid oscillations in fuel line on
head of pump operating in regimes without
reverse flow
[ONERA, TP. 1979-14393]
Vortex pattern at the upper surface of a swept
wing with a high angle of attack
[STRA, TP. 1978-126]
The plane turbulent impinging jet
[ONERA, TP. 1979-18155]
Experimental results on boundary layers and
detached flows
[DGLR PAPER 78-220]
Formation of a trailing vortex
[ONERA, TP. 1979-20479]
The method of discrete vortices --- for steady
flow past finite-span wing
[ONERA, TP. 1979-28864]
Goertler vortices in the nonlinear region
unsteadiness development and onset in blowdown
wind tunnels
[ONERA, TP. 1979-29684]
Study of some characteristics of helicopter rotor
operation on the basis of a numerical experiment
[ONERA, TP. 1979-30690]
Practical design of minimum induced loss propellers
[SAS PAPER 790585]
Vortex-induced oscillations - A selective review
[ONERA, TP. 1979-32571]
Water tunnel visualization of the vortex flows of
the F-15
[ONERA, TP. 1979-16490]
The inner regions of annular jets
[ONERA, TP. 1979-45325]
A study of some characteristics of the operation of
a lifting propeller by numerical experiment
[ONERA, TP. 1979-53728]
Is the Wels-Fogt principle exploitable in
turbomachinery --- aerodynamic lift generation
without vortex shedding
[ONERA, TP. 1979-54362]
Axial flow in trailing line vortices
[AD-0057075]
Experimental investigation of wing fin
configurations for alleviation of vortex wakes of
aircraft
[NASA TM-785320]
Analytical studies of separated vortex flow on
highly swept wings
[NASA CR-3022]
Aircraft wake vortex characteristics from data
measured at John F. Kennedy International Airport
[ONERA, TP. 1979-14026]
Problems of the Aircraft Wake Vortices Conference
[ONERA, TP. 1979-14031]
Vortex-lift roll-control device
[NASA-CASE-LAP-11868-2]
Effect of flow separation vortices on aircraft
unsteady aerodynamics
[ONERA, TP. 1979-15084]
Jet noise radiation from discrete vortices
[ARC-R/M-3826]
Vortex models on missile configurations ---
computer program for determining aerodynamic
coefficients and flow deflections
[BNV, PSW-77-27]
Vortex pattern development on the upper surface of
a swept wing at high angle of attack
[NASA-75377]
Evaluation of a wake vortex upset model based on
simultaneous measurements of wake velocities and
probe-aircraft accelerations
[NASA-753611]
Secondary-flow-related vortex cavitation
[ONERA, TP. 1979-21003]
Vortex pattern developing on the upper surface of
a swept wing at high angle of attack
[ONERA, TP. 1979-22007]
Subcritical drag minimization for highly swept
wings with leading edge vortices
[ONERA, TP. 1979-22021]
An experimental investigation of the entrainment of a leading-edge vortex... 

Low-speed wind-tunnel parametric investigation of flight spoilers as trailing-vortex-alleviation devices on a transport aircraft model... 

A simulation model of attack helicopter... 

Experimental methods for aircraft design... 

A new approach for solving the vorticity and continuity equations in turbomachinery ducts... 

Calculation of separated boundary-layer flows... 

A general correction method of the interference in 2-dimensional wind tunnels with ventilated walls... 

A similarity rule for compressibility and subsonic-wall-boundary-layer-effects in two-dimensional wind tunnels... 

A transonic wind tunnel interference assessment... 

Calculation of separated boundary-layer flows... 

A fundamental criterion for the application of rotor casing treatment --- in axial flow compressors... 

An experimental study of endwall and airfoil surface heat transfer in a large scale turbine... 

On the evaluation of wall interference in two-dimensional ventilated wind tunnels by subsonic linear theory... 

Pressure and velocity measurements in a three-dimensional ventilated wind tunnel... 

The influence of compressor inlet guide... 

Development of a low-correction wind tunnel wall configuration for testing high lift airfoils... 

The evaluation of wall interference in two-dimensional ventilated wind tunnels... 

Pressure and velocity measurements in a three-dimensional ventilated wind tunnel... 

Calculation of a laminar wall jet in a wake...
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